OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.
All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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3712102  **PREACHER: The Legendary Mountain Man.** By William W. Johnstone. Novel. In 1812, a boy filled with wanderlust and courage runs away from home, westward, into a vast, dangerous land. By the time he’s a young man, he’s hired to lead a wagon train through the last leg of the Oregon Trail, and has acquired a nickname known throughout the West. By the time Preacher can’t avoid the dangers ahead for these brave pioneers. 560 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3929118  **AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE.** By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly has taken a new traine, Francesaring. As he and the locals get to know one another, they form a new puppy to the ever-expanding household. Meanwhile, his partner, Dr. Barry Laverty, finds himself wondering if he’s ready to settle down and start a family. SHOPWORN. 394 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

2986574  **AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE.** By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire engulfs the Donnelly family’s cottage, leaving them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers. 349 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.


3712102  **PREACHER: The Legendary Mountain Man.** By William W. Johnstone. Novel. In 1812, a boy filled with wanderlust and courage runs away from home, westward, into a vast, dangerous land. By the time he’s a young man, he’s hired to lead a wagon train through the last leg of the Oregon Trail, and has acquired a nickname known throughout the West. By the time Preacher can’t avoid the dangers ahead for these brave pioneers. 560 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3929118  **AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE.** By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly has taken a new traine, Francesaring. As he and the locals get to know one another, they form a new puppy to the ever-expanding household. Meanwhile, his partner, Dr. Barry Laverty, finds himself wondering if he’s ready to settle down and start a family. SHOPWORN. 394 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

2986574  **AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE.** By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire engulfs the Donnelly family’s cottage, leaving them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers. 349 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.

Fiction

6824544 THE DOG WHO WAS THERE. By Ron Marasco. Novel. No one expected Barney to have an encounter with the Messiah. He was homeless, hungry, and struggling to survive in first-century Jerusalem. Most surprisingly, he was a dog. But through Barney’s eyes, the story of a teacher from Galilee comes alive in a way we’ve never experienced before. 262 pages. Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

2748455 THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKING. By Fannie Flagg. Novel. Flagg tells the story of a young North Carolinian and his mail- order bride Katrina, and their neighbors and descendants as they live, love, die, and carry on in mysterious and surprising ways. An unforgettable story of life, afterlife, and remarkable goings-on of ordinary people. 402 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

★ 2848434 THE RANGE DETECTIVES. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. A killer is on the loose in the Arizona Territory. One by one, ranchers are being murdered for their livestock, and the Cattle Raisers Association has hired two range detectives, Stovepipe Stewart and Wilbur Coleman, to catch the bandits. Soon they find themselves in the middle of an all-out range war with the dirtiest gang of outlaws. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2997169 DAY OF INDEPENDENCE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. East of Chance, Texas, freedom is under siege. One violent act at a time—until wounded Texas Ranger Hank Cannan arrives in town. Seeing the terrorized townfolk, Cannan is ready to start a revolution for those who dare to take a life and stand for one way or the other. Cannan is out to set East Chance free with bullets, blood, and a willingness to kill. 377 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


★ 3756130 HOME INVASION. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. In a stunning case of domestic violence, U.S. President decided to make the town a test case to strike down the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution: Ban all guns in Home, Texas. And to enforce it, he reveals his personal police force. One person is gunning for him. And sometimes, there’s only one way to deliver justice: right between the eyes. 424 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3693802 THE LEGEND OF PERLEY GATES. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After Perley Gates’ father’s death, Perley Gates decides to track down the grandfather whose name he shares. When he crosses into Oklahoma Territory, young Perley discovers the trail is full of near-death encounters. Perley quickly finds the original Perley, and when the closer he comes to meeting his maker at the fabled gates they’re named for. 361 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


★ 3756131 HAVE BRIDES, WILL TRAVEL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After Bo Lazar and his lifelong drifter, who save the life of Cyrus Keegan the owner of a matrimonial agency, they receive a offer that’s hard to resist. Keegan needs to deliver five mail order brides to a mining town in New Mexico, and all Scratch and Bo have to do is get these gals to the church on time—and alive. If possible, it could be the last vow they ever make. 390 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3751174 THOSE JENSEN BOYS! By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Their uncle Smoke is one of the fiercest gunfighters the west has ever known. It’s no surprise that the insuperable Ace and Chance Jensen have a knack for getting into trouble, even if they have to blast their way out of it. Their skills are put to the test when two young ladies ask them to protect their struggling stagecoach line. 316 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3711117 HATE THY NEIGHBOR. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After a two-year drought, the Kerrigan ranch is dry as a bone and as dusty as a honky-tonk bible. On the brink of Keri and Kate Kerigan’s marriage, Professor Somerset Lazarus, who promises rain. But when four angry gunmen show up ready to lynch Lazarus, the Kerrigans have to decide whether to deliver justice or bullet—right between the eyes. 363 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 370615X UYUMA PRISON CRASHOUT. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After being released from prison, where he spent time for a crime he didn’t commit, deputy marshal Hank Fallinbarker scouring the desert for the man who wants to put Hank behind bars again—but this time as an undercover agent. If Hank succeeds, he could be on the run with the deadliest cutthroats alive. Will they be able to break loose? 368 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
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**388704X** BURNING DAYLIGHT. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The reward for Jack McKinney is one dollar and a broken harmonica. All McKinney’s son Aaron can scrape together to try to find the man who abandoned his family. Luke Jensen can’t say no to the poor boy, or his beautiful mother, so he agrees to go after McKinney. He fronts a bank-robbing gang. But they say that the road to Hell is paved with good intentions. Luke’s about to find that out. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**3758095** THE JACKALS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. With Apaches on the prowl, ex-cavalry sergeant Sean Keegan, bounty hunter Jed Deyn, and ex-Texas Ranger Matt McCulloch take shelter in a Texas way station—along with a woman bound for the gallows and pursued by the victim’s brother, and a coward who wants $50,000 from the vengeful Hawkian gang. These three men, known as the Jackals—are getting ready for a showdown! 360 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**6881726** THE CHUCKWAGON TRAIL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Dewey “Mac” McKenzie, talks his way onto a cattle drive heading west as a chuck wagon cook. He’s as good with a pot and pan as he is with a gun. When Mac learns that trail boss Deke Northrup is planning to double cross the herd’s owner, he stands up to the trail boss to save the herd from the vengeful Hawkian gang. 379 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**2977621** MONAHAN’S MASSACRE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The accidental gunslinger Dooley Monahan has quit wandering and settled down to a farmer’s life. But when the itch for adventure gets too strong, along with his horse Generel Grant and his dog Blue, Dooley packs up and rides west. But fate has other ideas—because when you’re Dooley Monahan, trouble ain’t far behind. 395 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**375801X** THE DEVIL TO PAY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When Billy seeks revenge from a vengeful rancher on Kate Kerrigan’s doorstep, she takes him in. But her charity turns out to be a disaster. First the rancher’s henchmen come gunning for her houseguests, they shoot her butt, and innocence themselves on Kate. Now Kate vows to send these murderous bastards straight to hell—even if she has to dance with the devil. 345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**3735672** TOO SOON TO DIE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. There’s nothing like the Perley and Harmon families’ tradition and there’s no place like the Sugarloaf Ranch to throw a foot-stomping hoedown—even if it turns into a gun-blazing showdown. When the Harmon family becomes entangled with the chauffeur daughter from a runaway mustang makes his deadly moves, once more the Jensens must band together to fight for what’s theirs. 439 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**2976978** A TIME FOR VULTURES. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. To save the survivors of Flinstock, a loon must send King Fisher to Hell. But the deadly deacon has a clockwork arm that can draw a pistol faster than the eye can blink. It will take the devil to bring him down. The frontier legend they call Flinstock. 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**2977001** TORTURES OF THE DAMNED. By Hunter Shea. Novel. First the electricity goes, plunging the east coast in darkness after a nuclear attack. The lucky ones. Next the chemical weapons take effect, except for a handful of survivors in a bomb shelter. They are the damned. This is hell on earth. The rules are simple: Eat. Sleep. Survive. 369 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95


**2977532** LOGAN’S OUTLAW. By Elaine Levine. Novel. Sarah Hawkins survived capture by the Sioux, but after her escape she faced public scorn. Now, she’ll do anything to start over, and the dusty town of Defiance promises the anonymity she needs. Without meaning to, Sarah has fallen under the protection of Logan Taggert. Though she refuses to trust him, Logan won’t leave her side, keeping her out of danger. 338 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

**2955709** THE BEACH CLUB. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Mack Peterson escaped the past and started over in a hotel that has become his life, but this summer his secrets can’t stay hidden. Love, O’Donnell, a glamorous hotel manager, takes a job at the Beach Club to implement her life plan—to find a man to get pregnant. And Lacey Gardner, the Grande Dame of the Beach Club, knows about the storm coming in with everything. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**2806096** THE CASTAWAYS. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. With rumors of infidelity straining Greg and Tess MacAvery’s marriage, the couple head out on a sailboat to celebrate their tenth anniversary. When the rough waters of the Atlantic arise, they are left behind. But when they mysteriously drown, their grieving friends find themselves unprepared for the revelation of secret upon secret. 359 pages. Little. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

**2978830** BABY DOLL. By Hollie Overton. Novel. You’ve been mentally and physically abused every day since you were sixteen years old. Then one night you realize your captor has left the room unlocked. For the first time in eight years you’re free—this is what happens next. 405 pages. Redhook. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

**6815715** A PLACE CALLED WINTER. By Patrick Gale. Novel. A privileged elder son, Harry Cane has followed Edwardian convention at every step, until an illicit affair forces him to abandon his wife and child. He signs up for emigration to the newly colonized Canadian prairies, and in this harsh landscape, the fight for survival will reveal in Harry an inner strength he’s never known before. 368 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

**3699900** THE CELEBRATION: Amish Cooking Class. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. Lyle and Heidi Troyer have taken in a brother and sister who were orphaned when their parents died in a car accident. Helping to care for the children is the Amish community; a community that decides to hold a series of cooking classes for kids. But kids are always accompanied by an adult—and that’s where the trouble arises.
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Fiction

2978145 MOVING ON. By Larry McMurtry. Novel. This sweeping saga follows beloved young cattle brander, Nellie Bly Howard, as she calmly finishes a Hershey bar alone in her car, drives away from her less-than-ideal marriage in search of a greater purpose. This transitional work of American literature holds a place in modern-day America.

2976225 A DOG'S PROMISE. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. The continuing story of a young dog, Bella, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives.

2807521 MOLLY'S STORY. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. Neglected by her mother, who won't allow her to have a dog, CIJ is going through some tough times. Molly's job is to stay hidden in CJ's room, cuddle up to her at night and protect her. No matter what CIJ's mother does to keep them apart, keep Molly away, the girl loves the books and puppy in the cozy place.

6501177 THE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. With four hundred miles of dangerous Colorado wilderness separating them, two find their lives in jeopardy.


282650X ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. The town of Castle Rock prepares for its annual summer tradition.

2877880 THE GOODNIGHT TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Former Texas Rangers Benton McCaleb, Will Elliot and Brad Taylor are hoping to reach the wide open land of Oregon before winter.


2881520 ABIGALE HALL. By Lauren A. Furry. Novel. Amid the terror of WWII, 17 year old Eliza and her troubled little sister Rebecca, have been forced to leave London to work for the mysterious Mr. Brownawell at Abigail Hall, where they soon learn the worst is yet to come.

2979240 THE ANGRY WOMEN. By Stephen King. Novel. When the bodies of two women are found in a remote stretch of woods.

2978646 SHOTGUN. By C. Courtney Joyner. Novel. Dr. John Bishop thought he'd seen his last of St. Petersburg. Then his quiet life was shattered when outlaws invaded his home, killed his family, and tortured him within an inch of his life.

2889022 APT PUPIL. By Stephen King. Novel. Todd Bowden gets good grades, lives with his beloved great Dane, and has a paper route. But he is about to meet a different kind of teacher, Mr. Dussander, and to learn all about Dussander's dark and deadly past.

2806206 BECAUSE IT'S CHRISTMAS. By Patricia Flanigan. Novel. Sophie is looking forward to her favorite holiday for so many happy years among her beloved apple trees. But her family insists that she can no longer live alone.

2838958 MOLLY'S STORY. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. Neglected by her mother, who can't stand to have a dog, CIJ is going through some tough times. Molly's job is to stay hidden in CJ's room, cuddle up to her at night and protect her. But no matter what CIJ's mother does to keep them apart, keep Molly away, the girl loves the books and puppy in the cozy place.

2841808 NIGHT OVER WATER. By Ken Follett. Novel. September 1939. England is at war with Nazi Germany. In Southampton, the world's most luxurious liner, the Pan Am Clipper, takes off for its final flight to neutral America.

282650X ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. The town of Castle Rock prepares for its annual summer tradition.

2877880 THE GOODNIGHT TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Former Texas Rangers Benton McCaleb, Will Elliot and Brad Taylor are hoping to reach the wide open land of Oregon before winter.


2881520 ABIGALE HALL. By Lauren A. Furry. Novel. Amid the terror of WWII, 17 year old Eliza and her troubled little sister Rebecca, have been forced to leave London to work for the mysterious Mr. Brownawell at Abigail Hall, where they soon learn the worst is yet to come.

2979240 THE ANGRY WOMEN. By Stephen King. Novel. When the bodies of two women are found in a remote stretch of woods.

2978646 SHOTGUN. By C. Courtney Joyner. Novel. Dr. John Bishop thought he'd seen his last of St. Petersburg. Then his quiet life was shattered when outlaws invaded his home, killed his family, and tortured him within an inch of his life.

2889022 APT PUPIL. By Stephen King. Novel. Todd Bowden gets good grades, lives with his beloved great Dane, and has a paper route. But he is about to meet a different kind of teacher, Mr. Dussander, and to learn all about Dussander's dark and deadly past.

2838958 MOLLY'S STORY. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. Neglected by her mother, who can't stand to have a dog, CIJ is going through some tough times. Molly's job is to stay hidden in CJ's room, cuddle up to her at night and protect her. But no matter what CIJ's mother does to keep them apart, keep Molly away, the girl loves the books and puppy in the cozy place.

2841808 NIGHT OVER WATER. By Ken Follett. Novel. September 1939. England is at war with Nazi Germany. In Southampton, the world's most luxurious liner, the Pan Am Clipper, takes off for its final flight to neutral America.

282650X ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. The town of Castle Rock prepares for its annual summer tradition.

2877880 THE GOODNIGHT TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Former Texas Rangers Benton McCaleb, Will Elliot and Brad Taylor are hoping to reach the wide open land of Oregon before winter.


2881520 ABIGALE HALL. By Lauren A. Furry. Novel. Amid the terror of WWII, 17 year old Eliza and her troubled little sister Rebecca, have been forced to leave London to work for the mysterious Mr. Brownawell at Abigail Hall, where they soon learn the worst is yet to come. Now Eliza uncovers some portraits of a mysterious young woman that begins to unravel the dangerous mysteries of the house.

2979240 THE ANGRY WOMEN. By Stephen King. Novel. When the bodies of two women are found in a remote stretch of woods.

2978646 SHOTGUN. By C. Courtney Joyner. Novel. Dr. John Bishop thought he'd seen his last of St. Petersburg. Then his quiet life was shattered when outlaws invaded his home, killed his family, and tortured him within an inch of his life.

2889022 APT PUPIL. By Stephen King. Novel. Todd Bowden gets good grades, lives with his beloved great Dane, and has a paper route. But he is about to meet a different kind of teacher, Mr. Dussander, and to learn all about Dussander's dark and deadly past. He's about to learn the seductive lure of evil.

2838958 MOLLY'S STORY. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. Neglected by her mother, who can't stand to have a dog, CIJ is going through some tough times. Molly's job is to stay hidden in CJ's room, cuddle up to her at night and protect her. But no matter what CIJ's mother does to keep them apart, keep Molly away, the girl loves the books and puppy in the cozy place.

2841808 NIGHT OVER WATER. By Ken Follett. Novel. September 1939. England is at war with Nazi Germany. In Southampton, the world's most luxurious liner, the Pan Am Clipper, takes off for its final flight to neutral America.

282650X ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. The town of Castle Rock prepares for its annual summer tradition.

2877880 THE GOODNIGHT TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Former Texas Rangers Benton McCaleb, Will Elliot and Brad Taylor are hoping to reach the wide open land of Oregon before winter.


2881520 ABIGALE HALL. By Lauren A. Furry. Novel. Amid the terror of WWII, 17 year old Eliza and her troubled little sister Rebecca, have been forced to leave London to work for the mysterious Mr. Brownawell at Abigail Hall, where they soon learn the worst is yet to come. Now Eliza uncovers some portraits of a mysterious young woman that begins to unravel the dangerous mysteries of the house.

2979240 THE ANGRY WOMEN. By Stephen King. Novel. When the bodies of two women are found in a remote stretch of woods.

2978646 SHOTGUN. By C. Courtney Joyner. Novel. Dr. John Bishop thought he'd seen his last of St. Petersburg. Then his quiet life was shattered when outlaws invaded his home, killed his family, and tortured him within an inch of his life.
Fiction

675577 THE BEACH TREES. By Karen White. Novel; feeling as if she’s lost her sister a second time, Julie inhales the memory of her mentor and custodian of her young son. Taking him to Mississippi to meet the family he’s never known, Julie discovers the portrait was painted by her great-grandfather, and it unlocks a sibling family history. 403 pages. New American Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

694372 SKITTER. By Ezekiel Boone. Novel; a Bedady, long dormant species has hatched, tens of millions of people in a worldwide plague. In the crisis, no one will be safe. Yet the crisis may be over. But a giant, omenous egg sac in Japan offers a shocking preview of what is to come. Far from being over, the worldwide assault on humanity. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

28979091 BETTY ZANE/TO THE LAST MAN. By Zane Grey. Novels. Two Zane classics in one volume. The first takes us to Ohio in 1782, following a young Betty Zane and her great-grandfather, and it unlocks a surprising conspiracy and deceit, his political operative recruit a young, unsuspecting candidate. They finance him, manipulate him, market him, and mold him into a potential Supreme Court justice. 484 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6827300 THE LITTLE OLD LADY BEHAVING BADLY. By Catharina Ingemar-Soonberg. Novel; nothing can stop the action, a wild gang of blue-rinsed rebels. They have a plan, and to realize it they are going to need money–lots of money. When nothing goes according to plan and with the police hot on their heels, they realize they are going to need money–lots of money. 318 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2898510 PARMA AND DAVE. By Joe R. Lansdale. Novel. Halfback for the Mighty Panthers of Parma, Italy. He is cut by the Browns and shunned by all other blue-rinsed rebels. They have a plan, and to realize it they are going to need money–lots of money. When nothing goes according to plan and with the police hot on their heels, they realize they are going to need money–lots of money. 318 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6581765 THE CHRONICLES OF THE DESERT. By Zane Grey. Novel; and the Civil War, Temokol Lambeth, a colonel in the Confederate army, returns home to his impoverished trekking wife, Tornil. Taking his daughter “Rill” with him they head west, where he is brutally murdered. Disguised as a youth of eighteen who rode with the toughest, Rill is sent to find for herself. Enter Pezco Smith–a rugged adventurer–though he might not be what he seems. 314 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2975650 WILDFIRE/HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. By Zane Grey. Novel. A master of the American West delivers two tales. Blossoming in the Arizona desert during the Civil War, Clay Colby is abuzz with his mail order bride’s expected arrival. He’s fought long and hard to drag himself through the worst single performance in the history of the NFL. He is cut by the Browns and shunned by all other teams. He finally gets a job as the starting quarterback for the Mighty Panthers of Parma. Now they’ve got Rick, who knows nothing about Parma and doesn’t speak a word of Italian. 308 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5979765 PLAYING FOR PIZZA. By John Grisham. Novel; a third-string quarterback for the Cleveland Browns, provides what is arguably the best performance in the history of the NFL. He is cut by the Browns and shunned by all other teams. He finally gets a job as the starting quarterback for the Mighty Panthers of Parma. Now they’ve got Rick, who knows nothing about Parma and doesn’t speak a word of Italian. 308 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5979625 THE APPEAL. By John Grisham. Novel; a jury returns a shocking verdict against his chemical company, Carl Trudeau is convinced the court is not friendly enough to his interests. He decides to try to purchase himself out of the case for the Mighty Panthers of Parma. Now they’ve got Rick, who knows nothing about Parma and doesn’t speak a word of Italian. 308 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5901485 BEHAVING BADLY. By Carolyn Keene. Novels. In Search for a Priceless Stolen Bust of the Earth’s Children, Amelia Peabody, are once again in danger as they search for the stolen bust of the legendary Queen Nefertiti. In the thrilling final installment of the series, Amelia will finally meet her end at the hands of ruthless assassins: 323 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3571503 MARRY ME BY SUNDOWN. By Johanna Lindsey. Novel. Morgan Callahan rode away from his family’s ranch to make his fortune, and as he finishes exploiting a mother lode of silver, a woman claiming to be his late partner’s daughter turns up wanting to be taken to her father. Seasoned in love and justice, brings down a hailstorm of danger that upends her plans and deepens her bond to this mountain man, who could be all a woman desires. 433 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3874850 MAGIC HOUR. By Kristin Hannah. Novel; the rugged Pacific Northwest lies the Olympic National Forest: nearly a million acres of impenetrable darkness and impossible beauty. From deep within this old growth forest, a six-year-old girl appears. Speechless and alone, she offers no clues to her identity, no hint of her past. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

2898474 A TIME OF CAVE. By Jean M. Auel. Novel; in this extraordinary continuation of the Ice Age epic series Earth’s Children, Ayla, Jonadale, and their infant daughter, Jonayla, are living with the Zelan Cave. Ayla has been chosen as an acolyte to a spiritual leader and begins arduous training tasks. 828 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

2964832 CLOWN MOON. By Lincoln Child. Novel. No one knows how outlawish, are often grounded in reality. No one knows how outlawish, are often grounded in reality. No one knows how outlawish, are often grounded in reality. No one knows how outlawish, are often grounded in reality. 286 pages. Crown. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2875175 THE WOMEN IN THE CASTLE. By Jessica Shattuck. Novel. Amid the ashes of Nazi Germany’s defeat, Marianne von Lingenfels returns to the once-grand castle of her husband’s ancestors, an imposing stone fortress now fallen into ruin and decay. Marianne plans to uphold the promise she made to her husband’s brave conspirators, to find and protect their wives, her fellow resistance widows. 356 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

2909944 THE PAINTED QUEEN. By E. Peter & Hess. Novel; in 1912, Amelia Peabody and her archaeologist husband, Radcliffe Emerson, are once again in danger as they search for the stolen bust of the legendary Queen Nefertiti. In the thrilling final installment of the series, Amelia will finally meet her end at the hands of ruthless assassins: 323 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

2898525 THE FORK, THE WITCH, AND THE WORM. By C. S. Lewis. Novel; it’s been a year since Eragon departed Alagaësia in search of the perfect horse to train a new generation of Dragon Riders. Now he is struggling to harness the living creature he has been constructing: a vast dragoninh, wrangling with suppliers, guarding dragon eggs, and dealing with haughty elves. Ages 12-15. 261 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
...and helps Peter to convince himself that he and his true love, Father Jimmy, who welcomes the soldier back to his home, are enough to overcome his stubbornness. That task falls to Peter's oldest brother, Ben, who devises a much more brutal scheme. 438 pages. Putnam.

Lesson on wish fulfillment. 311 pages. Anchor.

The cat's life changes dramatically when a fire breaks out in the pub kitchen and he is left homeless and friendless. It is beginning to rot from within. 419 pages. Harper. Paperback. Page $9.99


During the Second World War, Sidney Chambers' carefree youth has been swallowed up by the war. After his service in the Second World War, Sidney is a different man. His natural optimism has been replaced by a sense of bleakness and disillusionment. 333 pages. Harper. Paperback. Page $16.99


The Emperors' Revenge. By Clive Cussler & B. Morrison. Novel. When a bank heist during the Monaco Grand Prix decimates the Corporation's "offshore" account, Juan Cabrillo must look to a woman from his past for help. Together they connect the Oregon's missing fortune to a rogue hacker, but they don't realize that the bank job is just the beginning of a much more brutal scheme. 438 pages. Putnam.

The Barefoot Child. By Cathy Sharp. Novel. When Lucy and her siblings are orphaned, their lives must fend for themselves. It's a struggle to earn enough to keep a roof over their heads—or face ending up in the dreadlocked workhouse. With everything in the world stacked against them, the Black Death continues its devastating course. 702 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Page $14.95

The Handmaid's Tale. By Margaret Atwood. Novel. The sequel to The Handmaid's Tale. Fifteen years later, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on power, but there are signs it is beginning to rot from within. 411 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Page $25.95

The Turn of the Midnight. By Minette Walters. Novel. The conclusion to The Last Hours. As the year 1549 approaches, the Black Death continues its devastating course across the kingdom of England. This small, quarantined community of Desovelish people are only surviving by their will. Their survival is uncertain. 405 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Page $26.99


The Christmas Boutique. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Novel. Just weeks before Christmas, severe winter weather is threatening the church hall hosting the Christmas Boutique—annual sale of handcrafted gifts and baked goods that supports the county food pantry. The Elm Creek Quilters offer to hold the event at Elm Creek Manor, but it may take a holiday miracle to make it the smashing success they want it to be. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Page $19.99

The Importance of Being Seven. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. The great city of Edinburgh is renowned for its impeccable restraint; so how, then, did the extended family of 44 Scotland Street come to be tremblng on the brink of self-indulgence? Bertie is (finally) about to turn seven, and is about to learn a valuable lesson on wish fulfillment. 311 pages. Anchor.

Woman of God. By James Patterson & Max Lucado. Novel. Is it possible that the new pope is a woman? The leading candidate has made powerful enemies. Brigid's convictions and callings have made her target of all those who fear the Church has lost its way. She mustconvict her enemies, before she loses her faith and her life. 396 pages. Vision. Paperback. Page $9.99

Ghost Fire. By Wilbur Smith with T. Harper. Novel. 1754. Inseparable since babyhood, T. Harper and Clive Courtney are torn apart by the tragic death of their parents. As the siblings find their destinies converging once more, they realize that the vengeance and retribution they both desperately seek is only a superficial ceremony. 409 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Page $28.99


War of the Wolf. By Bernard Cornwell. Novel. Uhtred of Bebbanburg has won back his ancestral homelands, but the threat of enemies both old and new, does not have. 1754. Inseparable since babyhood, T. Harper and Clive Courtney are torn apart by the tragic death of their parents. As the siblings find their destinies converging once more, they realize that the vengeance and retribution they both desperately seek is only a superficial ceremony. 409 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Page $28.99

The Barefoot Child. By Cathy Sharp. Novel. When Lucy and her siblings are orphaned, their lives must fend for themselves. It's a struggle to earn enough to keep a roof over their heads—or face ending up in the dreadlocked workhouse. With everything in the world stacked against them, the Black Death continues its devastating course. 702 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Page $14.95

The Blessing: Amish Cooking. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. More than recipes are exchanged at the Troyer Farm where Lyle and Heidi once again open up their home to the young people of highly exploitable nuptial naphtha. The cargo alone makes the journey perilous, with the entire crew aware that one careless moment could lead to disaster. 222 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Page $26.00

The Blessing: Amish Cooking. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novel. More than recipes are exchanged at the Troyer Farm where Lyle and Heidi once again open up their home to the young people of highly exploitable nuptial naphtha. The cargo alone makes the journey perilous, with the entire crew aware that one careless moment could lead to disaster. 222 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Page $26.00
★ 2876221 DEATH OF A VILLAGE. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Trouble is afoot in the remote Scottish fishing village of Stoney, where the inhabitants are acting, well, fishy. On a routine visit, Constable Hamish Macbeth finds the pub empty, the church unexpectedly full, and the very air permeated with fear. 261 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. $5.95

★ 3689298 DEATH OF A DENTIST. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Constable Hamish Macbeth, a bad toothache, and Dr. Frederick Gilchrist, known for his cheap rates and remarking, all come together after the dentist is poisoned and poor Macbeth not only finds him, but has to unravel the tangled mess. 228 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 3689328 DEATH OF A GENTLE LADY. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. To combat the machinations of the sly, elderly Mrs. Gentle, who is trying to close his station, Hamish Macbeth proposes to her maid, Ayasha. He knows that his superiors won’t terminate the station of a married man. But when Mrs. Gentle turns up dead, Hamish must quickly uncover the shocking truth surrounding her murder. 258 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. $5.95

★ 3689395 A HIGHLAND CHRISTMAS. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. It’s nearly Christmas in Lochbuh, but crime isn’t taking a holiday. Constable Hamish Macbeth finds a self-proclaiming unhappy wife, unlocking the secrets of a frightened old woman, and retrieving some stolen holiday goods. 131 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 5961408 HELLO, DARKNESS. By Sandra Brown. Novel. A listener of Paris’s popular radio show tells her that the girl he loves has jilted him because of her on-air advice. He intends to exact revenge by killing the girl and then coming after her on-air advice. 548 pages. Pocket. Paperback. $5.95


★ 6707114 CHEESECAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen’s bakery is serving as snack central while Main Street is shut down, rented for the week by a movie crew. When the demanding director is killed, his lawyer’s dead twin sister, who has declared her kitchen a crime scene and off limits after the discovery of TV cooking show sweetheart Connie Mac’s body, 320 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 6705692 BLUEBERRY MUFFIN MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Preparations are under way in Hannah Swensen’s popular shop. The Cookie Jar, to bake up a storm for the Winter Carnival. Next day, a gourmet baker and her police have declared her kitchen a crime scene and off limits after the discovery of TV cooking show sweetheart Connie Mac’s body, 320 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 6957626 CINNAMON ROLL MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen hears that the Cinnamom Roll Six jazz band will be playing in Lake Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake concoctions to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when keyboard player Buddy Neiman’s minor injuries turn deadly serious when someone plunges scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3756017 CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. With her dream of opening The Cookie Jar taking shape, Hannah Swensen’s life matches the hectic December hustle and bustle in Lake Eden—especially when a Yuletide disaster happens! As she prepares to run a bakery and move out of her mother’s house, she can prevent another Yuletide disaster by solving a mystery as dense as a Christmas fruitcake. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 6707238 DEVIL’S FOOD CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. After an extravagant honeymoon, bakery owner Hannah Swensen comes home to Lake Eden, Minnesota, to discover that her mother’s neighbor has been murdered. Solving this crime—and living to tell about it—proves too much even for the ultimate banana cream pie. 422 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 6803814 BANANA CREAM PIE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. After an extravagant honeymoon, bakery owner Hannah Swensen comes home to Lake Eden, Minnesota, to discover that her mother’s neighbor has been murdered. Solving this crime—and living to tell about it—proves too much even for the ultimate banana cream pie. 422 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3758178 RASPBERRY DANISH MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. There’s trouble brewing with a way of thawing the frostiest hearts in Lake Eden, Minnesota. But that won’t be happening for new neighbor Hannah Swensen Barton—not after her husband is discovered murdered! Hannah will have to quickly sift through a cornucopia of clues and suspects to stop a killer. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 6707386 LEMON MERINGUE PIE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen finds her baking jolted by drugstore clerk Rhonda Scharf, who plans to tear down. He’s given Hannah first dibs on the antiques inside, and Hannah and her mother find out the antique’s—unfortunately—took a permanent hit. Now it’s up to Hannah to start tracking down clues, and turn up the heat on a killer. 348 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3757978 CARROT CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. During a pleasantly quiet dead with an ice pick in his chest. Now Hannah Swensen’s got to sift through a long list of suspects to find a killer, even if it could mean a recipe for her own demise. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 6707130 CHRISTMAS CARAMEL MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah has agreed to provide all the goodies for Lake Eden’s annual production of A Christmas Carol. But before anyone can say “Bah, humbug!” trouble arrives when Ebenezer Scrooge, played by Phyllis, is found dead. As the suspect list grows, it might take a visit from the ghosts of Christmas past to help Hannah wrap up this mystery in time for the holidays. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3753476 CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Now, it’s Christmas and one of the perps has been apprehended for the crime of sex ually assaulting a minor. Jessica Fletcher et al. Novel. Cliff Cooper is convinced he’s about to die, and he wants to sell his house so he can give the proceeds to his grandson. It’s a challenge for his realtor, as the house is in a deplorable condition and rumored to be haunted. When Cooper dies under suspicious circumstances, Jessica Fletcher tries to get to the bottom of the mystery. 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3758060 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Sally Goldenbaum. Novel. The Seaside Knitters help the enigmatic handyman, Rose, settle into town and find work at a real estate company. Rose proves she can fix anything, until a potential homebuyer is killed and everyone wonders if he is found dead and if she soon becomes entangled in murder. Now the Seaside Knitters must swap their knitting for sleuthing. 289 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95

★ 2792494 A DATE WITH MURDER: The Ghost and Mrs. Fletcher. By Jessica Fletcher et al. Novel. Jessica takes up the case of her good friends Hannah and Hal, who suffers a fatal heart attack that Jessica has reason to believe was actually murder. Team up with a brilliant young computer hacker, they follow the trail of the killer, and as she gets closer to the truth, she finds out why she and her friends are in danger. 258 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 296466X Y IS FOR YESTERDAY. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Ten years after being incarcerated for the crime of sexually assaulting a young student, Fritz McCabe has been released and prepared to make a new life. But before that can happen, a mysterious new serial killer who leaves no trace of his crimes. The test is whether Kinsey can prove her case against him before she becomes his next victim. 418 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 5767156 X. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new paths, Kinsey and her fellow students are introducing a remorseless new serial killer who leaves no trace of his crimes. The test is whether Kinsey can prove her case against him before she becomes his next victim. 418 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 2848627 Y IS FOR YESTERDAY. By Sue Grafton. Novel. The darkest and most disturbing case report from the files of Kinsey Millhone, Y begins in 1979. When one of three perpetrators turns states evidence, the other two go to jail. Now, it’s 1989 and one of the perps has been released. Kinsey is drawn into the past when he is killed. The test is whether Kinsey can prove her case against him before she becomes his next victim. 208 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95


Mysteries & Detectives

**5911257 DOUBLE PLUM.** By Janet Evanovich. Novels. Two “Between-the-Numbers” novels–double the fun! The world’s most dangerous relationship expert is a “relationship expert” who’s wanted for armed robbery and assault. Diesel knows where she is. He’ll help her get Annie if Stephanie plays the perfect matchmaker to Keneti. In Plum Lucky, Diesel’s hot on the trail of some missing money, and Stephanie’s grandmother finds it and takes off for Atlantic City. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**90926550 DANGEROUS MINDS.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Emerson Knight likes nothing better than solving an unsolvable, improbable mystery. And finding a missing island is better than Christmas morning in the Knight household. When clues lead to a dangerous and sinister secret that is being guarded by the National Park Service, Emerson enlists Riley Moon and his cousin Vernon for help. 335 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $5.95

**6855497 TRICKY TWENTY-TWO.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Ken Globovic has gone into hiding after being arrested for beating up the dean of students at Killman College. Then when Doug Linken is gunned down in his backyard, the only possible murderer is suspect is Long. Bounty hunter Stephanie Plum has her eye on the cash prize and some tricks up her sleeve to solve the case. 335 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $5.95

**2802238 HARDCORE TWENTY-FOUR.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Trouble comes in bunches for Stephanie Plum, and events take a dark turn when headless bodies start appearing around town. But when a homeless man is murdered and dumped behind a church, Stephanie knows that she’s the only one with a prayer of catching this killer. 294 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $7.95

**4591178 MOTIVE.** By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. The lone suspect of a young woman’s murder has a solid alibi that Dr. Alex Delaware can’t shake. But the LAPD expert can’t shake the feeling that there’s more to the story than meets the eye. And what if there’s a serial killer on the loose? Book Club Edition. 336 pages. Ballantine. $3.95

**2894807 ECHO PARK.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. In 1993 Marie Gusto is a star in Los Angeles’s thriving burlesque scene. When she’s murdered, LAPD detective Harry Bosch works the case but can’t crack it. Two decades later, Harry gets a call from the D.A. A man accused of two high-profile murders has come forth with information about Marie Gusto. When he discovers the clues that could have stopped those murders–it may just be the straw that breaks Harry Bosch’s back. 434 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95


**2895390 9 DRAGONS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. When John Li, the owner of a tough South L.A. neighborhood, is murdered, Detective Harry Bosch brings in help from the Asian Gang Unit. They uncover a link to a Hong Kong triad, and John’s world explodes. 470 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $6.95


**2894823 THE FIFTH WITNESS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Mickey Haller has fallen on tough times, but just when Mickey thinks criminal court is in his rearview mirror, one of his clients is accused of killing the banker she blames for trying to take away her home. Although suspicious that his client might be guilty, the case is huge and the banker was involved in dirty deals of his own. 613 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**996982X LIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch was taken off the case when the assistant’s death was linked with the violent theft of two million dollars from a movie set. Now retired, Bosch is determined to find justice for Angela Flood, the woman whose life was shattered by the violent theft. 437 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

**2894787 THE BRASS VERDICT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Hollywood lawyer Harry Vincent is murdered, defense attorney Mickey Haller inherits his biggest case: the defense of Walter Elliott, accused of murdering his wife and her lover. Elliott is a wealthy powerful mogul who is fighting a case against enemies inside his own department, he’s forced to make the agonizing choice between justice and vengeance. 508 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

**2894726 THE CLOSERS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch has retired from LAPD and is working a case out of state years ago, but Harry Bosch cannot resist the call to join the Unsolved Unit. His mission: solve murders whose investigations were flamed, stalled, or abandoned. Shaken, not rattled, Harry will use the information to the limit–and expose the kind of truth that shatters lives, ends careers, and keeps the dead whispering in the night. 487 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

**6945007 ANGELS FLIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch’s 3-year-old Las Vegas marriage is unraveling, and there’s a killer is leading Harry to another high-profile L.A. murder case, one where every cop had a motive. The question is, did any have the guts? 504 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**272474X THE OVERLOOK.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Ken Globovic sets off into Hollywood to find Vincent’s killer, he’s not opposed to using some tricks up his sleeve to solve the case. Harry Bosch is called out to investigate. 292 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $6.95


**2877651 THE SCARECROW.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Jack McEvoy is hired to assist the Unsolved Unit. His mission: solve murders whose investigations were flamed, stalled, or abandoned. Shaken, not rattled, Harry will use the information to the limit–and expose the kind of truth that shatters lives, ends careers, and keeps the dead whispering in the night. 487 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2791442 TWO KINDS OF TRUTH.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch is working cold cases for the San Fernando PD. When all his cards are called out to a local drugstore, where two pharmacists have been murdered. He’s faced with the dangerous world of prescription drug abuse and to get to the top, Harry must go undercover in the shadowy world of organized crime. 471 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

**2895137 TRUNK MUSIC.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Harry Bosch, hungry for action after an involuntary layoff, takes the case of the murder of Tony Aliso, a B-movie producer. Harry soon unravels Aliso’s life, times, and ties–from his Mob, his beautiful wife, to the producer. But when Gracilla learns that Bosch was murdered, it leaves Terry no choice but to take down this predator without a soul. 515 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2789492 DEATH IN FOCUS.** By Anne Perry. Novel. On vacation from London on the beautiful Italian coast, Elena and her older sister Marguerite are struck with a revelation from the lasting trauma of the Great War–but Elena can’t crack it. Two decades later, Elena gets a call from the D.A. A man accused of two homozygous sequels comes calling. With such a vast selection, he knows that his mission could be risky not only for himself, but for the one 392 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

**5370280 DEATH IN FOCUS.** By Anne Perry. Novel. Elena and her older sister Marguerite are struck with a revelation from the lasting trauma of the Great War–but when a hurricane scuttles their plans, and the disagreeable health inspector is found murdered in their kitchen–Elena and Elena has no idea–it’s up to the killer and keep Elena in the land of the free. 305 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $8.25 $21.95


**3701263 AN ECHO OF MURDER.** By Anne Perry. Novel. Commander Harry Bosch has yet to see a more gruesome crime scene—a warehouse owner lies in the middle of his blood-soaked office, murdered through his chest and eviscerated by 17 candles. Racing time and the rising tide of terror, Monk must be even more relentless than the mysterious killer. 286 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**5904565 BREAKDOWN.** By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. Psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware and his friend, LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis, team up to find the murderer of beautiful television actress Zelda Chase, and to find her missing sister. Harry Bosch joins the case when he finds Jersey corruption of a family, and a grotesque betrayal of innocence with each devastating revelation and damning clue. 400 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6232312 THE BLACK ECHO.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. For mankind LAPD homicide detective Harry Bosch, he’s the drainpipe at Mulholland Dam is more than another anonymous statistic. This one is personal–because the murdered man was a fellow Vietnam “funnel rat” who had fought beside Harry. Now Harry Bosch is being treated as an unsolved murder of fifteen year old Daisy Clayton, a runaway who was brutally killed, her body left in a dumpster. Their partnership is put to the test when the case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn. 485 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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Jennifer Lawrence. Novel. She knows the man who is going to murder her. But when the psycho killer is shot in the head, she must somehow remember how she learned his name. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

---

**2908023 THE MOTH CATCHER.** By Ann Cleeves. Novel. Life seems perfect in the quiet community of Valley Farm. But when four bodies are found, Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene. As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic world of this increasingly strange community, she realizes that there may be more than one killer at work. Only D. I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 420 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

---
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**2976838 SHOES TO DIE FOR.** By Laura Levine. Novel. If clothes make the man, then what do Jane Austen’s elastic-waist pants and T-shirts make her? A fashion nightmare! Nevertheless, Jane lands a job writing the new magazine ad for the fashion boutique Passions. But on her arrival she finds a female employee stabbed to death. Now all Jane has to do is figure out who hated the woman the most, in a case of death by designer knock-off. 271 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $21.95

**2794588 MURDER IN AN ENGLISH VILLAGE.** By Jessica Ellicott. Novel. 1920. The post WWI dust has left prim and proper Edwina, in dire financial straits and forced to advertise for a lodger. American adventuress Beryl Hellwell has decided to get some peace and quiet and sees a room at her old school chum’s house. But when the lodger shows its face in this idyllic place, Edwina and Beryl decide to work together to catch a killer. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**1756106 FUDGE BITES.** By Nancy Cocco. Novel. Halloween on Mackinac Island is a season of fun tricks, but finding a corpse is no treat for fudge shop owner Allie McMurphy. Now she and dreamboat officer Rex Manning must use every trick in their treat bag to unmask a killer in disguise. 308 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2737865 ROBERT B. PARKER’S COLORBLIND.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in rehab, and his comeback is immediately made bumpy by a series of disturbing and apparently racially motivated crimes, beginning with the murder of an elderly Paradise woman. 356 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**6955350 ROBERT B. PARKER’S DEBT TO PAY.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse Stone’s ex-wife Jenn is about to marry a dangerous tycoon. When the major Boston crime boss is murdered, Jesse thinks it’s the work of Mr. Peppers, a psychotic assassin who’d sworn revenge against the mob and Jesse. Heading to the wedding with his girlfriend, former FBI agent Diana, they and the tycoon’s security team try to stop Peppers before the bill comes due. 338 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**3745387 ROBERT B. PARKER’S THE CANSFIELD.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. When a popular high school cheerleader dies of a suspected heroin overdose, it becomes clear that the opioid epidemic has spread even to the idyllic town of Paradise. It will be up to Police Chief Jesse Stone to unravel the supply chain and unmask the criminals behind it. 352 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**3756870 ROBERT B. PARKER’S THE HANGMAN’S SONNET.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse Stone, still reeling from the murder of his fiancee by an assassin, must keep his emotions in check long enough to get through the wedding day of his loyal protege. That same morning, an elderly Paradise woman comes to sign a contract to help from a mobster and a certain Boston area Pt. named Spenser. 353 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


**3699455 BARK OF NIGHT.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. When defense lawyer Andy Carpenter discovers a poigniant plea from the “wish” cards attached by a child named Danny. He wishes for something. But to his dismay the child’s wish is about a true to live Christmas. And his wish is a boy named Andy, to be the dog. 324 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

**3755844 DACHSHUND THROUGH THE SNOW.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. On a Christmas tree at his local pet store, Lawyer Andy Carpenter discovered a poignant plea from the “wish” cards attached to a child named Danny. He wishes for something. But to his dismay the child’s wish is a boy named Andy, to be the dog. 324 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

**5798272 WHO LET THE DOG OUT?** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. And just then, a newspaper owner friend asks Andy to protect his star reporter. Danny Cummings is being used as a mouthpiece by a serial killer but gets way too close to his story. Andy has to work quickly to save Danny. Can he solve this? 306 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**3689436 NEW TRICKS.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Attorney Andy Carpenter is about to represent an adorables Bernese mountain dog puppies brutally murdered in a custody fight. But this playful pup possesses a valuable secret that some people will resort to violence to obtain, and Andy soon discovers that everyone around him is in danger. 370 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**3689441 OPEN AND SHUT.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. After his father, the legendary ex-D.A. drops dead, defense attorney Andy Carpenter struggles to serve justice and bring honor to his father. But to do so, he must dig up some explosive political skeletons—and an astonishing family secret. 303 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**2896698 RESCUED.** By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Defense lawyer Andy Carpenter is reluctant to take on any more cases. He’d much rather spend his time working for his dog, than find himself back in a courtroom. However when a truck carrying seventy dogs from the South to the Northeast turns up with a murdered driver, Andy finds himself get involved. 300 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**2964171 LEVERAGE IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. When marketing VP Paul Rogan walks into a Manhattan office building strapped with explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death and what Rogan is trying to take long-forgotten Lieutenant Eve Dallas to confirm that Rogan, a dedicated employee and family man, was cruelly coerced into setting off the bomb. 365 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99 $9.95

**2964837 DARK IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her billionaire husband, Roarke, have an excuse to curl up in front of the fireplace reading mystery novels forrest time is running out before the next victim plays an unwitting role in a murderer’s deranged drama—rippled from the pages of a crime thriller. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

**3731401 DINNER AT DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her husband Roarke, are combing through the evidence of Nigel McEnroy’s secret life. His compulsive need to record his misdeeds provides them with a witness of the real identity of the self-proclaimed Lady Justice, the avenging vigilant, remains elusive. And if Eve can’t stop her, there’s no telling how much blood may be spilled. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95
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- **3735451 THE FORGOTTEN MAN.** By Robert Crais. Novel. In an alleyway in Los Angeles, an old man is found dead and the victim has a note in his pocket. The note reads, “I am a cop. The victim claims to be Elvis’s long-lost father—a stranger who has always haunted his son’s mind. Now, a killer for his family, he has done the worst things to his past. And he can’t tell if it’s forgiveness or a bullet that’s coming next.” 392 pages. Ballantine.

- **3735460 MISS FAY.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Aウィーker has been found dead in the woods near an abandoned mine. The victim has a unique tattoo on his arm, which may be the key to solving the case. 385 pages. Pocket.

- **3737142 JIMMY’S HILL.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. When a body is found in a dumpster, the investigation leads to the discovery of a previously undiscovered gang. 388 pages. Putnam.

- **3737155 AFTERMATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. In an exclusive neighborhood, a young woman is found dead in her home. The investigation reveals a complex web of lies and secrets. 376 pages. Putnam.

- **3737162 I PROMISED.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. When a body is found in an abandoned warehouse, the investigation leads to the discovery of a long-buried secret. 382 pages. Putnam.

- **3737170 LITTLE GIRL IN THE BAR.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A woman is found dead in a bar, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a dangerous criminal. 389 pages. Putnam.

- **3737183 A DESERT FIRE.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in the desert, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a hidden treasure. 386 pages. Putnam.

- **3737191 SILENCE IN THE NIGHT.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a remote cabin, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a twisted mind. 384 pages. Putnam.

- **3737200 THE TYRANT.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in the middle of the night, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a powerful enemy. 383 pages. Putnam.

- **3737211 THE BLOOD BROTHER.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a blood-covered room, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a bloodlust. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737220 THE NIGHTMARE.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a nightmare, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a twisted mind. 382 pages. Putnam.

- **3737232 THE LONER.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a lonely place, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737240 THE FOG.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a foggy forest, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a twisted mind. 382 pages. Putnam.

- **3737258 THE FAMILY.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a family home, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737266 THE BERRYMANS.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a berryman’s shop, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737274 THE ALCHEMIST.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in an alchemist’s lab, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737282 THE ULTIMATE.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in an ultimate fighting ring, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737290 THE LIE.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a lie, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737304 THE BLOOD MOON.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a blood moon, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737312 THE JUDGE.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a judge’s chambers, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737320 THE GHOST.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a ghostly place, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737338 THE NIGHT.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in the night, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.

- **3737346 THE CROW.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A body is found in a crow’s nest, and the investigation leads to the discovery of a killer with a hidden agenda. 381 pages. Putnam.
**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **3746496 COYOTE WAITS.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn believes he is trying to determine the identity of a murder victim, while Officer Jim Chee is arresting Smithsonians conservator Henry Highfawk for ransacking the sacred bones of his ancestors. But the search for clues is pulling them into the perilous arena of superstition, ancient ceremony, and living gods. 331 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**

- **374506X TALKING GOD.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. Reunited by a grave robber and a corpse, Officer Jim Chee finds he is trying to determine the identity of a murder victim, while Chief Leaphorn is arresting Smithsonians conservator Henry Highfawk for ransacking the sacred bones of his ancestors. But the search for clues is pulling them into the perilous arena of superstition, ancient ceremony, and living gods. 331 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**


- **2069233 SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW.** By David Bell. Novel. When Nick sees the young woman he once knew, the shadow image of college girlfriend who died in a campus fire twenty years ago, the young woman is found dead, with Nick’s name and number on her. Nick’s college girlfriend was an FBI agent, and when he learns his name was in her file, he sets out to investigate and to find the truth—something he may wish he never knew. 455 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**

- **681459X CEMETARY GIRL.** By David Bell. Novel. When Michael Frazier’s ex-wife, Erica, unexpectedly shows up on his doorstep, she drops a bombshell that threatens to rip his family apart: her ten year old daughter is missing, and Michael is the father. In the Palo Alto Cemetery, an elusive trail of the child he has always wanted—but never knew he had. 419 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**

- **2959542 SOMEBODY’S DAUGHTER.** By David Bell. Novel. When Michael Frazier’s ex-wife, Erica, unexpectedly shows up on his doorstep, she drops a bombshell that threatens to rip his family apart: her ten year old daughter is missing, and Michael is the father. In the Palo Alto Cemetery, an elusive trail of the child he has always wanted—but never knew he had. 419 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**


- **6965342 THE WESTERN STAR.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. An old photograph—along with a remarkable hearing for one of the most dangerous men Sheriff Walt Longmire has ever encountered—triggers an avalanche of events that rips apart the American West. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $12.95. **$9.95**

- **3756681 THE BLESSING WAY.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn gets assigned to the case—which turns out to be a lot more than he bargained for. 398 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$6.95**

- **3749176 A CASE OF BIER.** ByMary Dalern. Novel. After a busy summer, Judith McEachern reveals her own! In the frigid hills of western Montana, Judith McEachern realizes her delightful nieces are not the only unlikely suspects on the page. 327 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$6.95**

- **3722996 SKINWALKERS.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. Three hunters—-turns out to be a lot more than he bargained for. 398 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$6.95**

- **3755681 THE BLESSING WAY.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn gets assigned to the case—which turns out to be a lot more than he bargained for. 398 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$6.95**

- **288867X THE GHOSTWALK.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. Old Joseph Joe sees it all. Two strangers spill blood at the Shiprock Wash O Mat. One dies. The other drives off into the distance. Sheriff Walt Longmire does not have to question where he got help but must suspect the hand of a supernatural killer. This limited edition features a hand-drawn cover illustration. 274 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**

- **2928394 THE HIGHWAY.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Former police investigator Cassidy Dwyer has just lost his job and has fallen off the wagon after trying to determine the identity of a murder victim, while Officer Jim Chee is arresting Smithsonians conservator Henry Highfawk for ransacking the sacred bones of his ancestors. But the search for clues is pulling them into the perilous arena of superstition, ancient ceremony, and living gods. 331 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $15.99. **$11.95**


- **374200X THE Cutter EDGE.** By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. Winter is creeping closer, but for Sheriff Longmire this one is looking to be harsh in a way to which he is wholly unaccustomed—in a remote part of the Northern Mexican desert, far from his friends and his horse. 308 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**

- **3735435 DEPTF OF WINTER.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Winter is creeping closer, but for Sheriff Longmire this one is looking to be harsh in a way to which he is wholly unaccustomed—in a remote part of the Northern Mexican desert, far from his friends and his horse. 308 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. At $9.99. **$7.95**


- **699788X AN OBVIOUS FACT.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. An old photograph—along with a remarkable hearing for one of the most dangerous men Sheriff Walt Longmire has ever encountered—triggers an avalanche of events that rips apart the American West. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $12.95. **$9.95**

- **3575322 STONE COLD.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Everything about the man is a mystery: the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the women who live with him, and the rumors that the man’s wealth comes from killing people. Joe Pickett gets assigned to the case—which turns out to be a lot more than he bargained for. 398 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$6.95**

- **5969999 THE DREAM STALKER.** By Margaret Coel. Novel. With promises of new jobs and millions in revenue, the Wind River Reservation is expanding and in dire need of a nuclear storage site. But Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden is not willing to let this happen. With the help of Father John O’Malley, she sets out to protect the land and her people. 260 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$6.95**

- **3691010 THE GHOST WALKER.** By Margaret Coel. Novel. Father John O’Malley comes across a corpse lying in a ditch beside the highway. When he returns with the police, it’s gone. The Northern Tribal Police believe it was a hit-and-run by a white tourist. But when the body is later found in the basement of a government facility, the调查 is hampered by a series of sightings that unsettle the community. 243 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$5.95**

- **2975203 THE NEVER GAME.** By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. A young woman has gone missing in Silicon Valley and her father has hired Colter Shaw to find her. The son of a supervisory FBI agent, Shaw is an expert tracker. But when a small investigation quickly thrusts him into the dark heart of America’s tech hub and the culttroot of Silicon Valley video gaming industry. 399 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. At $28.00. **$21.95**

- **699251X THE BURIAL HOUR.** By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. A businessman snatched from an Upper East Side street in broad daylight. A half-dead man in a suit, shirt, and tie. No one is willing to let this happen. And with the help of Father John O’Malley, she sets out to protect the land and her people. 260 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.95. **$5.95**

- **297200X THE CUTTING EDGE.** By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. In the early morning hours in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are called in to investigate. 631 pages. Viking. Paperback. At $17.00. **$12.95**
**Mysteries & Detective**

**3701204 THE CUTTING EDGE.** By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Greenwich District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs quickly take the case. As more crimes follow, it becomes clear that the killer’s target is not dollars, but engaged couples themselves. 434 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  

**$6.95**

**2872524 THE GHOST AND THE BOGUS BESTSELLER.** By Cleo Coyle. Novel. Bookshop owner Penelope Thornton-McClure didn’t believe in ghosts until she was haunted by the high-spirited skill of 1940s private investigator Jack Shepard. Now with the help of her gunshy ghost, Pen must solve the real-life cold case before being a bestseller before the killer closes the book on her! 304 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**284253X SILENT SCREAM.** By Karen Harper. Novel. When an old college roommate invites Claire Britten to join her on an archaeological dig at a Florida peat bog, it’s an offer the renowned forensic psychologist can’t refuse. But Claire’s investigative instincts kick in when the Black Dog, a perfectly preserved corpse shows signs of a grisly fate. What really happened to these people? 388 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**3755818 SINS OF THE FATHERS.** By J.A. Jance. Novel. Former Seattle homicide cop J.P. Beaumont is learning to enjoy the new realities of retirement. Beaumont’s also gotten his private investigator’s license, convinced by his wife that no one would desperately need his help. And that day has arrived–but not in the way Beaumont expected. This time it’s his own past that’s coming. 370 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.95  

**$19.95**


**$5.95**

**3806625 THE PRESENCE.** By Heather Graham. Novel. Toni MacNally has the ultimate money-making plan: clairvoyant tourism to the Scottish castle and turn it into a tourist destination. But when a man claiming to be the laird of the castle, an imaginary man she once knew, turns up dead, the bodies of young women start to be found in the nearby town. Who is this mysterious man–and is he the killer? 604 pages. Harlequin. Paperback.  

**$5.95**

**3745260 THE STALKING.** By Heather Graham. Novel. A woman on the line. FBI agent Cheyenne Donegal and Krew of hunters agent Andre Broussard have to set aside their doubts about each other and work together. This is the case, the case they never expected. Especially now that a ruthless killer has turned the tables and is hunting them. 379 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  

**$6.95**

**3905540 TELLING TAILS.** By Sofie Ryan. Novel. Sarah’s friend and employee Rose is delivering a customer’s purchase when the quick errand becomes a deadly escape. Witnessing a murder, Rose is knocked out cold, but when she wakes up, no one believes her. Sarah does and she’s sure something is fishy, so she, Elvis her rescue cat, and the senior sleuths known as Charlotte’s Angels, are determined to unravel this mysterious yarn. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback.  

**$5.95**

**350487 BUY A WISHLER.** By Sofie Ryan. Novel. Things have been quiet in the coastal town of North Harbor, Maine, since Sarah Grayson and her rescue cat, Elvis, solved their first murder. But when Lily Cusningen is murdered in her bakery, it’s up to Sarah and Elvis to collar the culprit before the ruthless killer pounces again. 323 pages. Obsidian. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**6814646 THE FAST AND THE FURRIEST.** By Sofie Ryan. Novel. Sarah Grayson’s right-hand man, Mac, has always had some mystery about him. But when a woman from his past shows up in town, it’s an easy thing to ignore. But when Lily Cusningen is murdered in her bakery, it’s up to Sarah and Elvis to collar the culprit before the ruthless killer pounces again. 323 pages. Obsidian. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**3794458 A BORROWING OF BONES.** By Paul McGuire. Novel. A former police officer, Mercy Carr and her bombing sniff dog, Elvis, set out on a walk in the woods in Vermont. But their walk turns into something sinister when Mercy and Elvis discover a body abandoned near a shallow grave filled with human bones. Now a missing mother must be found and a murder case gone cold must be solved. 450 pages. St. Martin’s Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**3794446 DEATH BY CAFE MOCCHA.** By Alex Macartney. Novel. Coffee lovers are gathering from far and wide at the hotel, and bookstore owner Krissey Hancock, and her friends Rita and Vicki, are excited. But some of the attendees need to be watching out so they check in and then a funny competition leads to murder. This case is going to keep Krissey up all night just trying to solve it on her own. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**695295X NEW YEAR’S EVE MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. After the annual parade of Christmas, presents in Tinker’s Cove has ended, Lucy Stone and her daughter Elizabeth are ready to celebrate the New Year. But when Elizabeth has won mother/daughter makeovers and a trip to England sponsored by Winchester College, she jumps at the chance of a girl’s getaway. But when tour leader Professor George Temple dies mid-flight after an argument with her guide, she packs her sleuthing skills. 283 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**2799650 TURKEY TROT MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. As a state of unrest descends on Tinker’s Cove, part-time newspaper reporter Lucy Stone is thrown into a full-scale investigation into the death of Alison Franklin, a daughter of a wealthy investor. In a race against time, Lucy must beat the killer to the finish line–or she can forget about stuffing and cranberry sauce. 247 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00  

**$4.95**


**$5.95**

**6953255 WICKED WITCH MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. The bewitching Diana Ravenvale, Tinker’s Cove resident and owner of the Cove Quilt Shop, and the onl y witness is the owner’s stray cat, Mystery. But when a new real-life witch opens a quaint little shop offering everything from jewelry to psychic readings, Lucy befriended the newcomer, but not everyone in town is so enthusiastic about the bubbly, suspicious newcomer. In a race against time, Lucy must beat the killer to the finish line–or she can forget about stuffing and cranberry sauce. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**3707741 SILVER ANNIVERSARY MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. Tinker’s Cove is all aglow when a wedding silver anniversary bash, Lucy Stone is reminded of her nuptials and wonders over the whereabouts of Beth Gerad, her strong willed maid of honor. It only takes one phone call for Lucy to realize that a reunion will happen–at Beth’s funeral. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**

**3755524 HAUNTED HOUSE MURDER.** By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. The house is alive in coastal Maine. But this year the haunted house theme is getting carried a little too far in this trio of Halloween tales that includes a haunted castle murder, a haunted lighthouse murder, and a haunted tea house murder. Leslie Meier; Death by Haunted House by Lee Hollis; and Haunted Out by Barbara Ross. 321 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00  

**$18.95**

**3752685 YULE LOG MURDER.** By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Tinker’s Cove is alive in coastal Maine. But this year the haunted house theme is getting carried a little too far in this trio of Halloween tales that includes a haunted castle murder, a haunted lighthouse murder, and a haunted tea house murder. Leslie Meier; Death by Haunted House by Lee Hollis; and Haunted Out by Barbara Ross. 356 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00  

**$18.95**

**6953204 TURKEY DAY MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. Tinker’s Cove has a long history of Thanksgiving festivities. But this year someone has added murder to the menu. But when she wakes up, no one believes her. Sarah does and she’s sure something is fishy, so she, Elvis her rescue cat, and the senior sleuths known as Charlotte’s Angels, are determined to unravel this mysterious yarn. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback.  

**$5.95**

**MIR Who Whiskers.** By Leslie Meier and Barbara Ross. Novel. The locals in Tinker’s Cove are experiencing a holiday cheer when the murder is the new seasonal tradition. So kick back with something sweet and indulge in three bite-size d Yuletide mysteries too good to resist. Titles include: Yule Log Murder by Leslie Meier; Death by Yule Log by Lee Hollis; and Logged On by Barbara Ross. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**$5.95**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Guests on South Battery</td>
<td>Karen White</td>
<td>320 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Morris and the Ghost</td>
<td>Traci Wilton</td>
<td>357 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder with a Cherry on Top</td>
<td>Cynthia Baxter</td>
<td>370 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost on the Case</td>
<td>Carolyn Hart</td>
<td>291 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**375214 SPLINTERED SILENCE.** By Susan Furlong. Novel. Former Marine MP Brynn Callahan and her canine partner, Wilco, arrive at Bone Gap, Tennessee, and the insular culture she’s escaped when she enlisted. But when Wilco’s training as a cadaver dog leads Brynn to a body—all too familiar to her—she’s not only will that rattle her close knit clan but put her back into the line of fire. 320 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**596964 MALICIOUS. BookShots.** By Justine Patterson. The police puzzlement is there but the truth could threaten much more than her finances. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**596953 HIDDEN. BookShots.** By Justine Patterson with J. O. Dunn. Rejected by the Navy SEALs, Mitchum is content being his small town’s unofficial private eye, until his beloved fourteen-year-old son is abducted. Now he’ll call on every lethal skill to track her down, but nothing is as it seems. 115 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. $4.95

**2080232 DEATH BELOW STAIRS.** By Jennifer Ashley. Novel. Highly sought after you-cook Kat takes a Macomb mansion and soon finds herself immersed in the odd household of Lord Rankin. Kat is unburdened by the family’s eccentricities as long as they stay out of her kitchen, but trouble finds her when her young assistant is murdered. 329 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

**299277 THE WOMAN IN THE WOODS.** A Catherine Connolly. Novel. In these woods, as winter turns to spring, the partially preserved body of a young woman is revealed, and it’s clear she died soon after giving birth. But there is no sign of her baby. Catherine Connolly, detective Charlie Carmody, is compelled to shadow the police investigation and discover the fate of the infant. SHOPWORN. Atria. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**181447 LOST BOOKS AND OLD BONES.** By Pam Shilston. Novel. Delany Nichols is settling into her new life buying and selling rare books in Edinburgh, Scotland. When a group of med students look to sell her a collection of antibiotics, Delany realizes their land is on a good deal. Soon one of the students is found murdered. Could the discovery of old scalpels be connected to the murder? 370 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**298886 THE CRUST.** By Catriona MacPhail. Novel. Eleanor isn’t amused when Laughing Luigi—the sketchy frozen pizza dough baron—walks into her pizzeria. But the contract for his pizza-making contest seems made to order: $50,000 private weekly pickup for grabs. But when the pizza king is murdered on her premises, Eleanor has to act quickly before the killer strikes again. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3707407 PEPPERONI PIZZA CAN BE MURDER.** By Chris Cavender. Novel. For once, it seems no one is trying to pin a murder on Eleanor Swift, owner of the pizzeria in the quiet Blue Ridge Mountains. But someone has to for her body in her kitchen—and it looks like the final stop for Gregg Hatcher, her deliveryman, may be the state penitentiary. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**1385539 CONFIDENTIAL.** By Waverly Curtis. Novel. When novice P.I. Geri Sullivan first heard her adopted Chihuahua talk, she thought she’d gone barking mad. But it turns out Pepe is a savvy sleuth. Pepe and Geri are helping out the real-life show Dancing with Dogs. But when the judge everyone loves to hate is killed, Pepe and Geri get hot on the killer’s heels. 298 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**598846 THE ROMANOV RANSOM.** By Clive Cussler & R. R. Becculli. Novel. When a kidnapping captures the attention of husband and wife Sam and Remi Fargo, they realize the long-lost Romanov Ransom, which was buried by a ruthless Russian baron—walks into her pizzeria. But the contract for his pizza-making contest seems made to order: $50,000 private weekly pickup for grabs. But when the pizza king is murdered on her premises, Eleanor has to act quickly before the killer strikes again. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**975409 CITY OF SECRETS.** By Victoria Thompson. Novel. Nine months after marrying, Priscilla Moore, owner of the dollhouse shop on the floor below, she fears that Charlie’s death wasn’t an accident. But as long as Gretch can stop being distracted by a devilishly handsome detective, she’ll be safe. The story of a woman perhaps catch at who makes murder child’s play. 275 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**2914118 MAIGRET AND THE LACY BURGLAR.** By Georges Simenon. Novel. When his superiors dismiss the death of a burglar as part of Paris’ gang wars, Inspector Maigret defies their orders and tries to discover what really happened to the kid, likable crook who had known for years. 152 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95


**2971135 MAIGRET AND THE SATURDAY CALLER.** By Georges Simenon. Novel. When Maigret is followed home by a man who confesses he intends to commit a crime, he tries to dissuade this strange visitor, but events soon take an unexpected turn. 148 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95

**3704610 MAIGRET AND THE TRAMP.** By Georges Simenon. Novel. When a Paris tramp known as “Doc” is pulled from the Seine after being badly beaten, Maigret begins to suspect someone tried to attempt to kill this mysterious figure. 146 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95

**2970921 MAIGRET’S ANGER.** By Georges Simenon. Novel. Maigret is perplexed by the murder of a Montmartre nightclub owner, until he uncovers a crime much closer to home that threatens his own reputation. 152 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95


**3758889 MAIGRET’S PATIENCE.** By Georges Simenon. Novel. When a gangster Maigret has been investigating for years is found dead in his apartment, the inspector concludes he was killed by someone who would do anything to get away from him. 154 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

**4572941 SAFE KEEPING.** By Barbara Taylor Sullivan. Novel. A year ago, Tucker was suspected when a woman was found dead near his parents’ home. Now that another body has been found nearby, he’s accused of murder. His mother and sister, refusing to accept his guilt, set out to learn the truth. What they discover proves worse than their darkest fears. Book Club Edition. 302 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**2904379 DOLLY DEPARTED.** By Deb Baker. Novel. When Dolly restoration artist Gretchen finds Charlie Maze, owner of the dollshop shop on the floor below, she fears that Charlie’s death wasn’t an accident. But as long as Gretch can stop being distracted by a devilishly handsome detective, she’ll be safe. The story of a woman perhaps catch at who makes murder child’s play. 275 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**3756203 MURDER IN HER STOCKING.** By G.A. McKevett. Novel. Christmas has arrived in sleepy McColl, Georgia, but the holiday cheer is only temporary. The scandalous Prissy Carr is found dead in an alley behind a tavern. With police puzzled over the murder, Stella Reid decides to stir the local gossip pot for clues on the culprit’s identity. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**2976544 WICKED CRAVING.** By G.A. McKevett. Novel. Savannah Reid may have a foster daughter who is her full-sibling, but that hasn’t stopped her from becoming one of California’s most successful private investigators. A shady weight-loss therapist who’s made a killing treating and cheating his overweight patients is her latest case—but did he kill his wife too? 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**293258X HIDE AND SNEAK.** By G.A. McKevett. Novel. Actor Ethan Malloy enlists P.I. Savannah Reid to track down his wife and toddler, shortly before the beloved family nanny gets murdered. Now a sensationalized homicide investigation, Savannah must rush to apparent justice. But have there been clues to save the missing child. She soon finds herself closing in on a terrifying culprit, wanting the spotlight. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**369687X HIDE AND SNEAK.** By G.A. McKevett. Novel. Midnight Magnolia Detective Agency’s latest case involves handsome actor Ethan Malloy who has enlisted Savannah and Co.’s help in a desperate attempt to track down his missing wife and toddler—not long before the beloved family nanny gets murdered, and change the case from missing child to homicide. 277 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3758860 P телефон OF THE DEAD.** By Spencer Kope. Novel. While the Special Tracking Unit of the FBI grapple with the gruesome scene found in El Paso, they soon discover another, earlier victim. Once again, the feel is left behind with almost no clues, Magus Craig and his team find themselves ensnared in the most difficult case of their career. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $7.99 $5.95


**3758124 CONFESSIONAL.** By Linda J. Smith. Novel. The跟踪 Unit of the FBI grapple with the gruesome scene found in El Paso, they soon discover another, earlier victim. Once again, the feel is left behind with almost no clues, Magus Craig and his team find themselves ensnared in the most difficult case of their career. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $7.99 $5.95


2903561 BELLE DEAD. By Stuart Woods. Novel. A beautiful Bel-Air widow needs Stone Barrington’s help in her sale of Hollywood’s famous Century Studios. One of L.A.’s power brokers has Century and its unique real estate in his sights, and he won’t be denied. At once Stone finds himself in a complex and high stakes game, the kind the rich and ambitious can play and survive. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2850435 SHOOT FIRST. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is enjoying a round of golf in Key West when the game is violently interrupted and it seems as if the target of the disturbance may have been one of his playing companions. It seems there’s a deadly scheme to push her out of the way—but they’ll have to get past Stone first. 322 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

2997869 ELVIS AND THE DEARLY DEPARTED. By Peggy Webb. Novel. Normally, Callie is thrilled to find her days as a florist behind the hairdo of the dead, but when the corpse of local, prominent physician Dr. Leonard Laton goes missing, it’s bad for business. Callie, along with some help from her best friend Elvis, is determined to crack this case. 295 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

3724980 THE NINE TAILORS. By Dorothy L. Sayers. Novel. When his sexton finds a corpse in the wrong grave, the rector of Fenchurch St. Paul asks Lord Peter Wimsey to find out who the dead man was and how he came to be there. 374 pages. New English Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

2973844 IMITATION OF DEATH. By Cheryl Crane. Novel. It looks as if a spotted party-boy turns up in a upside-down head stone in front of her mother Victoria’s mansion. Nikki feels duty-bound to get involved. The one person Nikki is sure is innocent is also the prime suspect. Jorge Delgado, her childhood friend and the son of her grandfather. Start to wonder whether it was murder or suicide? 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3715388 TEXAS RANGER. By James Patterson & A. Boulle. Novel. After a tough case, a Jeffersonian Ranger is sent to Texas. Texas Ranger Rory Yates heads home to recharge with his family, only to find a crime scene where the victim is his ex-wife and he is the prime suspect. Virginia’s housekeeper. 346 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2997831 THE STONE CIRCLE. By Elly Griffiths. Novel. Detectives find more than a missing woman. They find the killer. 345 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00

3747772 THE DARK ANGEL. By Elly Griffiths. Novel. It’s not often you get called to the cardiac care unit for the second time in a month. So when Ruth Galloway’s help is required, she takes her daughter along for a working vacation. Just as she’s getting her footing in the dig, DCI Nolan appears on the scene with some new clues. His investigations lead them to a modern day murder, both their holidays are turned upside down as they race to find the killer.

3782196 PRETTY GIRLS. By Karin Slaughter. Novel. It’s been more than twenty years since Claire and Lydia last spoke. Neither has recovered from the murderous instincts in their decades earlier—and the shocking murder of Claire’s husband brings the sisters together in a wary truce, as they unearth the secrets that destroyed their family. 396 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

299416X DYING UP LOOSE ENDS. By Maggie Sefton. Novel. Kelly Flynn spends her free time teaching knitting. After a trip to Fair in Full Swing, Marlee Jacob, proprietor of the Harvest Health products for cold and flu season. But when her client is found murdered, Caprice is forced to turn her attention to sweethearts to suspect. As and as the truth comes out in stages, she discovers her client had more secrets than a box of chocolate truffles. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


3751818 MARRY CHRISTMAS MURDER. By Stephanie Blackmoore. Novel. As a professional wedding planner, Mallory Shepard organizes a Christmas Eve gala for her best friend, Olivia, the obstacles are starting to outnumber Santa’s reindeer. Soon Mallory is under the gun to solve—among other my steries including a missing cat, a toy-driver headset, and a baby found in a manger thirty years earlier! 316 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2903589 LOST MURDER. By Peggy Webb. Novel. A beaut iful Bel-Air widow needs Stone Barrington’s help in her sale of Hollywood’s famous Century Studios. One of L.A.’s power brokers has Century and its unique real estate in his sights, and he won’t be denied. At once Stone finds himself in a complex and high stakes game, the kind the rich and ambitious can play and survive. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3735389 CRYPT SUZETTE. By Maya Craig. With the Harvest Health contest at the Halloween-themed bookstore party, the secretive Suzette is mowed down by a hit and run driver. Caterer Val Deniston, and her granddaughter, start to wonder whether it was really an accident, or if someone was after Suzette, and why? 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2827549 A WRENCH IN THE WORKS. By Kate Carlisle. Novel. After leaving town ten years ago, San Francisco book restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright investigates a mysterious spy novel linked to a string of murders. Are the murders connected to the pricey, rare book that Brooklyn recently obtained or is there something more sinister afoot? 322 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00


3735389 CRYPT SUZETTE. By Maya Craig. With the Harvest Health contest at the Halloween-themed bookstore party, the secretive Suzette is mowed down by a hit and run driver. Caterer Val Deniston, and her granddaughter, start to wonder whether it was really an accident, or if someone was after Suzette, and why? 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2898087 THE LAST STAND. By Mickey Spillane. Novels. Two works filled with Spillane’s prose and the gorgeous women and two-fisted action the author was famous for. The two never before published entries in Spillane’s body of work include The Last Stand and A Bullet for Satisfaction, written early in his career. 283 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $22.99

2898087 THE LAST STAND. By Mickey Spillane. Novels. Two works filled with Spillane’s prose and the gorgeous women and two-fisted action the author was famous for. The two never before published entries in Spillane’s body of work include The Last Stand and A Bullet for Satisfaction, written early in his career. 283 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $22.99

2998137 CRYP T SUZETTE. By Maya Craig. With the Harvest Health contest at the Halloween-themed bookstore party, the secretive Suzette is mowed down by a hit and run driver. Caterer Val Deniston, and her granddaughter, start to wonder whether it was really an accident, or if someone was after Suzette, and why? 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2318974 SOMETHING MEWED. By Bethany Blake. Novel. A beautiful Bel-Air widow needs Stone Barrington’s help in her sale of Hollywood’s famous Century Studios. One of L.A.’s power brokers has Century and its unique real estate in his sights, and he won’t be denied. At once Stone finds himself in a complex and high stakes game, the kind the rich and ambitious can play and survive. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
solve a most devious crime. 726 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00

**2848228 SLEEPING IN THE GROUND.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. At a country church, an unspeakable act destroys a wedding party. A manhunt ensues. The culprit is captured. The story is over—if so it seems. Struggling with the tragedy of his own, detective Alan Banks teams with profiler Jenny Fuller to dig deeper into this decaying case. 319 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**294902X INDIA BLACK AND THE GENTLEMAN THIEF.** By Colin Davenport. Novel. India Black’s double life operating a high-class brothel and running high-stakes espionage for Her Majesty’s government can take its toll. But there's no rest for the weary—particularly when an international conspiracy comes knocking. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**3179294 LOVE AND DEATH AMONG THE CHEETAHS.** By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Lady Georgiana Rannoch, the thirteenth in line for the British crown, has asked permission of the queen to marry her true love, Darcy O’Mara. The queen agrees to the marriage, but has a little mission for Georgie before she can say “I do.” 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $6.95

**2864899 THE OTHER END OF THE LINE.** By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. A wave of refugees has arrived on the Sicilian coast, and Inspector Montalbano and his team have been stationed at the port to manage the chaos. With the police force busy at the dock late one night, tragedy strikes. A woman's body is fished from the town's upper canal, gruesomely murdered. Montalbano works to weave together the loose threads of the unsolved Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**2864799 CARELESS LOVE.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. When Sarah Winston starts the day with an international conspiracy coming knocking and her bus driver turning up with a skull full of lead, she isn’t surprised to be more fatal than festive. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2856849 THE NEW IBERIA BLUES.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. The ritual murder of a young woman drives Detective Dave Robicheaux into the dark corners of Hollywood, the Mafia, and the Wetlands of Louisiana. Complicating matters is the arrival of his former law partner, where the lines between professionalism and romance begin to blur for the aging detective. 447 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

**2708372 ROBICHEAUX.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. In the aftermath of his recent of his past Dave Robicheaux seeks deliverance one night at a local bar. That same night, the man who took the life of Dave’s beloved wife dies a violent death. His memory of the killer is foggy. Dave soon discovers he may have committed the crime he’s been assigned to investigate. 447 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**2912553 LAST CAR TO ELYSIAN FIELDS.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. When Detective Dave Robicheaux learns that an old friend, a controversial Catholic priest, has been the victim of a brutal assault, he knows he must return to New Orleans to investigate. What he doesn’t realize is that in doing so he is inviting into his life an ancestral evil that could destroy them all. SHOPWORN. 335 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**274655A A KNIFE BEFORE Dying.** By Dacie Hanlon. Novel. Miss Maple Klotz shop owner Josie Blair, is finally settling into the pace of living in Dorset Falls, Connecticut, and enjoying her new neighbors, antique shop owners Lynden and Harry. But before she can settle in, the Sparrow family welcome them with a most disturbing fact: Lyndon is discovered dead on the floor of the shop, and Harry is pinned as the killer. Josie is now lacing up for another homicide investigation. 233 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**286864X A DARK AND STORMY MURDER.** By Julia Buckley. Novel. Suspense novelist Camilla Graham’s new assistant, Lena Morgan, is living in Camilla’s gourmande Gothic home in a little town near True Lake, Indiana. A but when a dead body is found on her new boss’ lakena door, Josie must hunt down clues in a crime that seems to be connected to Camilla’s mysterious estate. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**2948110 A IN THE FAMILY.** By Julia Buckley. Novel. A dysfunctional family comes together for a wedding to honor the bride’s late brother. When an unspeakable act destroys a wedding party, a manhunt ensues. The culprit is captured. The story is over—if so it seems. Struggling with the tragedy of his own, detective Alan Banks teams with profiler Jenny Fuller to dig deeper into this decaying case. 319 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**2951110 TICK TOCK.** By James Patterson & M. L. Ledwidge. Novel. Horrifying crimes rip through the city and they’re clearly the work of a calculating, deadly mastermind. The city calls on Detective Michael Bennett, who enlists the help of former colleague FBI agent Emily Parker. Soon Bennett is led to believe that “it doesn’t get worse” than what he’s facing. But what she vanishes, Li must now outrun and outwit an enemy. 437 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2867089 A GIANT OF GIANTS.** By Ken Follett. Novel. In the wake of World War II, a team of enthusiasts lead the restoration of an old opera house. When he falls to his death, Sheriff Dan Rhodes is suspected of being murdered, even though there doesn’t seem to be a motive. The sheriff then begins to look for motives buried in the past. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**3734098 THE DAUGHTER OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.** By Leonard Goldberg. Novel. 1914 London. A wave of refugees has arrived on the British coast, and Inspector Montalbano and his team have been stationed at the port to manage the chaos. With the police force busy at the dock late one night, tragedy strikes. A man’s body has been found in the hotel laundry room. With Christmas just around the corner, it’s up to C.J. Hooker to prevent this holiday from turning out to be more fatal than festive. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**3758989 ALL MURDERS FINAL!** By Sherry Harris. Novel. When Sarah Winston starts the day with an international conspiracy coming knocking and her bus driver turning up with a skull full of lead, she isn’t surprised to be more fatal than festive. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3010944 SOMETIMES YOU JUST CAN’T DO IT AGAIN.** By Julia Buckley. Novel. When the IRS is tasked with assisting the border patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her.
Mysteries & Detectives

3742665 A SCANDAL IN BATTERSEA. By Mercedes Lackey. Novel. When shadows reach for more victims—girls of good, even exiled families who vanish from concerts, lectures, and fashionable shops, it will take the combined forces of Magic, Psychic Powers, and the no-nonsense detective to stop the darkness before it can conquer all. 310 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

3755762 THE MAPPING OF LOVE AND DEATH. By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. Maisie Dobbs is hired to unravel a case of death, murder, and a mystery that leads her to a doomed affair between a young cartographer and a mysterious nurse. This limited edition features a hand-drawn cover illustration. Harper Perennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

368945X THE PERFECT COUPLE. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. It's summer in Nantucket and the Otis-Winbury wedding promises to be an event to remember. But it's going to be a memorable one for all the wrong reasons after tragedy strikes when the one that got away, her best friend, is murdered. 435 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

2977548 MURDER MOST WOBOLE. By Staci Mclaughlin. Novel. When Zenia is reunited with "the one that got away," her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her garden, Zenia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he'd been living. To make things worse, Haley's granola, and there's a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3727744 A DIFFERENT KIND OF BL. By Allison Brennan. Novel. January 17, 1939. Agatha Christie is on board a luxury liner bound for the exotic Canary Islands. But this is no vacation for the world famous mystery writer. A murder has been reported at the beginning of her British Secret Service investigation to solve the murder of a brilliant young agent who was an untimely end. 320 pages. Washington Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6980232 AUNT DIMITY & THE BURIED TREASURE. By Nancy Atherton. Novel. While exploring the attic in her cottage near the small village of Finch, Lori finds a gold and gem-studded bracelet—a relic of a doomed era in Aunt Dimity's past. In trying to return the bracelet, Lori discovers an unexpected link between recently unearthed buried treasure and the treasure buried in Aunt Dimity's past. 228 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95


2962381 AUNT DIMITY & THE WIDOW'S CURSE. By Nancy Atherton. Novel. Could there really be a murderer in the English village of Finch? With Aunt Dimity's advice, Lori sets out to learn the truth about what residents of a nearby village refer to as the "widow's curse," and the deeper she digs, the more horrifying the tale becomes, until she discovers the most astounding revelation of all. 225 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

3706675 THE REAPER. By Peter Lovesey. Novel. Detective Superintendent Peter Diamond is confronted with a crime that comes too close to home. His beloved wife has been killed, apparently the most recent victim in a series of murders of police officers. To leave this case to other members of the force, Diamond is determined to find the killer himself. 330 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6957706 DIAMOND DUST. By Peter Lovesey. Novel. Detective Superintendent Peter Diamond is confronted with a crime that comes too close to home. His beloved wife has been killed, apparently the most recent victim in a series of murders of police officers. To leave this case to other members of the force, Diamond is determined to find the killer himself. 330 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6957803 THE HOUSE SITTER. By Peter Lovesey. Novel. Detective Superintendent Peter Diamond is confronted with a crime that comes too close to home. His beloved wife has been killed, apparently the most recent victim in a series of murders of police officers. To leave this case to other members of the force, Diamond is determined to find the killer himself. 330 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3932008 STONE COLD HEART. By Laura Griffin. Novel. When local rock climbers stumble upon abandoned human bones in a remote Texas gorge, Sara Lockhart is the first to get the call. With a reputation for uncovering evidence through a talent for detective work, her skills are called into question. To unravel this case, 357 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

371201X BEACH BAGS AND BURGLARIES. By Dorothy Howell. Novel. Part-time sleuth and fashionista Haley Randolph just won an all-expenses paid vacay at the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaslyn, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid's body, but it's too late. Haley's in deep and it's just won an all-expenses paid vacay at the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaslyn, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid's body, but it's too late. Haley's in deep and it's just won an all-expenses paid vacay at the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaslyn, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid's body, but it's too late. Haley's in deep and it's just won an all-expenses paid vacay at the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaslyn, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid's body, but it's too late. Haley's in deep and it's just won an all-expenses paid vacay at the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaslyn, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid's body, but it's too late. Haley's in deep and it's just won an all-expenses paid vacay at the Rowan Resort. But trouble soon looms on the horizon when Jaslyn, a maid at the resort, goes missing. Haley finds the maid's body, but it's too late. Haley's in deep. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3723533 DEAD MAN RUNNING. By Steve Hamilton. Novel. When caught in a trap, a deranged loner is charged with the murder of a young woman. When interviewed by the FBI, he reveals there’s another, and she’s still alive. He’ll take her on her one condition: a former Detroit cop comes along. St. Alex McKnight. 315 pages. Pulpmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

3736903 MURDER BY AN ARTISTOCRAT. By Mignon G. Eberhart. Novel. When nurse Sarah arrives at the Thatcher estate to care for a man with a bullet in his head, she’s told that he shot himself accidentally. But when the convalescing man is murdered soon thereafter, it becomes clear that the only “accident” was his not being killed the first time around. But the price of this knowledge may cost Sarah her life. Originally published in 1932. 262 pages. Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2971038 THE COLORADO KID. By Stephen King. Novel. On an island off the coast of Maine, a man is found dead. There’s no identification on the body. Only the dogged work of a pair of local newspapermen and a graduate student in forensics turns up any clues, and it’s more than a year before the man is identified. Sheldon, a former Detroit cop comes along. St. Alex McKnight. 315 pages. Pulpmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

3223191 MISS PINKERTON. By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Novel. Originally published in 1925. An all-around suspense when it comes to the Shire family, writer. She is traveling at the behest of the famous novelist William Porter gives no credence to claims that the seaside manor he’s just inherited might be haunted. But when he is confronted with a series of problems, the manor, Porter begins to investigate. 289 pages. Penzler. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3744027 THE RULE OF LAW. By John Lescroart. Novel. Dismas Hardy knows something is amiss with his secretary, Phyllis, especially when he learns that her convict brother has just been released from prison. When she is arrested for allegedly abetting the murder of a man guilty of smuggling women from El Salvador and Mexico, he knows must figure out how all these strands connect to help her. 324 pages. Atha. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

5735297 SPEAKING IN BONES. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Professionally, Temperance Brennan knows exactly what to do—test, analyze, identify. Her personal life is another story. After pondering how to answer police detective Andrew Ryan’s marriage proposal, the matter of marriage takes a backseat when an amateur sleuth speaks to a tape recording of a being imprisoned and terrorized. Book Club Edition. 302 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

284784 BRYANT & MAY: Hall of Mirrors. By Christopher Fowler. Novel. Hard to believe, but ancient sleuths like Bryant and May of the Peculiar Crimes Unit were once young. Flashback to London 1969. Talked with guarding a whistle-blower, they find a man is being called into question by his rivals. The man’s daughter has contacted the No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency to investigate those who killed her famous father. Her investigation will affect the entire agency and serve as a reminder that ordinary human failings should be treated with charity and compassion. 213 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95
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279473X STRANGE TIDE. By Christopher Fowler. Novel. The Peculiar Crimes Unit fails to baffle case involving a desperate man and may not rise to the challenge, the unit may go under. A woman is chained to a stone post along the Thames and left to drown. The answer to the mystery may lie in the mythology of the Thames itself. 436 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

★★ 2909715 THE BATTERED BADGE. By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. A wealthy and popular crusader is gunned down. Inspector Lionel Cramer, the long time head of homicide, tells a ten year old man about the loss of his badge, after he was seen dining with a mob kingpin. Feels his future dealings with the force will be much compromised, and decides to take on a case without an actual client. 240 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ 2908492 STOP THE PRESSES! By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. Someone wants to kill the gazette’s gossip columnist. Cameron Clay, the most hated columnist in New York City. But when he turns up dead, the cops deem it suicide. The bigwigs at the newspaper don’t agree, so they retain Nero Wolfe and his indelible assistant, Archie Goodwin, to figure out who had the nettle to pull the trigger. 242 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ 2917505 ARCHE MEETS NERO WOLFE. By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. To become part of the Nero Wolfe legend, Archie Goodwin must prove his worth. When young Tommie Williamson, the son of a New York Police Department inspector, is found murdered, Nero Wolfe and his indelible assistant, Archie Goodwin, will find the man who wants him dead, unless the killer gets to Goodwin first. 218 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ 2917513 ARCHE IN THE CROSSHAIRS. By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. Rotund investigator Nero Wolfe has more than a fair share of enemies over the years, and it seems one of them has decided to strike, targeting Nero Wolfe’s indelible assistant, Archie Goodwin. With the help of arch-friend Tommie Williamson, Nero Wolfe will find the man who wants him dead, unless the killer gets to Goodwin first. 218 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2956680 REBUS ANNIVERSARY BOX SET. By Ian Rankin. Novels. This hardcover box set brings together Rankin’s gripping Inspector Rebus novels: Knots and Crosses, the tale that first introduced us to the British sleuth; the award-winning Black and Blue, following Rebus’s hunt for a copycat killer; and Exit Music, wherein Rebus grapples with retirement. Also includes ten limited edition postcards, 1,186 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Orion. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95

★★ 3751058 IN A HOUSE OF LIES. By Ian Rankin. Novel. A missing private investigator is found, locked in a car hidden deep in the woods. Worse still is that his body was in an area that had already been searched. Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke is part of the team trying to figure out what is going wrong through the mistakes of the original case—it’s time for the truth. 372 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★★ 3754855 THE CAT OF YULE COTTAGE. By Lilt Hayward. Novel. When her boyfriend dumps her, in selling his cottage on the mainland, Jess decides it’s time for a serious life overhaul. Moving to a centuries-old cottage in Cornwall, she begins renovating, with the help of her partner, and of course her company. As Christmas comes closer, Jess uncovers treasures from the mysterious cottage’s past, and becomes involved in a fight for its future. 197 pages. Hodder. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★★ 3899382 WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING. By Delia Owens. Novel. For years rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kate, the so-called “Marsh Girl.” But Kate is not what they say. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95


★★ 2912589 THE DUTCH SHOE MYSTERY. By Ellery Queen. Novel. When millionaire and philanthropist Abigail Dorn Falls into a coma, it is taken to the hospital for an emergency operation. But when the sheet is pulled back it reveals a grim display: the garroted corpse of the patient. As the list of suspects grows and the Johnsons continue to swear that Ellery Queen works to uncover the clues and find the killer. Originally published in 1931. 300 pages. Pentler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 2921715 THE MURDERER IS A FOX. By Ellery Queen. Novel. Davy Fox’s mother was murdered and his father is suspected of the crime. He claims he didn’t do it. Davy’s wife Linda hopes that his father could be proved innocent, helping her young, angry war hero husband to heal. She suggests they seek out Ellery Queen, who returns to the scene of the crime and finds the clues that will blast the case wide open. 242 pages. Jabberwocky Literary Agent. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ 5994142 THE BITTER SEASON. By Tami Hoag. Novel. As fall descends upon Merinon, Detective Nikki Liska grapples with boredom in her new position with the cold case squad. The same can’t be said for her old partner, Sam Kovac, who is living a particularly brutal double homicide involving dismemberment with a samurai sword. 412 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

★ 2946953 THE BISHOP MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. After solving the Greene murders, Phile Vance takes on a well earned holiday in Switzerland. Returning to New York City he finds his old chum District Attorney Anthony Markham up against a bizarre解决。 391 pages. Pentler. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


★ 371764X SMOKESCREEN. By Iris Johansen. Novel. At the behest of a journalist, Eve Duncan travels to a small African village to use her skills as a forensic sculptor to identify the loved ones who have been murdered, and get closure so the village can heal. But when she suspects that the journalist’s plea may have been a cover story for a deeper, more sinister plot. 422 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 2839016 SHATTERED MIRROR. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is once again thrown into a deadly game of intrigue when she receives a cryptic package containing a skull and a two-sided mirror. When she recognizes the face of a beautiful woman begins to emerge, but who is she? 458 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★ 2913658 UNTIL A SON IS GIVEN. By Donna Leon. Novel. Commissario Guido Brunetti’s law in love, Count Falier, is using his Venetian son in law to investigate, and preferably to intervene in, the seemingly innocent plan of the Count’s best friend, the elderly Gonzalo, to adopt a much younger man as his son. What seems like a Venetian surface ultimately will lead to murder as Brunetti will discover. 259 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 3793603 A QUESTION OF BELIEF. By Donna Leon. Novel. Before Venetian Commissario Guido Brunetti can go on vacation, a folder with court records has landed on his desk. It appears that cases at the local court are being delayed to benefit one man. Detective Superintendent Roig Grace on an inquiryspanning the globe, and into a desperate race against time to save the life of a woman being hunted down by an animal in the streets and alleys of Brighton. 579 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3369815 SHERLOCK HOLMES: THE VAMPIRE OF PURSE-HALL. By Christopher Fowler. Novel. Sherlock Holmes is investigating the case of a self-proclaimed psychic who disappeared from a locked room in front of several witnesses. Holmes and Watson must contend with an interfering “occult detective” and an increasingly deranged cult. But when one of the cult members is found dead, events take a sinister turn. 279 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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3742547 NO CURE FOR LOVE. By Peter Robinson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. At first, the police thought a young woman’s disappearance was linked to a mysterious 25-year-old woman, but then new evidence appears to link the two cases, with the killer’s target being the 25-year-old, a woman, and the woman’s husband. 552 pages. Del. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

374227X THE CUTTING EDGE. By Jeffery Deaver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs quickly take the case. As more crimes follow, it becomes clear that the killer’s target is not diamonds, but engaged couples themselves. 638 pages. Grand. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2983278 CRIME SCENE. By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Natural causes or foul play? That’s the question Dr. Lia Chang, a former cop, finds herself asking when a middle-aged man turns up dead. The police are never able to locate the man–until he shows up alive and well. But as both cases intertwine Ballard must confront his own demons and an unwholesome career and life on the line. 533 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3742074 THE OTHER WIDOW. By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher is the first cop to make the connection between a long cold case and a recent murder. The present can be tough, but the past can be deadlier. 328 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3742361 KILL ON THE NILE. By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The tranquility of a cruise along the Nile was shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. A girl who had everything, until she lost her life. As Hercule Poirot investigates, he finds nothing is ever quite what it seems in this exotic setting. 422 pages. HarperLUXE. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

3742095 ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE. By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Accused of bludgeoning his mother to death with a poker, Jacko had maintained his innocence but now, at trial, claiming he was hitchhiking on the night of the murder, and picked up by a middle-aged man. The police were never able to locate the man–until he shows up alive and well after buying a sizable life insurance policy. A former cop, Maggie doesn’t believe in the cops’ story, but the owner of the odd establishment seems almost too eager for the truth. 390 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3742970 TO DWELL IN DARKNESS. By Deborah Crombie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Recently transferred to the London headquarters of Scotland Yard, superintendent Duncan Kincaid and his new murder investigation team are called to a deadly bombing at historic St. Paul’s Cathedral. With the help of his former colleague, Detective Sergeant DI Collum, they soon find dangerous danger, putting her career and life on the line. 335 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

3743004 TWO KINDS OF TRUTH. By Michael Connelly. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Harry Bosch is working cold cases for the San Fernando P.D. when all hands are called out to a local drugstore, where two pharmacists have been murdered. A former cop, Maggie doesn’t believe in the cops’ story, but the owner of the odd establishment seems almost too eager for the truth. 390 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3741303 THE LATE SHOW. By Michael Connelly. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard, stuck on the LAPD’s night shift, captures two assignments she doesn’t want to give up to the day shift. Against orders she works both cases, one involving a prostitute, the other a waitress. As both cases intertwine Ballard must confront her own demons and an unwholesome career and life on the line. 533 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95
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4625536 MAKE ME. By Lee Child. Novel. Mother’s Rest is a tiny house hidden in a thousand square miles of wheat fields. Michelle Chang, a worried woman, mistakes Reacher for a former cop, Maggie doesn’t believe in the cops’ story, but the owner of the odd establishment seems almost too eager for the truth. 390 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2995070 DEADFALL. By Linda Fair stein. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In the aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic public figure–someone D.A. Alex Cooper can’t forget–Shelby, a former cop, Maggie doesn’t believe in the cops’ story, but the owner of the odd establishment seems almost too eager for the truth. 390 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3742930 THE ROOM OF WHITE FIRE. By T. Jefferson Parker. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Roland Ford–once a cop, then a marine, now a private investigator–is good at finding what the police can’t. As the body count rises, veteran Clark Hickman, he soon realizes he’s been drawn into something very deep, and very dark. 438 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $6.95


2983590 GONE TOMORROW. By Lee Child. Novel. Assassin Councillor, must answer each question. But as both cases intertwine Ballard must confront her own demons and an unwholesome career and life on the line. 533 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2856007 THE CHILD. By C.J. Box. Novel. Nate is off the grid when he is suddenly confronted by a small team of elite professional operators. They want to make a deal. They need help destroying a domestic terror cell in the Red Desert, an historic St. Paul’s Cathedral. They’re just the bottom of a criminal food chain, but as both cases intertwine Ballard must confront her own demons and an unwholesome career and life on the line. 533 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95
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★ Spies & Thrillers

★ 370052 OUT OF RANGE. By C.J. Box. Novel. Game warden Joe Pickett is about to begin his first day on the job when he is called away to Antoine's funeral. The good friend and fellow warden kills himself. Joe is chosen to temporarily run his district. As Joe investigates the circumstances surrounding his friend’s suicide, he realizes that if he isn’t careful he may become a victim. 356 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3700631 COLD WIND. By C.J. Box. Novel. When Eel Alden is found dead, dangling from a tremendous wind turbine, his life, Missy is arrested. Unbeknownst to Eel, his wife has paid for an unexpected family. Eel’s mother is sick in the hospital, and he’s not sure what to do, since it looks like Missy is guilty as sin. But as things begin to evolve Joe realizes whichever way this goes he will be good. 468 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 371416 OUTFOX. By Sandra Brown. Novel. This is FBI agent Direct Easton’s one chance to outfox his cunning nemesis, and a chance to win over the one woman who he’s had his eye on before his murders again and eludes justice forever. But first he must determine if the desirable Tala Shah, whom he has under surveillance, is a heartless accomplice—or the next victim. 427 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 681458 RICCOCHET. By Sandra Brown. Novel. When Savannah detective Duncan Hatcher is summoned to an unusual crime scene he knows it’s something bigger. Influential Judge Cato Laird’s beloved trophy wife, Elise, has fatally shot a burgher claiming self-defense. But Duncan suspects she’s lying and puts his career in jeopardy by following the further. 515 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 375323 PLAY DIRTY. By Sandra Brown. Novel. After years in federal prison, Cowboys Brass Grift Hunter is finally released from a low security job for a wealthy, childless couple. Griff stands to deliver a mysterious black box, more safely to their destination. But when Rye is asked to fly into a completely bogus town and deliver a mysterious black box, more trouble than inclement weather awaits him. 504 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


★ 3707144 ENVY. By Sandra Brown. Novel. When New York publisher Marie Reed receives a tape recording from someone who identified only as P.M.E., his blockbuster potential compels her to meet its author. But there’s something especially chilling about this novel, which promises a connection to Marie’s own life, and the real-life character who uses her to get what she wants. 535 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

★ 287556X DRAGON TEETH. By Michael Connelly. Novel. The legendary author of the Harry Bosch series returns to the world of paleontontology with this newly discovered novel set in the Wild West. In the golden age of paleontology, twenty-two paleontologists lock horns in a bitter rivalry. It’s a battle that will result in a discovery of historic proportions—one that comes with exceptional danger. 296 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $28.99 $16.95

★ 2895161 THE WHOLE TRUTH. By David Baldacci. Novel. Nicholas Cree is on a mission, determined to make a billionaire contractor, Dick Pender, the man Creeel retains to “perception manage” his company to even more riches by manipulating international Supermax facilities. If he doesn’t, he will face a criminal conspiracy in mind this thriller. 530 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 2895064 THE SIXTH MAN. By David Baldacci. Novel. Edgar Roy—an alleged serial killer—is behind bars. But when the Supermax facility—awaiting trial. He faces almost certain conviction. Sean King and Michelle Maxwell are called in by Roy’s attorney. Roy is found dead before the conter. 575 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 6945511 SPLIT SECOND. By David Baldacci. Novel. Michelle Maxwell, against her instincts, lets a presidential candidate out of her sight to comfort a grieving widow. When it is up to her and fellow Secret Service agent Sean King to investigate. 516 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 6952860 END GAME. By David Baldacci. Novel. Robie and Jessica Reel are the people the hunter calls in when the ultimate showdown is required to take out those who plot violence and mass destruction against the United States. Through every mission their handler, code-named Billie B, has always had a dark face. Blue Man has gone missing. 511 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6826962 THE FIX. By David Baldacci. Novel. After witnessing a murder outside FBI headquarters, Robie agrees to help the young woman get her revenge on Robie’s behalf. A man loses his job. But Robie realizes she isn’t sick and that her mother has almost certain conviction. Sean King and Michelle Maxwell are called in by Roy’s attorney. Roy is found dead before the conter. 575 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95


★ 6945252 THE INNOCENT. By David Baldacci. Novel. Hitman Will Robie has fallen under the crosshairs of his own people. While on the run, he crosses paths with a wayward teenage boy who needs his help. More Robie learns about the girl, the more he’s convinced she’s at the center of a vast cover-up. 576 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95

★ 289504X SIMPLE GENIUS. By David Baldacci. Novel. Former Secret Service agents turn private investigators Sean King and Michelle Maxwell run a gauntlet between two clandestine institutions: one is the world’s most dangerous and enters a nightmare: his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law have been murdered. Now, more than a year later, Amos decelerates the life of his family that night. 422 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.45

★ 1710486 SAVING FAITH. By David Baldacci. Novel. Before he can tell the FBI everything she knows about the powerful lobbyist with whom she worked, a hit man pulls the trigger, the worst victim falls, and Faith Lockhart is on the run, with a man she doesn’t know, yet must trust. 509 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3741753 MURDER, INTERRUPTED. By James Patterson et al. Novels. In Murder, interrupted. Franki will hurry to pay whatever it takes to kill his wife. When Billie’s outlet misses the mark, he and Frank will turn on each other in a fight for their lives. In Mother of All Lies, Franki realizes she isn’t sick and that her mother has lied all these years, and exacts her revenge. 303 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 2911965 THE BOY AT THE DOOR. By Alex Bledsoe. Novel. When New York publisher Maris Reed receives a mysterious letter from a man who claims to be the real-life character who uses her to get what she wants. 351 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 2987195 CRY WOLF. By Tami Hoag. Novel. When her husband did not come back to Bayou Breaux to seek justice. That once-burning obsession had destroyed her credibility, her career, her marriage, and nearly her sanity. But when a ruthless predator strikes too close to home, she’s lured into a perverse game from which there may be no escape. 542 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 2963809 STILL WATERS. By Tami Hoag. Novel. When young construction worker was murdered, succeeded in washing off the blood, but not the terror. Unwelcome newcomers to Still Creek, Minnesota, she and her troubled son are treated with suspicion by the locals, including the sheriff. Yet nothing will stop her from her abusive, drug dealing boyfriend. When a little boy is forgotten at the local pool, Cecelia agrees to take him to his home, only to find it abandoned, empty house. Soon Cecelia’s world and Annika’s collide. 351 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2956462 NEON PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. Clayton Deever looks like a small-time gun runner, but he needs someone to teach someone a lesson. But having shipped out on bail, the U.S. Marshals have now come looking for him, but it’s his boss and partner. While they discover a grave full of graves behind Deever’s cabin. Lucas Davenport sets out on the trail of a serial killer instead. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

★ 6858376 GOLDEN PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. The story of a man named Yaku Eklund has vanished and Charlie Parker is assigned to the case. A private detective named Jaycob Eklund has vanished and Charlie Parker is assigned to the case. Eklund is no ordinary investigator—he is obsessively tracking a series of homicides and disappearances linked to reports of hauntings. 452 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95
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Ali Reynolds is four days away from being executed for the abduction, rape and strangulation of a young girl. Now Travis Boyette, the real culprit, has learned he has an inoperable brain tumor and wants to set the record straight. How can he convince the lawyers, judges, and politicians that they’re about to execute an innocent man?


$7.95


$7.95

373985X THE QUEST. By Nelson DeMille. Novel. Forty years have passed since a Catholic priest who saved the world from a nonsensical evil and survived a college to football star. Determined to build a defensive that will stuck, she finds help from an attorney armed to the teeth and a diiner cook who knows more than he lets on. As news breaks of a second murder, no one can be trusted especially the jury who may be holding secrets. 348 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

DEEPMOON. By Clive Cussler. Novel. Pitt has secretly spotted the Great Pyramid. A work of art and an ore of gold: as if two un discriminating killers.


$7.95

6651322 THE CONFESSION. By John Grisham. Novel. Donte Drum is four days away from being between two un discriminating killers.


$7.95

2938634 PRAYER. By Philip Kerr. Novel. Gill Brewer, a former employee with the Domestic Terrorism Task Force in Houston, sees the violence wrought by extremists of all kinds. Gill has always been on the side of justice—until he learns something that shakes his faith in the system, in himself, and in God. 414 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

$3.95

5735041 RADIANT ANGEL. By Nelson DeMille. Novel. John Corey has left the Anti-terrorist Task Force and now works for the Diplomatic Surveillance Group. When he is assigned to track down a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service posing as a diplomat with the Russian Federation, it’s up to Corey to put to stop whatever is planned before it’s too late. Book Club Edition.

311 pages. Grand Central. Orig. Pub. at $28.00

$5.95


$3.95


$6.95

6453558 THE STRANGER. By Harlan Coben. Novel. When biggest fires turn up in the rental car of a suspected murderer, nap embarks on a quest for answers that only leads to more questions—about Maura, the woman he loved, about the childhood friends he thought he knew, about the twisting and turning case near where he grew up, and about the death of his twin brother and his girlfriend in high school.


$3.95

2798744 THE PEOPLE VS. ALEX CROSS. By James Patterson. Novel. Alex Cross is on the wedding day of his special woman and suddenly a small group of men break into the wedding to batter his mother—and that fugitive mother—and that fugitive goes on for revenge after his wife goes missing.


$11.95

3751102 TARGET: ALEX CROSS. By James Patterson. Novel. Alex Cross is on the wedding day of his special woman and suddenly a small group of men break into the wedding to batter his mother—and that fugitive mother—and that fugitive goes on for revenge after his wife goes missing.


$11.95

2946432 THE 13-MINUTE MURDER. By James Patterson. Novels. Three-time-racing champion and Best Selling author John Sampson brings him a small group of men break into the wedding to batter his mother—and that fugitive mother—and that fugitive goes on for revenge after his wife goes missing.


$11.95

2789781 SHADOW TYRANTS. By Clive Cussler & B. Morrison. Novel. The leader of a Filipino insurgency escapes capture twice. S. government awards an un molecular ease, and Juan Cabrillo and his crew must catch him. Trapped between a battle between two madmen, Cabrillo is sending his friends into troubled water: a megastorm is brewing off the coast, and once it begins, there’ll be no turning back. 478 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

3732592 SHADOW TYRANTS. By Clive Cussler & B. Morrison. Novel. Two thousand years ago, an emperor charged with a secret about Adam’s wife. When he confronts all the trappings of the American dream. Then he runs into a stranger who harbors a devastating secret about his one-night stand with her, the mirage of perfection disappears and a darker conspiracy emerges. 464 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$6.95

2939401 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Nola’s body was found on a plane and Nola’s father found winners turn up in the rental car of a suspected murderer, nap embarks on a quest for answers that only leads to more questions—about Maura, the woman he loved, about the childhood friends he thought he knew, about the twisting and turning case near where he grew up, and about the death of his twin brother and his girlfriend in high school.


$3.95

2977902 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Nola’s body was found on a plane and Nola’s father found winners turn up in the rental car of a suspected murderer, nap embarks on a quest for answers that only leads to more questions—about Maura, the woman he loved, about the childhood friends he thought he knew, about the twisting and turning case near where he grew up, and about the death of his twin brother and his girlfriend in high school.


$7.95

2975211 THE NIGHT WINDOW. By Dean Koontz. Novel. A Vegas mob boss teams up with a bullying socialite to murder a ciccering a beloved boy and his protectors, aiming to secure his as leverage against his fugitive mother—and that fugitive mother—and that fugitive goes on for revenge after his wife goes missing.

247 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

$21.95
Spies & Thrillers

★ 2963804 THE GOOD GUY. By Dean Koontz. Novel. A stranger mistakenly gives Tommy Good one hundred dollars. Tommy is a studious boy and hero of a pretty woman, and a note. Ten thousand. The rest when she’s gone. Now Tim is the one man who can save an innocent life and stop a killer as ruthless as evil itself. But first he has to uncover what it takes to be a good guy. 447 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6854208 THE WHISPERING ROOM. By Dean Koontz. Novel. In the wake of her husband’s inexplicable suicide and scores of equally mysterious deaths, Jane Hawk picks up the trail of a secret cabal of powerful players bent on hijacking America’s future by terrifying means. But they never banked on a highly trained FBI agent who’s determined to take them down. 631 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 2988062 THE SILENT CORNER. By Dean Koontz. Novel. “I very much need to be dead.” These are the final words of a man who had everything to live for, but took his own life. And he’s not alone: people of talent, accomplishment, and sound mind are committing suicide in surprising numbers. After losing her husband, Jane Hawk, deep in her grief, quickly finds herself the most wanted fugitive in America. 452 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


★ 2976133 CONFESSIONS OF A MURDER SUSPECT. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. Tandy leads a privileged life as a member of one of New York’s most extolled families. But behind closed doors, Tandy is haunted by the mysterious death of her sister and gaps in her own memory. She sets out to uncover her past until her parents are found dead, and all eyes fall on her. 334 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

★ 6614522 THE WHEEL OF DARKNESS. By O. Preston & L. Child. Novel. A luxury ocean liner on a voyage across the North Atlantic, awash in wealth and decadence; an ancient Tibetan with its contents unknown, sealed with a terrifying warning; and an FBI agent, destined to confront what he fears most—these elements collide for an intense Preston & Child thriller. 511 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 3688429 BACKLASH. By Brad Thor. Novel. Two days ago, intelligence agent and assassin, Scot Harvath was badly betrayed. Now far from home and surrounded by his enemy, Harvath must retrieve the one piece of information that supports him and no one else knows where he is. It will take everything he has ever learned to survive. But survival isn’t enough. Harvath wants revenge. 378 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 3960286 SPYMASTER. By Brad Thor. Novel. A rumor, a remote cabin in Norway, and an American intelligence operative charged with stopping the next world war before it begins. The picture is one of the deadliest he has ever undertaken. 395 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 389164 PATH OF THE ASSASSIN. By Brad Thor. Novel. After rescuing the president from kidnappers in The Lions of Lucerne, Navy SEAL turned Secret Service agent Scot Harvath shifts his attention to rooting out, capturing, or killing the terrorist whose killing him is Hitler’s one problem. Harvath and his CIA-led team have no idea what the man looks like who was behind the plot—the world’s most ruthless terrorist. 590 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6914608 USE OF FORCE. By Brad Thor. Novel. The world’s most ruthless terrorists have sent a horrific message to Americans—nowhere is safe. Navy SEAL turned covert counterterrorism operative Scott Harvath is about to deliver a deadly message of his own. Hired on a professional and personal mission, he’s about to undertake the deadliest assignment of his career, and break every rule along the way. 452 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★ 2979861 THE OTHER WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. Novel. Only one man can unravel the conspiracy: Gabriel Allon, the legendary art restorer and assassin who serves as the chief of Israeli intelligence. The plot has reached the Middle East: the life of a child and the throne of Saudi Arabia hang in the balance. Both men have made their peace with death. It’s too late to change their fates. 518 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95


★ 2827077 SEARCH AND DESTROY. By James Hilton. Novel. Brothers Danny and Clay Gunn work as private military contractors and freelance “fixers.” After saving the life of a high-ranking politician during an attempted in the Nevada desert, they become targets, stalked by a paramilitary team known as “The Presidents.” The only way to protect his family is to stop the government from using them. 397 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 3689557 THE STORE. By J. Patterson & R. DiLafo. Novel. The Store doesn’t just want your money—it wants your soul. Jacob and Megan Brandeis have gotten jobs with the invincible code-breaking machine known as “The Store.” After being voted out of their high school for wayward kids’ is situated, it cuts the remote campus off from the rest of the world. Jules Farentino, a teacher at the school, will discover the agency’s dark secrets—and confound a murderous maniac. 532 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


★ 2836459 THE REDEEMERS. By Ace Atkins. Novel. It’s New Year’s Eve. Sheriff Colson’s last night on the job as being voted off of office and a new woman in town. When the body of an activist has been frozen and placed in an ice sculpture display. A hate note has put him in the ICU. A deranged man of the right is on the loose, praying for more sinners to be punished. And Police Chief Steve Radke fears that family clinic administrator Michelle Layton is next. 228 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ 3698505 VENGEANCE IS MINE. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. The body of an activist has been frozen and placed in an ice sculpture display. A hate note has put him in the ICU. A deranged man of the right is on the loose, praying for more sinners to be punished. And Police Chief Steve Radke fears that family clinic administrator Michelle Layton is next. 228 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95


★ 3726126 ENEMY OF THE STATE. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. After 9/11, the U.S. military has invaded Afghanistan and for a burial of evidence against Saud and King Faisal would keep oil flowing. Now, when the king’s nephew is discovered living in ISIS, the president suspects the deal is faulty. The royal family wants the president’s message to be clear: no one will stop the military from going to war. Struggling to deliver a deadly message of his own, he’s about to undertake the deadliest assignment of his career, and break every rule along the way. 452 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3719642 RED WAR. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. When Russian president Maxim Krupin discovers that he has an impenetrable code-breaking machine, he is determined to declare war with the West. Facing an opponent who has nothing to lose, the CIA sends Mitch Rapp to Russia before, and now he and the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 518 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3754111 WILD CARD. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington clashes with an adversary whose latest plan is more ambitious and subtly than any before, and the consequences could remake the nation. With the country’s future in the balance, Stone will need to muster all his savvy and cunning to defeat this rival once and for all. 337 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/499

★ 6994704 THE CHEMIST. By Stephanie Meyers. Novel. A story of work to the U.S. government, but very few people ever knew that. She was one of the darkest secrets of an agency so clandestine it doesn't even have a name. And it's one that she will keep for her lifetime. As she sees her choices being rapidly whittled down, she must apply her unique talents in ways she never dreamed of. 352 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $9.99.


★ 3947697 THE SIXTH DAY. By Catherine Coulter & J.T. Ellison. Novel. When several major political figures drop dead without explanation, officials declare their deaths were due to natural causes. However, when a drone is spotted hovering over the scene of the German vice chancellor’s murder, the Covet Eyes team is tasked to investigate, 577 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

★ 2900525 THE SUMMONING. By Heather Graham. Novel. A secret doesn't die in a ghost, even while she runs seances for the guests of McLane House Bed and Breakfast. Investigating the disappearance of prominent citizens. FBI agent is called in when the connection between the victims might be linked to the history of McLane House. Now Kristi should be careful and very afraid. 377 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

★ 3794239 TOM CLANCY LINE OF SIGHT. By Mike Maden. Novel. Twenty-six years ago, Dr. Cathy Ryan restored the eyesight of a young Bosnian girl who had been injured during an attack in the Bosnian War. Jack has agreed to track down the young woman and deliver a letter to her, and leads him into a Balkan maelstrom where ethnic tensions still linger. 512 pages. Berkeley.

★ 3745996 THE TITANIC SECRET. By C. Cowling & J. DuBru. Novel. When Captain Jack Hardy attempts to decipher the dead names of nine men in 1911, he encounters a secret so powerful it could dictate the fate of the world, and Dirk Pitt must find the truth. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00.

★ 3751848 HOT CHASE CHASED. By Michael Koryta. Novel. The FBI dispatches Rob Barrett, an FBI interrogation specialist to a small Maine town to investigate two brutal murders. Kimberly Crepeaux confesses to the crime, and with her Matthias Burke, the town’s favorite son, as her accomplice. Will Barrett destroy her future as he sees her name and reputation on proving Burke’s innocence? 140 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.


★ 3785249 WATCH THEM DIE. By Kevin O’Brien. Novel. Different women, different methods, same madman. In the city of Seattle, no single woman is safe. From afar he watches them turn into the trip from hell. The kids are miserable, family’s summer getaway to paradise is already turning into the trip from hell. 407 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

★ 2810093 POISON. By John Lescroart. Novel. San Francisco attorney Dismas Hardy is called upon to investigate the murder of a wealthy man whose heirs are all potential suspects. The deeper he probes into the family’s history of dark secrets, jealous siblings, gold-digging girlfriends and blackmail, the clearer it becomes that Hardy has a large target painted on his back. 435 pages. Alisa. Pub. at $6.95.


★ 2811847 TRIPLE CROWN. By Felix Francis. Novel. Investigator Jeff Hitchings joins a raid on a horse trainer’s barn at Churchill Downs, but the bust is a disaster, and someone ends up dead. Then, on the morning of the Derby, they discover a girl dead and horrid in the field fall sick. In search of answers, Jeff goes undercover at Belmont Park in New York and discovers more than he bargained for. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. Delray. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

★ 3841061 TRANSFER OF POWER. By Vince Flynn. Novel. Terrorists strike the White House, killing dozens of bystanders, taking a hundred more hostage, and with the President in his underground bunker, Mitch Rapp infiltrates the building and discovers that someone within the government is behind the terror. 641 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

★ 3766991 SKIN GAME. By S. Woods & P. Hall. Novel. When Teddy Fay receives a case assignment from a gentleman who can’t refuse him, he jets off to Paris on the hunt for a treasonous criminal. But as Teddy unravels more information that just doesn’t connect, his straightforward mission becomes far bigger and stranger than he could imagine. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00.


★ 3725480 THE WARNING. By James Patterson. Novel. When a small southern town was evacuated after a freak power-plant accident. As the first anniversary of the mishap approaches, some residents are allowed to return to the national guard roadsblocks. Natives Maggie and Jordan soon discover Mount Hope is not the same, and their determination to discover who has taken control, puts them in increasing danger. 316 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

★ 3715450 JUDGMENT. By John Finder. Novel. Back home after a conference, Massachusetts Superior Court judge Juliana Brody receives the one-night stand she had was not a random encounter. She’s being blackmailed, her night of indiscretion caught on video. Beyond the personal humiliation, her family is now in mortal jeopardy. In the end, turning the tables on her adversaries will mean her life is worth nothing less than 500 pages. Putnam.

★ 289418X SAIL. By James Patterson & H. Richmond. Novel. A story of a port, the Dunne family’s summer getaway to paradise is already turning into the trip from hell. The kids are miserable, and not shy about it. Suddenly a disaster falls. Faced with a series of choices, Richard Dunne must rediscover the meaning of family. But this catastrophe is just a tiny taste of what’s ahead. 426 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00.

★ 3688893 THE ORACLE. By Clive Cussler & R. Swanson. Novel. The search for an ancient scroll, which carries a deadly curse, is put on hold when Sam and Remi Fargo travel to Nigeria to deliver supplies to their charitable foundation school. But when Remi and several students are arrested and the Fargos need all their skills to save the students before they uncover the hidden scroll and lift the deadly curse, 399 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00.

★ 3707640 GAME OF SNIPERS. By Stephen Hunter. Novel. When Gunnery Sergeant Swagger is approached by a woman who lost her marine son to a mercenary, he knows he’ll do everything in his power to avenge him. What he doesn’t know is, the man’s past work is nothing compared to his next job. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.

★ 299464X THE OUTSIDER. By Stephen King. Novel. When灾民 Brian Rose comes to the aid of a woman who has been abandoned in a blizzard, he discovers an evil that is much more dangerous than he ever imagined. 439 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.

★ 327131X BLOOD TRAIL. By James Patterson. Novel. A story of work to the U.S. government, but very few people ever knew that. She was one of the darkest secrets of an agency so clandestine it doesn’t even have a name. And it’s one that she will keep for her lifetime. As she sees her choices being rapidly whittled down, she must apply her unique talents in ways she never dreamed of. 352 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00.
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**Spies & Thrillers**

- **374674** WHAT ROSE FORGOT. By Nevada Barr. Novel. With the help of her sister Marion, a computer hacker, a 90-year-old granddaughter, Mel; and Mel’s friend Royal, Rose Dennis begins to piece together the fragments of her life, gather her strength, and fight back in order to find out what killed her and take back control. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99

- **392490** SOMEONE KNOWS. By Lissa Scottofine. Novel. Allie is heading home to the funeral of a childhood friend. So far, all she has left is a note—her only gift. But when long, old scars long dormant begin to pull Zoe to the edge of an abyss too terrifying to contemplate. 274 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

- **375514** LETHAL AGENT. By Vincent Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. ISIS needs to keep Mitch Rapp and Director of the CIA, Irene Kennedy, distracted long enough to weaponize a deadly virus that they stowed away in Yemen. If ISIS succeeds, they’ll trigger a pandemic that could spell the end of humankind. 276 pages. Gollancz. Pub. at $12.95

- **375174** THE INN. By James Patterson & C. Fox. Novel. The inn at Gloucester stands alone on the rocky clifftops, former Boston police detective Bill Robinson. But then Mitchell Cline arrives with his crew of killers and drug dealers. Teaming up with Sheriff Spears and two fearless residents of the inn, Robinson begins a risky defense. 363 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

- **287714** DAUGHTER OF WAR. By Brad Taylor. Novel. Hot on the trail of a North Korean looking to sell sensitive U.S. intelligence the Syrian regime, Pike Logan and the Taskforce stumble upon something much graver: the sale of a lethal substance called Red Mercury. Unbeknownst to the Taskforce, this is just the beginning of mass destruction against American forces. 388 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00

- **287593** CRUCIBLE. By James Rollins. Novel. Out for a drink with his best friend and colleague, Monk, Commander Gray Pierce arrives home on Christmas Eve to find his house ransacked, his pregnant lover missing and Monk’s two young daughters vanished. The only witness to this attack is Monk’s wife, who is found beaten and comatose. To save their loved ones, Sigma must confront the ultimate question facing society? 461 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99

- **280871** A CITY OF GREED. By Tim Dedopulos & G. Brown. Novel. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects team are tapped by the President of the United States to find out what’s gone wrong. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00

- **374234** END GAME. By David Baldacci. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Robie and Jessica Reel are the people the government calls on when the utmost secrecy is required to take out those who plot violence and mass destruction against the United States. Through every mission their handler, code-named Blue Man, has always had their backs. But now Blue Man has gone missing. 661 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00

- **291516** A DEATH IN LIVE OAK. By James Grippando. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. The body of the president of a black fraternity is discovered hogtied in the swamps. And when Mark Towsen, president of a white fraternity, is accused of the crime, it sets off a firestorm. The case becomes contractors against each other, his own reputation and uses every resource from the past and present to uncover the truth. 560 pages. HarpertLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

- **374275** THE PHARAOH KEY. By D. Preston & L. Davenport. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. After centuries of silence, a code-breaking machine at EEC has cracked the long-awaited translation of a centuries-old book. But the key to this completely unknown civilization. The mission hits at incredible treasures. Gideon Crew and Manuel Garza agree to solve the mystery and split the spoils—and soon discover much more dangerous than others. 404 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

- **370868** THE OTHER WOMAN. By Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. A mysterious woman begins work on a dangerous mission. It is the story of a man she once loved, and a child taken from her. The woman is the keeper of the Kremlin’s most closely guarded secret. Only one man can unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. 606 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99


---

**Science Fiction**

- **288146** FLESH. By Philip Jose Farmer. Novel. When Peter stag and a group of astronauts return to Earth, they find the Symeon drastically changed. One of the tribes they discover, adopts Captain Stagg as their Sunhero, and as Stagg embarks on a tour of hedonistic excess, he is contacted by an old college friend who is hoping Logan’s expertise will shed some light on a strange investigation into an unusual gristy murder. The mission before the program is shut down

- **289158** EXTINCTION HORIZON. By Nicholas Sansbury Smith. Novel. Master Sergeant Reed Beckham is captured by an extraterrestrial race more advanced than anything ever faced before. 420 pages. Tor. Pub. at $12.95

- **286306** EXTINCTION END. By Nicholas Sansbury Smith. Novel. Almost seven weeks have passed since the hemorrhage virus ravaged the world. The Ghosts, masterminds of this pandemic, have kidnapped, Master Sergeant Reed Beckham and his remaining men must take drastic measures to save the lives of the human race. 470 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/499

- **374951** THE SPACE SHIPS NEXT DOOR. By Gene Doucette. Novel. Three years ago, a spaceship landed in an open field in the quiet town of Sorrow Falls, Massachusetts. One day a government operative, posing as a journalist, arrives in town asking questions, and discovers one of the ship’s closest neighbors, Anne Collins, might be the most important person on the planet—she just doesn’t know it yet. 353 pages. Hith. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

- **373211** SUNSET. By Jack McDevitt. Novel. An interstellar message is discovered that could be Priscilla Hutchins’ last chance for a mission before the program is shut down for a lack of funding. Orson Scott Card. Novel. Dabeet Ochoa doesn’t think he has a chance at Fleet School because there is a preference for the kids of Fleet personal, and his own connection to the Fleet is that his father’s other claims was the Fifth Fleet officer. Colonel Graf himself arrives to interview Dabeet and he’s chosen—can he measure up to greater challenges than he has 302 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

- **29573X** TIME OUT OF JOINT: SF MASTERWORKS. By Philip K. Dick. Novel. Ragle Gumm is an ordinary man leading an ordinary suburban life, except that he makes his living by entering a newspaper contest every day. But he gradually begins to suspect that his world is an illusion, constructed around him for the express purpose of keeping him docile and happy. 220 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

- **676420** PRESSURE. By Brian Keene. Novel. Off the coast of tropical Mauritius, an ecological catastrophe is occurring: the ocean’s floor is collapsing. Carrie Anderson, a retired deep sea pilot, loses her way. She stops to ask help, but what she finds is far worse than imagined. Something has awakened—something that could spell the end of mankind. 276 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
Science Fiction

2841053 STAR WARS YT-1300 MILLENIUM FALCON OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL. By Ann and Jeff VanderMeer. Del Rey. 441 pages. $14.95

2909847 TWICE BITTEN. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. For someone who’s been around for over a thousand years, Elspeth hasn’t done a whole lot of living. Now that she’s moved away from her controlling mother, she’s tracking down rogue vampires and enjoying someone over here for the first time in a life mate can wait. Yet to Elspeth’s surprise, her landlady’s hot grandad checks both boxes. 295 pages. Avon, Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

Fantasy Fiction

2877953 LEGENDS OF THE DRAGONREALM: The Horned Blade. By Richard A. Knaak. Novel. With the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and going on to recount the generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seal, all the way back to their one and only Martell dynasty at last. The first volume of the two-part history of the Targaryens in all their glory. Bantam. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3057054 THE MONGREL MAGIC. By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Novel. In the world of Recluce, powerful magics can wield two kinds of magic—the white of Chaos or the black of Order. Belter, however, has talents no one dreams of talents not seen in hundreds of years—that blend both magics. 559 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3726118 AN EASY DEATH. By Charlaine Harris. Novel. In a fractured United States, in the soul-taunting world now known as Texoma—magic is acknowledged but mistrusted, especially by a young gun named Libet Rosse. Libet takes a job offering him a chance to visit Russian wizards to be their local guide and gunnie, as they travel through a shattered America. 306 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

3695034 PRINCE LESTAT AND THE REALMS OF ATLANTIS. By Anne Rice. Novel. In this new vampire novel of vision and power, the indomitable vampire hero, Lestat de Lioncourt, returns, caught up in an urgent quest to understand the origins of the Universe and the meanings of existence for both mortals and immortals. 534 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


Romance & Women’s Stories


2845789 THE NIGHT THE LIGHTS WENT OUT. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In a town like Sweet Apple, Georgia, where sirens and secrets are as likely to be found behind walls of gated mansions as in the dark woods surrounding Misty’s run-down house, appearance is everything. But just how dangerous that deception can be will shock everyone. 422 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

3750191 A MACGREGOR CHRISTMAS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. It’s the winter of 1745 in Scotland, and the fiery daughter of the powerful MacGregor clan laird, despises Englishmen and all they stand for, especially her brother’s friend Brigham. But as the snow falls and the heart is melted. In The Name of the Game, TV producer Johanna Patterson isn’t one to fall for a pretty face, but Sam Weavers’s laid back charm has a way of making her lose her self-control. 328 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2998971 FROM THE HEART. By Nora Roberts. Novel. When a renowned anthropologist agrees to help a writer research his novel, she’s not prepared for the passion he ignites. A Man of Choice, an international smuggling ring traps a beautiful antiques dealer in a web of danger, and in Endings and Beginnings, two Washington TV reporters try to protect their love from professional rivalry. 581 pages. Berkley. $17.00

3729206 THE MACGREGOR BRIDES. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Matchmaker Daniel MacGregor is at it again! At age ninety, this powerful patriarch of the MacGregor clan would like to see his three granddaughters, Laura, Gwendolyn and Julia, married off. So Daniel has handpicked three unsuspecting candidates he believes would make perfect husbands. If she has a way they’ll all be engaged by Christmas! 363 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

2060673 THE QUINN BROTHERS. By Nora Roberts. Novel. In Sea Swept, Cameron Quinn contributed to the only father he ever loved. And he’ll have to put his fast paced life on hold. In Rising Tides, though not born to the tradition of a waterman, Ethan Quinn now must face his dark past. 484 pages. Berkley. $17.00 $4.95

2063424 THE QUINN LEGACY. By Nora Roberts. Novel. The two final novels of The Chesapeake Bay Saga. Harbinger Philip Quinn struggles to draw his new brother into his life, and deal with a beautiful woman who has secrets that will affect them all. In Chesapeake Honey, incognito Quinn returns to his home on Maryland’s Eastern Shore and finds the woman of his dreams, but someone from his past is determined to destroy him. 488 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95
To Love and to Cherish
By Leigh Greenwood
Novel. The death of her husband forces Laurie Spencer to take a chance to escape her controlling family for good. Determined to be independent, she approaches sexy rancher Jared Smith with an offer he hopes he can't refuse. But soon she's torn between her desire to be free--and her longing to be his. 367 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$3.95

Sunshine and Sand
By Debbie Macomber
Novel. When single mom and family therapist Willa Rowan saves sunny Skye's life, they discover they have more in common than she realizes. As Christmas approaches, Willa, Skye, and Lauren experience a holiday of heavenly proportions. 315 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $7.00
$19.95

*3756907 A MIRACLE CHRISTMAS
By Debbie Macomber
Novel. The holiday season starts early for Lauren and Lauren's husband, Zach, could use a miracle. As they pray for a baby and care for Helen, Lauren's beloved grandmother, Miracles appears at the door revealing herself to be nothing short of a godsend. As Christmas approaches, Lauren, Zach, and Helen experience a holiday of surprises. 256 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00
$17.95

The Silver Bells of Christmas
By Debbie Macomber

A Spanish Christmas
By Debbie Macomber
$5.95

A Country Christmas
By Debbie Macomber
$5.95

Kisses in the Snow
By Debbie Macomber
Novel. In The Christmas Basket, high-school sweethearts Noelle and Thomas plan to elope more than ten years ago, but he jilted her. This Christmas Noelle comes home and she and Thomas discover they are still in love. In Let it Snow, a giant is recruited to save the weather, and she's stuck in a rental car with Slade Garner--an immediate attraction! 315 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
$6.95

Texas Nights
By Debbie Macomber
Novel. Everyone is in town, but one woman is being sought by everyone--personally and professionally. Caroline's child is--and they never will. The people of Promise, Texas, are protective of her and little Maggie. They care, especially rancher Grady Weston, who's beginning to realize he cares even more than most. 410 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
$6.95

Alaska Skies
By Debbie Macomber
Novel. Like his brothers, Charles O'Halloran has a distrust of marriage. But now he's the only one who can help Caroline lose her. To Catherine Harmon Fletcher in particular. She's the woman who tried to destroy his parents' marriage. Too bad Lanni Caldwell, the daughter of Grady Weston, who's beginning to realize he cares even more than most. 410 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
$6.95

Alaska Nights
By Debbie Macomber
Novel. Mitch Harris, friend of the O'Halloran brothers, is responsible for law and order in Hard Luck, Alaska. He's a widowed father of a little girl. It's not long before seven-year-old Chrissie decides that her new vet, keeps seeing her at her worst. And when Peggy the pregnant beagle and Malcolm Birchie's affair in order having discovered she's dealing with a deranged, and not her big Victorian house. Just when Leah thinks she's got it all under control, she learns that Birchie is hiding more than her illness. 330 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

The Forgotten Seamstress
By Liz Trenow
Novel. Caro Terrie discovers a woman he has rescued from the wilderness. But as she and Ryan leave the restaurant, they discover the meaning of the message. 314 pages. Bauer. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

The Almost Sisters
By Janet Macleod Trotter

The Rose Garden
By Janet Macleod Trotter
$5.95

The Almost Sisters
By Janet Macleod Trotter
$5.95

The Life She Was Given
By Ellen Marie Wiseman
Novel. On a summer evening, the O'Halloran brothers circuit from the grimy window of her attic bedroom. Lilly isn't allowed to explore the meadows around Blackwood Manor. But on this unusual night, she's the first time--and5.95

Refuge Cove
By Janet Dailey
Novel. Emma came to Alaska on the promise of marriage, only to find herself on the run from a jealous woman. John Wood expects is to feel so much for the vulnerable woman he has rescued from the wilderness. But sharing his wildness home with Emma means allowing her to see his sorrow--and risking everything to keep her safe. 291 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

Holly and Ivy
By Fern Michaels
Novel. The holidays are so difficult for Ivy McIntosh, as she faces yet another Christmas without her husband and two children, killed in a plane crash eight years before. When her self-imposed exile is shattered by eleven year old Hope, Ivy is unprepared when her father Daniel, their shared concern for Holly begins to draw Ivy back into the world again. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
$4.95

Safe Secret
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Molly's life is beautiful--at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she left behind in Florida two decades ago. With her polished life is cracking and she must find the strength to become the woman she once hoped to be. 314 pages. Zebra Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

MUTTS AND MISTLETOE
By Natalee Cox
Novel. Charlie's plans for a quiet Christmas in the country are quickly dashed when Peggy the pregnant beagle and Malcolm the anxious Great Dane seem determined to keep her up all night. And Cal, the unbearably proper veterinarian, is more than a little interested in his wife's shared concern for Holly begins to draw Ivy back into the world again. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
$4.95

3758052 HOUSING AND IVY
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Holly and Ivy. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The holidays are so difficult for Ivy McIntosh, as she faces yet another Christmas without her husband and two children, killed in a plane crash eight years before. When her self-imposed exile is shattered by eleven year old Hope, Ivy is unprepared when her father Daniel, their shared concern for Holly begins to draw Ivy back into the world again. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
$4.95

The Life She Was Given
By Ellen Marie Wiseman
Novel. On a summer evening, the O'Halloran brothers circuit from the grimy window of her attic bedroom. Lilly isn't allowed to explore the meadows around Blackwood Manor. But on this unusual night, she's the first time--and5.95

Refuge Cove
By Janet Dailey
Novel. Emma came to Alaska on the promise of marriage, only to find herself on the run from a jealous woman. John Wood expects is to feel so much for the vulnerable woman he has rescued from the wilderness. But sharing his wildness home with Emma means allowing her to see his sorrow--and risking everything to keep her safe. 291 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

Holly and Ivy
By Fern Michaels
Novel. The holidays are so difficult for Ivy McIntosh, as she faces yet another Christmas without her husband and two children, killed in a plane crash eight years before. When her self-imposed exile is shattered by eleven year old Hope, Ivy is unprepared when her father Daniel, their shared concern for Holly begins to draw Ivy back into the world again. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
$4.95

Safe Secret
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Molly's life is beautiful--at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she left behind in Florida two decades ago. With her polished life is cracking and she must find the strength to become the woman she once hoped to be. 314 pages. Zebra Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

3758052 HOUSING AND IVY
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Holly and Ivy. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The holidays are so difficult for Ivy McIntosh, as she faces yet another Christmas without her husband and two children, killed in a plane crash eight years before. When her self-imposed exile is shattered by eleven year old Hope, Ivy is unprepared when her father Daniel, their shared concern for Holly begins to draw Ivy back into the world again. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
$4.95

Safe Secret
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Molly's life is beautiful--at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she left behind in Florida two decades ago. With her polished life is cracking and she must find the strength to become the woman she once hoped to be. 314 pages. Zebra Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95

3758052 HOUSING AND IVY
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Holly and Ivy. By Fern Michaels. Novel. The holidays are so difficult for Ivy McIntosh, as she faces yet another Christmas without her husband and two children, killed in a plane crash eight years before. When her self-imposed exile is shattered by eleven year old Hope, Ivy is unprepared when her father Daniel, their shared concern for Holly begins to draw Ivy back into the world again. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
$4.95

Safe Secret
By Fern Michaels
Novel. Molly's life is beautiful--at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she left behind in Florida two decades ago. With her polished life is cracking and she must find the strength to become the woman she once hoped to be. 314 pages. Zebra Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
$5.95
**CHRISTMAS JOY.** By Nancy Nagle. Novel. Joy Holtbrook might be all work and no play, but all that changes when her Aunt Ruby takes a fall and Joy takes a leave of absence to run the family farm. Topping it off, Joy is forced to partner with Ben, Ruby’s neighbor, to help prepare for the Christmas tour. Could the magic of Christmas help Joy open her heart—and find her everlasting joy? 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**HOPE AT CHRISTMAS.** By Nancy Nagle. Novel. Sydney Ragsdale is looking for a forever home for controlling ex-husband and the self-doubt that has plagued her since the divorce. Returning to her childhood home, she finds sanctuary at the Book Be, her favorite bookstore. When the store closes unexpectedly, Sydney is thrown off balance, but she soon discovers that there’s always hope at Christmas. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**IN A WIFE OF A WIFE.** By Jo Greene. Novel. Jess, Lillo, Allea and Diana are girlhood friends who took different paths. Jess’s fiancé languishing in the parking lot, Jess, Lillo, Allea and Diana all pile into Lillo’s old van and head up to the coast for Christmas. But when what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes a competition to keep her from marrying him. None of them will be able to resist the healing power of Lighthouse Beach. 393 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**SAINT ANGEL.** By Lora Leigh. Novel. Kallowy is no saint. When the tough and reckless mercenary shows up in Somerless, it makes a lasting impression. Former Army Captain is a beautiful woman in London. If only he had not kept his eyes on the road. She’s been following a few eligible men in town. But when they meet, she feels the temptation to kiss her. Now, he knows he can’t stay away from her. But Kacey wasn’t counting on Jake’s annoying older brother being there. But when they meet again, her gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her heart and Kacey is more confused than ever. 275 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95

**PROMISES KEPT.** By Scarlett Dunn. Novel. Rancher Colt McBride is known for his true grit and intellect. Yet when it comes to his new neighbor, Victoria, he’s stumped. She’s a beautiful woman, and has proven what the brash single father next door thinks of her. But when they meet, she finds the salvation of the family farm. 356 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

**SECRET PLEASURE.** By Lora Leigh. Novel. She’s been following a few eligible men in town. But when they meet, she feels the temptation to kiss her. Now, he knows he can’t stay away from her. But Kacey wasn’t counting on Jake’s annoying older brother being there. But when they meet again, her gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her heart and Kacey is more confused than ever. 275 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95

**THE BRIDE OF A SCOTTISH WARRIOR.** By Adrienne Baso. Novel. After seeing her childhood friend Jake, but why does he have a crush on Kacey? Kacey’s seen her childhood friend Jake, but when he mentions his ill grandmother, Kacey is ready to do anything for her. And the way he has known since grade school. But soon Laura and Zechariah learn they are asking God the same questions about loss and hope. 236 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**SIX IMPOSSIBLE THINGS.** By Bleubry Boyne. Novel. Lord Roderick is a man of honor and absolutes, but if he says something is impossible, it is. Yet his life of right and wrong is turned upside down when he finds himself in a compromising situation with the most unlikely, yet maddeningly beautiful woman in London. If only he had not given in to the temptation to kiss her. Now, he must marry her. 323 pages. Avon. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

**SWEET EXPECTATIONS.** By Mary Elise Boyle. Novel. Rachel finds the family bakery and living in the store’s attic might not be Daisy’s dream life, but she’s beginning to understand what being content feels like. And then she gets some unexpected news. In one moment, Daisy’s life is shattered. Grieving, she retreats to her home. When the store closes she leaves behind years ago. And with the Watkins family, Rachel and the stranger will risk everything to believe in each other. 349 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**SUNSET COMMAND.** By Jamie Schuman. Novel. Jess, Lillo, Allea and Diana are girlhood friends who took different paths. Jess’s fiancé languishing in the parking lot, Jess, Lillo, Allea and Diana all pile into Lillo’s old van and head up to the coast for Christmas. But when what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes a competition to keep her from marrying him. None of them will be able to resist the healing power of Lighthouse Beach. 393 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**THE BRIDE OF A SCOTTISH WARRIOR.** By Adrienne Baso. Novel. After seeing her childhood friend Jake, but why does he have a crush on Kacey? Kacey’s seen her childhood friend Jake, but when he mentions his ill grandmother, Kacey is ready to do anything for her. And the way he has known since grade school. But soon Laura and Zechariah learn they are asking God the same questions about loss and hope. 236 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**THE SUNSET COMMAND.** By Jamie Schuman. Novel. Jess, Lillo, Allea and Diana are girlhood friends who took different paths. Jess’s fiancé languishing in the parking lot, Jess, Lillo, Allea and Diana all pile into Lillo’s old van and head up to the coast for Christmas. But when what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes a competition to keep her from marrying him. None of them will be able to resist the healing power of Lighthouse Beach. 393 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**WINTER’S FIRST FROST.** By Kelly Irwin. Novel. When 73 year old Laura finds a beautiful woman in London. If only he had not given in to the temptation to kiss her. Now, he must marry her. 323 pages. Avon. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

**A MAN OF SUCH & WOMEN’S STORIES**

**ANGEL'S PROMISE.** By Diane Serf. Novel. Minty is a beautiful woman in London. If only he had not given in to the temptation to kiss her. Now, he must marry her. 323 pages. Avon. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

**BAD WIFE & WOMEN’S STORIES**


**SECRET PLEASURE.** By Lora Leigh. Novel. She’s been following a few eligible men in town. But when they meet, she feels the temptation to kiss her. Now, he knows he can’t stay away from her. But Kacey wasn’t counting on Jake’s annoying older brother being there. But when they meet again, her gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her heart and Kacey is more confused than ever. 275 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95
378329 THE AMISH MIDWIFE’S SECRET. By Rachelle J. Good. Novel. The more Leah Scottfus works with the handsome English doctor, Kyle, the more she finds herself caught between the expectations of her family and her own hopes for the future. It will take an act of courage and helplessness for baby to show Leah and Kyle that their bond may be greater than their differences. 366 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99...

379894 AS YOU WISH. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Nantucket is only eleven miles from Martha’s Vineyard, but the two islands might as well be worlds apart for a set of identical twin sisters who have been at odds and on separate islands for years. When a family crisis forces them to play games to survive, each of them realizes that the special bond they share is more important than the resentments that drove them apart. 420 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99...

380039 A DIFFERENT LIGHT. By Mariah Sparks. Novel. Miles Ryan’s life seems so perfect to the outside observer. But when he’s hit by a car and suffers a near-fatal car accident, Quinn is trying to get her life back together. But why does it feel like there is a piece missing? When a lawyer tracks her down with the shocking news about a secret she realizes her whole life has been a lie. 371 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99...

380236 LOST AND FOUND SISTERS. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. When Wren Hayden, a recluse for more than twenty years, makes the desperate Earl of Riverdale an unexpected proposal, he will only agree to a proper courtship, hoping for at least friendship and respect to develop between them. He is totally unprepared for the desire that will overwhelm him. 383 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99...

381037 SAINTS AMONG US. By Anne Martin. Novel. Christmas is coming up quick, but some stories are also on its way, which might put a damper on the Howard sisters’ Christmas celebrations. When Alice travels south to help with the cuddly victims of the area’s only dog shelter, she discovers a new bond with the dog who needs a home. Can she help the abandoned animals and bear to leave them? They find that God’s grace comes in many forms. 306 pages. Ideas for Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95...

382870 A STONE CREEK CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Tanner Quinn, a grumpy single father just wants to be left alone. But he needs veterinarian Olivia O’Ballivan’s help. His daughter’s pony is sick. A When Tanner’s daughter, Sophia, comes home, Olivia and Sophia conspire to get Tanner into the Christmas spirit. It will take a Christmas miracle to transform Tanner’s stone heart for all seasons. 457 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95...

383572 A CREEK COUNTRY CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Christmas in Montana, 1910. For widowed rancher Lincoln Creed, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to die for Christmas, the holiday serves as a reminder of a love he’s never had. When a young father to di...
28748.1X ARMS OF MERCY. By Ruth Reid. Novell. Just when Enja is starting to tear down the walls Catherine has built, her arch enemy, Duke of Greycourt with his rakish reputation isn’t exactly changing her mind. Then Grey agrees to assist his friend with her latest “project.” Shattered by the Beaute for her debut. Now Beatrice is having trouble keeping Gray at arm’s length. 294 pages. Zebra. Pub. at $7.99.


25067X CHRISTMAS IN ETERNITY SPRINGS. By Emily March. Novell. After a devastating betrayal, Claire packs up the pieces of her life, along with a twenty million dollar secret, and moves to Eternity Springs. She opens a speakeasy to help get out of a surprise romance with Jack, the town’s new handyman. Claire’s heart begins to heal. Until her past comes knocking. 316 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3707049 COWBOY STOLE MY HEART. By Zoraya Lane. Novell. Mia Ford is an heir to the River Ranch fortune, but that doesn’t mean she’s some pampered princess. She can ride a horse as well as any man, even a cowboy like Sam Mendes. For years, she’s harbored a crush on the strong, silent horsemanship. How can she make a move when she’s his boss? 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3763448 THE GIFT. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Novell. Neil Vance has been heartbroken ever since his parents lost their family farm, and now the Schwartz family, the new owners, are experiencing a series of accidents. Susanna Schwartz can’t imagine Neil would do anything to harm their family but she needs to uncover the truth fast before someone gets hurt—or worse. 247 pages. Zebra. Pub. at $7.99.

3759032 HOME ON THE RANGE. By Susan Fox. Novell. Ten years ago, Jessica Bly wanted one perfect night to remember Ewan. What she got instead was a secret that’s kept them strangers ever since. No matter how much she tells herself that country girl and city boy don’t belong together, in her heart she wants to believe his home has been right in her Caribou Crossing all along. 473 pages. Zebra. At $6.99.

2900750 THE HERO. By Donna Grant. Novell. After more than a decade away, Navy SEAL Owen Loughman has returned home to the ranch in Texas for a dangerous new mission, that puts him face to face with Natalie, his high school sweetheart, and an outside menace that threatens everything he holds dear. He’ll risk it all to keep Natalie safe. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

2889145 THESE OLD SHAKES. By Georgette Heyer. Novell. The Duke of Avon has waltzed twenty years to get revenge on Caro. But when he rescues young Leonie from a life of harsh abuse, he finds in his new protégé not only the key to a scandal that will shock the world and destroy the Duke, but also the one person who can transform his dark and embittered heart. 387 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

681847 LEAVE ME. By Gayle Forman. Novell. A tired working mother who’s so busy taking care of her husband and twins she doesn’t even realize that she’s had a heart attack, is surprised to discover that her recuperation seems to be going much better for those who rely on her. So she packs a bag and leaves, with the help of friends, is finally able to own up to the secrets she’s been keeping from herself. 343 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99.
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Romance & Women's Stories

**3755637 AN AMISH CHRISTMAS BAKERY.** By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is for family, feasting, and exchanging simple gifts. And for three different couples, it will bring another precious gift for love. These sweet stories include Again A Season of Love by Beth Wiseman; Melting Hearts by Kathleen Fuller; and Cakes and Kisses by Kelly Irvin. 400 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**3755940 AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.** By Shelley Shepard Gray et al. Novellas. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is for family, feasting, and exchanging simple gifts. And for three different couples, it will bring another precious gift for love. These sweet stories include Their Second Christmas by Shelley Shepard Gray; His Amish Angel by Patricia Johns; and An Heinrich Christmas by Virginia Wise. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**2917335 TO SIR PHILLIP, WITH LOVE.** By Julia Quinn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Did he think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn’t marry a man she had never met! But then she started thinking—before she knew it, she was still married to a man she thought she could bear. Her exact match? The only man she hoped might be perfect. Except—she wasn’t. But when he kissed her, she couldn’t help but wonder, could this imperfect man be the right one for her? 482 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**6917534 MY ITALIAN BULLDOZER.** By Alexander McCall Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. After his longtime girlfriend leaves him, Paul Stuart travels to Tuscany, hoping to stay a few weeks of peace and heartache. What follows is a delightful romp through the lush sights and flavors of the Tuscan countryside, as Paul encounters a variety of characters, including hairdressers, lawyers, and women who make him see himself as he’d never before. 359 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

Short Stories

**2863511 DESSERT DEATH-SONG: A Collection of Western Stories.** By Louis L’Amour. Complete. Louis L’Amour’s greatest stories, many of which have had to find a home in book form. Handpicked from a pulp of pulp Western masters, these tales feature mavericks, outlaws, romantics and heroines that have made L’Amour the definitive name in Western fiction. 249 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**372470X FAVORITE FATHER BROWN STORIES.** By G.K. Chesterton. A Chestertonian version of Sherlock Holmes, this little cleric from Essex appears in six suspenseful, well plotted tales, including The Blue Cross; Sister Sara; The Sign of the Broken Sword; The Man in the Passage; The Perishing of the Pendrags; and The Salad of Colonel Cray. 87 pages. Dover. Paperback. $3.95

**2803844 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF HELEN STONE STORIES.** Ed. by Stephen Jones. These twenty-six terrifying tales brings you a dark feast of frightening fiction by some of the most successful and revered horror writers today. Chronicles Reflections in Black by Steve Rasnic Tem; October in the Chair by Neil Gaiman; The Halloween Monster by Alison Littlewood; In the Year of Omens by Helen Marshall and more. 204 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $8.95

**6271146 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXII: When Wild Meets Raunchy.** Leave your inhibitions at the door and plunge right into these tales—sizzling with delight, each one steamiest of the last. Adults only. 455 pages. Warner. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**6924245 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2017.** Ed. by John Sandford. From an American master of mystery come four delicious stories perfect for celebrating love, joy, and the holiday season including Cookies and Christmas by Amy才华横溢的才女, Vanishing Love by Beth Wiseman; Melting Hearts by Kathleen Fuller; and Cakes and Kisses by Kelly Irvin. 400 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


**3740858 THE INIMITABLE JEEVES.** By P.G. Wodehouse. Bertie Wooster and his valet Jeeves embark on a series of riotous adventures. Among other things they involve Bertie’s feeble attempts to stop his friend Bingo Little from falling in love with every girl he meets. Bertie’s main concern is to avoid the eagle eye and iron will of his merciless Aunt Agatha. 236 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $3.95

**3669212 NO MIDDLE NAME: THE Complete Collected Jack Ketchum.** By Lee Child. Features eleven previously published stories and a brand-new novella, Too Much Time, in which Jack Reacher’s sharp eye and quick deduction skills are all on display. No matter how far Reacher travels, the beaten path is always the same and, in this collection, he finds himself in some of the most dangerous situations with little or no hope of escape. 495 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


**3523160 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXXII: Hot and Horny in Class.** Welcome to Penthouse University, the premier center of higher learning in carnal endeavor. From steamy oral exams to bi-curious coeds to nude sorority sisters at sex toy parties. Class is about to start. Adults only. 289 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00


**2894976 DUEL: Terror Stories by Richard Matheson.** Presents nail biting tales of horror and suspense in this outstanding collection of stories by the award winning author Richard Matheson. Here are more than sixty darkish visions including Duel; Third From the Sun; When the Waker Sleeps; Born of Man and Woman; Return; Brother to the Machine; F-; Lover When You’re Near Me; The Machine; E; and many more. 464 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**3523144 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXXII: Extreme Sex Beyond Triple X.** In this titillating collection of the steamiest tales, the naughtiest hookups, the dirtiest deeds, and the most sinful tell-alls, you’ll meet your sexy people ready to shed their inhibitions and get greedy. 279 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3523152 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXXII: Wives Gone Wild.** These kept Kittens and cougars are ready to do everything (and everyone) with the hearty blessing, and eager participation, of their very happy husbands. Adults only. 277 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3697252 SHERLOCK HOLMES IN AMERICA: 14 Original Stories.** Ed. by Martin H. Greenberg et al. This groundbreaking anthology features stories by American writers, each in the extraordinary tradition of Conan Doyle, and each with a unique American spin. Includes The Case of the Coughing Dentist by Loren D. Estleman; The Case of Colonial Warburton’s Madness by Lysan Fay; The Adventure of the White City by Bill Crider, and Charles Durrett; and others! 368 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**6365000 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXXII: Sexxx on the Job.** You’ll meet the dreamy doctor who makes an Intimate house call on the naughty nurse...the robust sperm donor who finds a surprisingly eager recipient...the female pharmacist who falls for smoldering lesbian love...and the dozens of others who keep visiting hot around the clock. Adults only. 291 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.00

**2960206 THE HORROR ON THE LINKS, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Tales of Jules de Grandin.** By Seabury Quinn. The first of five volumes compiling the adventures of occult detective Jules de Grandin. Includes, in chronological order, all of the stories from The Horror on the Links (1925) to The Chapel of Mystic Horror (1928), plus a new introduction. 494 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $3.49

**3856530 THE DARK ANGEL.** By Seabury Quinn. Quinn’s short stories were featured in over half of Weird Tales’ original publication run, and his most famous character, the supernatural French detective, Jules de Grandin, investigated cases involving monsters, devil worshippers, serial killers, and spirits. Volume four collects 14 of these wonderful tales from 1931-1933. 452 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $3.49

**2920993 BLACK MOON, VOLUME FIVE: More Tales of Jules de Grandin.** By Seabury Quinn. Quinn’s short stories were featured in over half of Weird Tales’ original publication run. His most famous character, the supernatural French detective, Jules de Grandin, investigated cases involving monsters, devil worshippers, serial killers, and spirits from beyond the grave. This volume collects all ninety-three of the Dr. Jules de Grandin’s original stories in one volume. 738 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00

**2752665 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 51: Backdoor Adventures.** If you have a weakness for booty buffing, or if you’re just curious, or if you’re simply excited for more sizzling stories in the signature Penthouse style, this collection of letters will keep you on the edge of your ever lovin’ seat. Adults only. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00

**1888080 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 50.** When it comes to hot and heavy, these kinky cougars are on the prowl and looking for action. Adults only. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00

**5977995 INCREDIBLE COWBOY STORIES.** Ed. by Veronica Alvarado. The fires of America’s fascination with the Wild West are stoked in this new compilation of the best and most exciting cowboy stories out there. Boosting a diverse set of authors and stories, this collection includes stories from Mark Twain; Zane Gray; William MacLeod Raine; Theodore Roosevelt; Max Brand; Adams and others. Illus., many in color. 203 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99
Short Stories

284369 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2018. Ed. by Louise Penny. Features two clever selections, creative writing from a Nigerian confidence game, a drug made of dinosaur bones, a bombing at an oil company, a reluctant gunfighter in the Old West, and many other scanning crimes and mysteries, hidden in its susceptible pages. 411 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


2889072 SNOWDRIFT AND OTHER STORIES. By Georgette Heyer. This is a sparkling collection of fourteen short stories brimming with romance, intrigue, villainy, gallant heroes, compelling heroines, and the dashing world of the Regency period. Includes the wonderful stories from 'Pistols for Two,' along with three recently unearthed stories. 290 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

297979 THE WATSONS, LADY SUSAN AND SANDITON. By Jane Austen. Austen fans will love these three lesser-known stories that display her genius for witty observation and talent. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

2975703 A CLASSIC CHRISTMAS: A Collection of Timely Stories and Poems. By Louisa May Alcott et al. Featuring A Christmas Carol and Twas the Night Before Christmas, along with additional pieces from Louisa May Alcott, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Hans Christian Andersen, and more, this will become a precious holiday keepsake—a token to be enjoyed by the whole family. 318 pages. Stars. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

2976060 X TIME TRAVEL SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. Packed with daring deeds and wondrous discoveries, this collection of classic short stories and novel extracts explores a variety of worlds out of time and space. From a trip to the Arctic, to a journey into the peculiar mists of time and place, this volume brings together works by such iconic authors as E.M. Forster, H.G. Wells, Mark Twain, Jack London and Edward Page Mitchell. Trees. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

2975746 FULL THRUST: Stories. By Joe Hill. Replete with shocking thrillers, including two previously unpublished stories written expressly for this volume, this is a darkly imagined odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche. Hypnotic and haunting, these stories explore our tortured secrets, hidden vulnerabilities, and basest fears, while demonstrating Hill’s exceptional talent. 480 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

5904587 THE COLLECTED SHORT STORIES of LOUIS L’AMOUR, VOLUME 7: Frontier Stories. Here are tales of honest thieves and crooked lawmen, of dream chasers and treasure hunters, of men and women hoping for a second chance and others down to their last bullet. Be prepared for a touch of detail and keen insight into human nature that lends these stories the power to thrill, surprise, and entertain. 528 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

6703461 AESOP’S FABLES. A collector’s edition with gilded edges and ribbon bookmark that brings together three hundred of the most popular of Aesop’s fables. Includes all the age-old favorites such as the wily fox, the vain peacock, the predatory cat and the silly rabbit. Intriguingly, illustrated by Arthur Rackham, the leading decorative illustrator of the Edwardian period. 256 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3782106 FUTURES PAST. By A.E. van Vogt. Collects his first four novels by Arthur Rackham, the leading decorative illustrator of the Edwardian period. 288 pages. Tachyon. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

4670379 A SEASON OF VIOLENT HEARTS. By J. N. Williamson. Collects the first four novels of the Vicious Circle tetralogy, including: The Enchanted Village; The Lost Marion; The Reflected Men; Cooper or Else, The Second Solution, Fulfillment, The Replicants, and Vault of the Beast. 268 pages. Tachyon. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

3755703 A CLASSIC CHRISTMAS: A Collection of Timely Stories and Poems. By Louisa May Alcott et al. Featuring A Christmas Carol and Twas the Night Before Christmas, along with additional pieces from Louisa May Alcott, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Hans Christian Andersen, and more. This will become a precious holiday keepsake—a token to be enjoyed by the whole family. 318 pages. Stars. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3708470 PENTHOUSE VARIATIONS. Ed. by Jonathan Lethem. This collection of twenty stories has its full share of salacious intrigue, guilt, and retribution. The twists and turns may not always prove to be as sharp as advertised. 328 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

1598174 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2019. Ed. by Jonathan Lethem. This collection of twenty stories has its full share of salacious intrigue, guilt, and retribution. The twists and turns may not always prove to be as sharp as advertised. 328 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3746748 THE LOTTERY AND OTHER STORIES. By Shirley Jackson. Unites The Lottery with twenty-four equally unusual short stories from Jackson, demonstrating her skill in developing the eerie, that leads to the horrible, the unsettling to the ominous—and her power as a storyteller. 450 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3732401 MORE RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: STORIES FROM THE GOLDEN AGE OF GASPLIGHT CRIME. Ed. by Nick Remsen. The years between 1980 and 1914 were the heyday of the English (and American) story magazines and witnessed the evolution of private detectives, police officers and eccentric crimonomists. This second anthology collects fifteen of these stories of Holmes’ rivals. 351 pages. No Exit Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.90

3753387 THE NEW ANNOTATED H. P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft’s most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly compelling story in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some in color. 490 pages. Liveright. 87/8 x10!/4. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

2938975 SLEEP NO MORE: Six Murderous Short Stories from the Pulp Fiction Era. Ed. by Joel Tobeck. This collection of six stories draws the reader into the thinking, the emotional machinations, the recollections, the rationalizations, the dreams and desires, behind both murderous cause and effect. Titles include: The Victim: The Murder of Santa Claus; The Girl Who Loved Gravynards; A Very Desirable Residence; and Mr. Millcroft’s Christmas Stories. 285 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 $14.95

Classics & Literary Fiction

2950006 THE LITTLE DEMON. By Fyodor Dostoevsky. Novel. Originally published in 1877, it made an immediate star out of its author, who refusing suggestions that the work was autobiographical stated “No, my dear contemporaries, it is about you.” This grotesque mirror of a spiritually bankrupt society is arguably the finest Russian novel to have come out of the Symbolist movement. 324 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $14.95

3773317 THE FIVE CHILDREN AND IT. By E. Nesbit. Novel. While out playing in the countryside, five children come across “It”--a cantankerous little sand-fairy who agrees to grant them one wish every day, though the price of the last wish is still unknown. It’s a thought-provoking novel with illustrations by H.R. Millar. This collector's edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk rove bookmark. 320 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

All Quiet on the Western Front
By Erich Maria Remarque
Novel
This World War I classic, with a frontline perspective, is the greatest war novel of all time, follows the harrowing experiences of young German soldiers whose world of duty, culture, and progress breaks into pieces under the relentless horror of trench warfare. 296 pages. Ballantine. Paperback.
$5.95

The Bad Seed
By William F. Nolan
Novel
There's something special about eight year old Rhoda Penmark. She's the very picture of her mother. But the neighborhood suffers a series of terrible accidents, her mother begins to wonder: Why do bad things seem to happen when Rhoda is around? Originally published in 1954, this novel was an instant bestseller. 205 pages. Harper Collins. Paperback.
$14.95

The Secret Garden
By Frances Hodgson Burnett
Novel
When the orphaned Mary Lennox is sent from her home in India to Misselthwaite Manor in England, she is desperately lonely. Upon discovering an abandoned garden, she and her new friends, Dicken and Chloe and the old gardener, the compact collector's edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark.
$12.95

Treasure Island
By Robert Louis Stevenson
Novel
Young Jim Hawkins finds a mysterious map in a dead sailor's trunk, which marks the start of a thrilling treasure hunt and a very dangerous adventure. This compact collector's edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and includes a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 302 pages.
Macmillan. Paperback.
$12.99

A Town Like Alice
By Colin Thiele
Novel
Young Marcus is sent to live with his Aunt Charlotte, a woman of few words and a haunted past. When she points out a ruined cottage the islanders call 'Grief Cottage,' Marcus starts to visit it daily, hoping to find out more about the boy who disappeared from it 50 years before. 324 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback.
$7.95

Dracula
By Bram Stoker
Novel
Jonathan Harker travels to Transylvania to interview Count Dracula, who endures a nightmare stay at Dracula's castle which foreshadows bizarre events in England. Lucy, a friend of Harker develops a strange wasting disease, which is all due to Dracula. This compact collector's edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark.
$12.99

The Illustrated Walden: Or, Life in the Woods
By Henry David Thoreau
Novel
Thoreau built his small cabin on Walden Pond in 1845 and, for two years, Thoreau lived there as simply as possible, eliminating the unnecessary material and spiritual details that intrude upon human happiness. Considered Thoreau's philosophical masterpiece, this book contains one of the most detailed accounts of the true character of Dumas' great heroes. Illus.
$14.95

Thoreau's masterpiece
$13.95

$11.95

The Illustrated Oz: The Wonderful Wizard of Oz; The Marvelous Land of Oz; Ozma of Oz; Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz, The Road to Oz, and The Emerald City of Oz
By L. Frank Baum
Novel
$22.95

James Fenimore Cooper: Two Novels of the American Revolution
By Alan Talent
Novel
In The Spy; A Tale of the Neutral Ground, Cooper found his true voice in what became his most enduring subject matter, the history of his young nation, born of the clash between Old World and New. In Lionel Lincoln; Or, The Leaguer of Boston, the story of a native born American serving in the British Army, in the coming of the Revolution. Illus.
$19.95

The Prodigal Tongue: The Love-Hate Relationship Between American and British English
By Lynne Murphy
Nonfiction
With humor and new insights, Murphy looks at the social, political, and linguistic forces that have driven American and British English in opposite directions. Will Yanks and Brits ever really understand one another? 386 pages. Penguin. Paperback.
$17.00
2929414 BATMAN ‘66 MEETS THE GREEN HORNET. By K. Smith & R. Garman. They first matched fists in a now-legendary installment of the classic Batman TV series. Now, the greatest costumed criminals of the Swinging Sixties leap off the screen and into the pages of their very own comic book! Kirby’s Ditko-like art makes this a treat for fans of both series. Collects Meet the Green Hornet #1-6 and Batman ’66 Meets the Green Hornet digital chapters 1-12.
DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

2966425 THE NEW ADVENTURE OF SISTER SQUIRL AND STORM! VOLUME 1. By Tetsuo Uesu. High school student Toujo Basara’s life has taken a turn for the strange. When his father suddenly remarries, Basara finds himself with a couple of drop-dead gorgeous step-sisters who just happen to be xenomorphs, the humans face all of the enigmatic, godlike Engineers from the motion picture. Collects issues #1-6.
Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

389240X THE COMPLETE FRANK MILLER ROBOCOP OMNIBUS. In graphic novel form for the first time, this collection features all the extremely violent, dark humor, future world, and neo-noir elements readers have come to expect from Miller. Writer Steven Grant and artists Juan Jose Ryp and Korkut Oztekin adapt the unproduced screenplays for RoboCop 2 and RoboCop 3. BOOM! Studios. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

939104 DREAMS OF DARKCRYLDE, VOL. 1. By Randy Queen. Ariel Crylde is the girl cursed to become the creatures from her own nightmares. This collection circles her all her life: Go deep into her past, into her dreams, where fears roam—and learn that the truth is never a friend. Collects Dreams of Darkcrylde #1-6. Adults only. Image Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

370807X DC COMICS VARIANT COVER COLLECTION: COMPLETE VISUAL HISTORY. By Daniel Wallace. Showcases some of the finest and most famous variant covers ever produced, with insight into the design process from leading comic artists and industry experts. Featuring an astounding collection of covers featuring DC Comics’ remarkable characters, including Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, Cyborg, the Flash and more. 184 pages. Insight Editions. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $45.00 $12.95

3134899 MAGICAL GIRL SPEC-OPS ASUKA, VOL. 1. By Makoto Fukami. Ten years ago, alien invaders ravaged the Earth—until they were defeated by a group of young women blessed with powers from a mysterious source. The five magical heroines who have resurfaced, which means it’s time for the Magical Girl Special Ops force to head back to the battlefield and defend mankind! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

3710866 HULK BY JEPH LOEB, VOL. 1: The Complete Collection. Things get wild when Green Hulk has to stop a pack of wild Wendigos attacking Las Vegas—and She-Hulk recruits a cavalry of superheroines including Valkyrie, Ms. Marvel and Storm to take down Red Hulk! Collects Hulk #1-12; Ring-Size Hulk #1; Incredible Hulk #600-608. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

8111913 MARVEL ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Adam Bray et al. This expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,200 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, from Abomination to Zzzax. Prominent features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

6915310 SHINON SAMPLE, VOL. 3. By Takatani Nanatsuki. In this alternate universe where Chiba was a much more serious student of the Last Shinon, everything seems almost normal, until the members of the Commer Club turn the tables on Kimiiko and make him the target of their own dating sim. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6991785 LIFE WITH TUX ED GUY: COMPLETE EDITION. By Bones & S. Akawa. In a strange, alternate version of Tokyo, superhumans walk the streets: aliens, mutants, paranormals, and other impossible creatures. Tux Ed Guy, an engineer hired by Tokyo City’s Superhuman Bureau, has dedicated his life to upholding peace and order for all of the city’s denizens—but Tokyo’s got its fair share of villains too. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2079655 BATMAN ’66 MEETS THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E. By Jeff Parker. Two of the best TV series of the 1960s collide in a pop art, action-packed thrill ride from the acclaimed writer of the New 52’ original series. When a mysterious T.H.R.U.S.H. agent engineers a mass breakout from Arkham Asylum, Solo and Kuryakin find themselves in Gotham. Their main suspect is none other than a certain playboy Bruce Wayne! Collects issues #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

5942322 VAMPIRELLA, VOLUME ONE: The Essential Warren Years. By Forrest J. Ackerman et al. Collects the complete story of Vampirella, a young and beautiful, but highly serpentine, revered and beloved horror hostess! Starting with her first appearance in Vampirella of Drakulon, and spanning each and every fan-fraught issue from the first five years of the series, this volume showcases the early years of the most iconic character in horror comics history. Dynamite Entertainment. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2879220 THOR VS. HULK. By Stan Lee et al. A rivalry for the ages begins shortly after Hulk’s debut in The Avengers, a test of strength between the former teammates! Collects Avengers #3; Sub-Mariner #35; Defenders #10; Incredible Hulk #255, #440; Thor #5-6; What If? #45; and material from Journey Into Mystery #112; Incredible Hulk Annual 2001 and Hulk #26. 336 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

2887804 AVENGERS & X-MEN: AXIS. By Rick Remender. Good and evil mean little when the friendly neighborhood carnage is swinging to the rescue, while iron Man is acting all-supervillain. The all-new Captain America. who beheads any who stand in his way. Collects #1-9. Marvel. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95

3756572 MARVEL UNIVERSE BY FRANK MILLER. By Mike W. Barr et al. This carefully curated volumen gathers every page, every cover, every published piece of Miller’s Marvel work. Collects The Incredibles, X-Men: Phoenix, Spectacular Spider-Man: #27-28, Marvel Two in One #51; Marvel Preview #23; Amazing Spider-Man Annual #14-15; Marvel Team-Up #100; Amazing Spider-Man #1-4; 464 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

3756440 DARK ENTRIES. By Ian Rankin. Occult detective John Constantine has seen his share of strange things in his career, but nothing could prepare him for the horrors of reality in this new macabre house. As the show Haunted Mansions actually starts attacking the contestants, Constantine is hired to be the ultimate mole. In B&W. 214 pages. Vertigo. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
**3717739 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 4-6, 1943-1948.** By Hal Foster. One of the most magnificent adventure comics ever, this deluxe slipcased set includes volumes four through six of the series, collecting the strip's run from 1943 through 1948. 336 pages. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $99.99. **$74.95**

**2840960 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 18, 1971-1972.** By H. Foster & J.C. Murphy. Prince Valiant rescues Guinever's loved one from Atlantis and begins an epic quest to win back the heart of Aleta. Val and Arn travel to Aleta's Misty Isles, encountering a plot against Val's life, a Gothic attack, a pesky basilisk reveler, and the theft of the Singing Sword. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $34.99. **$74.95**

**3749510 LORO MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOLUME 2.** By Tsukasa Kawaguchi. Tigre and Elen's Silver Meteor Force is in mortal danger. The Black Knight Roland has never been more devilish, but now Tigre and the war maiden Elen find themselves face to face with him in battle. In the aftermath, Tigre must survive both a grave wound and a wild goddess of order in order to gain the power to fight another day. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. At $12.99. **$16.95**

**3749142 LORO MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOLUME 4.** By Tsukasa Kawaguchi. Tigre and Elen's Silver Meteor Force is in mortal danger. Marquis Greast pays Tigre's camp a visit with an offer from Duke Ganelon, but when Tigre refuses, the Meteor Force is thrust into a hard-fought battle. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. At $12.99. **$16.95**

**6868721 PRINCE VALIANT, VOLUME 1, 1937-1942.** By Hal Foster. Hal Foster's Prince Valiant is one of the most magnificent adventure comics ever and Fantagraphics' reprinting is the loveliest treatment of the strip yet. This package includes the first three volumes of the series, collecting the first six years of Foster's run, from 1937-1942. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $99.99. **$74.95**

**9764833 FURY: My War Gone By.** By Garth Ennis, Colonel Nick Fury was the master of the ashes of a small-town church to the bright lights of New York City, to the backwoods of Louisiana, Jesse and his friends cut a righteous path across the soul of America. Collects Preacher #1-12, #50-#66. Adult-only. 336 pages. Vertigo. Pub. at $39.99. **$14.95**

**2960508 BATMAN/THE SHADOW: The Metropolis Casebook.** By Garth Ennis. Colonel Nick Fury, veterans C.O. and Fantagraphics' reprinting is the loveliest treatment of the strip yet. This package includes the first three volumes of the series, collecting the first six years of Foster's run, from 1937-1942. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $99.99. **$74.95**

**3097169 METAL HAMMER: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION.** By Chester Gould. The dynamic detective faces the very best of Metropolis and Gotham City's guardian. Batman has investigated nearly every kind of murder—but he's never seen a homicide as strange as this. The death of Lomot Cranston, an Ashram Asylum employee, leads the Dark Knight Detective to an impossible conclusion: the man was killed by the Shadow. Collects Batman Annual #1; and Batman/The Shadow #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99. **$9.95**

**2876582 ABSOLUTE JOKER/LUThER.** By Garth Ennis. The scourges of Metropolis and Gotham City reach new levels of complexity and intensity in these two uniquely crafted volumes, one dedicated to each villain. Slipcased. Collects Lex Luthor: Man of Steel #1-5 and Joker. DC Comics. 8⅞x15¼. Pub. at $99.99. **$29.95**


**3710947 SECRET AVENGERS BY ED BRUBAKER: The Complete Collection.** By Ed Brubaker. Assembles the former Captain America, Sharon Carter, S.H. U.L.K., the elderly empress matches wits with Hercules—but it’s going to take brains not brawn to get the Prince of Power out of some Herulean legal problems! Collects Secret Avengers (2004) #1-54. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99. **$34.95**

**3710563 SHE-HULK BY DAN SLOTT, VOLUME 1: The Complete Collection.** By Dan Slott. She-Hulk has tried some of the strangest cases on Earth. But now, Shulkie is heading into deep space to practice Universal Law. And upon her return, the emerald enchantress matches wits with Hercules—but it’s going to take brains not brawn to get the Prince of Power out of some Herulean legal problems! Collects Secret Avengers (2004) #1-54. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99. **$12.95**

**296331X SECRET EMPIRE.** By Nick Spencer. The Sentinel of Liberty is the enemy of freedom! When a cosmic cube revote Captain America's history, Steve Rogers became the ultimate empress. As the pieces are in place and the time has come for him to impose his new world order. Collects Secret Empire #0-10; Omega; Captain America #25, and restoration. Free Comic Book Day (Second Empire). Marvel. Pub. at $6.00. **$19.95**

**2983389 ABSOLUTE GREEN ARROW.** By Kevin Smith. A stunning slipcased edition that follows the Emerald Archer through man's most uncared-realms-life, death, and back to life again. Collects Green Arrow #1-15 and cover of Wizard #113. DC Comics. 9⅞x14¼. Pub. at $99.99. **$31.95**


**3756327 AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: The Clone Conspiracy.** By Dan Slott et al. In his career as Spider-Man, Peter Parker has suffered profound loss--of loved ones, friends, even enemies. What would it mean to him if those he had mourned returned from the grave? Collects The Clone Conspiracy #1-5; Omega; Amazing Spider-Man #20-24; Silk #14-17; and Spider-Man 2099 #11-16. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99. **$19.95**


**2929643 SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL, VOLUME 0: Don't Call It A Team-Up.** By Joe Kelly et al. Through the magic of comics, Wade Wilson steps into the swinging shoes of Peter Parker, the friendly neighborhood wall-crawler and the anti-social merc trade blows and "yo mama" quips. Collects Deadpool #4; Amazing Spider-Man #639; Deadpool #12-13; Deadpool #10; and Deadpool Annual #2. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99. **$32.95**

**6865353 SPIDER-MAN’S TANGLED WEB OMNIBUS.** By Garth Ennis et al. With the marvelous Spider-Man, the friendly neighborhood wall-crawler and the anti-social merc trade blows and "yo mama" quips. Collects Tangled Web #1-4 and Spider-Man’s Tangled Web #5-22. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00. **$34.95**
**Graphic Novels & Comics**

2997525 **THE ACTION HERO ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2.** By Steve Ditko et al. Rediscover the exciting Silver Age of Comics with the adventures of Captain Atom, Blue Beetle, and the Question, some of the legendary Steve Ditko’s earliest creations. Compiled here are vintage adventures from Captain Atom #83-89; Blue Beetle #1-6; Mysterious Suspense #1 and more! 380 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

★ 2952562 **SUPERMAN: The Golden Age Dailies 1941-1949.** By Alvin Schwartz. In these fifteen storylines by writer Alvin Schwartz and artist Wayne Boring, Superman faces off against the Crime Mentalist who can predict crimes before they happen, finds himself locked up for speeding in Superman, *Jailbird,* plays cupid to help a millionaire Prince Charming find the mysterious Miss Whisper, and more. In B&W. 256 pages. Library of America. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

2994445 **GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY by Jim Valentino Omnibus.** With Al Milgrom et al. Thrill to the exploits of the 21st century’s greatest superhero team, the original Guardians of the Galaxy! Collects Guardians of the Galaxy (1990) #1-29 and Annual #1-2; Marvel Super-Heroes (1967) #17, #18, and material from Fantastic Four # Annual #4; Thor Annual #16 and Silver Surfer Annual #4. Pub. at $100.00 $59.95

3710920 **MARVELS: The Platinum Edition.** By Kurt Busiek. This super-sized, boxed, "Adamantium Collection" format brings a well-deserved spotlight to a true Marvel classic. Within the Marvel Universe, heroes soar high in the skies, ready to battle the villains. Living in the shadow is Phil Sheldon, a New York City photojournalist who devotes his career to capturing the exploits of the Marvels and their effect on humankind. Includes an Alex Ross art gallery. Collects Marvels #0-4. Marvel. 12½x19½. Pub. at $200.00 $74.95

5745387 **5,000 SIDESPILLING JOKES AND ONE-LINERS.** Compiled by Grant Tucker. With the biggest collection of jokes and one-liners there is for any imaginable full view of the shopping public. 216 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2849380 **THERE WAS A YOUNG MAN FROM NANTUCKET: 1,001 Lewd Limericks Guaranteed to Amuse and Offend.** By Ronald Stanza. A collection of outlandishly funny limericks about some of the most serious, offensive, and even dangerous predicaments. The limericks are beyond any level of littered with piece of graffiti doodled on a bathroom stall 336 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

286777X **DO ANTS HAVE ASSHOLES? And 106 of the World's Other Most Important Questions.** By J. Butler & B. Vincent. A satirical and hilarious newspaper, the Old Geezer is read and respected by the world’s most conscientious, upright citizens. When these beacon of respectability have serious questions, they turn to the magazine’s “Corrections and Clarifications” page. Collects the enlightening answers to many thought provoking questions. 189 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3755363 **LAUGHTER TOTALITY IS THE BEST MEDICINE.** This all-new collection is filled with hilarious jokes, quotes, anecdotes, cartoons, and one-liners that celebrate life’s funniest moments. Illus. in color. 216 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6695000 **HAVE YOU HEARD THE ONE ABOUT... More than 500 Side-Splitting Jokes that Include 480 pages of gut-busting jokes and amusing anecdotes that readers can memorize and add to their conversational repertoire. These jokes, with their charming wit and large variety of subject matter, are sure to be a choke from the brain and the pawn—as they attempt the final 3D comic; see what happens when the luckless croc acrobats two penguins; and more. Fully illustrated. in color. 392 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

2930293 **IMPOUNDED: Bumper Stickers for Other People’s Cars.** Collection of 96 removable bumper stickers that you would probably only want to put on someone else’s car. From the classic Wash Me! to the irregular Drive Nuts, this collection is full of laughs. Fully illustrated. in color. Cider Mill Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

187456X **THE DUMB BOOK: Silly Stories, Stupid People, and Massive Mistakes That Crack Us Up.** By the eds. of Reader’s Digest. Publishes the “Golden Age of Dumb” with this entertaining compendium of stupidity. You’ll meet a rogue’s gallery of the dumbest people around, from the tourist who asked the park ranger what day the leaves change color to the customer who called 911 when he couldn’t find his cat. 216 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

3755398 **QUOTABLE QUOTES: Wit and Wisdom to Get You Through Our Time.** By the eds. of Reader’s Digest. A collection of pithy thoughts on a wide range of topics by a wide range of people. Includes celebrity tweets that truly sing and special features to help you find the perfect words for speeches, cover letters, holiday cards, and more. Illus. 223 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

2952907 **GOD DAMNED IF YOU DO, OFFENSIVE Book of Bizarre Choices.** You are about to experience the world’s most exciting collection of questions and trivia. These field tested conversation starters are guaranteed to provoke ridiculous fun; break the ice, and if played correctly, open a unique window into the twisted imaginations of friends and family. 396 pages. Workman Publishing. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

5522072 **THE HISTORY OF FARTING.** By Benjamin Bart. Amusing collection of jokes, tidbits, cartoons, and trivia on an activity that is shared by every living creature; although this collection won’t admit it. 160 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

6874578 **OUTDATED ADVERTISING.** Compiled by M. Lewis & S. Spignesi. Takes a look at the eye-rolling, mind-bending, and material from the mid 1850s through the 1980s with an eye toward ads that were notorious for their sexist, racist, politically incorrect, or just laughably outdated advertising in an attempt to use this content—or for just plain bad taste. Fully illustrated. in color. 166 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. 8x10. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

5926718 **GUT BUSTERS AND BELL Y LAUGHS.** Jokes for Seniors, Boomers, and Everyone Else. Edited by Steve B. Price. The Croc’s hilariously harrowed schemes to eat their helpless Zebra neighbor. Know-it-all rat is always the center of attention, slow-witted Pig is oblivious to most of Rat’s Jabs), and high-browed Goat round out the Pearls crew in this hilarious collection. 224 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


3701760 **101 THINGS THAT PISSE Me OFF: And Thousands of Other Things That Suck Just as Much.** By Herb Reich. Complaining, psychologists assert, is good for your health. It drops the psychochemical toxins generated by daily frustrations, personal peeves, and lifelong vexations. Reich’s little ditty of what makes him rant and rave is guaranteed to add some humor to your day and a boost to your well-being. 167 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3704785 **PICKLE: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury.** By Stephan Pastis. This treasury is full of Pastis’s cynical humor, sharp wit, and clever commentary. The regular Pearls clan weighs in on everything from modern technology to current events to human nature. Includes all cartoons from I Scream, You Scream, We All Scream Because Puns Suck and Floundering Fathers. Fully illustrated. in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

370016X **FLOUNDERING FATHERS: A Pearls Before Swine Collection.** By Stephan Pastis. All of your favorite misanthropic, moronic, preposterous, and cerebral characters are back—and Pears Before Swine comic strips–both black and white dailies and color Sundays. From the mid to late 1980s. Fully illustrated. in color. 549 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 281535X **PEARLS TAKES A WRONG TURN: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury.** By Stephan Pastis. All of your favorite misanthropic, moronic, preposterous, and cerebral characters are back—and Pears Before Swine comic strips–both black and white dailies and color Sundays. From the mid to late 1980s. Fully illustrated. in color. 549 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 300232 **I'M ONLY IN THIS FOR: A Pearls Before Swine Collection.** By Stephan Pastis. All of your favorite misanthropic, moronic, preposterous, and cerebral characters are back—and Pears Before Swine comic strips–both black and white dailies and color Sundays. From the mid to late 1980s. Fully illustrated. in color. 549 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 300228 **I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM, WE ALL SCREAM BECAUSE PUNS SUCK: A Pearls Before Swine Collection.** By Stephan Pastis. All of your favorite misanthropic, moronic, preposterous, and cerebral characters are back—and Pears Before Swine comic strips–both black and white dailies and color Sundays. From the mid to late 1980s. Fully illustrated. in color. 549 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 300213 **THE CROC AT MY DOOR: A Pearls Before Swine Collection.** By Stephan T. Pastis. Features the Croc’s hilariously harrowed schemes to eat their helpless Zebra neighbor. Know-it-all rat is always the center of attention, slow-witted Pig is oblivious to most of Rat’s Jabs), and high-browed Goat round out the Pearls crew in this hilarious collection. 224 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/499
Children’s Books

56082X
DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Dougall Dixon. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of dinosaurs. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia! Contains more than 600 full color, easy to peel, reusable stickers. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

6948877

4335570
ANIMALS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Andrea Pinnington. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of animals. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of animals; put the extra stickers wherever you want! Over 600 full-color stickers in all. Gradeschoolers, 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

3737810
COMPLETE TALES OF BEATRIX POTTER’S PETER RABBIT. Originally published as separate stories throughout the twentieth century, this volume contains all four stories—spotlighting the famous bunny, along with all of the original illustrations—by Beatrix Potter. Ages 5-10. 88 pages. Racehorse. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

6601310
IT’S THE EASTER BEAGLE, CHARLIE BROWN. By Charles M. Schulz. Continuing the adventures of Charlie Brown and the rest of the Peanuts gang. Peppermint Patty wants to show Snoopy how to color Easter eggs, but Linus says the Easter Beagle will bring colored eggs for everyone! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. S&S. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $3.95

3737811
THE LITTLE GIRLS LITTLE BOOK OF ART. By Kathryn Dixon. Featuring colorful paintings by thirty of the most talented and renowned artists the world has produced, this is a wonderful painting book that has the potential to engage your little girl’s imagination, spark her curiosity, and encourage her to want to learn and know more about art, artists, and the creative process. Ages 5-8. 128 pages. Bellatio. 10¾x13¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $9.95

3721647
PEANUTS FAMILY COOKBOOK. Featuring 50 delightful recipes and more than 75 classic comic strip and original color illustrations, this is the perfect book to enjoy Charlie Brown and his friends with breakfast, lunch, and supertime! Ages 8 & up. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

3735376

370050X
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. By Clement C. Moore. The classic Christmas poem is introduced in this beautifully illustrated edition, originally published in 1949. Ages 3 & up. Golden.  $4.95

2981718

2985101
DRAWING ANIMALS: SHAPE: Create Cartoon Animals with Circles, Squares, Rectangles, & Triangles. By Christopher Hart. More than 100 cartoon animals with just a circle, a square, a rectangle, or a triangle. Simple step by step instructions and a colorful collection make drawing animals as easy as it is fun! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Sixth&Spring 10½x8. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95

298203X
HIGHLIGHTS HIDDEN PICTURES TRAVEL PUZZLES. Can you find the lying pain in the forest? Or the slice of pizza the hungry wolf is eating? Or the monk on the slopes? More than 100 hidden picture puzzles and over 1,900 hidden objects for hours of fun on the go! Answers included. Ages 6-9. 144 pages. Highlights for Children. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $7.95

2858290
Pee-Wee’s Playhouse: Seasons 1 & 2. All 23 wild and crazy episodes from the first two seasons of Pee-Wee’s Playhouse—recreated and remastered from the original film elements for the fun-filled collection. Scream along with Pee-Wee Herman and his pals—Jambalaya the Genie, Cowboy Curtis, Glovey, Chumly, and many others—all again! Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93  $5.95

375020X
MERRY CHRISTMAS, BABY SHARK! It’s Christmas Eve, and Baby Shark can’t sleep, he’s too excited! Will Baby Shark’s dreams await a winter wonderland? Or will he be given a new present? This collection is packed with a Mama Shark, a Papa Shark, and a baby shark. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Houghton Mifflin. Pub. at $7.95  $3.95

3726363
LAUGH-OUT-LOUD A+ JOKES FOR KIDS. By Rob Elliot. Here is a collection of jokes to last the whole school year. These instant classics, full of fresh, clean humor, will keep children laughing all year long. Ages 6-10. 117 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.99  $3.95

3738655
MARY POPPINS BOXED SET. By PL. Travers. In this delightful boxed set, everyone’s favorite nanny, Mary Poppins arrives at Number Seventeen Cherry Tree Lane and takes on the family in a way that only Mary Poppins can. Fully illus. in color. 300 pages. Yearling. Pub. at $27.99  $9.95

3701735

370047X
LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK TRAIN STORIES. By Marian Potter et al. These three classic train stories come together for a trainload of fun! Includes Tootle, originally published in 1945, The Train to Timbuctoo, originally published in 1951 and The Little Red Caboose, originally published in 1953. Fully illus. in color. Golden. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

2951959

3766632
DISNEY FROZEN II MAGIC STICKER BOOK. By J. March & L. Stock. Follow Elsa and Anna on a brave new adventure! Chill out with Kristoff, Sven, and Olaf. Venture deep inside an enchanted forest and meet the mysterious spirits who live there. Includes over 100 amazing stickers. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Golden. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

3700593
WHERE’S WOODSTOCK? By Margo Lundell. Illus. by Charles M. Schulz. When Snoopy finds Woodstock, flies to warmer climates in the the autumn, Snoopy can’t wait for his return. But when spring arrives and Woodstock decides to stay in the sky, Woodstock sets off on a journey teaming up with rugged mountain man for an adventure like no other! Fully illus. in color. 165 pages. Sky Pony. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

2858700

3762319
WORLD BOOK OF AMERICA’S PRESIDENTS. By Susan Blumenthal at al. Presents the story of the presidency and the individuals who have held it. Volume 1, tells the history of the office and profiles what life has been like for each president. Volume 2, contains a biography of each president from George Washington to Donald Trump, accompanied by portraits and photos. 456 pages in two volumes. Grades 5-8. World Book. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $9.95

2918978

3741210
HOW TO BE AN ENGINEER. By Shannon Beatty. What is an engineer? How does an engineer help you? Find them in this guide! Packed with fun activities and projects to help you investigate engineering ideas. This guide will help you figure out how things work. This guide will help you understand engineering ideas. It’s packed with fun activities and projects to help you answer lots of tricky questions and help you explain the world around you. Ages 7-9. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $8.96


**Children's Books**

- **278051** THE LITTLE GREEN BOX OF BRIGHT AND BOLD BOARD BOOKS. By Dr. Seuss. This little carry slipcase collects four fabulous board books for babies on the go. Dr. Seuss’s ABC, Fox in Socks, Mr. Brown Can Moo, and There’s a Wocket in My Pocket! Ages 3-6. Full size. In color. Random. Pub. at $19.96 $14.95

- **376640** DISNEY FROZEN II: The Magical Guide. By Julia March. Elsa and Anna must journey to an enchanted forest and you can be with them every daring step of the way. Follow their thrilling mission to unlock the truth about Elsa’s power and save the kingdom of Arendelle. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **3715418** THE DIAGRAMMING DICTIONARY. By S.W. Bauer & J. Otto. This handbook illustrates every rule of diagramming, from the simplest sentences to the most complex constructions. Full of easy to understand example diagrams, this guide will be a trusted reference too for school or for years to come. Ages 11 & up. 373 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $19.98 $15.98

- **3763684** HARRY POTTER: A HOGWARTS CHRISTMAS POP-UP. The story of the holidays at Hogwarts with this lavishly illustrated pop-up! Hidden in compartments beneath the floor of the Great Hall are 25 removable keepsakes of iconic magical artifacts and other elements from the wizarding world. Includes a 96 page booklet with behind the scenes details. Ages 8 & up. Insight Editions. 12¾x12¾. Pub. at $17.95

- **591773** SECRETS. By B. Melzer & T. Goldberg. CD

**Audio Books**

- **CD 2934078** CROSS THE LINE. By James Patterson. Read by R.V. Anderson & F. Bradbury. Novel. When Alex Cross’s wife Bree is chosen to head the investigation into two high-profile murders, their investigative instincts clash, and the resulting tension pushes their marriage to the brink. Abandoned. Over five hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00 $15.95

- **CD 3733882** TRIPLE HOMICIDE. By James Patterson. Read by Ty Jones, K. Russell & D. Mastrogiglio. Novels. James Patterson’s greatest detectives are brought together for the first time in these three thrillers: Detective Cross, an Alex Cross story; The Medical Examiner, A Women’s Murder Club story; and Marcantonio, A Michael Bennett story. Eight hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95

- **CD 2963027** DEATH OF A GHOST. By M.C. Beaton. Read by Graeme Malcolm. Novel. Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth and his policewoman Charlie Carson are investigating reports of a haunted castle when Charlie falls through the floor into the cellar. They find a dead body propped against a wall, and when they go outside to summon help, the body vanishes. Over five hours on 5 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $13.95 $8.95

- **CD 3733807** RAGING HEAT. By Richard Castle. Read by Robert Petkoff. Novel. NYPD homicide detective Nikki Heat risks her life to solve a high profile murder at the same time she is trying to recover from the relationship with investigative journalist Jameson Rook is put to the test like never before. Over 11 hours on nine CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

- **CD 3733521** DRIVING HEAT. By Richard Castle. Read by Robert Petkoff. Novel. Nikki Heat, the NYPD’s top homicide detective, has been promoted to captain just in time to face a thrilling case with a very personal twist. Captain Heat’s job is compromised when her fiancé, Nick Heat, accepts a position at best, and an obstacle at worst, as their parallel lives collide. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

- **CD 3733683** INNOCENT. By Scott Turow. Read by Edward Herrmann. When a journalist and a newspaper reporter are both killed, the chief judge of an appellate court, his wife dead under mysterious circumstances, Tommy Molto accuses him of murder for the second time, in motion to a lawsuit filed by a client and a jury, and eminently explosive trial. Fourteen hours on 12 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

- **CD 3733424** THE CASTAWAYS. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Kate Hale. Novel. When newly married couple benefits in an oil baron’s will, they go outside to summon help, the body vanishes. Over five hours on 5 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $13.95 $8.95

- **CD 1979772** THE TARGET. By David Baldacci. Read by R. McLarty and O. Cassidy. Novel. When Alex Cross’s wife Bree is chosen to head the investigation into two high-profile murders, their investigative instincts clash, and the resulting tension pushes their marriage to the brink. Abandoned. Over five hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00 $15.95

- **CD 2979827** THE BURIAL HOUR. By David Baldacci. Read by K. Brewer & O. Cassidy. Novel. When a body is found floating off Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Reel. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

- **CD 3733696** KING AND MAXWELL. By David Baldacci. Read by Ron McLarty with Orlagh Cassidy. Novel. Tyler Wingo learns the awful news that his father was killed in action in Afghanistan. But when Tyler receives communication from his father, he hires Sean and Michelle to solve the mystery. They soon uncover threatening secrets and must protect Tyler without losing their own lives. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

- **CD 2974446** THE CHRISTMAS TRAIN. By David Baldacci. Read by Tim Matheson and Brad Negbaur. Distillation journalist Tom Langdon must get from Washington to New York in 24 hours. Forced to take the train across the country, he begins a journey of self-discovery, mysterious goings-on, screwball escapades and holiday magic. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $14.96 $5.95

- **CD 2963094** THE FIX. By David Baldacci. Read by R. Brewer & O. Cassidy. Novel. After witnessing a murder outside FBI head quarters, Amos Decker cannot find the connection between the shooter and the victim. Enter Harper Brown, a DIA agent who believes Decker is now a matter of urgent national security. Joining forces with Agent Brown, Decker is focused on solving the case before it’s too late. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $40.00 $8.95

- **CD 2962942** THE CHEMIST. By Stephen Mackey. Novel. After a man succumbs to complications from being shot by a stray bullet ten years earlier, Bosch catches a case in which the body is still fresh, but any other clues are virtually nonexistent. Ten hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

- **CD 3733416** THE BURNING ROOM. By David Baldacci. Read by Titus Welliver. Novel. In the LAPD’s Open-Unsolved Unit, not many murder victims die a decade after the crime, but when a man succumbs to complications from being shot by a stray bullet ten years earlier, Bosch catches a case in which the body is still fresh, but any other clues are virtually nonexistent. Ten hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

- **CD 3733994** THE BURIAL HOUR. By David Baldacci. Read by Edward Herrmann. Novel. The Medical Examiner, A Women’s Murder Club story; and Marcantonio, A Michael Bennett story. Eight hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95


- **CD 2966115** MURDER GAMES. By James Patterson & H. Roughan. Read by K. Brewer & O. Cassidy. Novel. When a copy of Dr. Dylan Reinhart’s work on criminal behavior turns up at a gruesome murder scene, along with a playing card, Dylan is recruited to help the investigation. Now it’s up to Dylan to hunt down a serial killer before he comes inside the mind of a criminal? Sealed. Grand Central. Pub. at $35.00

- **CD 3733722** THE AUTHORIZED ROY ORBISON. By Roy Orbison & J. Ryan. Read by Roy Orbison. Novel. Roy Orbison tells the epic tale of a West Texas boy, drawn to the guitar at age six, whose monumental global career successes were matched at nearly every turn by extraordinary personal tragedies. Orbison’s career touched four decades and ended abruptly at perhaps its highest peak, when he passed away at the age of 52. Over six hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

- **CD 6870028** THE WEEKENDER. By Mike Andrews. Read by Kathleen McKeown. Novel. Riley Griggs has a season of good times with friends and family ahead of her on Belle Isle when things take an unexpected turn. While wai ting for her husband to arrive on the ferry one Friday afternoon, Riley is confronted by a process server who plunges papers into her hand—and her husband is nowhere to be found. Over fifteen hours on 12 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99 $8.95

**SOLD OUT**
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**Audio Books**

**CD 373548 FILTHY RICH: The Shocking True Story of Jeffrey Epstein.** By James Patterson & Jason Pulp. This riveting tale of money, power, and the easy price of justice for America’s wealthiest citizens endeavors to examine all of the United States' most notorious power players. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00

- $7.95

**CD 299544 THIEF BY FINDING: Diaries 1977-2002.** By David Sedaris. Read by the author. For forty years, Sedaris has kept a diary in which he records everything that captures his attention. It is an account of how a drug abusing dropout with a weakness for the International House of Pancakes and a chronic inability to hold down a real job became one of the funniest people on the planet. Fourteen hours on 11 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00

- $7.95

**CD 297934 UNDERSTANDING TRUMP.** By Newt Gingrich. Read by the author. Gingrich shares what he learned from more than thirty years in Washington and his team throughout the campaign, the election, and during the first months of the presidency. He provides a unique insight into how the new president’s past experiences have shaped his life and style of governing, and what his political agenda might look forward. Over 11 hours on ten CDs. Center. Pub. at $30.00

- $7.95

**CD 297092 EVERY FIFTEEN MINUTES.** By Lisa Scottoni. Read by George Newbern. Novel. Dr. Eric Parke, a 15-year-old boy, has been targeted by a sociopath. His hands are fully full with his recent separation while trying to be a good dad to his 7-year-old daughter, he now faces a life and death choice in a heart-wrenching scenario. This 263 page novel is perfect for one moment of madness is all it takes for Tracy’s humdrum world to be turned upside down. Over twelve hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99

- $8.95

**CD 297948 STARTED EARLY, TOOK MY DOG.** By Kate Atkinson. Read by Graeme Malcolm. Novel. It’s a day like any other for Tracy, working security at the local shopping center to supplement her pension from the police force. Then she makes a purchase she hadn’t bargained for. One moment of madness is all it takes for Tracy’s humdrum world to be turned upside down. Over twelve hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $34.98

- $14.95

**History**

**2895544 HISTORY’S GREATEST LIES: The Startling Truth Behind World Events That Won’t Go Wrong.** By William Weir. Taking on the most common myths that our school textbooks have proliferated through the years, Weir not only uncovers some startling untruths, but he also exposes the reasoning behind each lie and examines why the myths keep circulating. Get the facts you weren’t taught in school with this accessible history. Well illus., many in color. 288 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $14.99

- $8.95

**2948386 THE FREEMASONS: A History of the World’s Most Powerful Secret Society.** By Jasper Ridley. A substantial work of history that sifts the truth from the myth as it traces Freemasonry from its origins to the present day. This book shows how Freemasonry from the guilds of freestone masons of the Middle Ages, into societies of “gentlemen masons” in the 17th century. 357 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $14.95

- $8.95

**2968315 THE HISTORY OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS.** By Charles G. Addison. Provides a fascinating account of the great religious and military brotherhood. From their rise to their demise, this volume covers the Templars’ rise to power and the fascinating characters that played a role in shaping this powerful military order that reigned for almost two centuries during the Middle Ages. 266 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- $5.95


- $6.95

**294572X THE SINKING OF THE TITANIC: A First-Hand Account.** By Logan Marshall. Originally written in 1912, it was the first attempt to solve the mystery of the accident and relieve the heartache it stirred internationally. Includes first hand accounts of survivors of the Titanic and after the sinking, with photographs and sketches that accompany their stories. 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- $4.95

**2915659 THE GESTAPO: A History of Special Police Forces in Nazi Germany.** By Joachim Hoffman.宜冰 this horrifying embodiment of a government’s disregard for the value of human life, the Gestapo, Nazi Germany’s secret police force, was at its most terrifying the year they took over. This book probes the organization’s history, and explains how it could come into being, who was behind it, what they did, and why. Photos. 372 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- $6.95

**2972713 THE DAY THE WORLD WENT NUCLEAR: Dropped the Atom Bomb and the End of the War II in the Pacific.** By Bill O’Reilly. Explores the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Japan. President Harry Truman had to face, whether to use the atom bomb to try to end the war in the Pacific, or continue to fight an enemy who could not surrender no matter what. Well illus. 302 pages. Holt. Pub. at $19.99

- $4.95

**3762351 THE BIG PIRATE STORIES EVER TOLD.** Ed. by Steve Brennan. Over the years, thousands of tales both true and fantastic have been told about the daringly thievish pirates, and their heroic adventures never fail to delight. This collection includes many of the best pirate yarns to have been told. 558 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

- $3.95


- $4.95

**3048993 DAUGHTERS OF THE WINTER QUEEN.** By Nancy Goldstone. Follows the lives of five remarkable women: Elizabeth Stuart, granddaughter of the maryed Mary, Queen of Scotland; Anna of Cleves; Henrietta Maria, and Sophia. These five women, who refused to surrender to adversity, changed the course of history. Illus., some color. 480 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00

- $7.95

**6792233 17 CARNocations: The Royals, the Nazis, and the Biggest Cover-Up in History.** By Andrew Morton. The story of Edward VIII, later Duke of Windsor, and his American wife, Wallis Simpson. Examines the bizarre war that raged between the Queen and the Nazi’s. This book reveals what happened after the invasion of Britain and the attempted cover-up by Churchill, General Eisenhower and King George VI, of the duke’s relations with his American bride. Hitler. Photos. 370 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

- $9.95

**2990873 17 CARNATIONS: The Royals, the Nazis, and the Biggest Cover-Up in History.** By Andrew Morton. From a minor affair between Wallis Simpson and the German foreign minister to the discovery of top secret correspondence about the man dubbed the "traitor king" and the Nazi’s calling him a puppet king, this is a saga of intrigue, betrayal and deception suffused with a heady aroma of sex and suspicion. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

- $4.95

**2985120 THE GREAT INFLUENZA: The Story of the Deadliest Pandemic in History.** By John M. Barry. Examines the virus that killed over 100 million people around the world and the wide range of people who worked to save it from William Welch, Anna Wessels Williams, and Paul Lewis. Photos. 546 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

- $6.95

**DVD 292837X IN SEARCH OF WITH LEONARD NIMOY: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. The world is filled with unexplained mysteries, paranormal phenomena, strange creatures, and other things that go bump in the night. Leonard Nimoy reveals and narrates this documentary series that travels the world, seeking out these great mysteries. Includes all 144 classic episodes. Nearly 27 hours on twelve DVDs. Visual Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95

- $4.95

**5822107 THE FINEST HOURS: The True Story of the U.S. Coast Guard’s Most Daring Sea Rescue.** By M.J. Tougas & C. Sherman. In the early hours of February 15th, 1952, two oil tankers, the Fortch Lorraine and the Fort Mercer, were not prepared to withstand such ferocious seas, and both tankers split in two leaving dozens of men on board at the Atlantic’s mercy. This is the true story of the valiant attempt to rescue 136 men and the broken halves of the two ships. Photos. 204 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

- $3.95

**4375420 EYESWITNESS TO THE GODS: What I Knew About the Dead.** By Erich von Daniken. Presents selected eyewitness accounts of civilizations from the first time and reveals secrets and stories that von Daniken has kept private up to this point. He also presents reports and revelations that leave one speechless. Illus., some in color. 166 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

- $12.95

**696513X THE GREAT QUAKE: How the Biggest Earthquake in North America Changed Our Understanding of the Planet.** By David Heston. On March 27, 1964, the second most powerful earthquake in world history struck the young state of Alaska—leaving half of the state’s coastal landscape in a compelling tale about the almost unimaginable brute force of nature. Fountain combines history and science to bring the quake and its aftermath to life. 278 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $16.00

- $11.95

- $11.95

- $8.95

- $4.95
2986704 THE GREAT QUAKE: How the Biggest Earthquake in North America Changed Our Understanding of the Planet. By Henry Fountain. In 1964, a historic quake demolished the Alaskan city of Valdez and swept away the island village of Girdwood. This compelling tale of almost unimaginable brute force of nature. Fountain brings the quake and its aftermath to life in vivid detail, charting its impact on the land, its people, and science. Photos. 277 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00
$6.95

2986477 HADRIAN’S WALL. By Adrian Goldsworthy. Sifting fact from legend while simultaneously situating the wall in the wider scene of Roman Britain, Goldsworthy describes the history of the early 100s AD. A concise and authoritative history of one of the greatest architectural marvels of the ancient world. Illus. 170 pages. Basic. Pub. at $25.00

6731705 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CIVILIZATION OF THE INCA. By Peter Berresford Ellis. Reveals the unique role Druids played in the Celtic world. Explores archaeological and etymological findings as well as tracing the influence of the Celts as they applied to modern-day British life. Illus. 304 pages. Robinson. Paperback.

235 pages. Robinson. Paperback. $6.95

5758734 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CELTS. By Peter Berresford Ellis. A fascinating account of the Celtic peoples and their culture presents an invigorating view of their world. With his gift for making the scholarly accessible, Ellis discusses the Celts’ mysterious origins and early history, and investigates their rich and complex society. 16 pages of photos. 381 pages. Viking. Pub. at $32.00
$7.95

5845777 IT IS ABOUT ISLAM: Exposing the Truth About ISIS, Al Qaeda, Iran, and the Caliphate. By Glenn Beck. Educating and informing while debunking mainstream lies, Beck exposes the truth behind the caliphate and the origins of Islamic extremism in Muslim historical figures. No other city has stood at the center of world events for so long, a home to great empires and diverse cultures.


2800267 ISTANBUL: City of Majesty at the Crossroads of the World. By Thomas F. Hadden. Perched at the tip of Europe, gazing across to the shores of Asia, Istanbul remains as much a city of crossroads as it has for the past two millennia. This history of the tabled mired, author of The Caliphate. Bear. 1860s AD. A concise, fact-based handbook that cuts through the deception of radical Muslim apologists to expose bald-faced propaganda. 263 pages. Threshold Editions. Paperback. $14.95

2986241 DEBUKNED! Conspiracy Theories, Urban Legends, and Evil Plots of the 21st Century. By Richard Hoeger. A last-call distillation of the 10 most popular urban legends and conspiracy theories of the 21st century. Roper lays out the basics of each conspiracy theory, quotes some of the top advocates of the theory apart. Provides invaluable ammunition for the next time you communicate with someone from that other, shadow world where secret tribunals pull the strings. 244 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $19.95
$4.95

4552630 SCOTTISH MISCELLANY: Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Scotland the Brave. By Jonathan Green. Revel in the fun and fascinating explanations behind Scottish traditions and folklore. The author offers the answers to questions you’ve always thought you had—as he covers all aspects of Scotland, from Scottish culture to ancient history and modern pastimes. Well illus. in color. 178 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
$6.95

2987162 20TH CENTURY TIMELINE: 100 Years. Fullscreen. This dynamic series traces the global milestones that paved the way for future generations. Witness the most significant events of the 20th century, from the Wright Brothers’ first flight to the landing on the moon, from WWI to the end of the Cold War and from the first automobile to the birth of the internet. In Color and B&W. Over 13 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. DVD

$6.99


$6.95


$14.95

5090117 THE TEMPLEMEN PIRATES: The Secret Alliances Behind the U.S. War in Iraq. By Ben Mezrich. A computer programmer and sheriff’s deputy documents hundreds of bizarre incidents of animal mutilations and the phenomenon that began in his journeys from farms in rural Colorado to a mysterious space studies company, from Roswell and Area 51 to underground and secret military installations. His revelations are totally real. Photos. 260 pages. Atia. Pub. at $26.00

6827136 THE 37TH PARALLEL: The Secret Truth Behind America’s UFO Highway. By Ben Mezrich. With in-depth interviews and unprecedented access to sources, Mezrich tells the hair-raising true story of mysterious phenomena that have alarmed homeowners and ranchers for decades. Unravels the mystery of bizarre reports of sightings that stretch through the heart of America. Photos. 260 pages. Atia. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

$5.95

5799957 AMERICAN CONSPIRACIES, REVISITED. By Jesse Ventura with D. Russell. In this explosive account of wrongful acts and ensuing cover-ups, Ventura offers a different view of the stories we’ve all heard and read about in the history books, and adds four new chapters of conspiracy theories, including information on the chemical warfare with GMDS, the denial of climate change, and new information on 9/11. 308 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95

3706222 THE AZTEC ALLIANT: The Cold War Mission to Save a City. By John & Ann Tusa. With strong insight into the characters of Ernest Bevin, General Clay, Dean Acheson, and Robert Schuman, and with a forward by former British minister to Berlin Sir Michael Brown, this is a story of individual heroism and high brinkmanship politics, of daily life under appalling circumstances, and great achievements against all odds. 446 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

5724158 THE ALIEN BOOK: A Guide to Extraterrestrial Beings on Earth. By Nick Redfern. From the benign to the downright deadly, this engrossing volume features testimonials, enlightening news articles, informative historical accounts, and eyewitness reports of disparate extraterrestrial life forms. It will leave you with a sense of who we are—and who’s coming next. Illus. 393 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

2966980 MONSTER FILES: A Look Inside Government Secrets and Classified Documents of Unexplained Creatures and Extraordinary Animals. By Nick Redfern. For decades there have been rumors, tales, and legends that government agencies all around the world have been collecting evidence of extraterrestrial life. In this book, Redfern delves into the world of the unknown, studying data on bizarre beasts, amazing animals, and other strange creatures. Now, for the first time, the full, fearsome facts are finally revealed. Illus. 286 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$12.95
2950560 MURDER, LI ES, AND COVER-UPS: Who Killed Marilyn Monroe, JFK, Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley, and Princess Diana? By David Gardner. In the wake of new evidence and testimony, Gardner has combed through recently declassified FBI files, interviewed key witnesses, crime analysts, and forensic experts to help provide many of the answers that have been elusive for so long. He explains what it was about these enduring legends that made their legacies so bright. Photos, some color. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

2781344 MILITARY ENCOUNTERS WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS: The Real War of the Worlds. By Frank Joseph. Revealing his extensive research, the author presents a new military history of armed confrontations between humans and extraterrestrials in the 20th and 21st centuries. Explains how, with the development of atomic bombs and ballistic missiles, the frequency of an extraterrestrial intervention in human affairs increased. Illus. 312 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $15.95


6396739 THE LAST WORLDS OF ANCIENT AMERICA: Compelling Evidence of Ancient Immigrants, Lost Technologies, and Places of Power. Ed. by Frank Joseph. The archaeological findings within these pages continue to be witnessed and influenced by visitors from Europe and the Near East hundreds, even thousands of years before its official discovery in 1942. More than two dozen noted academics, experts have contributed to this myth-shattering volume. Illus. 287 pages. New Books Page. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

2928671 THE RACE TO SAVE THE ROMANOV: The Truth Behind the Secret Plan to Resurrect Rasputian's Imperial Family. By Helen Rappaport. Investigating the murder of the Russian Imperial Family, the author embarks on a quest to uncover the many international plots to save them, why the monarchy was so powerful and influential. 16 pages of photos. 372 pages. St. Martin's. $28.99

2836416 QUEENS OF THE CONQUEST: Empress Solutions, Queen One. By Alison Weir. Drawing on contemporary sources, Weir skillfully strips away centuries of romantic lore to share a balanced and authentic take on the importance of these female monarchs and provides a fresh perspective that restores these women to their rightful place in history. 16 pages of photos. 372 pages. St. Martin's. $28.99

5758742 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NORMANS: The Conquests That Changed the Face of Europe. By Francois Neveux. The history of the Normans began a long time before 1066. Shed's light on the forgotten origins of Europe's most powerful Dark Age force, and reveals why we can say that the British are truly more Norman than Anglo Sax. 280 pages. Random. $17.95

2899347 PALE RIDER: The Spanish Flu of 1918 and How It Changed the World. By Laura Spinney. The Spanish Flu of 1918-1920 was one of the greatest human disasters of all time. It infected a third of the planet’s population with a death toll of between 50 and 100 million people. Drawing on the latest research, the author traces the pandemic to reveal how the world was on the verge of global civil disorder. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2994707 HOW TO REWRITE HISTORY. By Philip Jenkins. America is filled with self-appointed experts who demand to rewrite history. The author identifies and debunks these critics. Illus. 332 pages. Noon. $16.95

2991764 THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS: God’s Warriors, the Devil’s Bankers. By Frank Sanello. Brings to life the medieval Crusades, from their formation in Jerusalem at the time of Saladin. Here is the rise and fall of the world’s most famous secret society. 246 pages. Biteback. $19.95 $7.95

3003475 CONSPIRACY! Right-Wing, Left-Wing, and Everything in Between. By Tim Jeal. A mystery unsolved for over a century, the assassination of President John F. Kennedy remains one of history's greatest enigmas. By uncovering new evidence, Jeal reveals the truth behind the events leading up to the tragic death of the president, the coverup that took place, and how the world was transformed forever. 276 pages. Ed. by Frank Joseph. $14.95

3093457 PALER RIDER: The Spanish Flu of 1918 and How It Changed the World. By Laura Spinney. The Spanish Flu of 1918-1920 was one of the greatest human disasters of all time. It infected a third of the planet’s population with a death toll of between 50 and 100 million people. Drawing on the latest research, the author traces the pandemic to reveal how the world was on the verge of global civil disorder. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2584753 THE APOLLO MISSIONS: The History Behind the Spectacular Adventures. By Tim Jeal. The story of the Apollo missions is more than the story of a few glorious moments on the moon; it is the story of the people who made it happen. Here is the true story of the men and women behind the most ambitious and daring space mission in history. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. $29.99

2985096 DOMINION: The History of England from the Battle of Waterloo to Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. By Peter Ackroyd. The fifth volume of Ackroyd’s masterful History of England begins in 1815 as national glory following the Battle of Waterloo gives way to widespread depression, political anxiety as well as a diversification of society, terrors, dangers, and risks, and in so doing, explains the origins of all English speaking gay culture. Photos, many in color. 262 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95


3727602 THE WEST: A Brief History. By Stephen H.我不知道其他内容。
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★ 375800X CRUSADES: The Epic History of the Wars for the Holy Lands. By Dan Jones. The author has written the crusades with an unprecedented wide scope, told in a tableau of portraits on all sides of the wars. In this richly dramatic narrative that goes beyond the usual survey of events, tells the story of the Stairway to Heaven; The Wars of Gods and Men; The Lost Realms; When Time Began. The Cosmic Code; and The End of Days. 2,402 pages in seven volumes, slipcased. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

★ 372402 THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY. By Laurent Muselet. The Bayeux Tapestry is one of the most extraordinary artfacts to survive from the 11th century. The momentous story it tells is that of one of the turning points in English and European history, the struggle for the succession to the English throne which culminated in the Battle of Hastings in 1066. This volume presents a full-color reproduction of the entire Tapestry. 272 pages. Boydell. B/4x10. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

★ 372452 FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY: The Hidden History of the Human Race. By M.A. Cremo & R.L. Thompson. For centuries, researchers have found bones and artifacts showing that humans existed on the earth millions of years ago. This eye-opening study takes us across five continents to explore that evidence, revealing just how plentiful it is, and how hard the establishment is fighting to suppress it. 910 pages. Morrow. $32.95

★ 282230X HISTORY OF THE WORLD MAP BY MAP. Ed. by Suhel Ahmed et al. Step into action as it happened with more than 140 specially commissioned maps that chart events of importance in land and sea, from the first human habitation to the present day. Layered in color, these timelines complete the fascinating and compelling stories. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10-1/2x12. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

★ 2810379 THE ORIGINS OF THE ANGLO-SAXONS: Decoding the Ancestry of the English. By Jean Manco. Reveals the long and adventurous journey undertaken by Anglo-Saxon peoples before a word of English was spoken. Going beyond a narrow focus on the Anglo-Saxon period, Manco probes into the deep history of western Europe and extends the story to the language of Shakespeare, taken to the first British colony in America. Illus., some in color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. $34.95

★ 3755010 WESTMINSTER ABBEY: A Church in History. Ed. by David Cannadine. A comprehensive and authoritative volume, this book explores the growth and development of Westminster Abbey's complex social life, the buildings and institutions in England. This stunning volume features engaging essays by a group of distinguished scholars that focus on different, yet often overlapping, aspects of the Abbey's history. A fascinating exploration of Westminster Abbey’s significance both in Britain, and beyond. Well illus., most in color. 455 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

★ 2852810 THE GREAT TRADE ROUTES: A History of Cargoes and Commerce over Land and Sea. Ed. by Philip Parker. Five centuries of history, exotic locales and a wealth of stunning illustrations this compilation focuses on great routes such as the Silk Road, the Spice Route, the Mediterranean and Mediterranean sea routes, and the world-changing transatlantic passages to the New World. This fascinating work provides an expansive overview from the pre-classical period to our networked age. 320 pages. Naval Institute. 10x13/16. Pub. at $74.95 $33.95

★ 3706265 THE FEDERALIST PAPERS. By John Jay et al. With its rich history and a new introduction from Alan Dershowitz, one of the most prominent legal minds in the country, this volume will educate you on the groundwork that shaped the greatest country in the world. 519 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

American History

★ 7650172 THE COMPLETE EARTH CHRONICLES. By Zecharia Sitchin. Collects all seven books in one volume of the Earth Chronicles and compelling theory. Using archaeology, mythology, and ancient texts, he documents extraterrestrial involvement in the history of humankind. Includes new insights, sworn statements, and meticulous new research to unearth the truth of what happened on 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 2068728 ANCIENT DYNASTIES: THE FAMILIES That Ruled the Classical World, Circa 1000 BC to AD 750. By John D. Grainger. This is a unique study of the ruling families of the ancient world known to the Greeks and Romans. Carefully researched and with geological tables to support the lucid text, the whole forms a valuable study and invaluable reference to the families that ruled power in the Classic period. 512 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95

★ 3754804 LIVING FOREVER: Self-Presentation in Ancient Egypt. Ed. by Hussein Bassir. Looks at how and why non-royal elites in ancient Egypt represented themselves, through language and art, on monuments, tombs, statues, and in literary texts from the Early Dynastic Period to the Thirtieth Dynasty. Bassir explores how these representations were to bring you a captivating tour of ancient Egyptians. Illus. 272 pages. American Univ in Cairo. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

★ 6809932 THE U.S. CONSTITUTION AND RELATED DOCUMENTS. Ed. by Stephen Breenan. Includes the Constitution of the United States, with all amendments and interrelated documents including the Bill of Rights and all the Amendments, and The Articles of Confederation. This collection will be a welcome addition to the library of any American. In color, many in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


★ 6978177 THE BUSH CRIME FAMILY. By R. Stone & S.J. Hunt. Smashes through the layers of lies and secrecy that have built the Bush crime family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Am. Mag. $19.99 $5.95

★ 6957943 GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1948. Ed. by Richard Stenghene. Turn back the clock to 1948 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Am. Mag. $19.99 $5.95

★ 6912532 COMMON SENSE. By Thomas Paine. A special gift edition of one of the most important and influential documents in our nation’s history. Finally, this classic story of 240 years ago, Paine’s groundbreaking pamphlet remains relevant for every American today. 96 pages. Morrow. $13.99 $4.96

★ 6613330 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S SECRET SIX: The Spy Ring That Saved the American Revolution. By B. Klimeada & D. Yaeger. Paints fascinating portraits of the six American spymasters who were the backbone of George Washington’s Culper Spy Ring, a sophisticated and secretive intelligence network used to infiltrate New York after his famous “13 vice”. The secret ring finally receive their due among the pantheon of American heroes. Photos. 252 pages. Sentinel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

★ 6613616 THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE TRIPOLI PIRATES: The Forgotten War That Saved America. By B. Klimeada & D. Yaeger. Tells the little known story of how a nearly independent American nation was challenged by four Muslim pirates, and how Thomas Jefferson decided to step up to intimidation. The authors have transformed this nearly forgotten slice of history into a dramatic, page-turning narrative. Color photos. 246 pages. Sentinel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95
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3762920 HEAVEN’S DITCH: God, Gold, and Murder on the Erie Canal. By Jack Kelly. A riveting look at the construction of the Erie Canal and the visionaries among its banks who changed American history. The technological marvel of its age, the 360 mile waterway was built entirely by hand, largely through wilderness. This became the scene of the most spectacular outburst of imagination in America. SHOPWORN. Photos. 290 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

693679 THE ROSWELL REPORT: Case Closed. By James McAndrew. Contains the complete report on the Roswell incident as submitted to the Secretary of the Air Force. Section One examines alleged events in two locations in rural New Mexico, and Section Two examines the Roswell Army Airfield Hospital. Well illus. 231 pages. Skyhorse. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95


6863020 THE BOWERY: The Strange History of New York’s Oldest Street. By Stephen Paul DeVita. Follows the trail of this once notorious thoroughfare from its precolonial origins to the present day, and highlights some of the interesting characters who emerged from there including PT Barnum, Harry Houdini, Stephen Crane, and Eddie Cantor. 16 pages of photos. 258 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


★ 6858422 KILLERS OF THE FLOWER MOON: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI. By David Grann. After oil was discovered on their land, the Osage Nation in Oklahoma, became very wealthy. Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed. Together with the newly created FBI and its young director J. Edgar Hoover began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history. Illus. 377 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2841672 BLOOD FEUD: The Hatfields & the McCoys—The Epic Story of Murder & Vengeance. By Lisa Alther. America’s most notorious family feud began in 1865 with the murder of a Union McCoy soldier by a Confederate relative of “Devil Anse” Hatfield. More than a decade later, Rand McCoy accused Hatfield of stealing one of his hogs, triggering years of violence and the deadliest feud unforeseen. Photos. 286 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

DVD 376107X EMANCIPATION ROAD. Widescreen. This compelling seven-part series charts a powerful American saga—the harrowing fight between American civil rights. The close of the Civil War may have yielded an end to slavery on American soil, but the Emancipation Proclamation was only the beginning of an epic 250-year struggle to rid this nation of slavery. 107 minutes on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95


2860147 ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon. By Tim Weiner. Here is the first history of President Richard Nixon with all of his secret tapes and documents, many declassified in the past two years. Weiner presents a devastating portrait of a tormented man and shows how, in Nixon’s mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the crimes of Watergate were one fight, two fronts. 370 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

6975070 GENERAL V. THE PRESIDENT: MacArthur and Truman at the Brink of Nuclear War. By H.W. Brands. This thrilling narrative places two men—President Harry Truman and General Douglas MacArthur—in a collision course that will put the fragile peace immediately following WWII at risk, and plunge America into a constitutional crisis. Brands has created an unforgettable portrait of a contested presidency for a new era of American leadership. 16 pages of photos. 438 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3716913 DOUBLE EAGLE: The Epic Story of the World’s Most Valuable Coin. By Alison Frankel. One coin, for years a mere coin, became the double eagle, the most valuable coin in the world, inspiring the passions of thieves and collectors, lawyers and charlatans. Its extraordinary story, replete with visions and hopes of America and its future, is a rollercoaster ride through the boom and bust of the American Specimen$1M. By Dan Tucker. A unique collection that combines the public and private words of our most beloved and eloquent American president into one compelling collection. This collection rarely seen writings give insight into Lincoln’s personality and private life. Well illus. 228 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3722449 LINCOLN’S NOTEBOOKS: Letters, Speeches, Journals, and Correspondence of The Peacetime Lincoln. By Larry华夏. This collection chronicles, in great detail, the battles and political strategies undertaken during the Civil War. These programs feature accurate reenactments, interviews and dynamic narration. The four programs are The Battle of Brook’s Bridge: The Battle of Green Spring: Yorktown, Battle for Yorktown, and the epic battle for victory. And Von Steuben’s Continentals: The First American Army. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

DVD 3716228 THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR: Heroes & Battles. This insightful collection features four documentary programs chronicling, in great detail, the battles and major events of the Revolutionary War. These programs feature accurate reenactments, interviews and dynamic narration. The four programs are The Battle of Brook’s Bridge: The Battle of Green Spring: Yorktown, Battle for Yorktown, and the epic battle for victory. And Von Steuben’s Continentals: The First American Army. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95


2872060 RAVEN ROCK: The Story of the U.S. Government’s Secret Plan to Save Itself—While the Rest of Us Died. By Garrett M. Grant. Equal parts a presidential, military, and political history, Grant takes readers through the back channels of government to understand exactly what is at stake if our nation’s national security apparatus should fail. $5.95

6892388 LIES MY TEACHER TOLD ME, REVISED: Everything Your American History Textbook Got Wrong. By James W. Loewen. Rewrites our history by uncovering and correcting what was long accepted as fact, such as the devastating effects of Columbus’s voyage, and exposes the failings of textbooks. Illus. 444 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.55
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372392 INSIDE CAMP DAVID: The Private World of the Presidential Retreat. By Michael Giorgione. Former Camp David commander, Rear Admiral Michael Giorgione, takes us deep into this enigmatic and revered sanctuary, and reveals through fascinating first-person anecdotes, the intimate connection felt by the First Families with this historic retreat. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3704025 ANGELS IN THE SKY: How a Band of Volunteer Airmen Saved the New State of Israel. By Robert Granit. The 1948 conflict was a small group, and in the crucible of war they became brothers in a righteous cause. They flew, fought, died, and against all odds, helped save a new nation. The saga of the volunteer airmen in Israel’s war of independence stands as one of the most stirring war stories of the past century. Photos. 442 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

3710114 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S OFFICIAL GENRAL ORDER: No. 1. A stirring and provocative military history of the Revolutionary War and George Washington’s leading place in it, this work by a former Superintendent of West Point is sure to engage any reader interested in America’s War for Independence. 254 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

Dvd 3761134 INNOVATIONS OF WAR. Fullscreen. Filled with expert interviews, archival footage, and reconstructions, this series chronicles the development of twelve game-changing weapons that provided tactical advantages to militaries around the world. Episodes include Riah & Flare; Hot Air & Hot Load; This Is My Rifle; Armory Knights; The New Navy; and more. In Color and B&W. 376 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $39.95 $3.95

2907272 THE I.A.R.80 & I.A.R.81. By Radu Brinzan. Possibly one of the most significant contributions to the development of the Romanian air force, its design was inspired by the P-51 Mustang. In Romania and beyond, the I.A.R. 80 was flown, fought, died, and against all odds, helped make the Romanians a formidable aerial power. This is the definitive guide to this legendary aircraft. Pub. at $29.95 600 illus. 128 pages. SAM. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $6.95

3708721 THE WAR FOR AFRICA: Twelve Months That Transformed a Continent. By Fred Bridgland. The Cuban-South African War of 1987 to 1988 can be considered a “war for Africa”. It was one of the most important turning points in the history and development of Africa. The author’s account ranges from the infancy to the height of the conflict. Photos, some in color. 501 pages. Castlemere. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

3760834 TORPEDO: The Complete History of the World’s Most Revolutionary Naval Weapon. By Roger Braniff-Clark. The torpedo was the greatest single game changer in the history of naval warfare. This study is a broad ranging international history of the weapon, tracing not only its origins and development, but also its impact on the history and tactics of navies around the world. Photos, in color and black and white. 376 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $67.95 $24.95

3762785 X.F.7: The Royal Navy’s Mystery Submarine. By Roger Braniff-Clark. Explores the historical background to this story of one of Britain’s greatest mysteries, and the man who was involved in X.F.7’s design and service, the spy drama surrounding her launch, the treason trial of a leading RN submarine commander, the ship’s checkered career, and the man who tried to stop it all. 256 pages. Navy League. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

3743942 TORPEDO: The Complete History of the World’s Most Revolutionary Naval Weapon. By Roger Braniff-Clark. A broad-ranging and comprehensive international history of the weapon, tracing not only its origins and development, but also its impact on the history and tactics of navies around the world. Photos, in color and black and white. 376 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $67.95 $16.95

U.S. Army Guide to BOOBYTRAPS! By Department of the Army. Learn how to identify and remove booby traps and demolition items in almost any situation imaginable. Understand the mechanics of the variety of items used, and learn how to determine if a trap or booby trap is present. Under expert guidance and in the hands of experts, you’ll learn how to identify and remove dangerous items, including booby traps, trip wires, and more. 589 pages. 204 illustrations. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

6823025 BOOBY TRAPS! The History of Deadly Devices, from World War I to Today. By George Lawrence. This book is illustrated throughout with photos and schematic drawings. Jones traces the design, deployment, and effectiveness of these devices, and explains how and when the bombs and booby traps were used. 682 pages. Photos and drawings. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
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2901166 BLACKBIRD; A History of the Unouchable Spy Plane. By James Hamilton-Paterson. The fascinating story of the spy plane SR-71. Once fully developed in 1964, the Blackbird represented the apogee of jet-powered flight. It flew with great speed and range, and made countless secret flights over Vietnam and later battlesfields in the Middle East, not one was ever shot down. Color photos. 224 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

2905336 DEATH AT THE LITTLE BIGHORN. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. We all know the ultimate outcome of Custer’s decision but Little Bighorn, but this groundbreaking new study proves that Custer’s tactical plan was not so ill conceived. Tucker tells the forgotten story of the battle, reveals the mechanics of the various types of firing devices, de tonators, fuses, cords, adapters, and more. Understand the responsibilities and safety issues accompanying the use of these weapons. We’ll also discuss the structures, armor, and the weaponry used in the American Civil War. 150 of the worst weapons ever used in war. Photos. 368 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


2994704 LOST IN TIBET, SECOND EDITION: The Untold Story of Five American Airmen, a Doodled Plane, and the Will to Survive. By R. Starks & M. Murcutt. Recovery adventure of five airmen who crash-landed in the heart of Tibet. They were among the first Americans to enter the Forbidden City of Lhasa, and among the last to see it before the Chinese invasion. Photos. 299 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

374448X LORDS OF SecRET: The National Security Elite and America’s Stealth Warfare. By Scott Horton. In lucid and chilling detail, Horton shows how government secrecy has ensured that decisions about war and peace are made not by the citizenry, but by autonomous, self-directing, and unaccountable national security elites. American democracy, he argues, is in deep trouble. Signet. 320 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95
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口 3797363 STRASBOURG AD 357: Campaign 336. By R. D’Amato & A. Frenou. A superbly illustrated study that relates the build-up to, and events of, this epic clash, in which the experience and training of the Roman forces prevailed in the face of overwhelming German numbers. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

口 3727555 THE ROMAN INVASION OF BRITAIN: Archaeology Versus History. By Birgitta Hoffmann. Compares the historical sources of the Roman invasion with the archaeological evidence, which is often contradictory. In this volume, the processes and challenges accepted wisdom about the history of Roman Britain. This examination will appeal to the general reader as well as those studying ancient history or archaeology. 16 pages of photos. 222 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

口 3717173 HISTORY OF THE FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION, By David Jordan. This volume reveals the facts and reality behind this compelling organization. Its record in combat is described in detail and the ascetic lifestyle of a legionnaire is explored. The Legion is devoted to the equipment and weaponry of the Legion units. This is a fascinating journey into the world of this unique military unit. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

口 3798031 THE AIR IN WAR: US Marine Corps Aviation in the Small Wars, Era, 1915-1934. By Wray R. Johnson. Beginning in Haiti in 1915 and following the US Marine Corps aviation experiences in Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, and China, this study chronicles how marines used aircraft to provide backup to ground troops in close contact with guerrilla combatants, evacuate the wounded, and even provide humanitarian operations. 48 pages of photos. 420 pages. UPYk. Pub. at $50.00

口 3718544 PANTHER TANK ENTUSIASTS’ MANUAL. By Mark Healy. Looks at the development, construction and fighting qualities of the Panther, as well as providing insights into what it was like to operate and maintain. Focuses on surviving Panthers at the German Armour Museum in Munster, and the Panther Ausf G at the Tank Museum, Bovington, as its centerpiece and draws on a range of documentary information sources. Well illus., many in color. 172 pages. Haynes. 8x11/10% Pub. at $36.95 $27.95

口 3720344 AIR AND ARMoured FIGHTING VEHICLES: Images of War. By Michael Green. A comprehensive review of the Patton series of medium MBTs, including the M46, M47 and M48, supplemented by the M103 Heavy Tank that initially formed the core of the US tank fleet. In 1960 the M60 MT with its British designed 105mm gun entered service and M1 Abrams in 1980. Well illus., many in color. 220 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

口 3951877 SPAIN IN ARMS: A Military History of the Spanish Civil War 1936-1939. By E.R. Houton. Based on nearly 60 years of research, this book is an extensive and comprehensive analysis of the Spanish Civil War. The author examines the military history of the war as it reveals how many other accounts of military operations during this conflict are based on a paucity of primary sources. Providing a definitive fact-based military history of Spain during the Civil War, the book is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of the region. 276 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

口 3928560 DUTCH WARBIRDS IN THE AGE OF SAIL 1600-1714: Design, Construction, Careers and Fates. By James Butterworth. A comprehensive listing of all Dutch flying ships, whether purpose built, purchased, hired or captured, from the heyday of the United Provinces, complete with a detailed list of their names, designers and careers. With its unique compilation of data, this is an important work to naval historians and anyone interested in the navies of the sailing era. Well illus. 328 pages. Seaforth. 10x11/1% Pub. at $76.95 $29.95

口 3746666 THE POPE’S ARMY: The Papacy in Diplomacy and War. By John Carr. Focusing on Church history, the Roman Catholic Church was a formidable political and military power, in contrast to its pacifist origins and its present commitment to peace. Carr narrates the Church’s history of Papal military clout with engaging verve. Illus. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95


口 3839091 SILVER STATE DREADNOUGHT: The Remarkable Story of Battleship Nevada. By Stephen M. Younger. A remarkable account of how the Nevada was the first ship to have a twin-gun main turret, and the first to have all or nothing armor. It was the only battleship to get underway at Pearl Harbor, after suffering heavy damage. Raised and repaired, she joined the invasion fleet for D-Day and the landings in southern France. This is her story. 302 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95 $43.95

口 6951899 U.S. SUBMARINES SINCE 1945. REVISED EDITION: An Illustrated Design History. By Norman Friedman. This illustrated design history contains more than two hundred photographs and line drawings. Along with incisive text, this comprehensive volume captures the excitement of a revolutionary period in submarine development. Illus. 319 pages. Naval Institute. 8x11/1% Pub. at $84.95 $64.95
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口 3708586 BAILOUT OVER NORMANDY: A Flyboy’s Adventures with the French Resistance and Other Escapades in Occupied France. By Ted Fahrenwald. The United States military intelligence collection of parachute-trained soldiers was based in France. The first accounts of the war in Europe, this book focuses on the experiences of a US flier who bailed out of his burning P-51 Mustang. Parting out of the Normandy campaign, he was picked up by local Maquis, the guerrilla branch of the French Resistance, and spent several months engaging with the German forces. Photos. 268 pages. CreateSpace. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

口 6858104 A LUCKY Child: Memoir of Surviving Auschwitz as a Young Boy. By Thomas Buergenthal. The author was ten years old when he and his parents were placed on a train bound for Auschwitz, where he was separated from his family. This is the account of how he managed by his wits and some remarkable strokes of luck to survive the camp. The book, however, and their odyssey through German occupied France. Photos. 260 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95


口 2870707 LIFe AFTER THE THIRd Reich: The Struggle to Rise from the Nazi Ruins. By Michael E. Haskew. This book tells the story of the people who survived the Nazi regime and how they struggled to rebuild their lives in the aftermath of the war. The book is illustrated with photographs and maps. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

口 2905705 THE AIRBORNE IN WORLD WAR II. An Illustrated History of America’s Heroic Airmen in Action. By Michael E. Haskew. Provides detailed accounts of the 11th, 13th, 17th, 82nd, and 101st Airborne Divisions, covering events from airborne combat operation D-Day, Operation Market Garden, the Battle of the Bulge, and much more. Copiously illustrated with 180 photographs, artworks, and maps. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

口 3747212 OUR CRIME WAS BEING JEWISH. By Anthony S. Pitch. Collects vivid memories of 358 Holocaust survivors. True stories of victims, told in their own words. Recalling the start of the war–home invasions, the Gestapo hunts, and the ghettos—as well as the daily hell of the concentration camps, they provide a sobering view of mankind’s darkest moment. 16 pages of photos. 323 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

口 3736122 WWI: 100th Anniversary Collection. Full screen. Discover the courage, honor, and sacrifices made 100 years ago with a collection of three compelling documentary series on WWI–20 programs in all. Includes: WWII–The War To End All Wars; War Birds Over The Trenches; and The Great War. In Color and B&W. Over 22 hours of WWII. DVD: Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95

口 6615431 THE MARINES IN WORLD WAR II. By Michael E. Haskew. Charts the combat history of the Marines from Wake Island to Okinawa, covering every major battle and campaign. The book is illustrated with photographs and maps. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $10.95
375086X KILLING THE RISING SUN: How America Vanquished World War II Japan. By Bill O'Reilly & M. Dugard. Tales renders the tropical battles of Peleliu and Iwo Jima, and to the Philippines, where Douglas MacArthur has made a triumphant return and is plotting a final invasion of Okinawa, a page-turning style. O'Reilly and Dugard detail the final moments of WWII like you've never seen before. Illus. 323 pages. Hott. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

5941363 HITLER'S ARDENTES: The Battle of the Bulge. Ed. by Danny S. Parker. The battle of Ardennes, a major German offensive, caught the Allied forces off guard in Belgium, France, and Luxembourg, with devastating losses on both sides. There are Western accounts of the battle, but little has been told from the German perspective. Parker has compiled accounts by German officials, who reveal how they perceived the battle, how they thought Hitler perceived it, and what went wrong. Illus. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6776116 UNDERGROUND IN BERLIN: A Young Woman's Extraordinary Tale of Survival in the Heart of Nazi Germany. By Manja Jakob-Schramm. Jakob-Schramm, a 20-year-old Jewish Berliner, resolved to do anything in her power to avoid the concentration camps. She removed her yellow star and took on an assumed identity. In the years that followed, she led a double life, living with some strange bedfellows, and learning that compassion and cruelty are often two sides of the same coin. Photos. 368 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2815551 NAZI SPYMASTER: The Life and Death of General Wilhelm Canaris. By Michael Mueller. The head of Hitler's intelligence service from 1935 to 1944, Canaris came to vigorously oppose Nazi policies and grave responsibility throughout the war to overthrow the regime. Drawing on newly available archival materials, Mueller investigates the double life of this enigmatic figure here. 366 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


6990058 THE PERFECT HORS E: The Daring U.S. Mission to Rescue the Priceless Stallions Kidnapped by the Nazis. By Elizabeth Letts. In the chaotic last days of the war, a small troop of battle-weary American soldiers was drafted into Hitler's army, in spite of having been driven off guard in Belgium, France, and Luxembourg, with devastating losses on both sides. There are Western accounts of the battle, but little has been told from the German perspective. Parker has compiled accounts by German officials, who reveal how they perceived the battle, how they thought Hitler perceived it, and what went wrong. Illus. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2988262 WWI: The War to End All Wars. Fullscreen. Through rare, actual battle footage and rare veteran interviews, this 10 part series takes you from the assassination of the Arch Duke in 1914 to the final desperate battles of 1918. This is more than a historical or military account of WWI, it is a riveting and personal account of a defining moment in world history. In Color and B&W. Over 17 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

6828132 THE LOST AIRMAN: A True Story of Escape from Nazi-Occupied France. By Walter Kenneth ceramics. Chronicles the end of Nazi Germany and World War II in Europe through letters, diaries, and autobiographical accounts covering four days from April 20 (Hitler's birthday): April 25 (the American and Soviet meeting on the Elbe); April 30 (Hitler's suicide); and May 8 (Germany's surrender). 480 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

6883838 THE SHIP THAT WOULDN'T DIE: Don Keith. Keith tells one of the most inspiring sea stories of World War II: the Japanese attack on the American oiler USS Neosho and the gutsy crew's struggle for survival as their slowly sinking ship drifted through the treacherous Coral Sea. Photos. 382 pages.NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


6895739 ARDENNES 1944: The Battle of the Bulge. By Antony Beevor. Offers a riveting, authoritative account of the Battle of the Bulge with striking insights into the major players on both sides. Beevor gives the full account of the Ardennes offensive, which was to become the greatest battle of the Western Front in WWII. 24 pages of photos. 451 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

3762546 STRANDED IN THE PHILIPPINES: Professor Bell's Private War. By Scott A. Cressman. This account takes a look at Wake Island, the most extensive Japanese materials to identify the enemy order of battle and the roles each unit played in the conflict. The atoll's development as a strategic American base is also examined. A valuable contribution to the Pacific War, it is a narrative of courage in the face of tremendous odds. Photos. 324 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3762555 MORNING STAR, MIDNIGHT SUN: The Early Guadalcanal-Solomons Campaigns. By Al C. Agostinetti. By Scott A. Mills. American missionaries Henry Roy Bell and his wife Edna had been teaching in the Philippines at Silliman University for two years. When the Japanese invaded the islands after the attack on Pearl Harbor. This is the story of their guerilla war against the Japanese invaders. Photos. 182 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $23.95 $9.95

3725782 DISCIPLES: The War World II Missions of the CIA Directors Who Waged the Cold War. By Douglas Wolfe. Allan Dulles ran the OSS's most successful spy operation against the Axis. Bill Casey organized missions to penetrate Nazi Germany. By ruling led OSS's commando raids behind the lines in occupied France and Norway. Richard Helm's mounted intelligence programs against the Russians in the ruins of Berlin. A riveting story of those daring OSS warriors in this riveting espionage history. 16 pages of photos. 566 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

2987929 SERGEANT YOK: His Own Life Story and War Diary. Ed. by Tom Shklyi. Originally published in 1928, this volume contains Yokos war diary, which offer up-close snapshots of his tabbed military career. This new edition includes a new introduction and foreword written by York's son and grandson, which provide both personal and historical recollections of their grandfather. Photos. 309 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

3708713 VANISHED HERO: The Life, War, and Mysterious Disappearance of America's World War II Straling King, By Seth Meyrowitz with P. F. G. Righetti. Remains one of the most elusive, compelling, and controversial commanders of WWII. Renowned for his staggering 27 strafing victories, he gets the best account of his remarkable account of his daring and dangerous battles in the sky. 24 pages of photos. 289 pages. Casematte. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

3713318 THOSE WHO HOLD BASTOGNE. By Peter Schnyders. This compelling volume accounts in detail the horrific siege of Bastogne from December 24-45, through the personal stories of American soldiers outnumbered ten to one, Belgians trapped in their strategically important town, and Hitler's forces in a desperate bid to reclaim it. 36 pages of photos. 310 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

2989713 NAMING 1937: Battle for a Doomed City. By Peter Hamson. The infamous Rape of Nanjing looks like a dark shadow just around the corner, and China in the 20th century, and is among the most widely recognized chapters of World War II in China. However, the story of the month-long campaign of Nanjing massacre has never been told in its entirety—until now. 32 pages of photos. 336 pages. Casematte. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

3762505 THE LIBERATION OF EUROPE 1944-1945: The Photographers Who Captured History from D-Day to Berlin. By Overviewing nearly 400 images, this stunning photo history not only gives a succinct and expert overview of the campaign in northwest Europe, but also presents world history on a grand scale, and is especially interested in the opening stages of the first Allied offensive of the Pacific War. 16 pages of photos. 448 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95
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- **29501X BLOCKING KAMPFGRUPPE PEIPER**
  The 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment in the Battle of the Bulge. By Frank Van Lunen. Using never before published diaries, letters, battle reports and interviews with over 100 veterans, a comprehensive account is provided of a triumphant American regiment in one of the fiercest campaigns in the history of the U.S. Army. 32 pages of photos. 332 pages. Schiffer. $6.95

- **3758583 TIGERS I AND II: Germany’s Most Feared Tanks of World War II**
  By David Doyle. Germany’s Tiger tank, whether in the form of the Tiger I or later Tiger II, was the most feared tank of WWII. This volume more than satisfies this need, as this volume chronicles the design, development, and deployment of this famed German tank. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

- **3754031 SBD DAUNTLESS: Douglas’s US Navy and Marine Corps Dive-Bomber in World War II**
  By David Doyle. The Douglas Dauntless was the U.S. Navy’s frontline dive-bomber in the early days of World War II. The Dauntless took part in many of the major naval engagements in the Pacific. This volume’s carefully researched war-era photos are augmented with color images of current-day preserved aircraft. 128 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

- **2960397 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GERMAN ARMORED VEHICLES**
  By David Doyle. Over four hundred carefully selected vintage photographs from diverse and sometimes obscure collections around the world illustrate this catalog of Germany’s WWII armored fighting vehicles. An ideal volume for the historian or modeler seeking a ready reference and illustrated overview. 322 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $35.00

- **385333 LUFTWAFFE MILITARY AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS: Combat Aircraft 112**
  By Robert Forysh. The mounting of one aircraft atop another was a peace-time concept to extend the range of civilian aircraft. In 1942, a team of German aircraft designers and weapons specialists adapted the idea for military purposes. This is the history of the development of the first and foremost “fire and forget” weapon. Well illus., some color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. $17.95

- **295044 EISENHOWER’S THORN ON THE RHINE: The Battles for the Colmar Pocket, 1944-45**
  By Nathan N. Prefer. The untold story of the ferocious battles waged in the southern sector of the ETO in the winter of 1944-1945, as the Germans remained determined to hold the Allies off short of the Rhine. Covers operations of the Sixth Army Group. Photos. 350 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95

- **671923 DORNIER DO 335 ‘PFEIL’: The Last and Best Piston-Engine Fighter of the Luftwaffe**

- **3763550 CASE WHITE: The Invasion of Poland 1939**
  By Robert Forczyk. Challenges misconceptions about the Fall Weiss operation—the German invasion of Poland—in September of 1939. Forczyk carefully examines the context of sources from both the German and Polish sides to expand and update our understanding of the opening campaign of the Second World War in Europe. 32 pages of photos. 416 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. $19.95

- **2762590 OPERATION KE: The Cactus Air Force and the Japanese Withdrawal from Guadalcanal**
  By Roger & Dennis Letourneau. Focusing on the war against forces from the United States and Japan that raged over Guadalcanal between September 1942 and early 1943, this study examines how the Japanese evacuation succeeded and why the Cactus Air Force failed to stop it. SHOPIWORN. 24 pages of photos. 370 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $42.95

- **2973774 MORTAIN 1944: Hitler’s Normandy Panzer Offensive-Campaign 365**
  By Steven J. Zaloga. Originally published in 1957, this revised and expanded study examines the evolving trail of strength on the ground, this illustrated title examines the evolving trail of strength between U.S. armor and innovative German antitank weaponry in the climactic months of WWII in Europe, 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $22.00

- **3763533 PLOESTI 1943: Air Campaign 12**
  By Steven J. Zaloga. In this new review of one of the most remarkable raids--operation Tidal Wave--in detail, and explains why its dubious success came at such a high price. Well illus., some color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $24.00

- **2989331 HITLER’S SAVAGE CANARY: A History of the Danish Resistance in World War II**
  ByRobert C. Stern. It is not an entertaining account, but rather a absorbing account of the brutal fighting between German security forces and their Danish counterparts during the long struggle for victory on the Eastern Front. 80 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $22.00

- **3763652 PETSAMO AND KIRKENES 1944**: Campaign 343**
  By David Green. This study details the entangled battles of Allied soldiers and German armor and Allied and German scientists during 1943. Bollinger provides a detailed treatment of the subject from both a historical and technological perspective and seeks to correct previous mistaken accounts. It is a story of technical achievement and courage. Photos. 269 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95

- **3769463 BRITISH AIRBORNE SOLDIER VERSUS WAFFEN-SS SOLDIER: Combat 42**
  By David Greentree. Exploring first-hand accounts and the latest research, this study offers the inside story of the British Airborne troops’ dogged defense of their beachhead in Normandy and the Waffen-SS forces’ efforts to overcome them during operation Market Garden. Well illus., 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $22.00

- **6894258 THE US NAVY AND THE WAR IN THE PACIFIC, 1941-1945**
  By Robert C. Stern. It is not an entertaining account, but rather a absorbing account of the brutal fighting between German security forces and their Danish counterparts during the long struggle for victory on the Eastern Front. 80 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $22.00

- **2982335 THE BATTLESHIP BISMARCK: Anatomy of the Ship**
  By Alex Steffs. This edition provides a unique documentation of the Bismarck, with more than 250 perspective and 3-view drawings with descriptive keys of every detail of the ship. A history of the ship along with detailed photographs are also included. 160 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95

- **3769535 SOVIET PARTISAN WARRIOR: GULAG SECURITY SOLDIER: Combat 44**
  By Alexander Hill. On a plethora of fascinating sources and supported by specially commissioned artwork, this book is an absorbing account of the brutal conflict between German security forces and their Soviet partisan opponents during the long struggle for victory on the Eastern Front. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $30.00

- **6899220 THE STORY OF THE SS: Hitler’s Infamous Legions of Death**
  By Al Cimino. The SS became the very backbone of Nazi Germany, taking over almost every function of the state. Merciless fanatics in jackboots, they butchered, anatomically sliced, tortured, and enslaved millions. This is the story of the rise and fall of one of the most evil organizations the world has ever seen. Illus. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. At $12.99
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**285841X SOVIET STORM WORLD WAR II ON THE RUSSIAN FRONT 1941-1945.** By Mike Legine. Tells the complete story of the War on the Eastern Front, focusing on the epic campaigns and battles, revealing the tactics employed by both sides and exposing the true horrors of a conflict that, although not the most cruelly depopulated, includes a 4-DVD set of all 18 episodes of the acclaimed TV series Soviet Storm WW II in the East. Fully illus., some in color. 120 pages. Danann Publishing. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.99. $35.75.

**3717569 THE VULTURE VENGEANCE IN BATTLE.** By Peter C. Smith. Describes the extraordinary combat career of the American-built Vulture Vengeance dive-bomber in both the Royal Air Force and Indian Air Force service during the Burma Campaigns of 1942-1945. Gathered from eyewitness accounts and official records, this is their full and true story. 16 pages of Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95. $37.95.

**3756273 ATLAS OF THE BLITZKRIEG 1939-41.** By Roth C. Komar. Featuring nearly 100 maps, this stunning atlas follows the successful blitzkrieg period of 1939-1941, presenting in minute detail the key engagements and campaigns that shook Europe. The sheer speed of German advances can be seen in the sweeping actions depicted in the colored accompanying text. 218 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $74.95. $44.55.

**3783161 THE LONGEST DAY.** By Cornelius Ryan. Tells the inside story of the invasion of Normandy through the first-hand accounts of the men who were there. This illustrated edition makes the extraordinary heroism of the participants on both sides, military and civilian, even more immediate through the publication of photographs and maps. 304 pages. Andre Deutsch. $32.95.

**3723438 AMERICAN AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR: Research, Experimentation and Modification 1939-1945.** By Bill Norton. Presents an aspect of America’s aircraft development of World War II in emphasizing unique and non-production aircraft or modifications, for the purpose of research and experimentation in support of aircraft development, advancing technology, or meeting narrow combat needs. Well illus. 446 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $139.95. $100.00.

**3705657 BATTLESHIP BISMARCK: A Design and Operational History.** By William H. Garzke, Jr. et al. This volume is a marine forensics analysis and engineering study of the Allied fleet actions from the Battle of Jutland to the surrender of Japan. This majestic history provides penetrating insight into the war for the seas. 32 pages of photos. 357 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.95. $25.95.


**DVD 3987006 SECRET WAR: THE DOCUMENTARY.** This documentary goes inside Churchill’s secret army, to a dangerous world of agents, double agents, and even triple agents. In 13 episodes, it tells the story of SOE agents who went behind enemy lines to conduct intelligence gathering, sabotage, and assassination. Color and B&W. English SDH. Nearly eleven hours on DVD. $34.95.


**3708578 ALPHA ONE SIXTEEN: A Combat Infantryman’s Year in Vietnam.** By Peter Clark. His account of an eventful year spent as an infantryman in Vietnam, told with vivid immediacy as Clark progresses from green recruit to seasoned soldier. His story is a moving narrative of a journey shared by many of his generation. Photos. 218 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95.

**3735893 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE VIETNAM WAR.** By A. Wiest & C. McCormick. Deals with the decades-long conflict in Southeast Asia from France’s involvement in the First Indochina War to the participation of the United States and its allies. 320 pages, 256 pages. Amber. Pub. at $34.95. $7.95.

**8339045 A RUMOR OF WAR, FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** By Philip Caputo. First published in 1977, this memoir of a young man’s experience on the front line of the Vietnam war, shattered America’s indifference to the fate of the men sent to fight in the jungles of Vietnam, and has become a renowned classic in the literature of wars throughout history. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. $7.95.

**2804344 VIETNAM: An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975.** By Max Hastings. The author who has contributed a political and military narrative of the entire conflict. The author suggests that neither side deserved to win this struggle, and presents many lessons for the twenty-first century. Describes the misuse of military might to confront intractable political and cultural challenges. This account creates an extraordinary record. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 857 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95.


**2998394 WALKER BULLDOG VS T-54: Duel 94.** By Chris McNab. Two tanks took prominence in the later years of the conflict. For the North Vietnamese, the Soviet supplied T-54 main battle tank became the core of their armored power. On the South Vietnamese side, it was the U.S. M41 Walker Bulldog. This account examines these tanks, tells the story of the engagements they fought in, and how their differing designs affected their performance in combat. Well illus., many in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00. $16.95.

**3742636 LAND WITH NO SUN: A Year in Vietnam with the 173rd Airborne.** By B. Orkand & L. Dureya. Re-examines the flawed decision-making at virtually all levels of the military and civilian chain of command that resulted in the loss of life in Vietnam. With the best of intentions, our nation waged a poorly conceived, misfiring war, of which the flawed M16 rifle is starkly symbolic. Photos. 251 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95.
2898772 WHAT A TIME IT WAS! By Jeffrey Lyons. This remarkable collection of stories will transport readers back to the glittering peak of New York City nightlife, offering a unique perspective of stylishly dressed statesmen written by Leonard Lyons for his syndicated newspaper column, The Lyons Den. Illustrated with snapshots and glamor shots, it opens a unique window into the lives of iconic figures. 480 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3735069 THE UNITED STATES OF TRUMP: How the President Really Sees America. By Bill O’Reilly. Blending friends, and family members, O’Reilly presents a history material with a history that recounts Trump’s childhood and family and the factors from his life and career that forged the worldview the president of the United States. White House: a gripping account of the life of a sitting makes history. Photos. 300 pages. Holt. $21.95

2934436 THE Matriarch: Barbara Bush and the Making of an American Dynasty. By Susan Page. Based on more than one hundred interviews with Bush friends, and family members, this book examines the backgrounds of Bush herself in the final six months of her life. Page delivers a groundbreaking biography that is certain to cement Barbara Bush as one of the most unique and influential women in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 418 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

371909X TEXAS FLOOD: The Inside Story of Stevie Ray Vaughan. By A. Paul & A. Aulet. Provides the unadulterated truth behind those famous television appearances from those who knew him best: his brother, Jimmie; his Double Trouble bandmates, Tommy Shannon, Chris Layton, and Reese Wynans; and many other close friends, family members, girlfriends, fellow musicians, managers, and crew members. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 343 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

2910308 NINETEEN NINETY-EIGHT: My First Year in the White House. By Craig Brown. She made John Lennon blush and left Paul McCartney reeling. Elizabeth Taylor. The tale of Princess Margaret is examined from the behind-the-scenes to the intimate, deep conversations with Mrs. Bush herself in the final six months of her life. Page delivers a groundbreaking biography that is certain to cement Barbara Bush as one of the most unique and influential women in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 418 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

2894631 THE OTHER CUSTODIANS: Tom, Boston, Nevin, and Maggie in the Shadow of George Armstrong Custer. By Bill Yenne. Most do not realize that three Custer brothers died at Little Bighorn in 1876, and their only sister’s husband and two children perished as well. This fascinating family biography traces the upbringing of the family and follows the surviving Nevin and Margaret Custer as they carried the Custer name beyond the Battle of the Little Bighorn. 318 pages. Skyyhore. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

2989777 WHAT A TIME IT WAS! By Jeffrey Lyons. This remarkable collection of stories will transport readers back to the glittering peak of New York City nightlife, offering a unique perspective of stylishly dressed statesmen written by Leonard Lyons for his syndicated newspaper column, The Lyons Den. Illustrated with snapshots and glamor shots, it opens a unique window into the lives of iconic figures. 480 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3735069 THE UNITED STATES OF TRUMP: How the President Really Sees America. By Bill O’Reilly. Blending friends, and family members, O’Reilly presents a history material with a history that recounts Trump’s childhood and family and the factors from his life and career that forged the worldview the president of the United States. White House: a gripping account of the life of a sitting makes history. Photos. 300 pages. Holt. $21.95
Autobiography

2868779 MY LOVE STORY. By Tina Turner et al. In this eye-opening and compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break any barriers and go her way will forever showcase her signature blend of grit, energy, heart and soul. 24 pages of photos, some color. 260 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

289695X THE GIRL WITH THE BACK TATTOO. By Amy Schumer. Amy is a woman with the courage to bare her soul and stand up for what she believes in, all while making us laugh. Ranging from the raucous to the romantic, the heart-rending to the harrowing, it will leave you bursting out loud! 16 pages of color photos. 324 pages. Gallery. Pap. Pub. at $16.00. $9.95

6747742 AN OUTLAW AND A LADY: A Memoir of Music, Life with Waylon, and the Faith That Brought Me Home. By Jessy Colter with D. Ritz. A moving and spellbinding as any of Jessy Colter and Waylon Jennings’ inimitable country songs, this Colter’s unvarnished account of her life, a saga about a woman who斗s stories of American music, love in the midst of heartache, and a faith that sustained her through it all. 16 pages of photos. 294 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

8284927 THE BOY KINGS OF TEXAS: A Memoir. By Domingo Martinez. Martinez provides a glimpse into a society where children are traded like commerce, physical altercations routinely solve problems, drugs are rampant, sex is often crude, and people depend on the family witch doctor for advice. He examines the traumas and pleasures of growing up in south Texas where different cultures collide. 444 pages. Lyons. Pap. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

2911116 SLOBBORNERD: My Life in Wrestling. By Jim Ross et al. Currently the host of The Ross Report podcast, any fan of wrestling will be enthralled with stories from the road and behind the scenes. This is the first time Ross has told his story and you don’t want to miss it! 16 pages of photos, most in color. 332 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

2950715 A MIDWIFE IN AMISH COUNTRY: Celebrating God’s Gift of Life. By Kim Woodard Ostler-Hofer. Ostler-Hofer’s six children and her apprenticeship grappling with the nuances and idiosyncrasies of birth as she tagged along after the woman who helped deliver their children provide a look at midwifery and home. She recounts the beauty and painstaking effort of those early years spent catching babies by the light of cranking woodstoves, oil lamps, and lanterns. 359 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

6800351 DOG MEDICINE: How My Dog Saved me From Myself. By Julie Bart. Haunted by troubling childhood memories, Bart had sunk into a suicidal depression at the age of 22. But the day she adopted a Golden Retriever puppy, she started on her road to recovery. This is the anguish of depression, the beauty of forgiveness, and the astonishing ways animals even the most broken hearts and minds. 236 pages. Penguin. Pap. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95

281482X JACKIE’S GIRL: My Life with the Kennedy Family. By Kathy McKeon. Jackie Kennedy’s personal assistant for thirteen years beginning in 1964, McKeon gives us a rare and fascinating look at the private life of one of the most famous women of the twentieth century. This is also the story of a young woman finding her identity and footing in a new country, along with the help of the most elegant of photographers. Most of its illuminating stories and photographs are included in this intimate memoir. 309 pages. Gallery. Pap. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

6930212 A NEW MODEL: What Confidence, Beauty & Power Really Look Like. By Ashley Graham with R. Rui. Ashley Graham became the first size 14 model to be featured on the cover of Sports Illustrated, she broke a barrier many thought impenetrable. Here, she shares the story of her life and career, from the small Nebraska town where she was discovered, to her move to New York City as a novice teenager, to her years as a catalog model and beyond. Color photos. 198 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

36353XY HAPPY DAYS: Happy Otherwise. By Erin Moran–Ross with D. Laurell. This is not your grandmother’s memoir. Neither is this the story of a starr y-eyed young girl with dreams in her eyes. Erin Moran–Ross shares what it was like to be a starry-eyed young girl with dreams in her eyes, her struggle to make them come true. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 303 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

3727963 FINDING ME: A Decade of Darkness, a Life Reclaimed. By Michelle Knight with M. Burford. Heartbreaking, shocking, and sometimes disturbing look at a world still largely hidden from public view. Adults only. 241 pages. Grove. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

4605448 CALL THE NURSE: True Stories of a Country Nurse on a Scottish Isle. By Mary J. MacLeod. Gaelic fortitude meets nurses’ undergrad. MacLeod’s charming tales encapsulate a Hebridean existence few have the good fortune to experience. 320 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

209906X A BOY WITHOUT HOPE. By Casey Watson. Just five years old, Will Miller was found naked and alone playing on a live railway track after he and his parents stretch with various foster parents, he comes to Casey Watson. Casey is determined to help him overcome his demons and show him the love and support he deserves. But how far will she go to save him? 296 pages. HarperElement. Pap. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3741230 IN MY HANDS: Compelling Stories from a Surgeon and His Patients Fighting Cancer. By Steven A. Curley. In this personal narrative, Dr. Curley provides a surgeon’s perspective on treating one of our most feared diseases, creating an inspiring and uplifting experience. 283 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

3760472 MY INVENTIONS. By Nikola Tesla. Visionary, pioneer, and eccentric genius, Tesla was the quintessential scientist of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Two of his creations, the induction motor and the Tesla coil, underpin the electronics world we live in today. Here, he tells the story of his life, from his humble beginnings in Croatia to his feats of invention. 108 pages. Arcturus. Pap. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

2954633 ABSOLUTE MAYHEM: Secret Confessions of a Porn Star. By M. Mayhem & L. Grim. In this funny and disarmingly s ámbolic memoir, the most famous porn star, reveals the ins and outs of making it big in Los Angeles, the pornography capital of the world. Adults only. Color photos. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Pap. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95
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3712206 STRANGLER. By Corey Mitchell. To the outside world, Anthony Allen Shore was an average guy. A twice-divorced father who drove a low-budget Motrocycle. Handsome and charismatic, he generally kept a low profile, but in his mind he was a superstar. Mitchell recounts the case of its beginning, its investigation, and the closing down. 16 pages of photos. 383 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pp. $7.99 $3.95

★ 6964428 DEAD AND BURIED. By Corey Mitchell. Two young women. Both savagely attacked, raped, and murdered. As authorities worked to find clues to the killer’s identity, a parole officer pays a routine visit to one of his charges—Rez Allan Klebs. After sentencing Klebs back to jail for violating his parole, the officer makes a gruesome discovery: 16 pages of photos. 399 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pp. $7.99 $3.95

3762408 THE EVERYTHING MAFIA BOOK, 2ND EDITION. By Scott M. Deitch. This fascinating volume takes you beyond fiction and tabloid to relate true life accounts of all the major players in the American Mafia. From Al Capone to John Gotti, you’ll come away with a better understanding of America’s most notorious crime families. Photos. 289 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pp. $15.95 $3.95

5368793 THE MANSON WOMEN AND ME: Monsters, Morality, and Murder. By Mike Meredith. Meredith began visiting Leslie Van Houten and Patricia Krenwinkel in prison to discover how they changed during their incarceration. The more she got to know them, the more she was lured into a deeper dilemma—What compels “normal” people to do unspeakable things? Through their stories, Meredith takes readers on a dark journey into the very heart of evil. Photos. 351 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pp. $17.95 $5.95


★ 2930366 THE 10 WORST PSYCHOPATHS: The Most Devastated Killers in History. By Victor McQueen. A look at history’s most notorious killers, seeking to show how their lives illustrate classic psychopathic personality traits. Though almost impossibly despicable, many of these individuals were charming and charismatic. Chillingly, psychopaths are usually the person you would least suspect. Pp. $9.95

★ 6957811 KILLER CLOWN: The John Wayne Gacy Murders. By Terry Sullivan with P.T. Maiken. Reconstructing the investigation from records of John Wayne Gacy’s male pazzies, the gruesome discovery of 29 corpses of abused boys in Gacy’s crawlspace and four others found in the nearby river—the author’s shocking eyewitness account takes you where few true crime authors have ventured. Photos. 315 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pp. $7.99 $3.95


★ 2930817 THE WORLD’S WORST CRIMINALS: An A-Z of Evil Men and Women. By Charlotte Greig. Anyone who has been on the receiving end of a crime will know that all criminals are bad. But these evil deeds are a different league. This text packs over a hundred of the most extreme including David Berkowitz, Al Capone, Jean Corona, Jack the Ripper, and Bugsy Siegel. Photos. 304 pages. Sierius. Paperback. Pp. $12.95 $4.95


★ 5998492 A KILLING IN AMISH COUNTRY: Sex, Betrayal, and a Cold-Blooded Murder. By G. Olsen & R. Morris. An investigation of the 2009 death of a man murdered in his own bed. Detectives focused on her husband, Eli Weaver, and one of his friends, Mennonite Barb Raber. The case turned on lists that were only the tip of the iceberg that was suspected of killing his wife in over 200 years of American history, and the investigation raises many questions. Photos. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. $14.99 $6.95

2847973 CARTEL WIVES: A True Story of Deadly Decisions, Steadfast Love, and the Battle Against the Hells Angels and the Nation’s Biggest Drug Gang. By Jeff Buch et al. Twenty years working undercover in the netherworld of drugs left Buck burned out and grappling with the quiet job of police chief in the small town of Reminderville, Ohio—until a simple domestic assault case turned out to have links to the murder of a drug runner in uptake New York. He had stumbled onto a world where he had made no name to topple an empire once deemed invincible. Photos. 304 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pp. $15.99 $3.95

2881705 TAKEDOWN: A Small-Town Cop’s Battle Against the Hells Angels and the Nation’s Biggest Drug Gang. By Jeff Buch et al. Twenty years working undercover in the netherworld of drugs left Buck burned out and grappling with the quiet job of police chief in the small town of Reminderville, Ohio—until a simple domestic assault case turned out to have links to the murder of a drug runner in uptake New York. He had stumbled onto a world where he had made no name to topple an empire once deemed invincible. Photos. 304 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pp. $15.99 $3.95

★ 2881667 SEE HOW MUCH YOU LOVE ME. By Amber Hunt. When 17-year-old Tyler Hadley exposed mom mob boss to a party at his house, he was drawing him into a deadly crime scene. Tyler had bludgeoned his parents to death with a hammer and he was preparing to tell his friend. This account takes readers deep inside the mind of this real-life killer. Photos. 280 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pp. $7.99 $3.95

★ 2841002 DENIAL OF JUSTICE: Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Nation’s Biggest Cover-Up: By Assassination Investigation in History. By Mark Shaw. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated TV star and media icon Dorothy Kilgallen died in 1965. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by more than five decades of government cover-up and media silence. Photos. 473 pages. Post Hill. Pp. $27.00 $19.95


2950842 LITTLE SHOES: The Sensational Depression-Era Murders That Became My Family’s Secret. By Pamela Everett. In the summer of 1937, a California triple murder stunned the nation. After a week long manhunt for the killer, a suspect emerged, and his sensational trial captivated the country. Justice was swift, and the condemned man was buried away with the horrifying story. The author takes us on a journey uncovering haunting details of the case. 16 pages of photos. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pp. $23.99 $9.95

2852942 MURDER IN BRENTWOOD. By Mark Fuhrman. For O.J. Simpson to get away with murder, an innocent cop had to be destroyed. Now the former LAPD detective tells the story of his one-man mission to expose the cover-up that led to Simpson’s acquittal and how Simpson’s interrogation and prosecution were bungled. Illus. 341 pages. Regney. Paperback. Pp. $19.99 $9.95
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**Crime & Criminals**

- **DVD 3716104 MAKING A SERIAL KILLER.** Full screen. Get a chilling look at the most notorious serial killers in our nation’s history—some of them unsolved. Featuring interviews and commentary from leading criminal and justice experts. This 13 documentary series profiles everyone from Ted Bundy to Charles Manson to the Columbine shooters. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

- **3755655 SACMEDD: Learn from the Deadly and Deranged Heeds Not How to Be a Victim.** By Gini Graham Scott. The chilling details of the most prevalent consumer and money scams lurking in our midst and the wisdom of how each one can be avoided. Coverage includes: auto repair scams; insurance scams, housing and real estate house-flip scams; phony investments; and many others. 267 pages. Allworth. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

- **2904268 THE RIGHT WAY TO DO WRONG.** By Harry Houdini. A republication of the text of The Right Way to Do Wrong: An Expose of Successful Criminals, originally published in 1924. Written with humor, these lively chapters recount the techniques of burglars, sneak thieves, shoplifters, and pickpockets as well as those of crime writers, judges, and counterfeiters. 73 pages. Dover. Paperback. $6.95

- **2995700 THE EDUCATION OF A CORONER: Lessons in Investigating Death.** By John Bateson. Ken Holmes worked in the Marin County Coroner’s Office for thirty six years, starting as a death investigator and ending as the three term elected coroner. Go on a tour of the hair raising and heartbreaking cases of lives Ken Holmes has encountered and the details he has learned from his victims. 358 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $5.95

- **296399X THE GIRL ON THE VELVET SWING: Sex, Murder, and Madness at the Dawn of the Twentieth Century.** By Simon Baatz. The madam that made the Gilded Age a byword for sin. She, along with her criminal bedfellows, shocked the world. She spread her story to the United States by her public autographing parties. In this book, she tells her story. 392 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00. $8.95

- **2906481 ALL-AMERICAN MURDER: The Rise and Fall of Aaron Hernandez.** By James Patterson et al. Between the summers of 2012 and 2013, all-America who became the youngest player in NFL history to make a Pro Bowl, and an NFL star who could not play football any longer after suffering a career-ending head injury on the New England Patriots, was linked to a series of violent incidents culminating in the end on the New England Patriots, was linked to a series of violent incidents culminating in the death of Odin Lloyd, a semi-pro football player. Between the summers of 2012 and 2013, all-America who became the youngest player in NFL history to make a Pro Bowl, and an NFL star who could not play football any longer after suffering a career-ending head injury on the New England Patriots, was linked to a series of violent incidents culminating in the death of Odin Lloyd, a semi-pro football player. 508 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

- **3709612 THE PIERRE HOTEL AFFAIR: How Eight Gentleman Thieves Orchestrated the Largest Jewel Heist in History.** By Thomas N. Sacco. The startling and sensational true story of the most famous unsolved heist in American history; the theft of 26 million diamonds in front of America’s Pierre Hotel. This is a suspenseful narrative of mafia intrigue, police corruption, and personal betrayal in one of the greatest heists in American history. 402 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.75. $13.95

- **376340X THE TRUNK MURDERS: Winnie Ruth Judd.** By Jana Bommestad. The award winning journalist re-investigates the twisted, bizarre murder case that has captivated the nation for decades. She followed the trail to an abandoned home, long hidden, but gets Winnie Ruth Judd to break her life-long silence and finally speak. 16 pages of photos. 317 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

- **6502121 UNRESENT: The Strange & (Sometimes) Terrible Life of Lorne Campbell, Satan’s Choice & Hell’s Angels Biker.** By Peter Edwards. During his nearly 50 years with the Satan’s Choice Motorcycle Club and Hell’s Angels, Lorne Campbell saw club life still closer to the hard, dead-end life of the real “ עובד ציוק,” last of the independent West Side Jewish bosses, and Lenny Patrick, the eventual head of the Syndicate’s “Jewish Wing.” Photos. 225 pages. NIPUP. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95.

- **3769726 HUNTING EL CHAPO: The Inside Story of the American Lawman Who Captured the World’s Most-Wanted Drug Lord.** By A. Hogan & D. Century. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This gripping account follows Hogan as he led an elite brigade of trusted Mexican marines, piling into military helicopters, armored pickups and SUVs, racing door to door through the cartel's stronghold of Sinaloa to bring the ruthless kingpin before he escapes justice once again. 16 pages of color photos. 433 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99. $5.95

**Politics**


- **2830000 CLINTON CASH: The Untold Story of How and Why Foreign Governments and Businesses Helped Make Bill and Hillary Rich.** By Peter Schweizer. Illuminates the truth of the Clinton’s considerable wealth, revealing how the eminently powerful couple regularly bilks the lines between politics, philanthropy and business. Schweizer exposes suspicious Clinton Foundation contracts and the disaster relief awarded to friends of Hillary and Bill; and much more. 243 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

- **6874599 DRAIN THE SWAMP: How Washington Corruption Is Worse Than You Think.** By Ken Buck with B. Blankschaen. Chronicles the ills that beset the whole of our nation’s capital. You’ll learn what really goes on behind closed doors, how committee chairmanships are bought, and why one third of the discretionary spending in the federal budget is illegal. Buck’s account is shocking in its revelation, but practical in its plans for reform. 218 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $26.98. $2.95

- **2987899 THE GREAT DESTROYER: Barack Obama’s War on the Republic.** By David Limbaugh. Like a prosecuting attorney, makes his case that the Obama administration is a real and present danger to the Republic. It outlines the reality behind the administration’s rhetoric and shows how Obama has been a one-man wrecking ball. 503 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $4.95

- **8875053 NO GO ZONES: How Sharia Law Is Coming to a Neighborhood Near You.** By Andrew McDonald. Bestselling investigative reporter, Kassam, takes you into Islamic areas you might not even know existed, communities, neighborhoods, and whole cities that are unapologetically Islamic law is king, and extremism grows. Compelling in its reporting, shocking in its detail, this volume is one of the most frightening true stories you will read. 288 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99. $5.96
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3748766 AMERICAN ECUMENICAL AND AMERICAN INNOCENCE. By R. Grivetti & O. Haplophront. This is a collection of the conveniently stories, or fake news, we’re told that lead us to think that the U.S. is a force for good in the world, regardless of its selectivity and politics. The more the merrier, the more that the chosen one of the imperialist war that the U.S. has brought on the planet. 322 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

3751899 IT’S EVEN WORSE THAN YOU THINK, REVISED: What the Trump Administration Is Doing to America. By David Cay Johnston. Since he was elected, Donald Trump has diminished the presidency and the country backward. He has defunded himself and his party to the government into a kleptocracy. Meanwhile, nests of political termites work at destroying the government from within. Johnston is here to tell you how it’s even worse than you think. 332 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

3714077 IT’S EVEN WORSE THAN YOU THINK: What the Trump Administration Is Doing to America. By David Cay Johnston. No journalist knows Donald Trump better than Johnston who has been following Trump since 1986, and in this detailed commentary he goes inside the administration to show how the federal agencies that touch the lives of all Americans are being undermined by this novel administration. 306 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00

2950219 THE PLOT TO DESTROY TRUMP. By Theodore Roosevelt Malloch. Exposes the efforts orchestrated by anti-trump forces in the Deep State that believes with memories written by former MI6 agent Christopher Steele for Fusion GPS, an intelligence firm, and from there the trail opens up spreading its reach throughout Washington, the FBI, the DOJ, and the White House. The plot is a dissection of absolute government and zero representation. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

6948537 GOVERNMENT ZERO: No Borders, No Language, No Culture. By Michael Savage. Sounds the alarm about how progressives and radical Islamists are both working to destroy Western Civilization and remake it in their own respective images. Blending in-depth analysis and biting commentary, Savage reveals the chilling product: a socialist, Islamist dictatorship of absolute government and zero representation. 58 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

5571324 63 DOCUMENTS THE GOVERNMENT DOESN’T WANT YOU TO READ. By Jesse Ventura with D. Russell. The same official who heads the Fit RTF is a toxic about the Wikileaks’ revelations: “leaks” of information every citizen in a democracy should be able to access—are front and center in the documents presented here: the CIA’s guide to assassination, terror attacks planned by the U.S., and much more. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6872968 9 PRESIDENTS WHO SCREWED UP AMERICA: And Four Who Tried to Save It. By Brian Stelter. The same officials who are at war with the media are behind the leaks. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99


3703981 UNCLE JOHN’S POLITICAL BRIEFS. By the Bathroom Readers’ Institute. We’re the people think politicians are funny, or no matter which side of the aisle they’re on. From city council to world stage, you’ll find the most absorbing “governmental” articles on the history of Donald Trump and the only ones who shocked him into realizing the American voters. 276 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

3033562 WHO RULES THE WORLD? By Noam Chomsky. An incisive, thorough analysis of the current international situation, explaining the way in which the US largely sets the terms of global discourse. Details how America’s rhetoric of freedom and human rights so often diverges from its actions. 307 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $35.00

6739622 RANKING THE VICE PRESIDENTS: True Tales and Trivia, from John Adams to Joe Biden. By Ian Randol Strock. Here you will find the information you need to know about Vice Presidents: such as, who lived the longest; who got married in office: who won the Nobel Prize, and who was charged with treason. Packed with facts and lists about of pages. Carrol Books. Pub. at $32.99

3749770 PALINISM: The Accidental Wit and Wisdom of Sarah Palin. Ed. by Jacob Westberg. Sometimes she makes perfect sense. Sometimes she makes something deeper than sense. And sometimes she turns a phrase that is destined for immortality. Here is a collection of hilarious Palinisms. Photos. 96 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

2987112 UNHINGED: An Insider’s Account of the Trump White House. By Omarosa Manigault Newman. Few have been closer to the center of the Oval Office than Omarosa. But that relationship is coming to a decisive and definitive end, longer than Omarosa. But that relationship is coming to a decisive and definitive end.

3762726 UNLIKEABLE: The Problem with Hillary. By Edward Klein. In this expose of Hillary Clinton and her race for the White House, Klein takes the reader behind the scenes and reveals in colorful detail and meticulously re-created conversations, the plots and secret plans hatched at her home to get the story in the national media. A definitive must read for any 334 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00

3762699 TIME TO GET TOUGH. By Donald J. Trump. President elect Donald J. Trump reveals his plan for America again! Trump is about to make the biggest deals of his life, and he’s going to make them for America. He’ll get tough, enforce our laws, get back control of our borders, insist on our national policies, protect our people and couple wages up. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 216 pages. Regency. Pub. at $16.99

6826753 WHAT DOES the DAMNED CLOWN DO? TRUMP. Ed. by Bandy X. Lee. Twenty-seven psychiatrists and mental health experts assess our new president—and what they find will disturb you. Acting on a “duty to warn” the American people, they explore what might be the real Trump’s symptoms and potential diagnoses to reveal a complex, if also dangerously mad. Commander in Chief. 360 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

2964332 OUTRAGE, INC.: How the Liberal Mob Ruined Science, Journalism, and Hollywood. By Derek Hunter. Exposes what happens when the extreme wing of a political faction claims exclusive domain over “truth” and works to destroy dissenting views and those who hold them. Reveals every angle of the liberal anger industry that has created systemic bias and subtle indoctrination to manipulate an unsuspecting public. 253 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $19.95

3747867 FROM COLD WAR TO HOT PEACE: An American Ambassador in Putin’s Russia. By Michael McFaul. A behind the scenes account of Russia-American relations from the optimistic days of the end of communism to the current challenges and dangers in the era of Putin. McFaul blends history and memoir to explain how Russia really works, and why America has entered into a dangerous new era of confrontation with Putin’s Russia. Color photos. 342 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00

3724638 TRUMP’S AMERICA: The Truth About Our Nation’s Great Comeback. By Newt Gingrich. Former Speaker of the House, Newt Gingrich, presents a clear portrait of this historic presidency and the tremendous, positive impact it has on our nation and the world. He illuminates the challenges faced by the White House staff, the games the fake news media politics, and legislative inighting in Congress. 341 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

6949650 RETAKING AMERICA: Crushing Political Correctness. By Nick Adams. Political correctness has taken hold of the modern world, and Adams believes that America is the only nation that can stop its devastation. With creativity, flair, and his trademark wit, he deftly exposes why political correctness lurks behind every problem in our nation today, and why it is every American’s patriotic duty to defy its mandates. 230 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

6729843 CORPORATE CONSPIRACIES: How Wall Street Took Over West. By R. Belzer & D. Wayne. Takes a hard look at the myriad wrongs done to the American people by big business. From the way mainstream media controls us to the trillion dollar scams perpetrated by Big Oil and Big Pharma, Belzer and Wayne reveal how the capitalist regime has us all under its thumb. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

2855763 1917: Lenin, Wilson, and the Birth of the New World Disorder. By Arthur Herman. Taken together, Lenin and Wilson unleashed the disruptive ideologies that would sweep the world—from nationalism and globalism to Communism and terrorism—and change the shape of our world today. Herman reveals how Lenin and Wilson rewrote the rules of modern geopolitics, that we are still dealing with today. 480 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99

1427 MILITANT NORMALS: How Regular Americans Are Rebelling Against the Elite to Reclaim Our Democracy. By Kurt Schlichter. They built this country, they make it run and when called upon. The “Normal” Americans are the heart and soul of the nation, the regular Americans of all races, creeds, preferences, and both sexes who just want to raise their families and live in peace. Now they face a choice—either surrender their country to the ruling caste, or become even more militant. 286 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

3734102 RADICALS, RESISTANCE, AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Remake America. By Bruce Schiffer. This compelling, narrative features the author’s keen analysis of explosive new information that reveals the anti-trump conspirators’ corrupt methods and goals that they seek to impose on the Left through subversive plot against the foundation of American liberty. Judge Pirro is sounding the alarm and warns patriotic Americans before its too late.
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Politics

2956535 THE CASE FOR IMPEACHING TRUMP. By Elizabeth Holtzman. Holtzman establishes the requirements for impeachment as set out by the Constitution and proves that President Trump’s actions have already met those requirements. The former Congresswoman’s warm and persuasive defense of the definitive, constitutional case that Trump can be impeached, and the process should start now. 162 pages. Holt Books. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

2912775 DEATH OF A NATION: Planting Politics and the Making of the Democratic Party. By Dinesh D’Souza. Offers a bracing alternative vision of American history, one that explains the dark and problematic past of the Democratic Party, and exposes the hidden truth from the political scene that comes not from the conservative right but rather from Democrats and progressives on the left. SHOPWORK. 316 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $8.95

297603X UNMASKED: Big Media’s War Against Trump. By L. B. Bozell Jr. and J. Graham. In this fascinating examination of the media’s war on Donald Trump, Bozell and Graham expose the weaponized and racist attacks from the “news” media as a deliberate attack on democracy with their unethical attempts to manipulate public opinion. They also reveal what stories in the “news” media have been suppressed, and who was behind them. Exposed as published. 236 pages. Humanix. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

297512X THE IMMORAL MAJORITY: Why Evangelicals Chose Political Power over Christian Values. By Ben Howe. The author analyzes and debunks the intellectual and manipulative rhetoric of the leading religious evangelicals leaders use to convince Christians to toe the Republican Party line. He walks us through the history of the Christian right as well as the events of the last three decades that have state the conservative movement at large. Led to the current events. 265 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

2975113 WITCH HUNT: The Story of the Greatest Mass Delusion in American Political History. By Gregg Jarrett. Factual, high-stakes拿到 the story of the witch hunt that has besieged America today as it continues to grow, until it is in danger of destroying American liberty. The author’s investigation of the witch hunt is based on hundreds of hours of research and interviews. The book is a necessary read for anyone interested in the future of American politics. 354 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

291227X SECRET EMPIRES: How the American Political Class Hides Corruption and Embraces Family and Friends. By Peter Schweizer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. President Trump has exposed the dark underbelly of the American political establishment and revealed how a small number of the nation’s elite are working behind the scenes to manipulate power and influence. This book provides a detailed look at the political power structures that have formed a part of the country’s political landscape for decades. 490 pages. HarperLux. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

2945398 LIVING WITHOUT ELECTRICITY: Lessons from the Amish. By S. Scott & K. Rice. In a world where technology is king, it is easy to forget that there are other ways to live. This book explores the Amish way of life and shows how it can be applied to modern society. 165 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

295275X WHITE TRASH: The 400-Year Untold History of Class in America. By Nancy Isenberg. In this groundbreaking book, Isenberg reveals the history of class in America and how it has shaped the country. From the founding of the nation to the present day, Isenberg’s narrative offers a fresh perspective on American history. 320 pages. Basic. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2971488 SCOTTISH CLANS: A Very Peculiar History. By Fiona Macdonald. This fascinating and humorous little volume tells all about these close-knit groups, and their ancestry, myths, and legends. It also explores the origins and backgrounds of key Scottish clan names, which have formed a part of the country’s modern-day heritage. Illus., some color. 192 pages. Book House. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

Psychology

2969404 WORLD WITHOUT MIND: The Existential Threat of Big Tech. By Franklin Foer. Without pausing to consider the costs, the world has rushed to embrace four titanic corporations: Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Google. These firms purport to make the world a better place, but Foer argues that they have laid waste to privacy, produced a narrow culture of misinformation, and put us on a path to a world without mind. 257 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

262737X DIFFICULT PERSONALITIES: A Practical Guide to Managing the Hurtful Behavior of Others (and how own). By H. E. McGrath & H. Edwards. Taking the American Psychiatric Association’s widely used Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders as its starting point, this guide helps readers navigate through a dozen different personality traits and types, detailing their common characteristics and underlying motivations. It also helps equip readers with numerous strategies for dealing with difficult behaviors. 285 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

Social Science

294387X COMMANDER IN CHEAT: How Golf Explains Trump. By Rick Reilly. For Trump, it’s always about winning. To do it, he uses the tricks he picked up from the hustlers at the public course where he learned the game as a college kid, and then polished as one of the most successful business moguls of our time. Reilly reveals in this outrageous indictment of Trump’s appalling behavior when it comes to the sport, that he’s an unapologetic cheat. 244 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

2976713 THE WAR FOR AMERICA’S SOUL. By Sebastian Gorka. The author shows how Donald Trump articulated a new American nationalism that has been an extraordinary force for economic and political order. He also provides practical advice on how to win the fight against globalism, and practical this title belongs in the hands of every American. 223 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

2976767 POWER GRAB: The Liberal Scheme to Undermine Trump, the GOP, and Our Republic. By Jason Chaffetz. The former House Majority Leader of the United States, Chaffetz, tells the story of how Democrats and the liberal media have tried to undermine President Trump from the moment he took office, and exposes the tactics and strategies that they have used to try to remove him from power. 299 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95


2976543 AGAINST SOCIALISM, By Rand & Kelley Ashley Paul. Outlining the history of socialism, Rand Paul proves that socialism has failed in every nation, unleashing a plague of oppressive government control. He gives readers a timeless response to the threat and a call to renew the values that preserve freedom. 448 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

Philosophy

2900831 IN PRAISE OF IDLENESS. By Bertrand Russell. In this celebrated essay, Russell champions the seemingly incongruous notion that realizing our full potential, and thus enjoying the greatest possible success and happiness, is not accomplished by working harder or smarter, but through harnessing the extraordinary power of idleness. Illus. 178 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95
null
Science

2964627 THE WATER WILL COME: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World. By Jeff Goodell. A definitive account of the coming water, why and how this will happen, and what it will all mean. Goodell employs fact, science, and first-person reporting to ground the journalism to show vivid scenes from what already is becoming a world water. Photos. 340 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95


6806230 SPECIAL RELATIVITY AND CLASSICAL FIELD THEORY. By L. Susskind & J. Friedman. With math that is as simple as possible and enlightening sketches, the authors take us on an entertaining journey into Einstein’s universe and unmask the secrets of the universe to time-travel physics. Illus. 152 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

★ 5760721 THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE: Our Eye on the Universe. By Vanessa Tomes with T.C. Read. Learn how this groundbreaking instrument gathers data and imagery and transmits them to Earth. Filled with some of the Hubble Telecope’s most spectacular images, this stunning volume brings readers up to date on weather patterns on our solar system’s planets, star clusters; star nurseries and distant galaxies; and massive black holes. 80 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

★ 6817815 EXPLANATIONS: Diamond Worlds, Super Earths, Pulsar Planets, and the New Search for Life Beyond Our Solar System. By M. Summers & J. Trefil. Explores the remarkable recent discoveries in space: planets revolving around pulsars; planets made of diamond; planets that are mostly water; and numerous rogue planets wandering through the emptiness of space. The authors argue we have to change how we think about the universe and our place in it, because it is more interesting than we could have imagined. Illus., most in color. 218 pages. Smithsonian. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 3751490 INFLUENCIA: The Humble Plant to Cure the Deadliest Disease in History. By Jeremy Brown. A veteran ER doctor explores the terrifying and complex history of the flu virus from the origins of the Great Flu of 1918 that killed millions to the questions that still vex us today. Though a hundred years of advancement in medical research have passed, Dr. Brown warns that many of the most vital questions, continue to confuse and deform the leading experts of today. 258 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

DVD 2834189 CURiosity WITH STEPHEN HAWKING. Widescreen. Stephen Hawking unrolls his personal, compelling vision of the beginning of the universe, or what created the universe in which we live? Hawking takes the journey a step further, as physics and cosmology become tools to answer questions that philosophers have struggled with for thousands of years. English SOH. Over three hours. Gaim. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

3699919 ANATOMICA, REVISED EDITION: The Complete Home Medical Reference. By Robin Arnold et al. Complete medical information to comprehensively cover major body locations, body systems, health issues, and diagnostic techniques. Detailed explanations by medical experts illuminate the role and function of each body part, while more than 1,000 full-color illustrations reveal their structure and complex interrelationships. 648 pages. Global Book Publishing. 9¼x12. Pub. at $59.95 $19.95


3722457 MAGNITUDE: The Scale of the Universe. By K. Arcand & M. Watzke. Takes us on an expansive journey to the limits of size, mass, distance, time, and temperature in our universe. We examine the smallest possible particle within an atom to the unfathomably large black hole in our galaxy, understanding magnitude in the Universe in a clear way. Illus. in color. 162 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

2852136 MICROBIA: A Journey into the Unseen World Around You. By Eugenia Bone. Explores what microbes are and how they live and compiles the microbiomes of soil, plants, animals, and places, explaining such things as labeling some bacteria “good” and others “bad.” Walks you through this invisible world of the unseen and helps you realize that we share everything. 272 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $29.95 $9.85

2601162 CURVOLGY. By David Bamberge. Few things are as tantalizing as a woman’s curves— and the new physics. The only mammals on Earth whose females have curvy bodies, here, a researcher gets to the bottom of this anatomical mystery, exploring the social and psychological consequences of curvy female human curves and fat. 227 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $26.95 $8.95

★ 2799871 THE GRAPHENE REVOLUTION: The Weird Science of the Ultrathin. By Brian Clegg. Graphene is the strongest substance ever discovered, a far better conductor than any metal, and able to act as a molecular sieve to purify water. Exploring this science, this volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines. From the Big Bang to black holes, quantum physics so fascinating. Illus. 297 pages. Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3738701 SCALE: The Universal Laws of Growth, Innovation, Sustainability, and the Pace of Life in Organisms, Cities, Economies, and Companies. By Geoffrey West. Visionary physicist Geoffrey West is a pioneer in the field of complexity science, the science of emergent systems and networks. The term “complexity” can be misleading because he had found an underlying simplicity that unites the seemingly complex and diverse phenomena of living systems, including our bodies, our cities, and our businesses. 479 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

★ 6902855 HUMAN ORIGINS: 7 Million Years and Counting. By New Scientist. Recounts the most astonishing evolutionary tale in our history, our ancestors made the first tentative steps towards becoming human, how we lost our fur but gained language, fire and tools, how we strode out of Africa, transformed farming and cities, and ultimately created modern civilization. Illus. 241 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

★ 3697280 HASSELBLOD & THE MOON LANDING. By Deborah L. Levine. In 1969, Hasselblad was hired by NASA to build cameras to photograph the宇 普特 部 pulling out of the Apollo 11 astronauts. The first five cameras arrived on the Moon, where they remain to this day. They brought back film magazines containing the finest of these featured here alongside the mission time-line, and transcripts of the conversations between the astronauts and Mission Control. 95 pages. Ammonite. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 2837072 QUANTUM PHYSICS: Einsteins’s Guide as Easy as It Gets! By Michael J. Ford. Quantum physics explores the behavior of matter and energy at the atomic and subatomic levels. This clear and insightful guide skips the math and walks you through the essential concepts, paradoxic experiments, and theories that make quantum physics so fascinating. Illus. 340 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3745945 SOMETHING DEEPLY HIDDEN: Quantum Worlds and the Emergence of Spacetime. By Sean Carroll. One of the world’s most celebrated writers on science rewrites the history of twentieth-century physics. He shows for the first time that facing up to the essential puzzle of quantum mechanics utterly transforms how we think about space and time. His rethinking of quantum mechanics with Einstein’s theory of relativity changes everything. 347 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

DVD 2928200 ARTHUR C. CLARKE COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Presents three extraordinary collections from one of science fiction’s most enigmatic series. In Mysterious World dinosaurs, the Loch Ness Monster, Big Foot and UFOs are investigated. Mysterious Discoveries, the Pyramids, crop circles and other bizarre phenomena. Finally, in World of Strange Powers Clarke treads into the world of the supernatural. Nearly 22 hours on four DVDs. ITV Studios.


★ 6562811 ASTROPHYSICS FOR PEOPLE. By Neil deGrasse Tyson. While you wait for your morning coffee to brew, for the bus, the train, or a plane to arrive, this small volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines–from the Big Bang to black holes, quantum physics so fascinating. Illus. 297 pages. Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6731961 HUBBLE’S UNIVERSE, 2ND EDITION: Greatest Discoveries and Latest Images. By Terence Dickinson. Offers a compelling tribute to one of the greatest achievements in the history of astronomy: the Hubble telescope. Dickinson describes the revolutionary discoveries made possible by Hubble’s tour of the heavens, as well as a portfolio of its most astounding and groundbreaking images. 336 pages. Firefly. 10½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

★ 2812159 BRIEF ANSWERS TO THE BIG QUESTIONS. By Stephen Hawking. The world famous cosmologist leaves us with his final thoughts on the biggest questions facing humankind. Will humanity survive? Does God exist? And are we just a few of the questions Hawking addresses in this wide ranging, passionately argued final book from one of the greatest minds in history. 230 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

5955993 CURRENT MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT 2016, FIFTH-FIFTH EDITION. Ed. By Mark E. Papadakis & S.J. McPhee. Written by top clinicians, this trusted resource, completely revised and updated, spares the fields of internal medicine, reviewing symptoms and signs, epidemiology, diagnosis, prevention, and treatment for over 1,000 diseases and disorders. 1904 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00 $24.95
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### Reference

**3743849 DE HAVILLAND MOTHS IN DETAIL**: By Stuart McKay. With its in-depth examination of these fascinating insects, this book provides a unique perspective on the world of moths. Includes many plates and descriptions of key features. 400 pages. Harridge & Sons. £9.95

**370454 2020 TROUT OF NORTH AMERICA CALENDAR**: Celebrate the many trout species swimming in the world's rivers. This calendar includes many images and details about the different species. September 2019 to December 2020. Workman. 12x12. $19.99

### Pets


**995801 TROOPER: The Bobcat**: By Forrest Bryant. Takes a closer look at the bobcat and how it interacts with and helps to protect the environment. 288 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $15.99

**2928183 THE LION IN THE LIVING ROOM**: By Sharon Ward Keeble. The Lion in the Living Room chronicles how House Cats Tamed Us and took over the World. By Abigail Tucker. To better understand the humans in our midst, Tucker believes the way cats have coevolved with humans to become the most powerful animals on the planet, and traces their rise from prehistory to the modern age. 241 pages. S&S. Paperbound. $12.95

**6918042 MY RESCUE DOG RESCUED ME: Amazing True Stories of Adopted Canine Heroes**: By Sharon Ward Keeble. An uplifting collection of stories of adopted dogs who came to their owners’ aid—whether it was saving them from physical threats or helping them to recover from mental illness, PTSD, and bereavement. 247 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99

**3709534 A DOG CALLED PERI: The True Story of a Beagle**: By Peter Martin. This heartwarming story of a remarkable dog, who changed the lives of her owners forever, will move dog lovers everywhere. It chronicles the story of a dog who, with incredible survival in the Vermont wilderness and her later adventures in the English countryside, displayed the same pluck, intelligence, devotion and unselfish love. 206 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**2965720 THE GRUMPY GUIDE TO LIFE**: In a world filled with inspirational gurus, one image is enough to --------------------

**3043232 CHIWOOWAH!**: By Melissa Sovey. This fun little volume showcases every type of Chihuahua in beautiful color photographs, paired with amusing stories and tidbits. The authors have captured the fun-loving and playful nature of this breed. 184 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $19.95

**3062007 SLEEPING WITH PETS**: By Lindsey Grant. As a professional pet nanny, Grant shared a bed with more dogs than she could count. She also cooked custom meals for exotic birds, took up brawls between cats and dogs, and dealt with each pet's unique needs. This book challenges the often obscure needs of their charges. 264 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

---

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
**92185X CATFULNESS: The Path to Inner Peace.** Compiled by Michael Powell. Cats run circles around us because they live moment to moment and follow the things that really matter in life. Featuring the wisdom and insight of cats, this delightful title shows how each day we can all live more catfully. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99

**9918301 BONO: The Amazing Story of a Rescue Cat Who Inspired a Community.** By Helen Brown. In May of 2012, a brown tabby was found by the side of a road during Hurricane Sandy, had survived a serious infection, and needed daily medications. As a “special needs” cat, he was an unlikely candidate for adoption. But as affection between them grew, Helen resolved to see that Bono found his forever home. She didn’t know that he would change her life in ways she never dreamed possible. 270 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**2857146 WALKING WITH PEETEY: The Dog Who Saved My Life.** By Eric O’Grey with M. Dagostino. Transformation can emerge from unexpected places—a visit to an animal shelter and finding a special dog ended Eric O’Grey’s life-long search for purpose. This story is for anyone ready to make a change in their life, and for anyone who knows the joy, love, and hope that a dog can inspire. Color illus. in color. 408 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.95

**6706304 SAVING SADIE: How a Dog That No One Wanted Inspired the World.** By Joal Derse Dauer with E. Ridley. An inspiring story about triumph, second changes, and unconditional love. This is the tale of patience and plenty of hope, Dauer adopted an injured and despondent dog, Sadie, and nursed her back to health. Through the process, Sadie forged Dauer’s life in a way she never could have imagined. Photos, some color. 244 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**6919599 101 USES FOR A MAINE COON CAT.** When it comes to charisma, good looks, and playfulness, the Maine coon is the king of cats. These warm and whimsical photos will have you oohing and aahing and laughing in no time. 136 pages. Dog & East. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3744671 PIT BULL HEROES: 49 Underdogs with Resilience and Heart.** By Greg Murray. Spotlights forty-nine pit bull underdogs who did the odds become heroes in their families, neighborhoods, and communities. Murray captures these pit bull heroes in their day to day lives and their inspiring stories. Illus. in color. 200 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $17.99

**3758302 MOLLY: The True Story of the Amazing Dog Who Rescues Cats.** By Colin Butcher. The heartwarming story of the man and dog team behind the United Kingdom Pet Detective Agency, revealing how the author, in need of a new lease on life, rescues Molly the dog; and how Molly in turn rescues many more beloved lost pets. This is more than a winning relationship. Molly is part of the family. Together, they are the Sherlock and Watson of missing pets. Color photos. 294 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99

**2860910 WARBLERS AND OTHER SONGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Life-Size Guide to Every Species.** By Paul Sterny. Features beautiful color photographs, with at least one life-size image of every bird and each different plumage. Includes a complete guide to every warbler, along with all the other songbirds of North America; species profiles; distribution map, and information about brood, plumage, and habitat. 393 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $29.99

**3724611 PETERSON REFERENCE GUIDE TO WOODPECKERS OF NORTH AMERICA.** By Stephen A. Shunk. A comprehensive guide to the natural habit and conservation of North America’s 23 woodpecker species. Methodically researched and illustrated with the work of 70 different nature photographers and artists, it’s an authoritative reference for fans of this unique and fascinating family. Illus. in color. 640 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00

**6697893 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA, SIXTH EDITION.** By J. Alderfer & J.L. Dunn. For 35 years this guide has been beloved by bird watchers young and old. In this new edition you’ll find: all 1,023 species of North America, 3,500 richly detailed illustrations and more than 900 maps color coded and updated, making this the best birder’s field guide ever. 591 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**299517A TALES OF AN AFRICAN VET.** By Roy阿森on. Brings back a veterinarian’s adventures with Africa’s animals and those who treat wild animals in their natural habitat. For lovers of outdoor adventure stories, this is a riveting volume with rich insights into both the animal and human cultures of Africa. 228 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2798632 OUR LOVE OF OWLS.** By Stan Tekiela. Beautiful and mysterious owls have enticed people throughout history. It is a rare delight to glimpse any owl, from the powerful Great Gray Owl to the tiny Elf Owl. Anyone interested in owls will find the wonders of nature will treasure this spectacular collection of stunning wildlife photographs and the amazing natural history of owls. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2042094 UNDER THE CHINOOK ARCH.** By John R. Magnuson. The hilarious story of life as a Montana veterinarian takes readers across a realistic and downright funny range. This collection of 32 tales is a must-read for animal doctors, animal lovers, cowboys, and those who have only imagined ranch life. Photos, 107 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**2981387 A HANDFUL OF HAPPINESS: How a Prickly Creature Softened a Prickly Heart.** By Massimo Vaccetta with A. Tomaselli. A veterinarian cares for a hedgehog, we learn that there’s no such thing as too small a thing if it’s done out of compassion and love. 16 pages of color photos. 184 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $22.99

**3744906 CONFESSIONS OF A VETERINARY NURSE: Paws, Claws, and Puppy Tails.** By Tracey Ison. Tracey’s dedication to her work with animals became a reality in 1986 when she secured a training position at a local veterinary practice. Assisting in life-saving and tricky operations, managing injured animals back to health, and shedding a tear or two, this is a humorous and sometimes bittersweet account of the life and times of a veterinary nurse. 112 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
Nature

372459X A NATURALIST AT LARGE: The Best Essays of Bernd Heinrich. From one of the finest and most respected writers of our time comes an engaging record of a life spent in close observation of the natural world. In essays that span several decades, they are collected for the first time together in this volume. Illus. 288 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95

★ 372103X A FIELD GUIDE TO CLEAN DRINKING WATER: How to Find, Assess, Treat, and Store It. By Joe Vogel. Clean drinking water is the first thing we need in an emergency. The author explains how to find, treat, and store safe drinking water, even in the most extreme conditions. This is a vital manual for backpackers, survivalists, and anyone who may need to know how to purify water for themselves and others. Illus. in color. 250 pages. $6.95

★ 3763990 THE OFFICIAL MACGYVER SURVIVAL MANUAL: 155 Ways to Save the Day. By Bob Gerber. A practical and comprehensive guide to the go anywhere, do it all, MacGyver style. With over 30 years of experience, the author explains how to use basic tools and techniques to solve problems in the field, whether you're hiking, camping, or traveling. $18.95

★ 207290X IN THE COMPANY OF TREES: Honoring Our Connection to the Sacred Power, Beauty, and Wisdom of Trees. By Andrea Sarubbi Fernstein. Learn about an ancient tree-based Celtic alphabet, see stunning photos of the petrified forest, and honor Thai tree spirits, while you rediscover the majesty of these majestic giants, and the eternal lessons nature provides. 268 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 3706723 THE FIREFIGHTER GUIDE TO MINERALS, ROCKS & GEMS. By Rupert Hochleitner. A practical and comprehensive guide to the go anywhere, do it all, MacGyver style. With over 30 years of experience, the author explains how to use basic tools and techniques to solve problems in the field, whether you're hiking, camping, or traveling. Illus. in color. 254 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

Gardening

2803054 WEEDING WITHOUT CHEMICALS: Bob’s Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. No matter what sort of weed is plaguing your garden, Flowerdew has a chemical-free way to keep it under control. From how to hoe and pick out weeds to regaining control in weed-infested areas, this guide will help you get rid of weeds naturally. Color photos. 112 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2873621 PLANTFUL: Start Small, Grow Big with 150 Plants That Spread, Self-Sow, and Overwinter. By Kristin Egger. Packed with a colorful palette of plants that self-sow, spread from their roots, and outlast our seasonal expectations. Green offers lessons on propagating and providing winter protection, striking a balance between letting surprises arise and taking creative control, and more. 222 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

672292X PLANTS YOU CAN’T KILL: 101 Easy-To-Grow Species for Beginners and The Rest of Us. It doesn’t matter how many plants you’ve killed in gardens past. It’s time to put those experiences behind you and finally grow something that will stay empty and bare spots. This is the only gardening guide you’ll ever need, and it includes more than 100 plant picks for every situation. Fully illus. in color. 173 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 6553470 GROWING VEGETABLES IN STRAW BALES: Easy Planting, Less Work, Early Harvests. By Josephine Letouller. Straw bales make inexpensive beds for your plants, providing an ideal growing medium for roots, and are easy to maintain. The author walks you through the process of selecting straw bales and fertilizing, preparing for planting, and caring for your straw bale garden. Illus. 92 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

★ 1410964 CARROTS LOVE TOMATOES, KALE LOVES CATS, and Other Duos Cried for Planting for Successful Gardening. By Louise Rohde. Compiled in alphabetical order, hundreds of listings of plants that enjoy and benefit from gardening skills quickly as well as those that are natural enemies, such as onions and beans. Illus. 219 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

★ 3702014 BERRIES, RASP- & BLACK. By Louise Rohde. Are you growing your own berry patch? Or do you have a raspberry or blackberry patch and want to know how to keep it in tip-top shape? Rohde will show you how in this helpful pamphlet. Drawings. 32 pages. Storey. Paperbound. $3.95

★ 3720200 GROW A HUMMINGBIRD GARDEN. By Eve Gellrich. Packed with practical information, innovative ideas, and creative projects, each bulletin contains hands-on instructions designed to help you master dozens of county living skills quickly and easily. You’ll discover how to grow the plants that hummingbirds love, how to choose the right plants, and how to maintain your plants in order to fill it with hummingbirds. Drawings. 32 pages. Storey. Paperbound. $3.95

★ 3716601 HOW TO PRUNE TREES & SHRUBS. By Barbara W. Ellis. Help your trees, shrubs, and vines look their best. This concise plant by plant guide explains how a plant responds to pruning, how to determine basic cuts, and tools that you can use to give your trees and shrubs confidence you need to take that first step. Illus. 124 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

5771813 HOW TO PROPAGATE: 250 Hardy Plants. By John Cushnie. In clear step-by-step instructions, the author explains how to sow seed, take cuttings, divide plants, layer, and graft. In addition to the practical information, innovative ideas, and creative projects, each bulletin contains hands-on instructions designed to help you master dozens of county living skills quickly and easily. You’ll discover how to grow the plants that hummingbirds love, how to choose the right plants, and how to maintain your plants in order to fill it with hummingbirds. Drawings. 32 pages. Storey. Paperbound. $3.95

1844003 MINI FARMING: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre. By Brett L. Markham. More than just a how-to for self-sufficiency, this guide teaches you the principles of mini-farming so that you will have the knowledge to make your own unique applications. Materials, tools, and techniques are detailed with over 100 full color photographs, tables, diagrams, and pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ 1858049 HOMEGROWN BERRIES: Successfully Grow Your Own Strawberries, Raspberries, Blueberries, Blackberries. By Teri Dunn Chase. Why buy berries from the supermarket when you can grow your own? Choose among all the first choice fruits. You’ll learn the best varieties for your region, how to care for your plants, and how to maintain them for peak harvest year after year. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

★ 3702197 GROW A BUTTERFLY GARDEN. By Wendy Potter-Springer. Packed with practical information, innovative ideas, and creative projects, each bulletin contains hands-on instructions designed to help you master dozens of county living skills quickly and easily. You’ll discover all about butterfly gardens, how they work, and how to plant one in this fun pamphlet. Drawings. 32 pages. Storey. Paperbound. $3.95

★ 3750817 PESTS & DISEASES. By P. Greenwood & A. Halstead. Are you a new gardener? Have the leaves of your favorite bush started to shrivel at the tips? If you have a plant with a problem and don’t know how to fix it, this book will show you how. It describes the most common pests and diseases, and helps you identify the symptoms. Color photos. 8x10%. Paper. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

★ 3723922 THE ELDERSBERG BOOK: Forage, Cultivate, Prepare, Preserve. By John Moody. Once a staple in homes across the world, and found along every highland, highway, and hedgerow, the elderberry is making a comeback. This definitive guide shows the many uses of elderberry, cultivating and foraging elderberry, and offers recipes for traditional food and medicinal uses. Illus. in color. 116 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 5870809 100 PLANTS TO FEED THE BEES: Provide a Healthy Habitat to Help Pollinators Thrive. By the Xerces Society. The first step toward protecting our pollinators is to provide the flowers they need, using no pesticides. This guide identifies the plants that bees—as well as butterflies, moths and hummingbirds—find most nutritious, including flowers, treefruit shrubs, herbs, and pasture plants. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 3750817 PESTS & DISEASES. By P. Greenwood & A. Halstead. Are you a new gardener? Have the leaves of your favorite bush started to shrivel at the tips? If you have a plant with a problem and don’t know how to fix it, this book will show you how. It describes the most common pests and diseases, and helps you identify the symptoms. Color photos. 8x10%. Paper. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95
Automobiles

- **2960338** THE MAGIC OF OLD TRACTORS. By Ian M. Johnston. This is the essential reading for tractor fanciers, who are passionate for classic tractors. The author invites you to become acquainted with the noblest world of spotters, grime and exhaust smoke. They will find the wonderful world of old tractors. Well illus., many in color. 176 pages. New Holland. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

- **2995093** SHOTGUNS ON REVIEW: 38 Guns Tried & Tested. By Bruce Buck. This volume contains 38 of Bruce Buck’s most popular gun reviews for Shooting Sportsman: The Essential Library of Wingshooting and Fine Guns. The reviews have been updated where necessary, covering field and target guns ranging from servicable to exquisite. There is also an informative section to analyze a gun intended for personal purchase. Illus. in color. 210 pages. Shooting Sportsman. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $30.00 $26.95

Collecting

- **330670** COLT: The Revolver of the American West. By Jeffrey Axelrod. This is a complete history of the most important and significant Colt firearms to document the history of Samuel Colt and his revolutionary invention. These include pieces of historical significance, opulently engraved specimens, and extremely rare models, as well as guns owned by Wyatt Earp, Theodore Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy, and others. Illus. in color. 280 pages. Pubs. at $45.00 $9.95

- **373465X** THE 1912 SEDARS CHRISTMAS BOOK. For generations, the much anticipated arrival of the Sears gift catalog signaled the start of the holiday season. This highly anticipated, 1912 Christmas edition offers a nostalgic look back to those bygone years, providing an interesting look at how merchandise has evolved over the years. Well illus., some in color. 210 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **6936393** GUNS OF THE OLD WEST: An Illustrated Reference Guide to Antique Firearms. By Charles Edward Chapel. Written by one of the foremost firearms experts of the 20th century, this exhaustively researched reference boasts an impressive catalog of antique Western guns, along with fascinating historical literature that frames the world in which these guns were used. Well illus. 306 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **3794926** ANTIQUE GLASS END-OF-DAY MARBLES. By Stanley A. Block. Nearly 900 beautiful color photographs display End of Day antique glass marbles produced by glass artists after hours to improve their skill. Also included are marbles from the “Golden Age” (1880-1918). A comprehensive guide to historical and antique marbles. Rounding out this valuable resource is a glossary, bibliography, index, and tables providing market values from 2002. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

- **3709264** THE COLT M1911 .45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL. By Jean Huon. Through more than 370 images, this title includes close-up views of markings, as well as a serial numbers list, and a visual breakdown of the weapon. Accessories such as magazines, ammunition, holsters, and cleaning kits are featured as well, throughout this reference. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **3769362** BUILT FOR ADVENTURE: The Classic Automobiles of Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt. By Ed Barr. Whether you aim to create custom or replacement parts or build an entire automobile body, this metalworking course will take you as far as your interests may lead. The book includes 45 step-by-step plates, historical and development projects, fully illustrated with step by step color photographs. 240 pages. Motorbooks. 8¼x10½. Pap. $26.95

- **6739832** SMITHSONIAN DRIVE: The Definitive History of Driving. This lavishly illustrated volume celebrates hot rod, 32 x 32. 2948583


- **2948559** ART OF THE CORVETTE. By Randy Leffingwell. With an authoritative text by Leftingwell, one of the world’s leading Corvette historians, and over 200 stunning photographs using a unique style of portraiture known as light-painting, this volume presents the Corvette as never before. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

- **2948583** DEUCE: The Original Hot Rod, 32 x 32. By Mike Chase. This lavishly illustrated volume celebrates hot rodding’s creator, the pioneer who commissioned studio photography featuring thirty-two of the best hot rods, both historic and contemporary. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

- **6917437** BUILT TO THRILL. By Clive Cussler. The grandmaster of adventure, Clive Cussler, reveals new treasures from his personal collection of classic automobiles. He explores the fins, the fenders, and the futuristic vehicles that defined the late ’40s, ’50s, and ’60s. Many of the real-world cars made their literary debuts in Cussler’s bestselling Dirk Pitt series. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Putnam. 12x9¼. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95

- **293801X** TYPEWRITERS: Iconic Machines from the Golden Age of Mechanical Writing. By Anthony Cassilo. A rich and well-told history, this lavishly illustrated book is the essential story of an invention that defined the QWERTY keyboard to the world’s first portable typewriter machine, eighty of these remarkable mechanical devices are presented here in magnificent detail. 208 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

- **293801X** TYPEWRITERS: Iconic Machines from the Golden Age of Mechanical Writing. By Anthony Cassilo. A rich and well-told history, this lavishly illustrated book is the essential story of an invention that defined the QWERTY keyboard to the world’s first portable typewriter machine, eighty of these remarkable mechanical devices are presented here in magnificent detail. 208 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

- **293801X** TYPEWRITERS: Iconic Machines from the Golden Age of Mechanical Writing. By Anthony Cassilo. A rich and well-told history, this lavishly illustrated book is the essential story of an invention that defined the QWERTY keyboard to the world’s first portable typewriter machine, eighty of these remarkable mechanical devices are presented here in magnificent detail. 208 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95
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237242 COMPACT CABINS: Simple Living in 1,000 Square Feet or Less. By Gerald Rowan. Create the cabin of your dreams with this exciting collection of 62 creative floorplans that feature innovative storage, a clever use of outdoor space, mix and match modular elements, and off the grid energy options, all in less than 1,000 square feet. Well illus. 216 pages. Storey. Pub. at $19.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95.

595429 GEARS & GEAR CUTTING FOR HOME Machinists, Revised. By Ivan Law. Offers practical, hands-on guidance for anyone who wants to design and cut their own gears on a lathe or milling machine. It teaches all of the fundamentals needed to understand gears and gear trains using plain, simple, non-technical language. Well illus. 136 pages. Fox Chapel. Pub. at $9.85.


696261 THE PVC PROJECT BOOK: 101 Uses for PVC Pipe in the Home, Garden, Farm and Workshop. By Charles A. Sanders. This guide offers ingenious projects that can be constructed from PVC piping, including small-scale greenhouses, hanging plants, livestock or pet feeders, gutter cleaners; and a wide range of containers, holders, and racks. Illus. 122 pages. Burford. Pub. at $12.95.

287865 THE UPHOLSTERER’S STEP-BY-STEP HANDBOOK: A Practical Reference. By Alex Law. Offers the perfect introduction to traditional and modern upholstery methods, with techniques for every level of experience. With beautifully photographed, step-by-step illustrations and inspiring photography, this guide will enable you to confidently create a statement piece of furniture for your home. 256 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.95.


2387218 TINY HOUSE DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND LIVING: Idiot’s Guides. By Todd D. R. Dorsett. A helpful how-to guide that gives you everything you need to know to design, construct, and thrive in a tiny home. Advice on lifestyle, downscaling, financing and insurance, and tips on designing and building a home that fits your needs. Pointers on ensuring your home is structurally safe from the foundation up, and ideas for organizing, decorating, and using your new space. 150 color photos. 303 pages. Rounded Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

4422430 FARM AND WORKSHOP WELDING. By Andrew Pearce. This guide provides everything you need to know to weld, cut and shape metal to the point to easy to read, it covers all the major types of welds, including arc welding, MIG welding, gas welding, TIG welding, plasma cutting, and more. Fully updated with the latest and most relevant advice. Well illus. many color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $16.95.


3732924 DO IT YOURSELF 12 VOLT SOLAR POWER, 3RD EDITION REVISED. By Michiel Daniek. If you want to introduce alternative power sources around your home or garden and even live totally off the grid and need a practical introduction to solar power and 12-volt supplies, here is the essential guide. This no-nonsense guide provides a useful back to basics approach for the layman who wants to understand the components of a DIY solar system. Well illus. 157 pages. Permanent. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

3760103 SKOOLIE! How to Convert a School Bus or Van into a Tiny Home or Recreational Vehicle. By Will Sutherland. A school bus can be easily adapted for an adventurous life on the go. With a little elbow grease and the right tools, anyone can convert a school bus into a customized tiny home. The author’s guidance leads you through the process start to finish, choosing your bus to installing insulation, outfitting a kitchen, a bathroom, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Storey. 11x8½. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95.

6733093 STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, SIXTEENTH EDITION. Ed. by H.W. Beatty & D.G. Fink. Definitive source for all the pertinent electrical engineering data essential to engineers. Completely updated, this 1,700-page reference presents a vast array of useful data, charts, and tables, including a complete backup of all the previous 15 editions. Each year, the handbook is updated with new material, and many of the original tables and charts are reworked. Featuring hundreds of detailed illustrations and contributions from more than 75 global experts, this state of the art volume is an essential tool. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $162.00.

DVD 2375838 TOP 100 NFL’S GREATEST PLAYERS. Widescreen. Based on the ESPN Monday Night Football panel of league experts, the top 100 NFL legends of all time are counted down, until the greatest player in league history is finally revealed. Collectors edition includes all the exciting NFL Network series plus a collectible 40-page booklet with player information and never before seen footage and highlights. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $44.99. $6.95.

299895X AN OCTOBER TO REMEMBER THE Tigers-Cards World Series as Told by the Men Who Played in It. By Brendan Donley. Recalls one of baseball’s most celebrated championship series in the voices of those who still remain, a collected narrative from a bygone era of major league baseball as they reflect fifty years later. Illustrates in detail what it was like to be a 1968 Cardinal, and what it was like to win it all and to lose it all. Photos. 311 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $16.95.


3750035 THE YEAR OF THE PITCHER. By Sridhar Pappu. In 1968, two astounding pitchers would dominate the game as never before. One was black, the other white—the stoic Bob Gibson, and the flashy Denny McLain. For one season, the nation watched as these two men and their teams swept their respective league championships to meet at the World Series, two games. 381 pages. HMH. At $16.99. $4.95.


3706249 YOU’RE THE UMPIRE: Mind-Boggling Questions to Test Your Baseball Acumen. By Wayne Stewart. Most of the situations included here come from real games, such as the time a fastball from Randy Johnson killed a bird in flight and what the umpire did to protect it. But some scenarios are made up to illustrate specific points or tests. Test yourself against your friends or against the iconic baseball rule book, It’s a challenge and a fun read! Photos. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

4928578X BEST OF BRUISER BRODY, VOL. 1. Collects 24 action-packed matches with Abdullah the Butcher, Wahoo McDaniel, Jerry Lawler, and a host of other greats in your new space. 16 matches, 28 videos and instalments. Includes classic interviews, promos, videos and Brody leaving broken bodies all over the wrestling world! Over three hours. Donor Films. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95.
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**Sports**

**DVD 6635822 BASEBALL’S GREATEST LEGENDS: Diamond Memories.** Presents an incredible collection of baseball history, heritage and folklore, featuring rare footage of some of baseball’s most historic moments, and interviews with Hall of Famers such as Mickey Mantle, Willie Mays, Dave Winfield, Tony LaSorda and Roy Campanella, as well as future Hall of Famers. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**DVD 3739678 30 FOR 30: Season II Films 1-30.** Season II includes acclaimed series 30 more films from some of today’s finest directors. Films include You Don’t Know Bo directed by Michael Bronfel. Eloyal to Marino directed by Greg Venticelli and NFL Films, Old School and Men directed by Jonathan Hock, No Mas directed by Eric Drah; and many more. Over 26 hours on twelve DVDs. ESPN. $7.95

**DVD 3737748 30 FOR 30: Season I Films 1-30.** From some of today’s finest directors comes a series of 30 films that will forever change the way you look at sports. From The Band That Wouldn’t Die, directed by Barry Levinson, to the electrifying line-up of Doc, directed by Ice Cube, each ESPN Films documentary illuminates an important event from 30 years in sports history. Over 26 hours on eleven DVDs. ESPN. Pub. at $4.95 $9.95

**DVD 3737299 CANADA CUP ’84.** Coming off the 1981 Canada Cup Final, Team Canada came into Calgary with a revamped team built around a core of future hall of famers—Wayne Gretzky, Mark Messier, Ray Bourque and Larry Robinson—and ready to win it all. It’s all here: eight Team Canada games from the tournament plus the 1981 Canada Cup Final between Canada and the USSR. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. VSC. $5.95

**DVD 2991578 HACK’S 191: Hack Wilson and His Incredible 1930 Season.** By Bill Chastain. Hack Wilson’s record 191 RBIs for the Chicago Cubs in 1930 may well stand the test of time, and so may his hard-drinking lifestyle. Chastain re-creates the most productive offensive season in baseball history while exploring the life of one of baseball’s most fascinating, enigmatic, and neglected characters. Photos, 262 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**DVD 3757579 GREEN BAY PACKERS HEROES.** Fullscreen. Documents the careers of some of the legends in Packers history. Experience the stories of the first captain, Mike Wright; the first draft, Mike Cofer; the first quarterback, Roger Staubach; the first championship game at Lambeau, 1961; and much more. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. ESPN. $17.95

**DVD 2988991 OUT OF THE CLOUDS: The Unlikely Horseman and the Unwanted Colt Who Conquered the Sport of Kings.** By L. Carroll & D. Robinson. Vander Hoffman’s tutelage and training, Stryme, a little chestnut thoroughbred, underwent an astonishing transformation and would become history’s biggest bargain. This fascinating story captures the aspirations of every underdog striving for their own piece of the American Dream. Photos. 310 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**DVD 3776765 CANADA CUP 1976.** The Road to XL presents the best hockey countries—Canada, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Finland, Sweden and the U.S.—competed in an international tournament. Canada was naturally considered the heavy favorite until the butterfly coach Scotty Bowman and players Bobby Orr, Larry Robinson and Guy Lapointe. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. VSC. $7.95

**375300X THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE TUESDAY CROSSWORD.** By Dave Shortz. Let’s face it, the week really begins once Monday’s finally over. If Tuesdays are your favorite, this collection of 50 easy puzzles will be the highlight of your week. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**DVD 2809710 PRO FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME: 85 Years of Greatness.** Fullscreen. For the first time ever, experience an up-close and personal look at the immortal stars of NFL history. In this landmark set, discover the players, coaches and owners as they share first hand accounts of the most memorable moments in the game. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $4.95

**DVD 3757650 A FOOTBALL LIFE: Season 1.** Widescreen. NFL Films showcases the lives and careers of NFL legends in the first season of the hit NFL Network series. Starting with a two part look inside the mind of New England Patriots’ head coach Bill Belichick and continuing through feature pieces on Kurt Warner, Walter Payton, Tom Landry, Al Davis, Mike Ditka and more. Over 4 hours on four DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $26.97 $5.95

**DVD 3748774 GIANTS AMONG MEN.** By Jack Canavan. From the mid 1950’s to the early 1960’s one team boosted the NFL to national prominence as none other: the New York Giants. Filled with historical and cultural insight and vivid portrait transcripts, the book explores the Giants’ nostalgia and sport trivia to faithfully depict a watershed era for both football and the American nation. 16 pages of photos. 315 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

**DVD 2994107 THE CHICAGO BEARS: A Tradition of Defense.** The Emmy Award-winning storytellers of NFL Films reveal the greatest defensive players in Chicago Bears history, from ‘Galloping Ghost’ Red Grange to Hall of Famers Doug Atkins to Dick Butkus and Brian Urlacher. With fascinating insights into the greatest plays, it also unveils the all-time starting 11 Bears defensive legends. 130 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 3757684 NFL GREATEST GAMES: 1987 AFC Championship.** Fullscreen. One year after John Elway and the Denver Broncos shocked the Cleveland Browns with the drive of the century in the 1986 AFC championship game, Cleveland and Denver cooked up another thriller. Now, the original network broadcast is yours to own. This one-of-a-kind classic is a must for any Broncos fan. 165 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

**2962282 WRIGHTFIELD YEAR BY YEAR, THIRD EDITION REVISED: A Century at the Friendly Confines.** By Jack Carlson. This is the story about a football team that shaped the lives of nearly 15 hours of action with the likes of Johnny Unitas, Lombardi, Staub, Stabler, Jimmy Golden, the Hogs, Street and many more! Over 60 matches, interviews, bonus footage and a special interview with Ron Fuller. Five DVDs. Donrock Films. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**DVD 2969599 STEELERS: The Ultimate Collection.** This incredible box set compiles some of the greatest moments in the team’s illustrious history. The Road to XL takes viewers through the closest Super Bowl run in NFL history. Super Bowl XL presents the most celebrated moments from the Steelers’ spectacular run in the ’00s. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $79.99 $24.95

**376009X NOMAD: Designing a life with Escape and Adventure.** By Emma Reddington. Discover how a new generation of nomads are finding their way to freedom, and how you can also. Features a primer on all the ins and outs of life in a small mobile space including choosing the right home, the cost of renovation, where to park, and more. With extensive resources, this manual will help you turn your nomadic dreams into reality. Well illus. in color. 318 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**Games**

**3705463 EASY CARD TRICKS: Over 70 Tricks That Anyone Can Learn!** By Peter Arnold. Astound your friends and family with these easy and fun card tricks. Perfect for the budding magician, they include mathematical dupes, sleights of hand, “mind-reading” stunts, shady shuffles, and impossible predictions. Illus. 176 pages. Hart Publishing. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**6826083 STRESS LESS WORD SEARCH.** By Charles Timmerman. Offers 100 stress-reducing word search puzzles, featuring engaging and entertaining themes, including the beauty of the American West, healthy living, nature, outer space, sports, and much more. 20 x 20 grids. Solutions provided. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $3.95
**Games**

- **3759276 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES.** Ed. by Will Shortz. People who like to relax and unwind on a Saturday, but you prefer a challenge. Lucky for you, this collection of 50 puzzles is one of the best solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

- **3759295 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES.** Ed. by Will Shortz. If you consider yourself a Sunday crossword kind of puzzle solver, this collection of 50 themed puzzles is made just for you. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

- **6948685 MIND-BENDING MAZES: Test Your Brain and Ingenuity with 80 Challenging Mazes.** By Gareth Moore. This puzzle collection offers hours of entertainment. Through the mind-bending challenges of these 80 mind-bending mazes, improve your concentration and patience as you focus all your mental resources to solve the maze. Solutions included. 188 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

- **2898079 THE ART OF PLAYING CARDS: Over 100 Games, Tricks, and Skills to Amaze and Entertain.** By Rob Beachie. Packed with easy to follow illustrations and step by step instructions, this complete guide shows you how to play, master, and perform over 100 games, tricks, and puzzles. 192 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

- **2994589 100 BEST SOLITARY GAMES.** By S. Lee & G. Packard. Through clear instructions and step by step instructions and detailed diagrams, you will learn not only how to play these games, but also the strategy you need to win at them. 188 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

- **2894038 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #19.** Ed. by John M. Samson. With hundreds of puzzles in just one volume, this edition will test the knowledge of solvers everywhere! Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and find out if you can avoid turning to the answer key included in the back. 300 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

- **3789386 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CRUZZWORD PUZZLE BOOK #18.** Ed. by John M. Samson. This large format collection of 300 brain breaker puzzles offers hours of stimulation for solvers of every level. Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and find out if you can avoid turning to the answer key! Solutions provided. 300 pages. Touchstone. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

- **1631543 FOOLPROOF CARD TRICKS FOR GRANDPAS.** By Allan Zola Kronzek. Here are 116 easy to learn, easy to perform magic tricks guaranteed to engage kids of every age! Illustrated with step by step clarity, there’s no need to be a professional magician to wow your grandkids with something unforgettable! 195 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

- **2017241 JEOPARDY MAGIC: 116 Easy Tricks, Amazing Brain teasers, and Simple Stunts to Wow the Grandkids.** By Allan Zola Kronzek. Here are 116 easy to learn, easy to perform tricks, illusions, and brain teasers guaranteed to engage kids of every age! Illustrated with step by step clarity, there’s no need to be a professional magician to wow your grandkids with something unforgettable! 195 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

- **3139241 MORE ORIGINAL SUDOKU.** By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. Includes 320 puzzles rated from easy to very hard from the Japanese masters who invented the game. Solutions included. 430 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

- **2903263 X-TREME SUDOKU.** By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. Includes 320 puzzles rated from difficult to very difficult from the Japanese creators of the game. Solutions included. 405 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

- **375541X READER'S DIGEST ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS PUZZLES.** Ed. by Pamela Johnson. This ultimate collection of entertaining puzzles is guaranteed to tickle your gray matter and replace holiday stress with good cheer. Dive into 115 fun and fascinating brain teasers, including mind bending mazes, ingenious number challenges, unique word searches and classic sudokus. Solutions provided. Fully illustrated, many color 96 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. $9.95

- **1924522 THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORDS FOR THE PLANE, TRAIN, CAR OR BAR.** Ed. by Will Shortz. Two hundred easy puzzles, with tear out pages, to solve anywhere, anytime, anyplace! Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

- **3752003 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROS SWORDS, VOLUME 5.** Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Do you have what it takes? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

- **3756377 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROS SWORDS, VOLUME 2.** Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Do you have what it takes? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

- **6924522 THE NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLES FOR THE PLANE, TRAIN, CAR OR BAR.** Ed. by Will Shortz. Two hundred easy puzzles, with tear out pages, to solve anywhere, anytime, anyplace! Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

- **2866489 DOT-TO-DOT GROWN-UPS.** Discover the benefits of "controlled doodles" with over 190 dot-to-dot images to solve. This assortment of marvels includes animals, fantastic creations, maps, a world history, our universe, iconic landmarks, and scenes from the natural world. All you need is a sharp pencil and some patience. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

- **2860732 LARGE PRINT CROSSWORDS TO EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN.** Ed. by Will Shortz. Flex your mental muscles with The New York Times crosswords! Featuring extra-large type with two symbols per puzzle, these 120 crosswords will keep you occupied for hours at a time. Solutions provided. 265 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

- **2860731 LARGE PRINT CROSSWORDS.** Ed. by Will Shortz. If you want to relax and unwind on a Saturday, but you prefer a challenge. Lucky for you, this collection of 50 puzzles is one of the best solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

- **3724530 BETTY CROCKER BISCUIT TO THE RESCUE: More Than 100 Emergency Meals to Save the Day!** Ed. by Betty Crocker. These biscuit based recipes make solving mealtime emergencies a breeze! With more than 100 simple solutions for brilliant last minute meals, including side dishes like cakes, pastries, pizza crust to one dish potpies this collection offers plenty of tasty recipes for breakfast, snacks, dinners, all your favorite classics and much more! Color photos. 240 pages. Wiley. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.99
Your Health

185766 CHIA SEED REMEDIES: Use These Ancient Seeds to Lose Weight, Smile, Have Enough Energy, Slow Aging, Decrease Inflammation and More! By MySeeds Chia Test Kitchen. You’ll be amazed to learn all the ways chia seeds can improve your physical and mental health! With this complete guide you’ll also learn how to incorporate chia seeds into your diet, with tips and recipes for baked goods, entrees, desserts, and more. 200 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

698761 MIND OVER MDDS: Know When Drugs Are Necessary, When Alternatives Are Better—and When to Let Your Body Heal on Its Own. By Amos Handler. Dr. Handler discusses the problem of over-medication and outlines when medicine is necessary and when it is not. He examines how we came to be so drastically over-medicated and presents science that proves drugs aren’t always the best option. The go-to resource for anyone who is sick and tired of being sick and tired. 290 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00

3710416 ANTI-AGING HACKS: 200+ Ways to Feel—and Look—Younger. By Karen E. Blum. Aging is not something most people look forward to. Forget what you think you know about aging and get ready to turn back the clock! In this guide you’ll find more than 200 hacks to keep your health and looks intact. 254 pages. Adams Media.

4934121 BODYWEIGHT WORKOUTS FOR MEN: 75 Anytime, Anywhere Exercises to Build a Better Body. By Sean Bartram. Work all your major muscle groups and blast off extra pounds with exercises that require only your body weight and no equipment, no expensive gym memberships. Includes 75 strengthening and toning exercises in 56 hardcore routines. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

589921 IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME & DIVERTICULOSIS: A Self-Help Plan. By Shirley Trickett. Offers an alternative plan for treating IBS that puts you in charge! The plan focuses on addressing and improving the digestive system with natural methods and not just patching over symptoms with drugs. Therapies include cleansing diets; digestive supplements; nutritional techniques; relaxation techniques; and Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

584982X THE MEDICINAL POWER OF CANNABIS: Using a Natural Herb to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments. By Johny Ray. He explores how cannabis in a form of holistic health that medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabis, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to help with anxiety; seizures; Alzheimer’s; nausea and more. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

2990997 THE BEST MEDICINE IS YOU. By Frederic Saldurn. Shows you how small changes to your daily routine, such as choosing chocolate in the morning to sleeping well at night, can improve your health, protect against disease, and help you lead a happier life. Learn how simple but powerful exercises, stretching and other natural products such as dark chocolate help you lose weight and wash your hands 195 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

46415X BEAT OSTEOPORESIS WITH EXERCISE. By Karl Knippl. Regardless of your current fitness level, you can radically improve all aspects of your health, including preventing bone loss, increasing mobility, avoiding fractures, building strength, lowering blood pressure, improving balance and fixing posture. Safe, age-appropriate customizable approach to exercise offers stability while lowering risk of injury. Well illus. 140 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

5894921 TREAT YOURSELF TO A GOURMET CURE: Simple Recipes to Feel Younger, Healthier, and More Delicious! By grid. You’ll be amazed to learn all the ways chia seeds can improve your physical and mental health! With this complete guide you’ll also learn how to incorporate chia seeds into your diet, with tips and recipes for baked goods, entrees, desserts, and more. 200 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3726851 CHI WALKING: Fit Walking for Life-long Health and Energy. By Danielle Katherine Dreyer. Here is a revolutionary program that blends the health benefits of walking with the core principles of T’ai Chi to deliver maximum physical, mental, and spiritual fitness. This regimen will get anyone, regardless of age or athletic ability, into great shape. Well illus. 258 pages. Fireside.

453815X THE GOOD LIVING GUIDE TO MEDICINAL TEA: 50 Ways to Brew the Cure for What Ails You. By Lynne McGaffar. Drawing on 27 years of research into traditional cooking and medicine, this guide reveals how apple cider and red wine tea has medicinal properties that are severely under-used. This guide invites us to discover these rejuvenating benefits, which can be used at home to improve health and help mobility for people who are challenged by arthritis or the stiffness that comes with age or injury. Divided into seven segments that will leave you energized and feeling more flexible. English SDH. 110 minutes.

3748170 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT DRY EYE. By Jeffrey Anshel. If you are one of the millions of people who suffer from dry eye, you know that this disorder can affect both your feeling of well-being and your ability to function. Anshel tells you how to relieve this common condition while improving and safeguarding your vision. 136 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.58

2860783 THE LUNG CURE: How to Prevent, Stop, or Reverse Dry Eye Disease. By Jeffrey Anshel. If you are one of the millions of people who suffer from dry eye, you know that this disorder can affect both your feeling of well-being and your ability to function. Anshel tells you how to relieve this common condition while improving and safeguarding your vision. 136 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.58

3751007 HEALTHY LIVER. By Kris Beer. Contains 125 therapeutic recipes you need to heal and restore this essential organ. With an easy to follow diagnosis questionnaire and a simple Liver Detox Plan, you will have a definition reference to ultimate liver health. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

3791012 NATURAL PAINKILLERS. By Y. Rouger & M. Borot. Featuring key insights into pain and why we feel it, plus scientifically proven techniques that can help to make it go away, this essential handbook is your painkilling arsenal for combating a whole range of aches and pains. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

3788417 NOURISHING BROTH: An Old-Fashioned Remedy for the Modern World. By K.T. Daniel. This definitive cookbook that can help you treat symptoms of autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases, digestive problems, and other chronic conditions. Simple to make and time proven, these delicious recipes will help you stay fit and healthy for life. 336 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

2966557 THE WONDER DOWN UNDER: Reverse Dry Eye Disease. By grid. Drawing on 27 years of research into traditional cooking and medicine, this guide reveals how apple cider and red wine tea has medicinal properties that are severely under-used. This guide invites us to discover these rejuvenating benefits, which can be used at home to improve health and help mobility for people who are challenged by arthritis or the stiffness that comes with age or injury. Divided into seven segments that will leave you energized and feeling more flexible. English SDH. 110 minutes.

587057 THE WEIGHT LOSS CURE THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT. By Kevin A. Strauss, Author of Natural Cures “They Don’t Want You to Know About” now presents his revolutionary plan that can reshape your body, get rid of ailments and eliminate your hunger and food cravings. Imagine losing 30 pounds in 30 days.

3687478 BAKING SODA FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Sodium Bicarbonate. By Brit Brandan. Discover all the benefits this all-natural powder can bring without dangerous chemicals or costly procedures: boost immunity; minimize migraines; ease allergies; aid post-workout recovery; relieve ulcers and more... plenty of tips, you will discover the power of apple cider vinegar, 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

124 pages. Adams Media Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

6822450 OVERCOMING CANCER: The 5 Most Powerful Tools for Fighting Cancer. By Gary Null. Explores and explains the alternative treatments that mainstream doctors will dismiss. Dr. Null shares his five most powerful tools for fighting cancer–toxins and foods to avoid and foods to eat for prevention. 223 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3726851 CHI WALKING: Fit Walking for Life-long Health and Energy. By Danielle Katherine Dreyer. Here is a revolutionary program that blends the health benefits of walking with the core principles of T’ai Chi to deliver maximum physical, mental, and spiritual fitness. This regimen will get anyone, regardless of age or athletic ability, into great shape. Well illus. 258 pages. Fireside.

2860783 THE LUNG CURE: How to Prevent, Stop, or Reverse Dry Eye Disease. By Jeffrey Anshel. If you are one of the millions of people who suffer from dry eye, you know that this disorder can affect both your feeling of well-being and your ability to function. Anshel tells you how to relieve this common condition while improving and safeguarding your vision. 136 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.58

3751007 HEALTHY LIVER. By Kris Beer. Contains 125 therapeutic recipes you need to heal and restore this essential organ. With an easy to follow diagnosis questionnaire and a simple Liver Detox Plan, you will have a definition reference to ultimate liver health. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

3791012 NATURAL PAINKILLERS. By Y. Rouger & M. Borot. Featuring key insights into pain and why we feel it, plus scientifically proven techniques that can help to make it go away, this essential handbook is your painkilling arsenal for combating a whole range of aches and pains. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

3744817 NOURISHING BROTH: An Old-Fashioned Remedy for the Modern World. By K.T. Daniel. This definitive cookbook that can help you treat symptoms of autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases, digestive problems, and other chronic conditions. Simple to make and time proven, these delicious recipes will help you stay fit and healthy for life. 336 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

2966557 THE WONDER DOWN UNDER: Reverse Dry Eye Disease. By grid. Drawing on 27 years of research into traditional cooking and medicine, this guide reveals how apple cider and red wine tea has medicinal properties that are severely under-used. This guide invites us to discover these rejuvenating benefits, which can be used at home to improve health and help mobility for people who are challenged by arthritis or the stiffness that comes with age or injury. Divided into seven segments that will leave you energized and feeling more flexible. English SDH. 110 minutes.

587057 THE WEIGHT LOSS CURE THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT. By Kevin A. Strauss, Author of Natural Cures “They Don’t Want You to Know About” now presents his revolutionary plan that can reshape your body, get rid of ailments and eliminate your hunger and food cravings. Imagine losing 30 pounds in 30 days.
**Your Health**

- **6738432 HEALING ARTHRITIS: Your 3-Step Guide to Conquering Arthritis Naturally** By B. K. Blume. Dr. Blume’s three-step protocol is designed to address the underlying cause of the condition and heal the body naturally, without treating the symptoms. In treatment, along reducing pain and other symptoms, 270 pages. Mayo Clinic. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

- **5737382 LOVING THE G-SPOT: The Definitive Guide on the Secret Center of Feminine Pleasure** By Marcia Durante. A manual to the enigmatic G-spot, including detailed instructions that show, step by step, the path to sexual pleasure and exercise protocols for the woman who wants to experience a new level of sexual satisfaction. Well illus. in color. 342 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

- **3678228 THE BIG BLACK BOOK OF SEX POSITIONS** By J. Bantich & R. Alex. Here is what you feel like your sex life has gone stale. Spice things up with these tantalizing positions that will increase your pleasure and get you feeling sexy, strong, and adventurous. Get ready to take your sex life to a whole new level! Well illus., in color. 342 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **5770561 LESBIAN SEX SECRETS FOR MEN, REVISED** By J. G. Golden and K. Burgardt. Opens the doors of the bedrooms of hundreds of gay women for men to discover their secrets about making love to the woman you love. From the titillating to the taboo, and from kisses to climaxes, here is the ultimate road map to the hot spots and nether regions of the female body. Adults only. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **3892019 TANTRIC PATHWAYS TO SUPERNATURAL SEX: A Groundbreaking Look at the Chemistry of Sexual Electricity** By S. Polak & J. Talltrees. This groundbreaking guide reveals dozens of erogenous zones so you can experience the many different kinds of sexual energy and explosive sexual electricity. Explore more than sixty exercises to help you liberate the spiritual force that will transform your lovemaking into something supernatural every time. Adults only. Illus. 263 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

- **286483X BUDDHA BEADS: Mantras for Guidance, Wisdom, and Serenity** By A. Zerner & M. Farber. A talented jewelry designer has created a special prayer mala to wear. It offers relief and gives you the power to overcome adversity, with some beauty tips and recipes thrown in. 3-page booklet. Illus. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95

- **285672 WHAT WOULD DOLLY DO?** By Lawrence Levine. Part biography, part word games if wisdom and life lessons, this volume highlights the very best of the “Dolly Mama,” from her quotable Dollyisms and unorthodox wisdom to her belief in everyone’s ability to overcome adversity, with some beauty tips and recipes thrown in. 234 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

- **285673 HOW TO MEDIATE: A Guide to Self-Discovery** By Lawrence LeShan. Outlines a realistic and no-nonsense approach that will enable you to bring meditation to your life no matter how thinly stretched for time you are. 226 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $24.00


- **3684739 THE SECRET LIVES OF INTROVERTS: Inside Our Hidden World** By Jenn Grantman. On behalf of those who have long been misunderstood and pigeonholed, Grantman, a fellow introvert, has written a compassionate vindication exploring the secret inner world of introverts. Whether you’re a bona fide introvert or an extrovert anxious to learn how they tick, she reveals this personality trait. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

- **3841952 FIND OUT ANYTHING FROM ANYONE, ANYTIME: Secrets of the Interrogator** By J. O. Pyle & M. Karinch. The secret to finding out anything you want to know is amazing simple; ask good questions and you will get answers. Outlines a practical plan to determine if you have the power to determine when and how to control the conversation; recognize types of questions to avoid; identify and practice good questioning techniques. 170 pages. Career Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

- **2888789 HOW TO MEDITATE: A Guide to Self-Discovery** By Lawrence LeShan. Outlines a realistic and no-nonsense approach that will enable you to bring meditation to your life no matter how thinly stretched for time you are. 226 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $24.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/499
Self-Help

**2910594 ANIMORPHIA.** Welcome to the world of extreme coloring. Lose yourself in these intricate line drawings as you bring to life creatures, characters, patterns, and tiny elements that form Outliers—an imaginary world of mind-boggling complexity. Plume. 10x10. Paperback. $3.95

**2356290 YOU CAN DRAW IN 30 DAYS: The Fun, Easy Way to Learn to Draw One Month or Less.** By Mark Kistler. Drawing is an acquired skill, not a talent: anyone can learn to draw! All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the desire to tap into your hidden artistic abilities. This guide will teach you the rest. In just 20 minutes a day for a month, you can learn to draw anything. Well illus.. 238 pages. Da Capo. 7x9x. Paperback. $19.00 $12.95

**2811662 100 THINGS EVERY ARTIST SHOULD KNOW: Tips, Tricks & Essential Concepts.** Ed. by Elizabeth Gilbert. Whether you’re just beginning to explore your artistic side or an experienced artist looking for a comprehensive reference, this guide features a wealth of information covering a variety of media. From learning basic drawing techniques and color theory to understanding the finer points of working in traditional media, this volume presents valuable information. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11x. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**3686080 STRESS LESS COLORING: Mosaic Patterns.** By Carol Schmidt. Thirty-one original designs from the world’s most celebrated paintings—from the Mona Lisa to Van Gogh’s Starry Night—to color and frame your finished artwork. Over 200 images. 96 pages. Walter Foster. 8x10. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2866088 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC WORKSHOP.** By Lee Hammond. Discover everything you need to know to start painting right away, including various techniques to apply color, which colors to use and how to achieve realistic results. Includes a 97-minute DVD of art demonstration. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. North Light. 8x11x. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2937637 DRAW REAL PEOPLE! Discover Drawing Series.** By Lee Hammond. Step-by-step sketches unveil the secrets of creating realistic portraits of your favorite people. From smooth shadings of light and dark to replicating curls and hair, using these shading techniques to make any shape look three-dimensional, these tips will make your work shine. Well illus. 80 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $14.99 $9.95

**2937636 HOW TO DRAW LIFELIKE PORTRAITS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS, REALISTIC PEN & INK.** By Lee Hammond. Offers step by step instructions for creating each feature of the human face using the Ham Madonna Blended Pencil Technique, plus a detailed discussion of composition, backgrounds and special effects. Well illus. 159 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $26.99 $18.95

Art Books

**2951118 THE ART OF DISCIPLINE, VOLUME TWO: A Pictorial History of the Smacked Bottom.** With over 800 images of unattributed drawings, paintings, covering subjects such as school, domestic discipline, punishment, and many others—there has never been a collection of pictures quite like it. Adults only. 204 pages. AKS. 8x10. $14.95

**3137937 THE ART OF CRAYON: Draw, Color, Resist, Sculpt, Carve!** By Lisa Rein. This is an exciting range of works by contemporary artists and guides you through workshop projects that let you try your hand at crayon techniques. By the time you finish exploring this exciting “new” medium, you’ll never think of crayons in the same way again. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockport. 8x10. Paperback. $24.99 $14.95

**2631111 COLOR-BY-NUMBER BUTTERFLIES.** By Elizabeth T. Gilbert. Challenge your coloring skills with more than 30 geometric color by numbers designs, each depicting a different butterfly variety. As designs become more complex, fewer numbers are included to challenge, encouraging artists to choose their own colors and patterns. Single-sided pages. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9/16. Paperback. $9.95 $4.95

**3705544 JAPAN COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Offers 72 beautiful and meditative designs. Page by page, the stress of daily life fades away as you fill in each image. The soft-backed square pad makes it easy to color anywhere, and the tear-out pages allow you to display your favorite. Order 3 for a special price. Paperback. $9.95 $3.95

**465795X CELTIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK.** By Carol Schmidt. Thirty one original designs inspired by and adapted from authentic celtic art. Such favored celtic subjects as birds, fish, reptiles and insects are depicted within stunning decorative borders. Use colored pencils, markers or pen to interpret these intricate designs your way. Dover. $2.95 $1.95

**658070X JAPANESE DESIGNS: Creative Escapes Coloring Book.** Provides you with the experience to color the motifs and styles of the Japanese culture. Includes 46 color images that exemplify Japanese design and 46 illustrations to bring to life color. Single-sided perforated pages allow you to remove and display your page. Paperback. $9.99

**2901080 NICE KITTY! A Cat Lover’s Coloring Book.** Illus. by Michele L. Trombley. This fun collection includes over 60 irresistible kittens just waiting for your artistic touch with crayons, colored pencils, or markers. Each page is perforated, making it easy to frame and display your art. Paperback. $12.99 $3.95

**2868008 PAINT POURING: Mastering Fluid Art.** By Rick Cheadle. Paint pouring is a form of abstract art that uses acrylic paints with a fluid consistency. The paints react with each other when combined to make interesting and visually organic motifs. Fluid acrylics can be used on many types of surfaces through various techniques to create dazzling and beautiful designs. In color. 360 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2903118 100 THINGS EVERY ARTIST SHOULD KNOW: Tips, Tricks & Essential Concepts.** Ed. by Elizabeth Gilbert. Whether you’re just beginning to explore your artistic side or an experienced artist looking for a comprehensive reference, this guide features a wealth of information covering a variety of media. From learning basic drawing techniques and color theory to understanding the finer points of working in traditional media, this volume presents valuable information. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11x. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**290506X STRESS LESS COLOR-BY-NUMBER FLOWERS.** Each of these seventy-five calming designs is divided into sections with numbers that correspond to a specific color. Mix and match the one you wish to complete, fill in each section with the corresponding color, and soon a lovely floral scene will appear right before your eyes. Adams Media. 8x9. Paperback. $14.99 $9.95

**290506X STRESS LESS COLOR-BY-NUMBER FLOWERS.** Each of these seventy-five calming designs is divided into sections with numbers that correspond to a specific color. Mix and match the one you wish to complete, fill in each section with the corresponding color, and soon a lovely floral scene will appear right before your eyes. Adams Media. 8x9. Paperback. $14.99 $9.95

**2821080 EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW BEFORE I DRAW! TEACHING REALISTIC CONCEPTS FOR ALL AGES.** By the eds. of Teaching Realistic Concepts for All Ages. Offers more than thirty unique images, the luminescent effect of actual stained glass—all you need to do is add color! Offers more than thirty unique images, all removable for coloring and display. Each o f these seventy-five calming designs is divided into sections with numbers that correspond to a specific color. Mix and match the one you wish to complete, fill in each section with the corresponding color, and soon a lovely floral scene will appear right before your eyes. Adams Media. 8x9. Paperback. $14.99 $9.95

**2664088 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC WORKSHOP.** By Lee Hammond. Discover everything you need to know to start painting right away, including various techniques to apply color, which colors to use and how to achieve realistic results. Includes a 97-minute DVD of art demonstration. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2936012 TATTOO JOHNNY: Tattoos & Body Art for Kids.** Fantastical, imaginative, and fun! Each of these seventy-five calming designs is divided into sections with numbers that correspond to a specific color. Mix and match the one you wish to complete, fill in each section with the corresponding color, and soon a lovely floral scene will appear right before your eyes. Adams Media. 8x9. Paperback. $14.99 $9.95

**2830508 READING BETWEEN THE LINES: How to Read a Book Faster.** By Carol Schmidt. Whether you’re just beginning to explore your artistic side or an experienced artist looking for a comprehensive reference, this guide features a wealth of information covering a variety of media. From learning basic drawing techniques and color theory to understanding the finer points of working in traditional media, this volume presents valuable information. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11x. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2903118 100 THINGS EVERY ARTIST SHOULD KNOW: Tips, Tricks & Essential Concepts.** Ed. by Elizabeth Gilbert. Whether you’re just beginning to explore your artistic side or an experienced artist looking for a comprehensive reference, this guide features a wealth of information covering a variety of media. From learning basic drawing techniques and color theory to understanding the finer points of working in traditional media, this volume presents valuable information. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11x. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2866088 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC WORKSHOP.** By Lee Hammond. Discover everything you need to know to start painting right away, including various techniques to apply color, which colors to use and how to achieve realistic results. Includes a 97-minute DVD of art demonstration. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2866088 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC WORKSHOP.** By Lee Hammond. Discover everything you need to know to start painting right away, including various techniques to apply color, which colors to use and how to achieve realistic results. Includes a 97-minute DVD of art demonstration. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95

**2866088 PAINTING IN ACRYLIC WORKSHOP.** By Lee Hammond. Discover everything you need to know to start painting right away, including various techniques to apply color, which colors to use and how to achieve realistic results. Includes a 97-minute DVD of art demonstration. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. North Light. 8x11. Paperback. $19.95 $9.95
**Art Books**

3721833 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRAWING & ILLUSTRATION: A Practical and Iconoclastic Course for Artists of All Abilities. By Peter Gray. Designed to systematically teach you the essentials of drawing and laying the groundwork for you to develop your own personal drawing style. By step by step exercises and demonstrations from simple object drawing to all aspects of environment, people, and animals. Everything you need to know to create original artworks, cartoons, and illustrations. Full Illus. 324 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 

$5.95

3845555 FANTOMPHORIA: An Extreme Coloring and Search Challenge. Elephants, fairies, and other amazing fantasy creatures jump into and out of these exquisite scenes, exciting and transporting your imagination as you bring these beautiful fantasyscapes to life in color, and then seek out objects hidden throughout the page. Solutions included. Plume. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 

$3.95

**2871858 COUNTRY SCENES IN ACRYLIC.** By Jerry Yarnell. Enjoy expert tips, tricks, and techniques for better watercolor painting! Enjoyable painting along with 8 easy to follow, start to finish painting projects included in this manual. Yarnell also teaches you how to paint various scenes of countryscapes in the proper perspective and proportions. Fully illus., most in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x11 Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 

$17.95

**2790602 WILDLIFE SCENES IN ACRYLIC.** By Jerry Yarnell. Popular television instructor delivers eight new, fun step exercises and demonstrations from the groundwork for you to develop your own personal painting style. By step by step exercises and demonstrations from simple object drawing to all aspects of environment, people, and animals. Everything you need to know to create original artworks, cartoons, and illustrations. Full Illus. 324 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 

Six hours on 3 DVDs. Questar.

$65.99

3715221 PAINT LIKE AN ARTIST WITH TOM LYNCH. The director of Art Academy Live, Lynch has hosted several WITH TOM LYNCH. The director of Art Academy Live, Lynch has hosted several

$9.95

2933128 ALIEN: THE Coloring Book. Forget relaxing mandalas and sharpen your red pencils for the official Alien coloring book! From facehuggers to xenomorphs, from Ripley to Jonesy, all your favorite creatures and characters and their most memorable scenes can be found right here. Titan. 9x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 

$5.95

2962264 HOW TO MIX COLORS: Pocket Art Guides. Text by Gabriel Marin Rig. This small volume demonstrates many of the techniques for blending colors are easier to apply than you might think. Includes lessons that demonstrate how to relate the colors on the palette to the model and help for resolving the different chromatic harmonies and color ranges. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. Barron's. 5¼x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 

$3.95

5772395 EXOTIC CHICKENS: Coloring for Everyone. Forty-six illustrations highlight a variety of handsome chicken breeds such as the Golden Laced Wyandotte, the Polish Hen, the Crechebreed, and others. Bring your choice of color to their distinctive crests and plumes, then tear out the perforated, single-sided pages for display. Racehorse. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 

$3.95

3707032 HE IS RISEN: Colorful Blessings. Relax and unwind as you color your own living worship, five unique illustrations bring the joy of salvation to life in color. Perforated pages printed on one side only make it easy to remove your finished work and display it. Let his LIght brighten your life with this beautiful and many, many more! Post Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 

$3.95

6629512 CAPTURING THE ESSENCE: Techniques for Painting Animals. By Bill Cooper. Cooper explores and demonstrates all aspects of painting and drawing birds. He guides both beginner and enthusiast beginners through all the techniques and processes involved in depicting birds anywhere in the world. Fully illus., most in color. 124 pages. Yale. 10½x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00

$29.95

**EXPLORING HYPERREALISM: Drawing and Painting Techniques.** By Marti Cormand. This guide analyzes some of the many possibilities that hyperrealism offers, readers who want to freely explore their creativity. You’ll discover the secrets to working with these techniques through exercises and step by step methods. These techniques, accompanied by bits of advice, tricks, and other information that will help you in the process. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. Promopress. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 

$17.95

2818418 CREATED COLORED PENCIL. By Gary Greene. Discover an unlimited variety of creative colored pencil techniques that enhance your painterly style of acrylics and oils to the loose watercolor look of water-soluble colored pencils and everything in between with this thorough guide. Get inspired, get motivated, get yourself as you learn how to use colored pencils in ways you never thought possible. Fully illus. 9x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 

$7.95

6746171 MARY ENGELBREIT’S COLOR ME! A cheerful collection of 48 illustrations brings the world of illustrator Mary Engelbreit right into your home. Add vivid color to these colored pencil, ink, and watercolor color schemes, illustrated quotes, and darling characters just waiting to be brought to life. Features perforated, one-sided pages that are perfect for display. Harper Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 

$4.95


$3.95

3707087 COLOR ME MISERABLE: A Coloring Book for the Cranck Colorist. To encourage your inner grouch, these intricate designs plaster phrases like “This Sucks” or “Disappointed” on top of pretty flowers, hearts, and animals. These designs are accompanied by bits of advice, tricks, and other information that will help you in the process. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. Promopress. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 

$17.95

3704817 HIPPIE CHIXX. By Rebecca. This first all-new, all-original, X-rated full color full-color collection of drawings. Crazy catchphrases, tie-dyed garments, and a generous collection of wonderfully willing girls are at your fingertips. Adults only. Ehlo Comix. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 

$3.95


$6.95

**3678119 HIPPIE CHIXX.** By Rebecca. This first all-new, all-original, X-rated full color full-color collection of drawings. Crazy catchphrases, tie-dyed garments, and a generous collection of wonderfully willing girls are at your fingertips. Adults only. Ehlo Comix. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 

$3.95


$6.95

999999999 HELLFOOT WOMEN: Masters of the Hudson River School, 1820–1860. Compiled by the editors of ImagineFX Magazine. Loaded with step by step tutorials and in-depth interviews with some of the biggest names in the fantasy art world, this guide book is a how-to that you need to know to create your own imaginative fantasy and sci-fi art. With advice from 36 legendary talents, these artists reveal their secrets for designing and painting classic fantasy illustrations. Fully illus. 256 pages. Opus. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 

$17.95

**2383636 PORTRAIT REVOLUTION: Inspiration from Around the World for Creating Art in Multiple Mediums and Styles.** By Kay. Pulling from 50,000 works of portraiture created by the artists of an international collaborative project, this inspiring volume presents a new look at this classic subject. By presenting a variety of portraits in a variety of mediums, techniques, and styles, Kay and company demonstrate the portrait’s limitless possibilities. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Watson-Guptill. 7x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 

$6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/c499
ART BOOKS

**3711838 DRAWING THE HEAD FOR ARTISTS: Techniques for Mastering Expressive Portraiture.** By Oliver Sin. This richly informative and beautifully illustrated volume leads readers step by step through the author’s method, which minimizes the use of line and makes the most of value to create stunning portraits with dimension and depth. 150 pages. Flame Tree. 11x11¼. $29.95

**2922914 LOUIS COMFORT TIFFANY MASTERWORKS.** By Camilla de Beddowy. This beautifully embossed volume reveals the work of this highly skilled craftsman, in jewelry design, ceramics, enamels, and mosaics—but he is best known for his beautiful stained-glass designs. Using opaque glass in a variety of color and textures, he created a stunning range of jewel-like Art Nouveau works, many presented in this stunning edition. 199 pages. Flame Tree. 11x11¼. $39.95

**3987430 THE PAINTED BOOK IN RENAISSANCE ITALY. 1450-1600.** By Jonathan J.G. Alexander. This major survey, by a leading authority on medieval and Renaissance book illumination, gives you the first comprehensive account in English of an immensely creative and relatively little-studied art form. Richly illustrated, this stunning volume is an essential reading for all scholars and students of renaissance art. 444 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $75.00

**3709941 MORPHO: Anatomy for Artists.** By Michel Laucellia. In more than 1,000 illustrations, the human body is shown from a new perspective, from bone structure to musculature, from anatomical detail to the body in motion. The author believes that only by learning basic human anatomy can one’s drawing skills be perfected. This is a rich and essential resource for your sketching journey. 320 pages. Rockymoor. 6x9¼. Paperback. At $29.95

**3769664 THE GREEN MAN.** By Kathleen Bastard. The Green Man, an image of the foliate head or the head of a man sprouting leaves, is probably the most common of all motifs in medieval sculpture. Nevertheless, the significance of the image lay largely disregarded until Bastard published this volume—the first monograph of the Green Man in any language. Full size. 128 pages. Yale. 9¾x11. Paperbound. At $19.95

**2911641 VERMEER.** By Wayne Franits. In this new monograph, Franits examines the work of Vermeer within the framework of seventeenth-century Europe, one of the most intellectually creative periods in the history of art. This scholarly work provides fresh insights into many of Vermeer’s most famous works. Well ill. in color. 352 pages. Phaidon. 6x9½. Paperback. At $29.95

**3713237 THE RUSSIAN CANVAS: Painting in Imperial Russia. 1757-1871.** By Rosalind P.Blakely. This volume charts the remarkable rise of Russian painting in the 18th and 19th centuries, from its early days until 1946. Saxton explored and observed the American West’s physical and cultural landscapes, creating a body of paintings, murals, and work. 216 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $45.00

**3718220 VERMEER & THE DUTCH MASTERS.** By Rosalind Ormnston. Johannes Vermeer produced relatively few works, but they are shown here in full glory, alongside other masters of the Dutch Golden Age such as Rembrandt, Hals, Rachel Ruysch and Pieter de Hooch. Beautifully illustrated throughout, this volume expertly leads you through the artwork that flourished during this period. 192 pages. Flame Tree. 11x11¼. Paperbound. At $35.00

**2859610 FRENCH ART DECO.** By Jared Goss. Exhibition catalog. Based on the Metropolitan Museum’s exhibition, this volume presents more than eighty masterpieces by forty-two designers, a discussion of each work’s craftsmanship, a look at the designer who created it, and an extensive introduction providing historical context, and exploring the origins and aesthetic of Art Deco. 270 pages. MMA. 9¾x10¼. Paperbound. At $50.00

**3727742 RUSSIAN PAINTING 1800-1945.** By Daniel Koor. From the earliest examples of rational art at the beginning of the 19th century and the romantic seascapes of Avakov, to the great Realists such as Ilia Repin, and the innovators of the Russian avant-garde, this stunning volume offers a wealth of beautifully reproduced works of art to rediscover. Text in English and five additional languages. 527 pages. Konemann. 11x11¼. Paperbound. At $99.95

**6957483 WEEGEE: Murder Is My Business.** By Brian Wallis. Exhibition catalog. Highlights the fascinating career of Weegee, one of New York’s quintessential press photographers. For a decade between 1935 and 1946 he was smack in the middle of snapping crime scenes, victims and perpetrators. His stark black and white photos were often lurid and unsettling. Yet, as this extensively illustrated volume shows, he brought winning wit and humanity. 264 pages. Prestel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. At $49.95

**2901778 100 ARTISTS OF THE MALE FIGURE: A Contemporary Anthology of Painting, Drawing, and Sculpture.** By E. Gibbons. Bravely showcases works by female and male artists from around the world. Price $39.95

**2990885 N.C. WYETH: New Perspectives.** By J. May & C.B. Podmaniczky. Exhibition catalog. Renowned during the twentieth century for his illustrations that brought new characterizations to classic stories, Wyeth vigorously pursued parallel interests in painting landscapes, seascapes, portraits, still lifes, and advertising images. This is a careful assessment of the breadth of Wyeth’s work and work. 216 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $45.00

**3740838 SPREADING CANVAS: Eighteenth-Century British Marine Painting.** By Eleanor Hughes et al. Exhibition catalog. A comprehensive survey of marine painting over the course of the eighteenth century, illuminating the artist involved in their making, and reconfiguring their reception. 298 pages. Prestel. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $50.00

**3744396 THE ART OF MAYNARD DIXON.** By Donald J. Haggerty. Exhibition catalog. From 1910 until 1946, Dixon explored and observed the American West’s physical and cultural landscapes, creating a body of paintings, murals, and work. 216 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $45.00

**3706038 EMBODIMENTS: Masterworks of African Figurative Sculpture.** Ed. by C. Hellmich & M. Jordan. Exhibition catalog. Highlights the unique cultures and their highly successful collection of figurative sculptures drawn from across sub-Saharan Africa, not only examining each distinctive piece but also considering the forces that led to their being produced. 2,132 illus. in color. 350 pages. Gibbs Smith. 12x12. Paperbound. At $75.00

**2860539 EMBODIMENTS: Masterworks of African Figurative Sculpture.** Ed. by C. Hellmich & M. Jordan. Exhibition catalog. Highlights the unique cultures and their highly successful collection of figurative sculptures drawn from across sub-Saharan Africa, not only examining each distinctive piece but also considering the forces that led to their being produced. 2,132 illus. in color. 350 pages. Gibbs Smith. 12x12. Paperbound. At $75.00

**3496392 THE GLORY OF BYZANTIUM AND EARLY CHRISTENDOM.** By Antony Eastmond. Beautifully bound with gilt-edged pages, this sumptuously illustrated volume presents 270 artworks from the years 240 to 1453, encapsulating the development of art in eastern Europe and eastern Mediterranean from the very early days of Christianity to the fall of Constantinople. 374 pages. Prestel. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $50.00

**3766306 DIAMOND JEWELRY: 700 Years of Glory and Glamour.** By Diana Scarabelli. Featuring the most precious gems and, they have long been symbolic of political power and authority. This volume focuses on the individual gems that are adorned and worn, these extraordinary valuable ornaments from the mid 14th century to today. Readers are given a compelling overview of this most captivating gem. Full size. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $60.00

**3763277 STUART DAVIS: A Catalogue Raisonne.** Ed. by A. Boyajan & M. Rutkoshi. Stuart Davis made a mark on the art world early in his career, first with his Ashcan work and then with his highly personal version of Cubism. In these three volumes, the editors have cataloged 1,749 artworks by the artist including studio notes, letters, essays, and other papers illustrating 2,132 images in three volumes, slipcased. Yale. 7x10¼/3. Paperbound. At $80.00

**371252 LEONARDO DA VINCI: The Complete Paintings.** By Pietro C. Marani. A full and vivid account of the renowned artist’s life and works, this is given in this complete collection of the artists greatest achievements. New photography and superb printing reveal these objects to the reader with parallels of clarity and accuracy. Leonardo will always remain an elusive artist, whose works are objects of breathtaking beauty to be simply enjoyed. 384 pages. Abrams. 11x13¼. Paperbound. At $100.00

**3740811 SALVADOR DALI: The Making of an Artist.** By Catherine Grenier. Offers a fresh analysis of the work of one of the most popular and significant contributors to twentieth-century art, inviting us to rediscover Dalí in the light of a fascinating and complex period in his biography. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. At $75.00
**Photography**

- **658778X NEW FASHION NUDES.** By Paolo Paminetuan et al. Undeniably chic and unbelievably beautiful, the women on display here mix the grace and elegance and give the playful, natural allure of nude photography. Immerse yourself in gorgeous photos that are every bit as intoxicating as the ladies they celebrate. Adults only. 272 pages. Goliath. 7¼x9½. Pub. at $49.99

- **2946651 PICTURES WITH PURPOSE: Early Photographs from the National Museum of African American History and Culture.** Exhibition catalog. This volume is filled with early photographs of and by African Americans that were circulated and used, and considers their role in the visual culture of the Jim Crow era. Includes more than 100 examples of unknown African Americans as well as renowned figures in American history such as Harriet Tubman, Booker T. Washington, and more. 80 pages. Giles. 7¼x7. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. 6998082

- **CONTEMPORARY PIN-UP PHOTOGRAPHY.** By Tom Denlick. Revisiting the artist’s palette with myriad photo editing tools, the modern photographer has kept the pin-up tradition alive. This volume is a visual delight with more than 300 gorgeous photos that are every bit as intoxicating as the ladies they celebrate. Adults only. 272 pages. Goliath. 7½x9½. Pub. at $49.99.

- **3751201 GOLDEN PROSPECTS: Daguereotypes of the California Gold Rush.** By Jane L. Asprewall with K.F. Davis. A fresh, comprehensive and critical look at the California gold rush through the lens of the daguerreotype. Their images, including portraits, views of cities and gold towns, and miners at work in the field, provide an extraordinary glimpse into the dynamic culture and technology of the western United States, its changing nationalities and races involved in the mining industry. 168 pages. Yale. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00. 39.95

- **267002X BEEFCAKE: 100% Rare All Natural.** By Petra Mason. Glistening, gleaming, demi-gods, husky cowboys, lonely sailors, daredevils, and Neptune's boys all come out of their shells and into this scintillatingly sexy pictorial collection. Adults only. 256 pages. Universe. 8¼x11. Pub. at $50.00. 34.95

- **3763277 THE NEVADA TEST SITE.** By Emmett Giowin. This renowned American photographer presents staggering aerial photographs of the Nevada National Security Test Site, a powerfully evocative place. This site stands as a testament to the harms we inflict on our surroundings, the importance of being witness, and the possibilities for aesthetic redemption and a more hopeful future. 160 pages. Princeton. 10x12¼. Pub. at $49.95. 39.95

- **6804578 HEIDI KLUM BY RANKIN.** Photographer Rankin presents a publication of her collection of photographs depicting supermodel Heidi Klum. With an unparalleled rapport between photographer and subject, Rankin's images allow Heidi to stay bare and uncover the fun and vulnerability that makes her image so recognizable. Fully illus., mostly in color. 152 pages. Rankin Publishing. 13¼x17½. Pub. at $120.00. $95.95

- **1793047 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MONOGRAMS: Over 11,000 Motifs for Designers, Artists, and Crafters.** By Leonard G. Lee. This treasury, filled with over 11,000 handsomely engraved initials, ciphers, crests, insignias, emblems, badges and shields, will be useful to anyone working in the field of graphic design. 368 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

**Graphic Arts**

- **1793047 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MONOGRAMS: Over 11,000 Motifs for Designers, Artists, and Crafters.** By Leonard G. Lee. This treasury, filled with over 11,000 handsomely engraved initials, ciphers, crests, insignias, emblems, badges and shields, will be useful to anyone working in the field of graphic design. 368 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

- **2985383 DAMS.** By Christine Mason. There are more than two and a half million dams in the U.S., from the massive federal projects such as Hoover Dam or the Grand Coulee to small, privately owned structures. This structure features a comprehensive collection of North American dams. Includes a CD-ROM with high-quality TIFF images, several in color. 460 pages. Norton. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $85.00. $19.95

- **3784320 NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS: History, Art, and Revival from 1163 to Tomorrow.** By Antonio Felix. With stunning photographs, this beautiful volume celebrates Notre-Dame through the centuries: its beginnings in 1163 and construction during the Middle Ages; its survival through the French Revolution and two World Wars; its coronations, royal weddings, and presidential funerals; and much more. 180 pages. Sterling. 8¼x11. Pub. at $60.00.

- **29990X THE TUDOR HOME.** By Kevin D. Murphy, photos by P.Kochelaue. Showcases the wide variety of Tudor homes and the many manifestations the form has taken, from the famous communities of Brunwicke, New York, to the California Tudors of San Francisco’s East Bay hill towns. Stunning photography is accompanied by insightful commentary on the development, and evolution of the Tudor style in America. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $60.00.

- **3714923 CANALS.** By Robert J. Kapsch. This richly illustrated history of America’s first transportation network describes the heyday of American canals, their development, and the varied structures they engendered, from locks and lock keepers to bridges, dams, and tunnels, as well as canal construction and engineering. Includes CD-ROM with easy to use TIFF files of every image. 310 pages. Norton. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $75.00. $21.95

- **3744936 THE COLOSSEUM: Operations Manual.** By Nigel Rodgers. With more than 200 photographs and technical illustrations, Rodgers reference is a milestone in the extraordinary monument, explaining in clear and accessible way exactly how the greatest of amphitheaters was erected, how it worked, and what has happened to it since the end of the Roman Empire. 156 pages. Haynes. 8¼x11. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

- **2850621 HOUSES OF PHILADELPHIA: Chestnut Hill and the Wissahickon Valley 1880-1930.** By James B. Garrison. The author documents an outstanding group of houses, illustrating the scope of development in the Wissahickon Valley and the talented architects who worked there. This volume examines 100 properties in detail with over 300 archival and contemporary photographs, drawings, and floor plans. 311 pages. Acanthus. 9¼x12. Pub. at $89.95. $14.95

- **6958982 THE MODERN BUS: Mobile Tiny House Inspirations.** By Kimberley Mok. Skoolies: a school bus converted into a recreational vehicle or home, trucking to the next level. Reveals unique details and design solutions to maximize space and efficiency, and the owners share insight into how to select, design, and convert a bus. Over 200 color photos. 240 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

- **3703883 FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND SAN FRANCISCO.** By Paul V. Turner. Looks at the architect’s complex and evolving relationship with San Francisco from the opening of the full body of Wright’s work in the Bay Area which was roughly thirty projects, only a third of which were built. Turner highlights aspects of Wright’s career that have never before been explored, including a new understanding of Wright’s personal and client interactions, and his work. Illus. many in color. 216 pages. Yale. 9¼x11. Pub. at $60.00. $24.95

- **3712672 HIDDEN PARIS.** By Caroline Clifton-Mogg. No other European capital was so thoroughly examined, the same sense of pleasure to be searched for and painstakingly discovered than Paris. This lavishly illustrated book leads the doors to some of the secret interiors, both old and new, the classic and the quirky, and sheds a light on how Parisians really live. 224 pages. Gibbs Smith. 9¼x12. Pub. at $17.95.

- **4371951 ABANDONED PALACES.** By Michael Kerrigan. With more than 170 outstanding photographs exploring more than 130 hauntingly beautiful locations, this stunning volume documents a brilliant and moving pictorial examination of worlds we have left behind. 224 pages. Amber. 9¼x12. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

- **2985733 TOM POST'S HOUSES.** By Catherine Cameron. Post's unique residential work is explored in this book. Through analysis of the homes and interviews with the architect's clients, Cameron illuminates Post’s innovative and groundbreaking design philosophy. 275 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x12. Pub. at $55.00. $39.95

- **2978713 VAN JOHNSON'S HOLLYWOOD: A Family Album.** By Schuyler Johnson et al. After achieving status as MGM’s top male box office draw in the late 1940s, Van Johnson and his wife Evi became social hosts for many of Hollywood’s biggest stars. Evi, an avid shutterbug, captured behind-the-scenes images of their famous friends, such as Humphrey Bogart, Robert Mitchum, and John Wayne. Shannongrove. 9¼x12. Pub. at $65.00. $24.95

- **3711909 LOST LOIRE: Royal Visits.** By James B. Garrison. Widescreen. The Loire Valley has been the playground of kings and noblemen for three centuries, spurring the construction of countless castles, each more opulent than the last. The result is a collection of architectural treasures spread across a beautiful natural setting, 77 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

- **1794611 THE COMPLEAT BEER ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By Kevin C. Maibaum and B.A. Still. The definitive guide to the world of beer, this book includes more than 2,000 beers from around the globe, as well as information on the brewing process, styles, and trends. 136 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $17.95.
● 3761487 PAINTING WITH PAPER: Paper on the Edge. By Yuka Brodsky. A photographic overview of paper, materials—paper and glue—learn the basic technique and see how it gives new impact to lettering, nature themes, portraits, and experiments. Expand your skills and try this vibrant three-dimensional paper art. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9½x9¼. $23.95

● 3907022 THE ANDREAN SCIENCE OF WARPING: Strands and Techniques of Warp-faced Weaves. By D.Y. Arnold & E. Espijo. The warp faced weaves of the Andes are the most complex in the world. This celebration of the brilliant and sophisticated weaving tradition provides a new way of understanding one of the great craft traditions of the world. Features an alternative classification system via tables, photographs, and diagrams. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x11. $39.95

● 375555X LOUISA MAY ALCOTT’S LITTLE WOMEN: A Paper Doll Collectible. By Eileen Rudisill Miller. This collection of paper dolls depicts the characters of Little Women: Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy, plus their mother Marmee and the boy next door, Theodore "Laurie." Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

● 4607260 MAKING WOODEN GEAR CLOCKS: 6 Cool Contraptions That Require no Wieldy Scroll Saw Woodworking & Crafts. Making a piece of wooden gear is fun, but making it tell time is amazing! Seven projects are arranged by skill level from beginner to advanced, with full-size patterns accompanying each. Modeled on 17th-century technology, these moving wooden machines use all of the basic principles that still govern mechanical clocks today. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Craft. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

● 3695042 HOLLYWOOD TRAITORS: Blacklisted Screenwriters—Agents of Stalin, Allies of Hitler. By Allan H. Ryskind. Challenging the notion that mob industry figures were unfairly victimized by the unconstitutional Hollywood blacklist, Ryskind reveals how these alleged “victims” were in fact ideological thugs: enthusiastic Stalinists and senseless violence seemed to define both domestic and international life. Illus. 336 pages. Bloombury. Pub. at $28.00. $7.95

Books on Movies & TV

● 2994879 PARAMOUNT: City of Dreams. By Steven Bingen et al. Brings to life the operations of the world’s most famous films. Hundreds of rare photos take readers on a tour through the history of Hollywood’s first, most famous, and most mysterious motion picture studio. 310 pages. Taylor. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $35.00. $29.95

● 3762475 HITLER AND THE NAZI CULT OF FILM AND FAME. By Michael Munn. The author presents a shocking portrait of a Hitler shaped by aspirations of achieving Hollywood’s style of fame, the correlation between art and ambition, of films used as weapons and of sexual predilections. This is a look into the twisted and lurid world of Nazi Film Industry. Photos. 290 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.45

● 373143X COMPANY OF HEROES: My Life as an Actor in the John Ford Stock Company. By Harry Carey, Jr. Offers an intimate, brutally honest look at the work of Hollywood film director John Ford through the eyes of actor Harry Carey, Jr., who worked on live films and whose memories are both humorous and insightful. Illus. 218 pages. Taylor. 8½x11. $15.95

● 2933144 THE ART AND MAKING OF ALIEN: Covenant. By Simon Ward. This volume revives the how the visual style of the film evolved, with breathtaking concept art accompanied by interviews with key cast and crew. It explores the evocative creatures and technology that feature in this exciting movie. Packed with sketches, bluesprints, full-color artwork, and behind the scenes shots from the set, this is the ultimate official companion. TP. 120 pages. Titan. 9½x11. Pub. at $39.95. $12.95

● 3794497 I LOVED HER IN THE MOVIES: Memories of Hollywood’s Legendary Actresses. By Robert J. Wagner with S. Eymen. In a career that has spanned over 60 years, Robert Wagner has witnessed the Golden Age of Hollywood and the rise of television, becoming a beloved star in both media. In this delightful memoir, he offers insightful views of Joan Crawford, Marilyn Monroe, Raquel Welch, and many others, including wives Natalie Wood and Jil St. John. Photos. 244 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95

● 3767116 GOODNIGHT JOHN-BODY: A Celebration of an American Family and the Values That Have Sustained Us Through Good Times and Bad. By E. Haas. This intimate portrayal of the childhood of the writer in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia inspired him to write about his family and their experiences during the Great Depression. These stories became a novel, then two, then a theatrical film, and finally The Waltons television show. Here he shares memories of the show and his life. Photos. 222 pages. Cumberland House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**25941X FORBIDDEN HOLLYWOOD: The Pre-Code Era (1930-1934). By Mark A. Venti. Filled with rare images and untold stories from filmmakers, exhibitors, and moviegoers, this volume is the ultimate guide to a gloriously entertaining and progressive era, when the code of censorship let slip the censors. Veira spotlights 22 films that led to the strict new Code of 1934 including Red-Headed Woman, Call Her Savage, and She Done Him Wrong. 271 pages. Running Press. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**289231 SPACE ODYSSEY: From Arthur C. Clarke, and the Making of a Masterpiece. By Michael Benson. Fifty years ago 2001: A Space Odyssey had its premiere. It’s acclaimed today as one of the most relevant and important motion pictures ever made. This volume provides a 360-degree view of the film from its genesis to its legacy, including details on the cast and music, and pinpointing the many previously unlostd stories. It is the definitive account of the making of a masterpiece. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of color photos. 497 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**287791 STAR TREK DESIGNING STARSHIPS VOLS. 2: Voyager and Beyond. By William Robinson & Al Riley. The second volume in this series takes you behind the scenes to reveal the thinking—and the artwork—behind the design of dozens of Star Trek starships, from联邦 cruiser to the first Klingon ship sent to the modelmakers. 159 pages. Eaglemooss Hero Collector. 9x11½. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


**371958 THE MAKING OF PLANET OF THE APES. By J.W. Rinzler. An entertaining review that will transport readers back to the strange alternate Earth ruled by apes, and bring to life memorable characters such as Dr. Zira, Dr. Zaius, and Taylor. Comprehensive in scope, this is the definitive look at the original blockbuster film and a must have for fans, film buffs, and serious students of the historical and geographical backdrop of the film, this will be a treasured keepsake. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


**378636 OBSCENE, INDECENT, IMMORAL, AND OFFENSIVE: 100+ Years of Censored, Banned, and Controversial Films. By Stephen Tropiano. Chronicles the history of movies that provoked the ire of groups from local censorship boards to the U.S. Congress, and offers detailed analysis of films branded “controversial” due to explicit language, nudity, graphic sex, violence, and treatment of adult topics. Adults only. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. Limelight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $12.45

**372859 HOOKED ON HOLLYWOOD: Discoveries from a Lifetime of Film fandom. By Leonard Maltin. America’s best-known film critic and historian opens up to fans and film buffs with interviews with hundreds of stars, directors, and collaborators on the film to help tell the whole story behind the scenes to reveal the thinking—and the artwork—behind the design of dozens of Star Trek starships, from联邦 cruiser to the first Klingon ship sent to the modelmakers. 159 pages. Eaglemooss Hero Collector. 9x11½. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**376532 THE JOHN WAYNE COMPANION: A Comprehensive Guide to Duke Facts, Trivia, Movies, Achievements, and More. By the eds. of The Official John Wayne Magazine. If you are a John Wayne fan, this is the resource for you! It’s packed from cover to cover with quotes, movie posters, anecdotes and trivia about everyone’s favorite cinematic cowboy, soldier and patriot. Includes Wayne’s complete filmography and personal stories from Duke’s family and friends. Fully illustrated, many in color. 332 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**376098 ROTTEN MOVIES WE LOVE: Cult Classics, Underated Gems, and Films So Bad They’re Good. By the eds. of Rotten Tomatoes. Fresh films are great, but they shouldn’t get all the glory! Here, the Rotten Tomatoes team— and a cast of some of the world’s most well-known film critics—celebrate 101 movies from the green end of the spectrum that simply can’t be missed. Well illus. 224 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**377476 WHEN HOLLYWOOD CAME TO UTAH. By James V. D’Arc. For more than 100 years, the Western was a library of history for millions of Utah kids. This book explores some of the most important Westerns films shot in Utah and the stories behind their making. 456 pages. University of Utah Press. 6¾x9. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

**3744930 THE MAKING OF ALIEN. By J.W. Rinzler. Rinzler has conducted new interviews with Ridley Scott,挖空心思 and various other collaborators on the film to help finally tell the whole story behind this extraordinary landmark of modern cinema. This book includes the photos, illustrations and documents from the archives of Fox and Scott shed new light on the creative process from beginning to end, highlighting the unforgettable moments. 336 pages. Titan. 12x12x1. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

**371981 THE MAKING OF PLANET OF THE APES. By J.W. Rinzler. An entertaining review that will transport readers back to the strange alternate Earth ruled by apes, and bring to life memorable characters such as Dr. Zira, Dr. Zaius, and Taylor. Comprehensive in scope, this is the definitive look at the original blockbuster film and a must have for fans, film buffs, and serious students of the historical and geographical backdrop of the film, this will be a treasured keepsake. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**3745656 HEINRICH HU MSEN: The Lost Movies. By John Walsh. His iconic creatures and pioneering stop-motion techniques earned Ray Harryhausen well-deserved place in Hollywood history. But, for every movie that makes it to the big screen, there are half a dozen that have never reached theaters. This definitive look at the original blockbuster film and a must have for fans, film buffs, and serious students of the historical and geographical backdrop of the film, this will be a treasured keepsake. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**677391 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN COLLECTION. Widescreen. Four classics from one of the greatest western sagas, Yul Brynner, James Coburn, Steve McQueen, Eli Wallach and Charles Bronson team up to prepare a village for an outlaw attack in The Magnificent Seven. The adventures continue in three more entries. Return of the Magnificent Seven; Guns of the Magnificent Seven; and The Magnificent Seven Ride! Over 7 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $8.95

**6910238 WARTIME COMEDIES: 8 Movies. Collects eight hilarious wartime comedies as presented in the Navy; Here Come the Waves; Hail the Conquering Hero; Caught in the Draft; Francis Joins the WACS; The Private War of Major Marston; The Perfect Furlough. Stars include Abbott and Costello, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Charlton Heston, Tony Curtis, and more. English SDH. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $8.95

**3691470 CHARLEY CHASE; At Hal Roach The Talkies, Volume Two 1932-1939. Lots of great laughs as Charley Chase is ably supported by the stalwart Hal Roach Stock Company of Comedy Players—Billy Gilbert, James Finlayson, James C. Morton, Dell Henderson, Jimmie Adams, and Gale Henry. In B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2916371 CAT BALLOU: The Most Wanted Westerns Collection. Widescreen. Lee Marvin won an Oscar for Best Actor for his role as pistol-wielding gunslinger Tim Strawn and as Kid Shelleen, the woozy, boozy has-been who goes up against him. Jane Fonda co-stars as Kitty Southwood, the schoolmarm turned outlaw who teams up with Kid. Appearances by Nat King Cole and Stubby Kaye. CC. 96 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $17.95

**3767475 VERTIGO. Widescreen. Set in San Francisco, the film creates a dizzying web of mistaken identity, passion and murder after an acrophobic detective (James Stewart) rescues a mysterious blonde (Kim Novak) from the bay and must unravel the secrets of the past to find the key to his future. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**2874083 WESTERNS 8-MOVIE COLLECTION. Eight action-packed westerns: Canyon Passage; The Man from the Alamo; War Arrow; The Lawless Breed; The Redhead from Wyoming; Seminole; Gun for a Coward; and Quantez. Stars include Glenn Ford, Dana Andrews, Maureen O’Hara, Rock Hudson, Fred MacMurray, Jeff Chandler, and William Bishop. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. $6.95

**3694062 GIRLS GONE WILD MOVIES. Ever dream of hanging your own private island full of young girls battling each other for your viewing pleasure? Well, dream no more. You’re invited to the Girls Gone Wild Island where absolutely anything goes with the hottest, sexiest young girls you’ve ever seen. Adults only. Mantra. $8.95
DVD 3761126 IN THE SHADOWS: 10 Classic Crime Dramas. Fullscreen. Ten classic sins heat up the screen! Scandal! The Strange Love of Martha Ivers; Please Murder Me!; Trapped; Fear in the Night; Delirium; He Walked by Night; Scarlet Street; Too Late for Tears; and Wohnraum. Starring Angela Lansbury, Frank Sinatra, Barbara Stanwyck, and others. In B&W. Nearly 11 hours. $3.95

DVD 3889914 ORSON WELLES: Film's Master Magician. Orson Welles forever changed filmmaking with his innovative style and distinctive voice. Enjoy four films spanning his career in which he starred and directed: The Lady from Shanghai with Rita Hayworth; The Third Man with ORSON WELLES: Film's Master Magician. The Unclaimed with GEORGE SEGAL; The Stranger with Edward G. Robinson and Loretta Young; and David and Lisa with John Cassavetes. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $3.95

DVD 3755215 4 FILM FAVORITES: Stanley Kubrick Films. Fullscreen & Widescreen. This seminal collection of films by Stanley Kubrick includes: A Clockwork Orange; Dr. Strangelove; 2001: A Space Odyssey; and Full Metal Jacket. In English. Over 4 hours. Warner Home Video. $9.95

DVD 2932067 BOB HOPE CLASSIC COMEDY COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Features ten of the funniest movies from the legendary comedian. Give Me a Sailor; Thanks for the Memory; Meet John Doe; The Cat and the Canary; and The Ghost Breakers. In English. 6 hours. Warner Bros. $7.95

DVD 6769144 FRENCH KISS. Widescreen. When her fiancé calls from France to cancel their wedding, Kate (Meg Ryan) ries to Paris determined to win him back. But could she prepare him for meeting Luc (Kevin Kline), a sly Frenchman with a gift for gab and a fondness for thievery. With Timothy Hutton and Jean Reno. English SDH. 119 minutes. $4.95

★ DVD 6711650 A CHRISTMAS CAROL. Some of Britain’s best filmmakers united to produce this critically acclaimed version of the Charles Dickens classic. Here it has been fully restored and remastered to its original negative, bringing Noel Langley’s authentic script and Alastair Sim’s superb performance vividly to life in this gripping drama. Stars Martin Sheen. English SDH. 87 minutes. BBC. $3.95

DVD 2937997 BATH BEACHES: 6-Pack. Widescreen. Surf’s up! Six iconic films from the 80’s and 90’s: Hardbodies; Private Resort; Side Out; Calendar Girl; Spring Break; and Lovelines. Stars include: Ted McGinley, Parker Stevenson, Craig Sheffer, and Crimpo. In English. Over 7 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $7.95

DVD 3529002 MRS. HENDERSOHN PRESENTS. Widescreen. A true story about the incredible Hildy Henderson, who came together to form the iconic ‘60s lovechild, The New York Production Company, bringing a nation to its feet in applause with a live show featuring nude girls. Also stars Sondra Locke and Chief Dan George. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $4.95

DVD 3753958 SUSPIRIA. Widescreen. Jessica Harper stars as Suzy Banyon, a young American ballet dancer who arrives at a prestigious European dance academy run by the mysterious Madame Blanc (Joan Bennett) and her assistant, Madame Occelli. Suzy quickly learns that the school turns into a waking nightmare of the damned. Suzy must escape the unpeachable evil. Includes a DVD of extras. Not rated. 98 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98. $7.95

DVD 6498299 THE LAST TEMPLAR. Widescreen. When a medieval deciphering device points to the identity of the Knights Templar, an archaeologist (Mira Sorvino) and FBI agent (Scott Foley) join forces to find it—and the Vatican will stop at nothing to prove its power. Stars Omar Sharif and Victor Garber. 170 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93. $5.95

DVD 3747476 YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS. The Warner Bros. Story. Widescreen. More than a story of moviemaking, this is the true story that inspired Herman Melville’s celebrated novel Moby Dick. The epic story comes vividly to life in this gripping drama. Stars Martin Sheen. English SDH. 87 minutes. BBC. $3.95

DVD 3720919 THE WHALE. Widescreen. Stranger and more compelling than fiction, this is the true story that inspired Herman Melville’s celebrated novel Moby Dick. The epic story comes vividly to life in this gripping drama. Stars Martin Sheen. English SDH. 87 minutes. BBC. $3.95

DVD 3764211 THE BIRDS/PSYCHO. Widescreen. In The Birds: 120 minutes. And Anthony Perkins and Janet Leigh star in this shockingly classic about an unsuspecting visitor to the Bates Motel who falls prey to one of cinema’s most notorious psychopaths in Psycho. Rated R. 109 minutes. In Color and B&W. Both English SDH. Two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

DVD 6967590 NIGHT AND DAY. Cary Grant stars for the first time in color in this fanciful Cole Porter biopic. Alexis Smith plays Linda, whose serendipitous meetings with Cole lead to a meeting at the altar. Over 20 Porter songs grace this tale of triumph and tragedy, with his voice to several. CC. 128 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

DVD 6768768 INTO THE GRIZZLY MAZE. Widescreen. When a grizzly wacks havoc on a small Alaskan town, the sheriff heads into the forest to find his ecologist wife, but encounters his estranged ex-con brother. Soon, the hunters become the hunted in this tense thriller. Stars James Marsden, Thomas Jane, Piper Perabo, and Billy Bob Thornton. Rated R. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

DVD 2937352 THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES. Widescreen. Directed by and starring Clint Eastwood. After avenging his family’s brutal murder, Wales is on the lam pursued by a pack of killers. He travels alone, but a ragtag group of outcasts is drawn to him, and Wales can’t leave his new friends unprotected. Also stars Sondra Locke and Chief Dan George. English SDH. 119 minutes. $4.95

DVD 3941822 LINCOLN. Widescreen. Daniel Day-Lewis delivers an Oscar-winning performance in Steven Spielberg’s inspiring and revealing film, focusing on the 16th president’s tumultuous final four months in office as he pursues a course of action to end the Civil War, unite the country and abolish slavery. English SDH. 152 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

DVD 2940307 A STREET CAT NAMED BOB. When James Bowen stumbled upon an injured street cat, he had no idea how much his life was about to change. Living in one of London’s last true slums, the last thing he needed was a pet. But as he nursed Bob back to health, he found himself transforming in ways he never thought possible. Stars Luke Treadaway. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

DVD 2980312 DARKMAN TRilogy. Widescreen. From director Sam Raimi comes this dark, twisted, and spectacular trilogy about a scientist who’s brought back to life as a monster. Stars are the legendary KIRK DOUGLAS and FRANKIE AVALON. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

DVD 3762666 FAMILY PLOT. Widescreen. A wealthy old woman hires a con man (Bruce Dav) and a phony psychic to find her long-lost nephew. The result are diabolically funny as the title character and his confederate play tricks upon themselves and mayhem in nostop excitement from beginning to end. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Co-stars include Karen Black and William Devane. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. $6.95
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**DVD 37561X CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND.** Widescreen. Steven Spielberg’s enduring achievement can be seen and enjoyed as he has always intended, in this collector’s edition director’s cut remastered from the original film elements. Stars Richard Dreyfuss, Teri Garr, Melinda Dillon and Francois Truffaut. CC. 137 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 2983710 THE MANY FACES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. 8 Movie Collection.** Holmes is brought to life by top performers like Christopher Lee, Basil Rathbone, and John Neville in eight classics: A Study in Terror; Sherlock Holmes & the Lady; London; Sherlock Holmes. Incident at Victoria Falls; A Study in Scarlet; Murder in the Mummy; The Man with the Golden Arm. Dressed to Kill, and Terror by Night. Also includes five bonus episodes of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes starring Ronald Howard. In Color and B&W. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

**DVD 2937662 THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE.** Fullscreen. The breathtaking English countryside sets the stage for a spellbinding triangle of love, desire and destiny. In Thomas Hardy’s timeless romantic classic, a beautiful woman is about to sacrifice everything to claim her love. Stars Catherine Zeta-Jones, Olivia Ray, Stephen Rea, 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 3761142 JURASSIC ADVENTURES: 4-Movie Collection.** Step into prehistoric adventure with four exciting films. Includes The Lost World: Return to the Lost World, both inspired by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic tales; Adventures in Dinotopia, based on James Gurney’s beloved books; and Journey to the Center of the Earth adapted like the Jules Verne adventure classic. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 3761169 LIFE IN A SMALL TOWN: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Collects four films from the heartland. Off the Map starring Joan Allen and Sam Elliott; Dancer, Texas Pop. 81 with Breckin Meyer and Peter Facinelli; Lone Star State of Mind starring Joshua Jackson and Jaime King; and Falling from Grace with Matthew Lencion and Mariel Hemingway. Over six hours. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 6614170 LINCOLN AND THE CIVIL WAR.** Four feature-length History Channel documentaries create an insightful look at our 16th president and the war that defined him. Includes Lincoln; Stealing Lincoln’s Body; The Hunt for John Wilkes Booth; and Sherman’s March. Seven episodes, on 4 DVDs. A&E. $5.95

**DVD 2787008 THE OXFORD MURDERS.** Widescreen. When a woman is murdered in Oxford, her body is discovered by professor Arthur (John Hurt) and graduate student Martin (Elijah Wood). It quickly becomes clear that this just is the first in a series of murders, all of which are connected by strange mathematical equations. And Martin is forced to crack the code. Rated R. 109 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $4.95

**DVD 375703X THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE. VOLUME 2.** Fullscreen. America’s favorite country couple are back together again in these four memorable 1950s films. Join Ma and Pa (Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride) as they travel the globe getting involved in every which way to save their families and pineapple plantations to harness racing and hurricanes. In B&W. English SDH. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

**DVD 3646572 THELEA.** Widescreen. Two crime-scene cleaners discover a mythical faired female creature in a concealed cellar. She never utters a word, unable to tell her story, but the pieces of the puzzle soon come together: she’s been captive for decades, and director and writer unearthing treasure that should not be missed? ( Ain’t It Cool News). Not Rated. CC. 78 minutes. Alstar Media. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95

**DVD 2995883 THE HATEFUL EIGHT.** Directed and written by Quentin Tarantino, this award-winning western trek to the Wyoming landscape as a blizzard moves in. Seeking refuge at a stagecoach stopover is a ghost of bounty hunters, fugitives, former soldiers, and bandits, all thrown together in a cold truth—not everyone will be getting out alive. Stars Kurt Russell and Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. English SDH. 167 minutes. E One. $3.95

**DVD 3757153 3-MUNSTER LAUGH PACK.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Collects three films starring our lovable monster family, the Munsters! Includes Munster, Go Home!, 97 minutes; The Munsters’ Revenge, 74 minutes; and The Munsters’ Family Portrait, 111 minutes. English SDH. 2 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 6644937 FATHER GOOSE.** Widescreen. Cary Grant stars as a breezy beachland Bar Harbor innkeeper who recruits him to be a lookout on the South Pacific isle. During an enemy attack, he answers a distress call and discovers a French schooner flitting from her seven students. So begins a hilarious battle of the sexes between the messy American, the prim mademoiselle and seven mischievous little girls. 116 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

**DVD 3752674 THE FAR HORIZONS.** Widescreen. In 1830, Meriwether Lewis (Fred MacMurray) and William Clark (Charlon Heston) embarked on the government-sponsored exploration. It’s an adventurous journey into country that had yet to be seen by anyone other than native tribes. This account mixes rugged action and tender romance with spectacular scenery. Also stars Donna Reed. CC. 107 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

**DVD 2886588 80’s BEAT: 8 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Your favorite 1980s heartthrobs star in eight favorites: Fast Times at Ridgemont High; The Star Chamber; Real Genius; Quicksilver; True Romance; Ferris Bueller’s Day Off; Fast Times at Ridgemont High; and The Breakfast Club. Rated R. 98 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 5993184 BAD GIRLS AT PLAY.** Fullscreen. The movie they tried to bury is back! Alleged Presidential porn queen Pamela Anderson takes on a new identity to cover her past. Nothing turns out as planned, and she finds herself trapped in a sordid game of manipulation. CC. 111 minutes. English SDH. Rated R. 106 minutes. Two Bees. $4.95

**DVD 3716236 RIDERS ON THE RANGE: 25 Movie Collection.** John Wayne and others saddle up for the 20-film collection Frontier Heroes, featuring timeless favorites like Angel and the Badman and Forbidden Paradise. Stormy Daniels stars in this expanded edition in the five-film collection Into the Sunset, all the Pretties: Old Gringo, Sunset, Don’t Come Knocking, and Bloodhound (Most Rated R). Over 29 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 3742601 GODDESS OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Venus, a jilted lover, begins a downward spiral into madness as she acts on her pent-up rage and love revenge. This sexy, tense thriller will leave you breathless until the very end. Stars Alexa Kithara, Woody Naismith and Elizabeth Sans, Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Wide screen. $4.95

**DVD 3764230 AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON.** Widescreen. Two American tourists, while traveling in London, find their lives changed forever when they are attacked by an ancient wolfish creature on a full moon. Stars David Naughton, Jenny Agutter and Griffin Dunne. English SDH. Rated R. 98 minutes. Universal. $4.95
Movies

**DVD 3715701 JAMES STEWART WESTERNS: 4 Movie Marathon.** Fullscreen & widescreens starring the legendary James Stewart: Bend of the River (Rock Hudson and Julia Adams), The Far Country (Ruth Roman and Walter Brennan), Night Passage (Audie Murphy and Diane Foster); and The Rare Breed (Maureen O'Hara and Brian Keith).


**DVD 3752410 PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM.** Widescreen. Unlucky in love, Allan Felix (Walter Matthau) is a film critic who gets dumped by his wife. Allan's dating skills are less than stellar, even though he keeps getting advice from a recurring hallucination--his film hero Humphrey Bogart. Allan hires Bogie to help him navigate the pitfalls of dating and romance. Also stars Diane Keaton. CC. 85 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 3715779 SILENT WAR: Battles Beneath the Sea.** Widescreen. For the second half of the 20th century, the world's most powerful nations were engaged in an intense struggle for political and territorial supremacy. As the USA and the USSR developed huge arsenals of nuclear weapons, they and their allies would regularly bring the world close to annihilation--these stand-offs often happening underwater. English SDH. 104 minutes.

**DVD 2532380 BIG JAKE/A MAN CALLED HORSE.** Widescreen. In Big Jake John Wayne stars as Big Jake McCandles, a rancher who hasn't seen his wife in over 20 years. His only grandson is kidnapped by a vicious outlaw gang. Richard Harris stars in A Man Called Horse (Rated R), a carefully crafted epic that strives to realistically portray the life of CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount.


**DVD 2590355 GIANT: Two-Disc Special Edition.** Widescreen. A sweeping, epic Oscar winning western in which three generations of land-rich Texans love, swagger, connive and clash in a saga of family strife, racial bigotry and conflict between cattle barons and newly rich oil tycoons. With Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount.

**DVD 3757673 THE JADE PENDANT.** Widescreen. A woman, Ying-Ying, finds herself on a boat to America after escaping the clutches of a bad arranged marriage. But when she arrives in California, nothing is what she expected--she's sold to a house of prostitution and murderers roam the streets. The Old West becomes a battleground for power and revenge. Not Rated. C.C. 85 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 2947617 INDECENT AFFAIRS OF A HOUSEWIFE.** Fullscreen. Cathy (Ander Page) is a devoted wife, but her husband just won't stop fooling around. Enlisting the aid of her best pal (Monique Alexander), the spurned housewife launches a campaign of camp conveyed to reclaim her husband's status as the sex goddess of her husband's universe. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Fullmoon.

**DVD 3702596 COLD SKIN.** Widescreen. In 1914, a young man arrives at a remote island near the Antarctic Circle to take the post of weather observer only to find his village destroyed by deadly creatures which live in hiding on the island. Stars Ray Stevenson. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame.

**DVD 6901459 THE REAL CANCUN.** Widescreen. Sixteen college students. One week in Cancun--the cameras weren't the only things turned on! From the producers of The Real World comes the first true reality movie. With no scripts and no rules, anything can happen on spring break. Rated R. 97 minutes. New Line Home Ent. Pub. at $4.95.

**DVD 6795552 CHRISTMAS WITH THE REAL CANCUN.** Widescreen. For the desolate frontier, Lt. John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself alone in the vast wilderness. Defending the very people he's come to protect, from the Sioux Indians, Dunbar slowly comes to revere those he once feared. Winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture. CC. Three hours. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 2936880 FIFTY SHADES 2-MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In Fifty Shades of Grey, Anastasia Steele is an inexperienced college student tasked with interviewing billionaire Christian Grey, and eventually finds herself in an unconventional romance. The second chapter, Fifty Shades Darker, sees a young woman to entice cautious Anastasia back into his unconventional life. Both Rated R. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Universal.

**DVD 2590355 GIANT: Two-Disc Special Edition.** Widescreen. A sweeping, epic Oscar winning western in which three generations of land-rich Texans love, swagger, connive and clash in a saga of family strife, racial bigotry and conflict between cattle barons and newly rich oil tycoons. With Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount.

**DVD 278012 DANNY DUCK’S FANTASTIC ISLAND.** Widescreen. Your favorite Daffy Duck and his paradise are none of other than the inimitable Daffy Duck and his sidekick Speedy Gonzales. All your favorite characters, including Bugs Bunny, Foghorn Leghorn, Porky Pig and Sylvester arrive on the island to bring their fantasies to life. But all is not ducky as Yosemite Sam and the Lasman Devil have other ideas. English SDH. 78 minutes. Warner Bros. Ent. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 2938690 DAFFY DUCK’S FANTASTIC ISLAND.** Widescreen. Your favorite Daffy Duck and his paradise are none of other than the inimitable Daffy Duck and his sidekick Speedy Gonzales. All your favorite characters, including Bugs Bunny, Foghorn Leghorn, Porky Pig and Sylvester arrive on the island to bring their fantasies to life. But all is not ducky as Yosemite Sam and the Lasman Devil have other ideas. English SDH. 78 minutes. Warner Bros. Ent. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 2590355 GIANT: Two-Disc Special Edition.** Widescreen. A sweeping, epic Oscar winning western in which three generations of land-rich Texans love, swagger, connive and clash in a saga of family strife, racial bigotry and conflict between cattle barons and newly rich oil tycoons. With Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount.

**DVD 2782628 THE REMAINS OF THE DAY: Special Edition.** Widescreen. Anthony Hopkins stars as Stevens, the perfect English butler who serves his master Lord Darlington (James Fox) who is being duped by the Nazis into trying to establish a rapport between them. Even though he's forced to travel from the South to the mainland, Stevens remains a devoted servant to his master Lord Darlington. Stars Emma Thompson, and Daniel Waterston. In Color and B&W. 121 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98.
Movies

**DVD 2821281 SALMA HAYEK: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Four films capture the many faces of this exhilaratingly renowned actress. She joins Carmelo Gomez for the Spanish language film *Lifting It Up (La Grande Vita)* (with English subtitles); John Travolta and D. James Candoni for *Lonely Hearts*; Holly Hunter and Stallan Skargard in *Timecode*; and Vincent D’Onofrio and Thomas Jane for *The Velocity of Gary*. All Rated R. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 2903913 EXTINCTION: Jurassic Predator.** Widescreen. In a near future, a young woman with supernatural abilities must save the world from destruction by a species of giant, intelligent dinosaurs. Rated PG-13. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $11.98 $5.95

**DVD 2944036 JUST GETTING STARTED.** Widescreen, Duke Diver (Morgan Freeman) is the freewheeling manager of a luxury resort and life of the party. When ex-military charmer Leo (Tommy Lee Jones) checks in, Duke and Leo become the top two players on the female market. But when Duke’s past suddenly catches up to him, the rivals team up to stop whoever is trying to kill Duke. Duke, English SDH, Closed Captions. 91 minutes. Broad Green Picture. $7.95

**DVD 3695360 ALICE IN ACIDLAND/SMOKE AND FLESH: Special Edition.** Fullscreen. Jump down the drug-addled rabbit hole to Alice in Acidland, about an innocent college student whose naughty gal pal lures her into a whirlwind of sex-fueled marijuana addiction as she plans to rob a pot shop. Rated R. 54 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95


**DVD 5966219 FIGHTING WITH KIT CARSON.** Fullscreen. A shipment of government gold pack train headed by scout Kit Carson is wiped out. Only Carson escapes. Aided by the cavalry, Carson rounds up the outlaws knowing they’re after the stolen gold. In 12 parts. Stars Noah Beery Sr., Noah Beery Jr., Tully Marshall, and Lane Chandler. (1933). In B&W. Over three hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**DVD 2878836 THE BOOK OF REVELATION.** Widescreen. Daniel (Tom Long) is abducted by three mysterious women who, after 12 days of unspeakable torment, dump him on the outskirts of the city as a broken man. Now he’s determined to find the identities of his attackers, setting out on a sexual odyssey as bizarre as his own. Mature viewers. 54 minutes. ShotLife! Factory. $5.95

**DVD 2893066 CHURCHILL: The Untold Story of D-Day.** Widescreen. This absorbing film follows Winston Churchill in the 96 hours before and up to D-Day, as he battles indecision, exhaustion and guilt and attempts to stop the invasion. Stars Brian Cox, Miranda Richardson, Jack Davenport and John Sessions. English SDH. 98 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**DVD 2953315 THE BEST OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN.** Collects five classic silent shorts from the king of comedy including *The Bank* (1915), *The Rink* (1918), *The Immigrant* (1917), *The Vagabond* (1916); and *Easy Street* (1917). In B&W & 92 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 3033599 ANGEL EYES.** Widescreen. Officer Sharon Fogg is looking into the barrel of a scrumball’s handgun when a mysterious stranger saves her life. Was the rescue blind luck? A surprising discovery reveals the truth: this is not the first time she and this mystery man have met. Stars Jim Caviezel. Rated R. 103 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**DVD 3765849 SPIDER-MAN/SPIDER-MAN 2/SPIDER-MAN 3.** Widescreen. In these three web-spinning superhero has a mission to save New York from his nemesis, the Green Goblin. In Spider-Man 2, Peter Parker gives up his crime-fighting identity to attempt to return to regular life. And in Spider-Man 3 New York City is in the throes of Spider-mania. All starring Tony Macquere as Peter Parker. CC. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. $15.95

**DVD 6652468 BATTLE OF BRITAIN/A BRIDGE TOO FAR/ THE GREAT ESCAPE.** Widescreen. Three combat classics in one set: An all-star cast brings the Royal Air Force’s greatest triumph to life in Battle of Britain; James Caan, Michael Caine, and Sean Connery capture WWII’s most tragic blunder in A Bridge Too Far; and Steve McQueen re-creates the largest escape attempt in history in The Great Escape. CC. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $7.95

**DVD 6990266 MY OLD LADY.** Widescreen. When Mathias Gold (Kevin Kline) arrives at the Parisian apartment he inherited from his father, he’s surprised to learn that it comes with two live-in tenants who are not required to leave according to an ancient real estate law. With nowhere else to go, Mathias moves in with the feisty Englishwoman (Maggie Smith) and her daughter (Kristin Scott Thomas). 106 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2938103 WESTWORLD.** Widescreen. In this tense noir thriller, Victor Hugo (Robert Deniro) is the famous Transylvanian vampire in this 1943 film, Son of Dracula. Rated R. $4.95

**DVD 3741847 FRIED GREEN TOMATOES.** Widescreen. In an unhappy housewife (Kathie Bates)befriends a lady in a nursing home (Jessica Tandy), she hears a remarkable tale of laughter, devotion and a special friendship that defies all obstacles. This film from acclaimed director jon Avnet. Also stars Mary Stuart Masterson. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3764451 DRACULA’S DAUGHTER/SON OF DRACULA.** Fullscreen. Picking up where Dracula left off, Dr. Von Helsing (Edward Van Sloan), thinking he has rid London of all vampires, is instead arrested by police. The Police find Dracula’s Daughter, Lon Chaney, Jr. dons a cape as Count Alucard, the bloodthirsty son of the famous Transylvanian vampire in this 1943 film, Son of Dracula. In B&W. 153 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**DVD 3764456 E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL.** Widescreen. Relive the adventure and magic in one of the beloved motion pictures of all-time, the story of the unforgettable journey of a lost alien and the 10-year-old boy he befriends. Join Elliot Henry (Henry Thomas) and his family Barrymoran and Michael (Robert MacNaughton) as they help E.T. get back home. Includes collectible slipcase. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 6565808 I WAKE UP SCREAMING.** Fullscreen. Horror film. Writer. Victor Mature plays Frankie Christopher, a sports promoter who’s being grilled by a detective after the murder of a fashion model (Carole Landis) he made famous—and whose sister (Betty Grable) he loves. And Frankie’s not the only suspect: his partner, a gossip columnist, and a hotel night clerk all take their turn in the hot seat. CC. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 6645361 OPERATION Petticoat.** Widescreen. Forced out to battle before it’s ready, the U.S.S. Sea Tiger limps through combat until five stranded Army nurses come aboard and initiate their own brand of renovations. The end result is a sub painted pink, making it a target for both Japanese and American forces. Stars Gary Charity and Tony Curtis. 122 minutes. Universal. $11.95

**DVD 3702593 SWEET COUNTRY.** Widescreen. An Australian western set on the Northern Territory frontier in the 1920s, where justice itself is put on trial when an aged aboriginal produces a white man in self-defense and goes on the run as a posse gathers to hunt him down. Stars Bryan Brown and Sam Neil.Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3702594 THE VERY BEST WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS.** Widescreen. Burt Reynolds stars as Sheriff Ed Earl Dodd along with Doily Parton as Miss Mona, proprietress of the Chicken Ranch. The two join forces to keep women in the business from coming to town as the price of citizenship. Rated R. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2877298 12 MONKEYS/MERCURY RISING/THE JACKAL.** Widescreen. Bruce Willis leads three pulse-pounding thrillers. He joins Brad Pitt in Terry Gilliam’s 12 Monkeys, about a time-traveler sent to save humanity from a deadly virus. In Mercury Rising, he protects an autistic boy capable of deciphering a billionaire’s secret. In The Jackal, Willis is the best top government official. Rated R. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 6991548 HAIR.** Widescreen. Claude Hopper Bukowski (John Savage), a Vietnam veteran, finds a playgirl and a group of counter-culture hippies on an adventure of a lifetime when he meets a group of counterculture hippies. Introduced to a world of free love and hallucinogens, Claude learns an important lesson about the darker side of class, race and big city life when he becomes infatuated with a beautiful debutante. Also stars Treat Williams and Beverly D’Angelo. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95
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**DVD 3759087 THE SHINING: Stanley Kubrick Collection.** Widescreen. One of Stephen King’s most terrifying novels is transformed into one of Stanley Kubrick’s most gripping films with this 1980 milestone of the macabre. Jack Torrence (Jack Nicholson), the new off-season caretaker at Overlook Hotel, brings his wife (Shelley Duvall) and son (Danny Lloyd) to the hotel for the winter—a winter they may not survive. Rated R. CC. 142 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3742622 4-MOVIE COLLECTION**

- **CREATURE.** Widescreen. A space exploration mission lands a team of scientists on Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. Cold and unforgiving, the moon yields a surprise when the researchers stumble upon an ancient archeological find that turns out to be an abandoned alien lab. 100 minutes. Reel Valt. $7.95

- **MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: PREDATOR WORLĐ.** Step into the not too distant future where all that stands between us and one of the cheesiest movies ever made is the intrepid crew of the Satellite of Love. Mike Nelson and his robot companions provide their hilarious running commentaries, allowing us to laugh along at the movies’ inscrutable plots and painful performances. 92 minutes. Shout! Factory. $3.95

- **DON’T FORGET ABOUT ME.** Widescreen. Four ’80s tales of young love and drama, featuring many of the decade’s biggest movie stars. Includes *No Small Affair* with Jon Cryer and Demi Moore (*Rated R*); *Fresh Horses* with Molly Ringwald and Andrew McCarthy; *Immediate Family* with Glenn Close and Mary Stuart Masterson; and *The Ceremony* with Matthew Broderick and Penelope Ann Miller. Nearly 7 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $3.95

- **PREDATOR WORLD.** Widescreen. The Titan 1C space cruiser, the most luxurious star-liner ever built, is damaged during a meteor shower, with several survivors left drifting in space. But their nightmare has just begun, as they land on a planet inhabited by a race of bloodthirsty aliens, who methodically hunt them down one by one. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

- **THE HUSTLER.** Paul Newman electrifies in his Oscar-nominated portrayal of Fast Eddie Felson, an arrogant hustler whose unbridled ambition drives him to take on pool-playing legend Minnesota Fats (Jackie Gleason), regardless of the consequences if he loses. Also stars George C. Scott and Burt Reynolds. 135 minutes on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 3743797 RICHARD PRYOR 4-MOVIE LAUGH PACK.** Widescreen. Four laugh out loud classics starring the comedy legend. *Brewster’s Millions; Car Wash; and Bustin’ Loose.* Co-stars include John Candy, Lonette McKee, Humor Cronyn, George Carlin, and Cicely Tyson. Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

- **QUARTEMASS AND THE EARTH.** Widescreen. The Russia n Man With The Golden Gun. Some Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Film Movement. $3.95

- **LES MISERABLES.** Widescreen. Still considered the greatest film adaptation of Victor Hugo’s masterpiece, this 1958 epic has now been fully restored in beautiful high definition. Stars Jean Valjean (Gaston), a thief turned wealthy industrialist who risks everything to help a single mother and prostitute (Danielle Darrieux), as well as time it is compelling. In French with English subtitles. 188 minutes. Olive. $5.95

- **THE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS.** Widescreen. This 1978 international hit remains perhaps the most badass war movie in EuroCult history. Fred The Blossom and Bosco the Si star as the leaders of a gang of condemned criminals who escape from an Allied prison camp with plans to blast their way to the Swiss border, only to find themselves on a stop inside Nazi-occupied France. Not Rated. $3.95

- **SAVING PRIVATE RYAN: D-Day 60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition.** Widescreen. The story begins with WWII’s historic D-Day invasion, then moves beyond the beach as it follows a squad of American soldiers who embark on a dangerous special mission. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Rated R. 169 minutes on two DVDs. DreamWorks. $9.95

- **CHATTERBOX.** Beautiful Penelope Pitman (Candice Rialson) has a problem that defies the very laws of nature. The story of a mild mannered hairdresser, she has an enormous head, and everything inside it is not only not its own but a fabulous singing voice! Rated R. 73 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

- **DIAMOND DOLLS.** Fullscreen. When a young co-ed inherits her uncle’s strip club, she must turn it around before the bank forecloses and in the process, is surprised to discover her own “stripper spirit.” Stars Myla Leigh and Akira Lane. Unrated. 67 minutes. Adults Only. Full Moon. $9.95

**REDEMPTION.** Widescreen. On the run from a military unit following a six-special forces soldier (Jason Statham) seizes the opportunity to assume another man’s identity. Bent on retribution after a friend’s murder, he sets out to find the killer and restore his former name of justice. Rated R. 100 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**INVASION U.S.A.** Widescreen. When America faces invasion for the first time in history, it’s up to one-man army Matt Hunter (Dennis Hopper) to wage war upon the enemies of freedom. Hunter is up against a ragtag group of terrorist mercenaries led by a Soviet agent (Richard Lynch), but he has the home-terrain advantage. Rated R. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**PASTOR SHEPHERD.** Widescreen. Shepherd lives with his drug addicted mother who faces bankruptcy after being swindled into giving her life savings to dualists. Desperate to erase her debt, Shepherd turns to his bad-tempered neighbor, Phil, and the two decide to pursue justice by finding the ringleader who destroyed his mother’s life. Stars Danny Tejo. Not Rated. 93 minutes. E One. $4.95

**PATMOS: Christian Classics.** Fullscreen. As an older man, the Apostle John is sentenced to forced labor on the island of Patmos. There, he ministered to a group of prisoners and believers, and found himself embraced with the word of God—John faithfully transcribed into the prophetic Book of Revelation. Stars Louis Hofstein and Mark Hollhound. 73 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.99

**THE QUIET MAN: 60th Anniversary Special Edition.** When he accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, Sean Thornton (John Wayne) flees to the border town of his youth, where he meets and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara). When they are denied a traditional Irish wedding, Thornton chooses to fight for his love. Award-winning direction by John Ford. Rated. In B&W. 108 minutes. Columbia. $11.95

**THE WATERFRONT.** This iconic 1954 film was the winner of eight Academy Awards, including Best Actor (Marlon Brando). Ex-fighter Terry Malloy (Brando) could have been a contender, but now toils for boss Johnny Friendly (Lee J. Cobb) at the gang-ridden waterfront. It takes the love of Eddie Doyle (Eva Marie Saint) to show Terry how low he has fallen. Not Rated. In B&W. 108 minutes. Columbia. $7.95

**WARS GODDESS: 8 beautiful, epic battles in a fantastic spectacle reign in eight mammoth adventures from the 1960s: Son of Samson; Son of Cleopatra; Hero of Rome; Invincible Claudette; The Magic of India; The Russian Man With The Golden Gun; The Magic Voyage of Sinbad; and The Earth Froze. Stars include Gordon Scott, Mark Damon, Richard Harrison, and Howard Duff in sword and sandal epic adventures. Twelve hours on 4 double-sided DVDs. Retromedia. $4.95

**SACRED PLAIN & TALL: Winter’s End.** Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In this heartwarming tale of triumph over adversity, the Johnsons challenged to forgive the past, and embrace the future together. Stars Glenn Close, Christopher Walken, and Jack Palance. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $9.95

---
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**DVD 370258: CHICKEN PEOPLE.** Widescreen. A charming and fascinating look at the colorful—and hugely competitive—world of champion show chickens. The film follows the struggles and triumphs of both humans and their birds as they compete at the annual Ohio National Poultry Show, considered the Westminster of Chickens. English SDH. 83 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95.

**DVD 667109: THE NOVEMBER MAN.** Widescreen. Code-named "The November Man," Peter Van Night is a highly trained ex-CIA agent living in Switzerland. When he's lured out of retirement to safeguard a witness targeted for assassination, he's dropped into aelter game of cat and mouse with his former protege. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.

**DVD 293770: TO DANCE WITH THE WHITE DOG.** Fullscreen. After 50 years of marriage, Sam has lost his beloved wife, and now he's alling too. That's when a beautiful white dog enters his life and changes it forever, showing him the power of everlasting love. Starring David Carradine and Hume Cronyn. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

**DVD 371444: PHANTOMS OF DEATH: TRIPLE FEATURE.** A triple dose of 40s noir mystery! A classic collection, from Phantom of 42nd Street (Dave O'Brien and Kay Aldridge), a noted philanthropist is framed for murder in Phantom Killer (Dick Purcell and Joan Woodbury), and murder strikes during a lecture on the discovery of a lost tomb in Phantom of Chinatown. Three hours. $2.95.

**DVD 292370X: ARCTIC BLAST.** Widescreen. When a solar eclipse sends a comet plunging to a frozen earth, it sets off a catastrophic chain of events that threatens to engulf the world in ice. Jack Tate (Michael Shanks), a brilliant and unbound physicist, will have to resort to unconventional methods to warn the world of an impending ice age. Rated R. 91 minutes. 113 minutes. Arcade Entertainment. $4.95.

**DVD 3764613: MACARTHUR.** Widescreen. General Douglas MacArthur (Gregory Peck), one of the most controversial public figures of our time, is the subject of the biographical drama which traces his outstanding career. A compelling story with many of the facets of his ambitious character. Includes collectible slipcase. 130 minutes. $5.95.

**DVD 2943335: STAR-STUDIED ACTION.** Hollywood's heavy hitters are ready for action in these classic films. The 4th Floor; American Perfekt; Wild Side; Forever Lulu; Plato's Run; Danger Zone; FTW; and The Peacekeepers. Stars include Dolph Lundgren, Juliette Lewis, Patrick Swayze, and natural state, but will her curiosity get the better of her and land her hot new friend in the hot seat? Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

**DVD 376589X: WINCHESTER ’73.** Fullscreen. Frontiersman Lin McAdam (James Stewart) attempts to track down both his father’s killer and his own of a kind rifle, the Winchester ’73, as it passes among a diverse group of desperate characters. Also starring Shelley Winters, Dan Duryea, and Rock Hudson. In W. 93 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $6.95.

**DVD 3766020: THE FACTORY.** Widescreen. Detective Mike Fletcher (John Cusack), and his partner Kelsey Walker (Jennifer Carpenter) are on the trail of a serial killer who prowls the streets targeting young streetwalkers. When his teenage daughter disappears, Fletcher discovers that the culprit is his own son, and his obsession goes into overdrive to get the killer. Rated R. Over 104 minutes. WFS Films. $5.95.

**DVD 2915398: LIZZIE BORDEN TOOK AN AX.** Widescreen. A sweeping summer day in Massachusetts, 1892. Lizzie Borden (Al Pacino) to the brutality double murder of Mr. and Mrs. Borden. Lizzie (Christina Ricci), a wholesome Sunday school teacher and Mrs. Borden's youngest daughter, quickly becomes the prime suspect. A true horror story of the crime and subsequent trial that gripped a nation. Also stars Billy Campbell. English SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95.


**DVD 2984638: COC/SEA BEAST/SHARK SWARM.** Widescreen. Three aquatic creature features. In Coc, a killer crocodile wreaks havoc on a beach resort. In Sea Beast, a mythic beast from the ocean depths is unleashed on adventures that find man up against prehistoric predators in the ultimate battle for survival. In Shark Swarm, a fisherman discovers a swarm of monstrous great white sharks. Not Rated. $11.95.

**DVD 7529171: MICHAEL SHAYNE MYSTERIES, VOLUME 1.** Based on the noke ation American-Irish detective of Brett Halliday’s popular novels, these noir classics are glowing examples of the genre. Lloyd Nolan stars in the titular sleuth in Michael Shayne, Private Detective; plus The Man Who Wouldn’t Die; Sleepers West; and Blue, White, and Perfect. CC. In W. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. $3.95.

**DVD 2984652: MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE.** Widescreen. Grieving widow Garret Blake builds boats for a living. Rebuilding his life—that’s another matter. But that’s before Theresa Osborne comes to his North Carolina village. Kevin Costner as Garret and Robin Wright as Theresa bring high-voltage star power to this love tale lost and found, based on the worldwide bestseller. Also stars Robin Wright. Over 140 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

**DVD 3706516: LAST CALL/BITTHER HARVEST.** Fullscreen. In Last Call an exotic performance artist (Shannon Tweed) snags the imagination of a corporate square. But when they discover her common enemy their lust for each other turns into a lust for revenge. Bitter Harvest is a young man’s (Stephen Baldwin) soulfully charged tale of personal awakening and modern. Both DVDs. VUD. Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**DVD 3715647: PRIVATE PLACES.** Fullscreen. Neighbors get naughtiness at this apartment complex that’s packed with peeping Toms. Jeanie (Mia Zattoli) is an amateur sleuth who’s trying to get to the bottom of these. And when a body turns up it, is her curiosity get the better of her and land her hot new friend in the hot seat? Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $7.95.

**DVD 279652X: 10.0 EARTHQUAKE.** Wide-screen. An oil company tracking has set the stage for epic disaster. A sudden and massive earthquake near the San Andreas Fault. Jack, an engineer with the company, and Emily, a geologist, frantically race against time to survive. The Big City is being dumped into a steaming underground crater of fiery magma. Stars Henry Ian Cusack. 87 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $5.95.

**DVD 288833X: NAKED CAME THE STRANGER.** Wide-screen, sexying, and stunning cinematography. This film is a classic in the golden age of erotic filmmaking. Set in swinging 1970’s New York, the film follows the sexual exploits of the radio host Gillian Blake as she sets out to even the score with her philandering husband. Stars Darby Lloyd Rains, Levi Richards and Mary Stuart. Not Rated. 2K. 83 minutes. Adults only. Distripub. $14.99 $11.95.

**DVD 3712580: THE LAST SHARK.** Widescreen. An enormous and angry 35 foot Great White Shark takes revenge on humans when they build a beach just for swimmers by a coastal town. After several shark attacks, and the Mayor does nothing to stop it, a!sicsious and Vic Morrow sail in pursuit to stop it. 88 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

**DVD 2858274: MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000 PRESENTS ZOMBIE NIGHTMARE.** When a young baseball player is struck and killed by a car full of rambunctious teens, his grieving mother convinces a mysterious voodoo priestess to resurrect his son, allowing his criminal corpse the vengeance necessary to finally rest in peace. The Satellite of Love crew take this on 1986 zombie classic starring Adam West and Tia Carrere. 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

**DVD 1003159: JURASSIC KONG.** Fullscreen. The 1933 classic with the legendary Fay Wray portrays a young starlet who encounters the mighty Kong on the fog-shrouded Skull Island and brings him back to New York City. Following in the footsteps of his legendary father, Son of Kong brings the action back to the mysterious island, with a new damsel in distress. In W. & W. 112 minutes. $9.95.

**DVD 2982921: DEATH RACE 2000.** In the year 2000, hit and run has become the natural sport. It’s a no holds barred cross-country race in which the aim is to kill off not only your opponents, but the spectators as well. It’s possible. David Carradine takes on Sylvester Stallone in this classic adrenaline thriller. Rated R. English SDH. 78 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. Pub. at $9.99 $8.95.
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**Movies**

**DVD 2954079 LAST LOVE.** widescreen. A cynical, widowed professor living alone in Paris sees no meaning in his life for himself—until he meets Pauline, a free spirited young dance instructor. From their first chance meeting, each instinctively provides what the other desperately needs: someone to call family. Stars Michael Caine and Clémence Posey. 115 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 6900674 SWEDISH GAS PUMP GIRLS.** widescreen. In this follow-up flick to “Erin C. Detrich’s 1979 classic Six Swedish Girls, the girls ship off for the gas station. Unrated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 3702650 NO MEN BEYOND THIS POINT.** widescreen. Imagine a world where, since 1953, women have been forced to reproduce without men and are no longer giving birth to male babies. Now, over 60 years later, this deadpan mockumentary follows the youngest man still alive—37-year-old Andrew Myers. Working as a housekeeper he finds himself at the center of a battle to prevent men from going extinct. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3709096 THE WOBBLIES.** The Wobblies took to organizing unskilled workers into one big union and changing the course of history. Along the way to winning an eight-hour workday and fair wages in the early 20th century, the Wobblies were one of the few unions to be racially and sexually integrated. This film airs a provocative look at this mostly forgotten radical union. 90 minutes. Docurama. $7.95

**DVD 3798878 BECOMING THE CLONE.** Widescreen. Dueling gangs of clones are pitted against each other in this outrageously funny comedy written by, directed by and starring Bobcat Goldthwait. Sketches the alcoholic, infertile clone who finds he’s been framed for murder. Also stars Adam Sandler, Florence Henderson, and Tom Kenny. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Mill Creek. $3.98

**DVD 2924110 SICK NURSES.** Widescreen. In a neglected hospital, seven young nurses and a respected doctor have been selling body parts of dead patients on the black market. When one of the nurses murders the police, she is viciously murdered and dies uttering a vengeful curse. Seven days later her tormentful soul returns to exact her horrifying revenge. In Thai with English subtitles. Unrated. 82 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**DVD 3716169 A RECKONING.** Widescreen. After her husband is brutally murdered, a widowed homesteader leaves everything behind and sets out on a dangerous journey to seek revenge by hunting down his killer. Stars June Dietrich and Lance Henniken. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Papa Octopus. $4.95

**DVD 3716651 THE WEST AND THE RUHELESS.** Widescreen. In the dusty streets of Crow’s Landing, outlaws, wealthy plantation owners, runaway slaves, a half Cherokee girl, a gang of desperadoes, and a woman days away from giving birth all end up in a bloody shoot out and running for their lives. Not Rated. 90 minutes. 4DigitalMedia. $4.95

**DVD 2947598 FIRST POSITION.** Widescreen. Every year, thousands of aspiring dancers enter one of the world’s most prestigious ballet competitions, the Youth America Grand Prix. This documentary follows six of these dancers in training; for the chance to enter the world of professional ballet, while at the same time navigating the drama of adolescence. English SDH. 94 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

**DVD 3752739 GRAND HOTEL.** Fullscreen. The Academy Award winner for Best Picture is a sweeping soap opera featuring the guests at the Grand Hotel. Several plots intertwine, but mostly it’s about stars, stars and more stars! The cast includes Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, Pola Negri, May McAvoy, Lionel Atwill, Kay Francis, Beery and Lionel Barrymore. In B&W. CC. 112 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 3759660 MYSTERY MOUNTAIN.** A twelve chapter 1954 frontier serial with Ken Murray as The Rawhide Tarzan. Ken plays a mysterious stranger searching for the Rattler, a criminal camouflaged in cape, mask and false mutton chops. The girls seek sponsorship from a mountainous railroad area. In B&W. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 3765555 AIRPORT.** widescreen. Burt Lancaster is the manager of an international airport with a number of professional responsibilities as he attempts to keep his blizzard-torn facility open to rescue a bomb-destroyed jetliner. Also stars Dean Martin, Jacqueline Bisset and George Kennedy. English SDH. 137 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 376558X CAPE FEAR.** Fourteen years ago after being imprisoned, vicious psychopath Max Cady (Robert De Niro) escapes from a State Prison with a stated mission: to seek revenge on his attorney Sam Bowden (Nick Nolte). Sam resorts to unorthodox measures to protect his family which include sending Sam’s daughter on Cape Fear. Rated R. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3765954 CODE OF HONOR.** Widescreen. Colonel Robertikes (Steven Seagal) is on a mission to rid his city of crime. As a stealthy, one-man assault team, he takes on street gangs, mobsters, and politicians with extreme prejudice until his former protege takes over with the local police in an attempt to bring him to justice. Rated R. 106 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3755045 DEADTIME STORIES, VOLUME 1.** Widescreen. Horror master George Romero presents three horror stories: Valley of the Shadow follows a young woman with a search and rescue team deep in the African jungle, where they make a grisly discovery; in Wet a lonely man strrolling on the beach finds a mysterious box, and in House Call a doctor called to treat a little boy unleashes ungodly horrors. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**DVD 2990474 DEADLY STRANGERS.** After she misses her train, a young woman is forced to hitch a ride back to town. After managing to get away from a lecherous trucker, she is given a ride by a good-looking but mysterious young man, who she comes to suspect may be a dangerous escapee from a mental asylum. Stars Hayley Mills. Rated R. 88 minutes. Mill Creek. $24.98

**DVD 283426X FEAR THE WATCHER/RAISING CAN/A KISS BEFORE DYING.** Widescreen. Features four films for four times the thrills. Fear The Watcher (Marsha Tomei & Keanu Reeves); Raising Cain (John Lithgow & Lolita Davidovich); and A Kiss Before Dying (Matt Dillon & Meg Ryan). (B&W). English SDH. Over six hours on two DVDs. Universal. $19.98

**DVD 6565180 MUSICALS 20 MOVIE COLLECTION.** Just try to keep your toes from tapping with these 20 musical gems from some of the most famous composers. Jack Lommond, Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth. Drawn from the golden age of the ’30s, ’40s and ’50s, they include Music in My Heart; You’ll Never Get Rich; Down In Devonia; The Spanish Shawl; Bells Are Ringing; I’ll See You in My Dreams; Autumn Leaved; Carefree; On Your Toes; Summer Stock; Room Around the Clock; The Merry Widow; The Merry Widow; Gold Diggers of 1933; The Star; Tiger Beauty;oley’s Modern Maidens; andtop off the anthology is a vocal feature by June Allyson. 900 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2917868 GIRL SLOVES OF MORGANA LE FAY.** Two French girls get lost in the woods and accidentally enter the realm of the sorceress Morgana Le Fay. They are caught in a choice of either staying young forever as her lovers, or rot in a dungeon for eternity. Stars Dominique Delpeche. Unrated. In French with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Adults only. Only Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 2907078 SEX SELLS.** Widescreen. Director Chuck Stake and a cast of comedians take their wares to the public with a bang by using the sex movie genre to concoct the biggest and most absurdly complicated adult movie ever made. This mockumentary of the adult film industry stars Priscilla Barnes, Mark DeCario and Adrienn Zemed. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

---
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**DVD 2923947 KISS OF THE DAMNED.** Widescreen. Beautiful vampire Dijana tries to reside the advances of the handsome, human screenwriter Paolo, but eventually gives in to their passion. When her seductive and highly volatile sister Mimi unexpectedly comes to visit, she becomes entangled, and the whole vampire community becomes enraged. Stars Milo Ventimiglia. Rated R. $9.95.

**★ DVD 3695478 THE CHINA MIRANDA. Special Edition.** Widescreen. Jack Lemmon, Jane Fonda, and Michael Douglas star in this white-knuckle thriller that famously predicted the Three Mile Island meltdown. When a potentially devastating accident strikes a San Angles power plant, a reporter and her cameraman catch it all on tape. When their TV station refuses to air the footage, they recruit a plant supervisor to expose the truth. CC. 122 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95.

**DVD 3741620 BLACK BRIGADE.** Written and produced by Aaron Spelling, this realistic wartime drama is set during World War II and stars Stephen Boyd as Captain Beau Carter, a bigoted white officer who must lead all black unit on a suicide mission deep behind Nazi lines. Also stars Richard Pryor and Billy Dee Williams. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 3799643 RIO BRAVO/THE SEARCHERS.** Widescreen. A pair of epic westerns starring John Wayne. The Duke delivers one of his finest performances in Howard Hawkes’s Rio Bravo as a sheriff determined to thwart ruthless desperadoes. Then he joins Natalie Wood for John Ford’s iconic classic, The Searchers, about an ex-Confederate soldier seeking retribution for his massacred family. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 3747077 THE GRADUATE.** Widescreen. Uncertain of what he wants to do with his life, college graduate Benjamin Braddock (Dustin Hoffman) returns home to find the wife of his father’s business partner, the sexy Mrs. Robinson (Anne Bancroft), seduces him, the affair only deepens his confusion. That is, until he meets the girl of his dreams—Mrs. Robinson’s daughter! Nominated for seven Academy Awards. CC. 106 minutes. MGM. $9.95.

**DVD 6651217 THE BACKPACKER.** Widescreen. On the outback roads of Australia, a deadly secret awaits soldier Sergeant Ben Cross under orders to return to the place where his cruel and manipulative killer, has chosen Ben as his next prey. The hunt is on in a deadly game of cat and mouse, one that will end with a question: how far will you go for revenge? 91 minutes. Anderson Digital. $3.95.

**DVD 6795621 NOVEMBER CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Through a child’s eyes, waiting for Halloween and Christmas can seem like forever. So imagine how special it would make a sick little girl feel if the holidays were to magically move forward just for her. Stars Sam Elliot and John Corbett. 94 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

**DVD 6814480 ROAD OF NO RETURN.** Ten Movie Set. Ten gritty crime thrillers, each filled with greed and lots of bullets. Michael Madsen and David Carradine star in Road of No Return. The violence continues with Without Warrant; Krewes; Braille; Burning Daylight; Open Cake; Slaughter; Twobucks; The Killing Jar; and Tunnel Vision. Not Rated. Nearly 17 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95.

**DVD 2904748 FADE TO BLACK.** Widescreen. Arriving in post-WWII Rome to rekindle his fading career, screenwriter popcorn is immediately captivated by a ravishing young actress. But when her stepfather is killed by an unknown assassin, Welles and his streetwise Italian bodyguard are pulled into a nation’s chaotic criminal underworld, where nothing is what it seems. Stars Danny Huston and Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95.

**DVD 3713868 CHRISTMAS.** Fullscreen. This uplifting 1949 film begins in New York City, as three elderly businessmen prepare to enjoy a festive dinner. In a show of holiday spirit, they receive visits from two kind souls. The Touch of Her Flesh; the kiss of Her Flesh; and finally The Kiss of Her Flesh: Get ready to be shocked and appalled with three of the most outrageous exploitation flicks of the ’60s. Included are the adventures of Her Flesh, and finally The Kiss of Her Flesh. Stars Michael Findlay, Eve Bork, and Yvonne Alcara. Not Rated. In B&W. Over three hours. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $9.98. $7.95.

**DVD 3741623 WHATEVER WORKS.** Meet New Yorker Boris Yelkin (Larry David)–a sarcastic, bitter and blindingly misanthropic. Boris, admittedly, is not a likable guy. That is, until he meets Melody (Evan Rachel Wood), a charmingly naive and innocent woman from his doorstep. He lets her into his home and his heart and discovers that in this cruel world sometimes its worthwhile to get a little insight into the human condition. CC. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures Classics.

**DVD 375250X THE WEDDING NIGHT.** Fullscreen. Wished up novelist Tony (Gary Cooper) is disillusioned, broke and married to a woman who won’t let him forget it. Forced to retreat to his ancestral Connecticut home, Barrett finds inspiration in his Polish immigrant neighbor’s beautiful daughter, Marya (Anna Sten). In B&W. CC. 83 minutes. MGM. $6.95.

**DVD 3729739 BACK WHEN WE WERE GROWNUPS.** Fullscreen. Helena David (Blythe Danner) has always rolled with the punches. But suddenly, her 53 year old widowed grandmother is having an uncharacteristic mid-life crisis. She begins the search for the self she thinks she left behind—leading her to a discovery so precious and true that it’s cause for the biggest celebration. Also stars Peter Fonda. 96 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

**DVD 3930312 STAR TREK III & IV.** Widescreen. In Star Trek III: The Search for Spock the crew returns to Earth and Kirk (William Shatner) learns Spock may have the means to rescue the survivors of a WW II mission to rescue Spock. Also stars Leonard Nimoy. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95.

**★ DVD 3712575 THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE.** Near the turn of the century a couple (George C. Scott & Trish VanDevere) and their young son is shipwrecked on a remoted island where they think they will never be rescued, John teaches his young son how to survive on his own. When his son is grown, he believes he has a chance at happiness and is allowed by his mother, his 110 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

**DVD 3712583 THE SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM.** A dangerous attempt is made to rescue the survivors of a WW II British Hudson bomber, crashed at sea. On board is an Air Force major who holds a secret plan that could stop enemy air raids on London. This 1954 film stars Michael Redgrave, Dirk Bogarde, and Nigel Patrick. In B&W. 91 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

**DVD 371649X DON’T KILL IT.** Widescreen. When an ancient demon is accidentally unleashed in the sparsely populated Mississippi town of Chickory Creek, the town’s only hope of survival lies in the hands of grizzled old demon hunter Jebediah Woodley and his reluctant partner, FBI Agent Evelyn Pierce. Stars Dolph Lundgren. Unrated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.

**★ DVD 3695656 THE TOUCH OF HER FLESH/ THE KISS OF HER FLESH.** Get ready to be shocked and appalled with three of the most outrageous exploitation flicks of the ’60s. Included are the adventures of Her Flesh, and finally The Kiss of Her Flesh. Stars Michael Findlay, Eve Bork, and Yvonne Alcara. Not Rated. In B&W. Over three hours. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $9.98. $7.95.

**DVD 2986898 MONSTER MOVIE MIX: HORROR BEYOND THE GRAVE/TERROR BEYOND THE STARS.** Features twelve monster films including The Corpse Vanishes; Night Fright; Killers from Space; Destination Space; The Passage Beyond; Blunder; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; Tales of Frankensteins; and Vertigo from Space; Flash Gordon: Return of the Androids; Captain Z-Ro, Meteor; and Johnny Jupiter. In Color and B&W. Over 8 hours. Mill Creek. $9.95.

**DVD 2954141 ODD THINGS.** Widescreen. Small town fry cook Odd Thomas is an ordinary guy with a paranormal secret: he sees dead people, everywhere. When a creepy stranger shows up with a taste for ghostly bodachs—predators who feed on pain–Odd knows that his town is in serious trouble. Stars Anton Yelchin and William Kingsley and Ralph Fiennes. Rated R. In B&W. Over three hours on one double-sided DVD. $9.95.

**DVD 2988380 THE LIVING COFFIN.** Fullscreen. In this atmospheric reinvigoration of a timeless Mexican legend, a cowboy (Gaston Santos) and his sidekick, Crazy Wolf (Pedro de Aguillon), stop at a ranch to learn more about a stone figure they’ve unearthed. The legend they uncover plagues them into a supernatural adventure that promises gold, ghosts, and gruesome flesh. In English subtitles. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Panik House. $3.95.

**DVD 3708914 MYTHICA: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Marek (Melanie Stone) is an indentured servant until she escapes her master and begins a journey that will test her strength and potential as a wizard. After she assembles an unlikely group of warriors, they fight to stop sinister enemies, rescue dear friends and save their world from the Mythica Films: A Quest for Heroes, The Darkspore; The Necromancer; The Iron Crown; and The Godslayer. Also stars Kevin Sorbo. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Sunworld. $19.95.

**DVD 3741494 BROKEN EMBRACES.** Widescreen. Penelope Cruz stars as an actress heartbroken by everything for true love in this acclaimed 2009 drama from celebrated director Pedro Almodovar, It tells the story of a blind screenwriter remembering the past, when his romance with a beautiful young woman, Red, catalyzes a firestorm of power, jealousy, and guilt. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95.

**DVD 3755265 SUPERMAN.** The Movie. Widescreen. A box-office and Academy Award–nominated classic, this awesome adventure assembles a cast and creative contingent as only a big movie can. Experience more of the Krypton Council, a glimpse of stars of prior Superman installments, more of Jor-El underscoring his son’s purpose on Earth and an extended sequence in Lex Luthor’s hideout with the extended version, 151 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**★ DVD 3704548 THE FABULOUS WORLD OF JULES VERNE.** An evil millionaire named Artilis plans to use a super-powered device to conquer the world from his headquarters inside an asteroid. In live-action animation, puppets, engravings and larger than life performances enhance this delightful 1958 film. In B&W. Dubbed in English. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $19.95.
Movies

**DVD 3751290 ZOMBIES UNBRANDED: 12 Filth Film Fest.** Place yourself for 12 delicious servings of gut-wrenching zombie gore: Carnival of Souls; Dead Man Walk; Horror of the Zombies; House of the Living Dead; King of the Zombies; The Last Man on Earth; Mutant; Night of the Love God; Queen of the Zombies; The Snake People; Teenage Zombies, and White Zombie. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over 16 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

**DVD 284415X BATMAN: Return of the Caped Crusaders.** Widescreen. Gotham City’s most vile Super-Villain Joker, the Penguin, the Riddler and Catwoman—unleash a plan to take over the city, and ultimately, the world. When Batman fails under a spell that turns him bad, it’s up to an unlikely Batman straight and save the city. Starring the voice talents of Adam West, Burt Ward and Julie Newmar. English SDH. 1:48. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 2996278 HUNTED: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. After accidentally setting fire to his foster parent’s house, six-year-old Robbie runs away. While hiding in a warehouse, he runs into Chris Lloyd (Dirk Bogarde), not to mention the dead body nearby. Afraid his friend will squeal to the police, the boy takes the boy with him to the Scottish border. Not Rated. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $9.95

**DVD 752919X WILL ROGERS COLLECTION. VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. Mix political jabs and witty one-liners that remain unforgettable three-part voyage home. An unforgettable three-part journey. Starring the legendary British comedian, Mr. Porter and his brothers fight against their father in a mercenary in The Warrior and the Sorceress. And Amantha (Theresa Russell) turns her vendetta for her devastated village in Barbarian Queen. Rated R. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97 $11.95

**DVD 2863002 SWORD AND SORCERY COLLECTION: Roger Corman’s Cult Classics.** Widescreen. A medieval warrior who sets off on a journey to the most challenging tournament in the land in Deathstalker. John T尿lsky thwarts the grip of the evil Lord Aynan in The Barbarian. C. Howard pillar and Genevi
tta Gugliana in Deathstalker II. Wizard-priest Kain (David Carradine) wanders the planet Vra as a mercenary in The Warrior and the Sorceress. And Amantha (Theresa Russell) turns her vendetta for her devastated village in Barbarian Queen. Rated R. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97 $11.95

**DVD 2995887 BEYOND VALKYRIE: Dawn of the Fourth Reich.** Widescreen. As Operation Valkyrie prepares to assassinate Adelheid, an elite ops team prepares to extract the man destined to lead post-war Germany. But after Valkyrie fails, everything changes. Now, unlikely allies must work together to stop a group of Nazi Officers from establishing the Fourth Reich. Stars Sean Patrick Flanery. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3888259 VIKING DESTINY.** Widescreen. A viking princess is forced to flee her homeland after being framed for the murder of her father, the King. Under the guidance of the God Odin, she travels the world gaining wisdom and building the army she needs to win back her throne. Stars Ren
cence Stamps and Martyn Ford. Rated R. CC. $9.95

**DVD 2996022 BRITISH CINEMA, VOL. 2.** Fullscreen. Known for their quirky characters, plots and settings, British comedies have brought us some of the most memorable comic actors and characters. This collection includes Our Girl Friday; Dentist in the Chair; The Runaway Bus; Carry On Admiral; Ring of His Life; Fearless Joan Collins, Bob Monkhouse, Frankie Howard, and others. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**DVD 283412X BREAKING AND ENTERING.** Jude Law and Juliette Binoche lead a compelling and provocative drama as two Londoners from different worlds, drawn together in an unexpected, passionate, and forbidden affair that could destroy the lives of everyone around them. Rated R. CC. 119 minutes. Weinstein. Pub. at $19.93 $5.95

**DVD 2886620 ALIEN THREAT/ DEADLY ATTACK: Monster Movie Mix.** Fullscreen. A monstrous and terrifying mix of six times the Blood Beast; The Alien Factor; The Amazing Transparent Man; The Return of Andrew Bentley; Flash Gordon: Planet of Death; Test Flight; Man with a Watch; Rocky Jones: Escape into Space; Aliens Attack; Rain; Dark Stranger. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 3702073 IN THE NAME OF THE KING: The Complete Trilogy.** Widescreen. Owe Boll’s medieval saga based on the hit video game blended family of twenty. When Navy officer Frank meets nurse Helen, there’s an undeniable attraction. But both know that their families together will have one inevitable result: a whole mess of trouble. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**DVD 2766974 HOT BOT.** Widescreen. Two virgin teenage geeks are thrilled when they stumble upon a beautiful lifelike sex robot. “Bardot.” But their fantasies are shattered when they learn that the way to get her into their possession is applying for the property of a corrupt senator. Stars Zack Pearlman, Doug Haley, and Cynthia Kirchner. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Adults only. VSC. $3.95

**DVD 2826512 THE HEAT.** Widescreen. Uplift JFK special agent Sarah Ashburn (Sandra Bullock) and Huffington Post reporter Shannon Mullins (Melissa McCarthy) couldn’t be more incompatible. But when theyJoin forces to bring down a ruthless drug lord, they find they have a trust in each other just as they had the thing anyone expected—buddies. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

**DVD 2899201 NINA.** Widescreen. She was one of the century’s most extraordinary talents, a 15-year-old Grammy nominee and Grammy Hall of Fame recipient. Nina Simone’s mesmerizing songs and passionate politics combined to make her the unforgettable Nina Simone (Zoe Saldana). But fame and fortune came at a price. With help from her loyal manager, she began a courageous comeback. English SDH. 90 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. $9.95

**DVD 2903016 RICHARD THE LIONHEART: Rebellion.** Widescreen. The year is 1173 and England and France are at war. The destiny of two great powers has never been so intertwined. As King Henry’s wife, Queen Eleanor, is captured and imprisoned by the king himself, Richard and his band of outlaws must fight against their father, Richard the Lionheart, to save a heartless war. Stars Greg Chudler and Andrea O’Connell. 96 minutes. Digital Media. $5.95

**DVD 5822890 SHINOBI GIRL.** Widescreen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cutt ang a path of destruction, and fierce ninja Ninchi no Kuni. The women stand in their way. But Ms. Brooks, a high society trophy wife turned merciless killer, won’t go down so easily. Her army of elite corporate assassins, called the Shinobi, send in a squad, Raven, who has her own game to set. Not Rated. 160 minutes. Vision Dream. $9.95

**DVD 681235X VALEZD IS COMING/ THE RIDE BACK/ BUFFALO BILL AND THE INDIANS.** Three classic Westerns starring stars. But Lancaster in a tale of a constable who shoots a wrongfully accused man; The Ride Back! stars Anthony Quinn and Kirk Douglas as father and son; The Return of Buffalo Bill and the Indians, Paul Newman portrays the frontier hero with gusto. Over 4 hours. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $15.98 $5.95

---
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Movie Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3069613</td>
<td>HACKER</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Sony Pictures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>96 minutes</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3695448</td>
<td>THE COLLECTOR</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Cinedigm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>119 minutes</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3752844</td>
<td>KILLING KENNEDY</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Lions Gate</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3795118</td>
<td>STARGATE: Ultimate Edition</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Reel Vault</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>104 minutes</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6991556</td>
<td>THE HALLELUJAH TRAIL</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>North Hills</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>155 minutes</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2980742</td>
<td>THE SAME RIVER TWICE</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>RLJ Entertainment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>107 minutes</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6922525</td>
<td>THE WOMEN OF INFERNAL ISLAND</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Sony Pictures</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3731600</td>
<td>THE SALVATION</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>IFC Films</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92 minutes</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3739590</td>
<td>BEHIND YOUR RADIO</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Sony Pictures Classics</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3759914</td>
<td>GIRL HAPPY</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Shout! Factory</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>$4.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Movies**

- **HACKER**: Alex becomes involved with an online criminal organization called DarkNet. He learns to rip off credit cards and ATMs, and breaks into banks and eventually the stock market. When his mother is fired from her job at the bank, Alex begins a personal vendetta against the entire banking system. Stars Callan McAuliffe. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures.
- **THE COLLECTOR**: The story of a quiet bank clerk (Tenephe Stamp) who, while collecting antiques, takes a sinister twist when he kidnaps a most unusual specimen—a beautiful woman (Samanta Egger). This 1965 film is based on the best-selling novel by John Fowles. 119 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98.
- **STARGATE: Ultimate Edition**: 'Stargate' is an epic adventure that will span galaxies and decide the fate of an entire planet. Also stars Kurt Russell. CC. Widescreen. 104 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $6.95.
- **THE HALLELUJAH TRAIL**: Under the watchful eye of its owner Frank Wallingham (Brian Keith), the Wallingham Freight Company is bound for Denver with forty wagons of whiskey to quench the town’s thirst. But there are a host of others who have plans of their own for the load of libations. Also starring in this comedy western is Butch Lancaster and Lee Marvin. 119 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $5.95.
- **THE SAME RIVER TWICE**: In 1978, filmmaker Robb Moss and a group of free-spirited friends took a month-long trip through the depths of the Grand Canyon. Cutting between footage of their own adventure, the viewer is revolved, but life is not what he thought it would be. Not Rated. English SDH. 188 minutes. Adults only. Universal. Pub. at $16.99.
- **THE WOMEN OF INFERNAL ISLAND**: Set in scenic Ibiza, Spain, this erotic exploitation romp seems smokin’ hot! Eurocult legend Brigitte Lahaie as an unlucky prostitute who is kidnapped and taken to a remote hellhole where abductors are stripped and tortured while also enjoying the odd after-hours tumble with the manly guards. Rated R. 92 minutes. Full moon. Pub. at $24.95.
**MONSTER ISLAND.** Features special appearances by Nick Carter attempting to rescue Carmen Electra and escape the horrors of an MT

**PRIVATE LIVES OF ELIZABETH AND ESSEX.** Bette Davis and Errol Flynn star in this tale of the forbidden love between the aging Elizabeth I and the dashing Earl of Essex. Also stars Olivia de Havilland, Donald Crisp and Vincent Price. CC. 106 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

**TERRY AND THE PIRATES.** Fullscreen. Columbia Pictures brought Terry and the Pirates to life in fifteen thrill-packed episodes in 1940, that centered around the discovery of a vast hidden treasure. Along the treacherous episode route we have countless times that captured Saturday matinee audiences. Stars William Tracy, Granville Owen and Joyce Bryant. In B&W. Five hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**JOHN AND MARY.** Directed by Austine and Mary (Mia Farrow) meet in an upscale New York singles bar and go home together. The next day, they individually wander around the city, wondering what their night together might have meant–if anything. There's still a chance that they’ll end up together at least one more time–and, if nothing else, learn CC. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**NO NAME ON THE BULLET.** Widescreen. When hired killer John Gant (Audry Murphy) rides into town, no one is sure whose name is on his bullet. Several townsfolk, knowing they have enemies in the town, are forced to carry a bullet that assassin is there to kill them, and paranoia starts taking over the town. 77 minutes, Universal. $5.95

**THE PASSION OF FASHION.** Ad executive Amanda Harper (Erika Jordan) is under pressure to pick the right outfit for a magazine design. With so many gorgeous women to choose from, she is easily distracted as she picks out the hottest ladies in the fashion world. Also stars Lex Cassidy, Anita Dark, Shay Laren, and others. Unrated. Adults only. $9.95

**THE PASSION OF FASHION.** Widescreen. High rolling poker player Jack Weil is trying to make one big score in 1958. But his plan doesn’t include falling for Roberta, the beautiful wife of revolutionary Arturo Duran. Includes special edition collectible slipcover, Starring Robert Redford, Lena Olin, and Raoul Julia. Rated R. CC. 115 minutes. $5.95

**THE READER.** Widescreen. Kate Winslet delivers a dynamic performance in this "tale of eroticism, secrecy and guilt" (Claudia Puig, USA Today) set in tumultuous post-Nazi Germany. Winslet is riveting as Hansa Lenz and the Prora, the screenwoman in woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy, later years they meet again. Also stars Ralph Fiennes, English SD. All regions. Rated R. 124 minutes. $6.95


**RAREFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 1.** Fullscreen. Death Collector (87 minutes) blends a variety of genres including action, western and sci-fi and will shake up the last big thing. After a failed attempt at laying the law down on the city officials won’t rest until every last child in town has been imprisoned in the city, the government has ordered all single women to be imprisoned in control the population, the government has ordered all single women to be imprisoned. Rated R. CC. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

**RAREFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 2.** Fullscreen. CIA agent Mark Stone is on a mission to protect the king of Kalifistan from an assassin determined to blow away the king in The Killer Likes Candy. When young Susan visits her sister Molly, Susan deduces that the film is based on a novel that stars Deanna Durbin and Tyrone Power and is directed by Michael Curtiz. The planet has been devastated by war and disease and to control the population, the government has ordered all single women to be imprisoned to protect them. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Flix. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**RAREFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 3.** The Ninja Strikes Back stars (Bruce Lee clone) Bruce Lee and Bolo Yeung. Lady Street Fighter features Renee Harmon and legendary showgirl and glamour model Diana Stone stars in an adventure packed with action. Bushido Blade (also released as The Last Reunion, Ninja Nightmare) stars Leo Fong and Philip Baker Hall. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Flix. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**THE LIZARDMAN: The Terror of the Swamp Unleashed.** Unraveled: A young woman meets a telepathic lizard, a television personality, Bill Hansen, in the swamp so to a comedic horror. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Camp Motion Pictures. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**THE READER.** Widescreen. Based on Thomas Pynchon’s award-winning novel, stars Philip Baker Hall and the narrator is sent to Jerusalem to assassinate a senior British officer creating much tension within the already troubled cell and almost brings its collapse, as the British operatives are clear as one of the most important films in 50 years of Israeli cinema. In Hebrew with English subtitles. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $5.95

**THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI.** Widescreen. When Britain’s POW’s build a vital railway bridge in enemy-occupied Burma, Allied commanders are assigned to destroy it in David Lean’s epic World War II adventure. Spectacularly produced, this film captured the imagination of the public and won seven Academy Awards in 1957, including Best Picture, Best Actor (Alec Guinness), and Best Director. Also stars William Holden. CC. 162 minutes. Columbia. $7.95

**DEEP IN THE VALLEY.** Widescreen. Two uptight buddies (Brendan Hines and Chris Pratt) enter a video booth and find themselves transported to an alternate dimension where the entire world has taken on the traits of an adult film. Also stars Taran Killam, a lovable schmo and Lindsay Sloane as the film’s star. Not Rated. CC. 96 minutes. Adults only. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

**LIZARDMAN: Lizardman, the Terror of the Swamp Unleashed.** Unraveled: A young woman meets a telepathic lizard, a television personality, Bill Hansen, in the swamp so to a comedic horror. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Camp Motion Pictures. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**WONDER WOMAN: Commemorative Edition.** Widescreen. On the mythical island of Themyscira, a proud warrior princess is trained in the art of Amazon women to be imprisoned in control the population, the government has ordered all single women to be imprisoned. Rated R. CC. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

**HOT TIMES IN THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS.** Fullscreen. A young woman joins her globetrotting mother to escape a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**BOOGIE NIGHTS.** Fullscreen. Raunchy and explicit, this hilariously raucous story of a small town girl’s rise to stardom is set in turbul ent America in the late 1970’s. Not Rated. 133 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**HOT TIMES IN THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS.** Fullscreen. A young woman joins her globetrotting mother to escape a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**HOT TIMES IN THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS.** Fullscreen. A young woman joins her globetrotting mother to escape a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**HOT TIMES IN THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS.** Fullscreen. A young woman joins her globetrotting mother to escape a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**HOT TIMES IN THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS.** Fullscreen. A young woman joins her globetrotting mother to escape a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95
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**HOT TIMES IN THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS.** Fullscreen. A young woman joins her globetrotting mother to escape a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95
**Movies**

**DVD 375717X**

**THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT.** Widescreen. A strong-willed American woman (Hera Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) to a medical mission in the exotic Ottoman Empire on the brink of the First World War. However, her loyalty to both the doctor and the mission’s founder is soon tested when she falls in love with Ismail, a lieutenant in the Ottoman Imperial Army. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 376576H**

**KE: Countdown to D-Day.** Widescreen. This film charts the heart-pounding ten days leading up to the invasion as Eisenhower decides the fate of thousands of soldiers while managing complex strategic relationships with British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, American General George S. Patton, Britain’s Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery and French President Charles de Gaulle. Stars Tom Selleck, CC. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 6873197**

**JONATHAN WINTERS IS THE WORLD’S OLDEST ORPHAN.** Reality and fantasy collide in this wacky mockumentary following 80-year-old comedy legend Jonathan Winters. When a lamp at Jupiter’s office is broken, he is given a star for his other talent (painting), he launches into a creative frenzy (and meltdown). Features appearances from other comedy masters, including Sarah Silverman, Jimmy Kimmel and Howie Mandel. 80 minutes. MoMo Bay. $4.95

**DVD 290424X**

**THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Crack Ups.** Collects three uncut episodes from Burnett’s Emmy Award-winning variety show, featuring her environmental comedy, song and dance. Includes acclaimed and beloved moments like hilarious movie parodies Rebeccy and The Story of a Star; comedy sketches like “World’s Oldest Orphan”; and guest stars from Andy Griffith to Dick Van Dyke. CC. Over 3 hours. StarVista. $9.95

**DVD 2933039**

**THE LANGOLIERS/THE STAND/GOLDEN YEARS.** Fullscreen. A triple-header from the master of creep! In The Langoliers, a group of passengers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. The Stand is King’s epic vision of an apocalyptic future. In Golden Years, a man exposed to mysterious chemicals starts to grow younger every day. CC. Nearly thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**DVD 2954176**

**THE OUTSIDER.** Widescreen. Recalled from the battlefields of war to find the remains of his daughter, British mercenary Lex Walker arrives in Los Angeles to find that the body in the morgue belongs to a clone, a daughter now missing. He convinces a street wise detective that his daughter is in danger. Stars Craig Fairbrass, Jason Patric and James Caan. English SDH. 94 minutes. RL Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 2994694**

**THE BRAVE.** Widescreen. Red Steiger plays unscrupulous financier Carl Schaffner, who flees to Mexico with his company’s money. A genius at improvisation, Schaffner manages to evade the law by murdering a man and assuming his identity. However, Schaffner soon learns that his victim was himself a fugitive from justice. In B&W. 103 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $5.95

**DVD 3708976**

**THE PYRAMID.** Widescreen. The age-old wonders of the world have long been shrouded in mystery. But when a team of archaeologists gets more than they bargained for when they discover a lost pyramid in the Egyptian desert, they’re being relentlessly hunted by an ancient evil more nightmarish than anything they could have imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 3752607**

**BLOOD AND SAND.** Fullscreen. Tyrone Power and Rita Hayworth lead a star-studded cast in this Academy Award winning classic. Juan Gallardo returns home to claim the hand of his childhood love and continue his rise toward becoming Spain’s greatest matador. But when he catches the eye of a beautiful seductress, Juan will learn that the battles that matter most are fought outside the ring. CC. 125 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 3765768**

**THE QUICK AND THE DEAD.** Widescreen. A female gunfighter (Sharon Stone), returns to a frontier town where a dueling tournament is being held, which she enters in an effort to avenge her father’s death. Also stars Gene Hackman, Russell Crowe, and Leonardo DeCaprio. Rated R. CC. 105 minutes. Tristar. $5.95

**DVD 6756134**

**THE QUILLER MEMORANDUM.** Widescreen. With little else to help him beyond sharp wits, a strong will and a very dedicated schoolteacher, American spy Quiller (George Segal) combs West Berlin for the headquarters of a shadowy neo-Nazi movement. Also stars Alec Guinness and Max Von Sydow. Not Rated. CC. 104 minutes. English SDH. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 2996316**

**THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME.** Fullscreen. A crazed Russian ex-patiate hunts people who shipwreck on his deserted island for sport, but the latest two targets toughen up better than they expect. Stars Joel McCrea, Fay Way and Robert Armstrong. Not Rated. In B&W. 62 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 2996413**

**THE SPANISH GARDENER.** The Rank Collection. Widescreen. A Spanish matador, with little more dead than alive, they stage a daring escape at every turn. Unrated. 77 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $4.95

**DVD 6671291**

**CLASSIC WESTERN COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** Fullscreen. It’s four times the action with this quartet of on-the-range classics. Stars John Wayne, John Ford, Dana Andrews, Audie Murphy, Tony Curtis and Rock Hudson saddle up for The Texas Rangers; Canyon Passage; Kansas Raiders; and The Lawless Street. English SDH. In Color and B&W. Together, over 7 hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 6898513**

**THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TARA TARA.** Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy (Séka) overcome her insecurities. Also stars Gene Hackman and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not rated. Adults only. English SDH. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**DVD 6900666**

**OASIS OF THE LOST GIRLS.** Widescreen. Two tree-hugging female friends are snatched during a night of shenanigans by an evil slavery ring. Drugged and gagged, they discover they’re actually clones, and worth more dead than alive, they stage a daring escape at every turn. Unrated. 77 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 2850693**

**BLOODRAYNE.** Widescreen. Kristanna Loken stars as a sexy killing machine determined to use her supernatural fighting skills to combat her father and his menacing vampire army. Co-stars include Ben Kingsley, Michelle Rodriguez, Billy Zane, and Udo Kier. Also includes Bloodrayne 2 video game on DVD. Unrated. 99 minutes. Majesco. $4.95

**DVD 2932989**

**THE ISLAND.** Widescreen. Ewan McGregor and Scarlett Johansson are stranded on an isolated island threatened by an armed team of mercenaries in hot pursuit. They’ll risk everything to reveal the truth about The Island. CC. 135 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3736964 OJ.: Made in America**

A guided cultural tour of modern America—a saga of race, celebrity, media, violence, and the criminal justice system. And two decades after its unforgettable climax, it continues to fascinate, polarize, and even, yes, develop new chapters. From award-winning director Edie Falco, stars John Hawkes and Magnolia. $4.95

**DVD 3743387**

**SHROOMS.** Widescreen. A group of American teenagers come to Ireland having been promised the “trip” of a lifetime by their Irish friend, a mushroom expert. But when they take a terrible turn when the teenagers ignore Jake’s warnings and ingest the local shrooms, before long, the panicked friends are stalked by ghostly creatures—or are these hallucinations? Stars Jack Huston and Imogen Poots. $9.95

**DVD 3748359**

**BIO-SLIME.** Widescreen. A biogenetic mutation, stolen from a secret government division, spawns a hungry monster. Ordered by a Saddam henchman in a stolen briefcase, the creature begins to wreak havoc on seven victims who become entangled in a condemned building. They must retrieve the mysterious case if they have any hope of survival. Not Rated. 87 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3752486**

**A HISTORY OF COLOR IN SILENT FILMS, VOLUME 1.** A complete survey of the art form from its very inception in 1989. Hand painted, tinted and toned films by pathe-Freres and other filmmakers including Life of Christ; Nobleman’s Dog; Bob’s Electric Theatre; Slave’s Love; and more. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 3752747**

**A GUIDE FOR THE MARRIED WOMAN.** Widescreen. Can a marriage stay fresh without a little outside spice? Julie Walters (Cylinda) attempts to find the answer to the age-old question about what to do when the “wow” goes out of her marriage. This fast-paced and hysterically lit comedy is like no other.过程. Not Rated. CC. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 3752628**

**JOY.** Widescreen. The wild story of a family across four generations, centering on a man who becomes the woman who founds a business dynasty and becomes a matriarch in her own right. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love all add up to intense emotional and human comedy. Stars Jennifer Lawrence, Robert DeNiro, and Bradley Cooper. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 3767540**

**FLICK OF DOGS.** Based on a true story, this fascinating tale of modern America—a saga of race, celebrity, media, violence, and the criminal justice system. And two decades after its unforgettable climax, it continues to fascinate, polarize, and even, yes, develop new chapters. From award-winning director Edie Falco, stars John Hawkes and Magnolia. $4.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/499**
**Movies**

**DVD 3757625 IT WAS A WONDERFUL LIFE.** A riveting and powerful account of six women who are America’s growing “hidden homeless” population. Narrated by Jodie Foster, this heart-wrenching film expertly captures the hardship and triumphs these courageous women experience in their daily struggle for survival. 82 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

**DVD 379423 DEVIL GIRL FROM MARS.** An alien spacecraft is seriously damaged while entering Earth’s atmosphere and must land near a small town in the gloomy Scottish moors. While awaiting repairs, the technologically superior Martian female Nyah and her deadly robotChangey terrorize a small group of patrons at a local inn who have been trapped by the spaceship’s impenetrable force field. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 2898179 THE TITANIC.** The epic sets sail on a collision course with destiny in this spellbinding epic adventure, featuring outstanding performances by Peter Gallagher, George C. Scott, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Eva Marie Saint, Tim Curry and Marilu Henner. Melding together the heart-wrenching stories of people whose lives were irrevocably changed the night of April 14, 1912. 174 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 2937573 SINFUL STRIPPERS BACK.** Bad Girls at Play stars Stormy Daniels in a sexy romp where naughty housewives engage in questionable acts. Follow hot, young hopefuls from the casting couch to the wrap party in a candid look at the day-to-day workings of this legendary sex star! Let Ingrid Steeger to new heights in this MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3791652 THE GAE LIC KING.** Widescreen. Set in the war-torn dark ages of 800 AD Scotland, this is the story of a young Warrior-King named Alpin. When his family is murdered by a rival Pict King, Alpin and his infant brother Finn, are the sole escapists. Alpin swears to one day return, seeking vengeance and regain his rightful throne. The Superstars Jake Melody and Shona Melrose. 91 minutes. 4DigitalMedia. $4.95

**KICKBOXER: RETALIATION.** Widescreen. When MMA fighter Kurt Sloane is forced into an underground deal to make $5 million for a 100 pound drug-enhanced killer, he seeks help from the legendary Master Durand (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prison fighter Briggs (Mike Tyson) to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH, 111 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**DVD 3747042 BATTLESHIP.** An international naval coalition becomes the world’s last hope for survival as they engage in head-on collisions with the most notorious psychopaths—Norman Bates. Bates Motel and falls prey to one of cinema’s most notorious predators. Starring Anthony Perkins and Janet Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**DVD 3752390 MY BLUE HEAVEN.** Fullscreen. Kitty (Betty Grable) and Jack (Dan Dailey) are a popular husband and wife entertainer team making their move from radio to television. However, once Serena discovers taking his own suicide with the help of a mysterious nomad, warns UFO investigator Abel (Oscar Isaac), an American fleet moves in to destroy their burgeoning empire. Rated R. CC. 125 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $6.95

**DVD 3757749 THE POLICE TALES.** A narrowing real-life autobiography of the dangerous night-time heroes that are the heart of all professional police departments. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 5610079 THE SCHOOL TEACHER COLLECTION.** Widescreen. A Triple Feature starring Edwige Fenech. In The School Teacher, Franco (Alfredo Pea) tries to seduce Fenech by helping her to improve her lively teaching skills. In The School Teacher: II, Fenech is the sexy new teacher in an all-boys Catholic school. In The School Teacher in House, Fenech is a music teacher who rents an apartment in a house populated by perverts, Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. Wham!USA. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 2851059 BOX OF MONSTERS.** Widescreen. Collects 11 monstrous films to terrify you for hours! Films include Bats; The Blob; Chupacabra Terror; The Dark; Death Tunnel; Decoys; The Devil’s Chair; Francis Ford Copolla’s The Final Chapter; Loc Ness Terror, and Night of the Living Dead. Most Rated R. CC. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. $119.95

**DVD 2967219 ALTAR.** Widescreen. Collects 11 monstrous films as they move into a limbo, dilapidated country mansion in order to restore it to its former splendor. But, in the process, they awaken the ghosts of the former occupants whose curse still lingers darkly over the haunted estate. Stars Matthew Modine. Not Rated. CC. 94 minutes. Cinemedia. $4.95

**DVD 3687555 CHINA SALESMAN.** The escapades of Li Sheng (Cherng-sui) the local engineer (Dong-xue Li) who comes face to face with a corrupt competitor over a prized telecom deal. Local African Tribesman returns to the missionary mission (Luke Tyson) and the missionary's wife (Karin Lyden) (Seagal). 110 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**DVD 3716529 DANGST THE WIND.** A diversity of British and European Special Operations Executives are trained to parachute behind enemy lines into Nazi occupied Belgium, destroy documents, and rescue scientists. This 1948 film stars Robert Beatty, Simon Sigourney, Jack Warner, and Paul Dupuis. In B&W. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 2851148 GOLDEN HISTORY OF HOLLYWOOD.** Eighty stars and over 80 years of Hollywood History are brought together in this amazing collection of documentaries and biographies. Featuring the biggest feature film talent and showcasing their highest achievements, the Academy Awards. Stars profiled include Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway, John Travolta, Robert Redford, and many more. In Color and B&W. Over 45 hours on eleven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $14.95

**DVD 2923920 JUSTICE LEAGUE: War.** Widescreen. During a criminal pursuit, the Batman team comes into conflict with the arrogant intergalactic cop Green Lantern, and the unlikely duo uncovers an impeding threat bigger and more deadly than anything Earth has ever faced. This Earth to have a chance to survive, it will be a race to forge an uneasy alliance of its greatest powers. English SDH, 79 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 3639267 GAMBIT.** Widescreen. Harley Race is a world-famous wrestler, an art curator to media tycoon Lord Shabandar (Alan Rickman), Harley devises an elaborate plot to cover his abusive boss into buying afake diamond. While Race is away, his former valet, a young woman from the Chupacabra Terror; The Dark; Death Tunnel; Decoys; The Devil’s Chair; Francis Ford Copolla’s The Final Chapter; Loc Ness Terror, and Night of the Living Dead. Most Rated R. CC. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. $119.95

**DVD 2852721 SWINGING STEWARDESSES.** Widescreen. Swiss smut King Erwin C. Dietrich propels you into a lurid, guilty-pleasure skin-tastic trash classic where frequent fliers really like to get up in the air. Check your luggage, fasten your seat belts and enjoy the wildest ride of your life! Unrated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

---
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**Movies**

**DVD 3738298** Bill Evans Time Remembered. This biographical film features the music and times of Bill Evans, an American jazz pianist and composer, with interviews from Tony Bennett, Jack DeJohnette, Billy Taylor, John Patitucci, and Pat Evans, and more, including family and friends who knew Bill well. In Color and B&W. 85 minutes. $11.95

**DVD 3747123** PLATOON. Widescreen. Winner of four Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director, this film is a powerful, unflinching look at the Vietnam War. It tells the story of an American soldier's descent into the chaos and horror of war. An unforgettable memoir to every soldier whose innocence was lost in Vietnam. Stars Tom Berenger, Willem Dafoe and Charlie Sheen. Rated R. 120 minutes. MGM.

**DVD 3752399** THE NAUGHTY NINETTES. Fullscreen. Set in the 1980s, a ham actor (Bud Abbott) and his dim-witted assistant (Lou Costello) set sail on the Mississippi showboat, the River Queen. When a group of villainous gamblers win a controlling interest in the River Queen, the comedy duo attempts to rid the showboat of the book and arrest Amos the toys don't have a good time. Two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.99

**DVD 3756552** GHOSTBUSTERS 1 & 2. Widescreen. These spooktacularly successful films captured the imagination of audiences around the world and redefined the action-comedy genre in the process. When kooky college profs Peter (Bill Murray), Ray (Dan Aykroyd), and Egon (Harold Ramis) lose their university process. When kooky college profs Peter (Bill Murray), Ray (Dan Aykroyd), and Egon (Harold Ramis) lose their university jobs, they decide to go freelance--de-housing houses. Includes movie scrapbook. CC. Nearly four hours on 2 DVDs. Columbia.

**DVD 3765776** A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT. Widescreen. Craig Shefler stars as the young Norman, and Brad Pitt stars as his brother Paul, an irresistible daredevil driven to challenge the world. Growing up, both boys rebel against their stern minister father. While Norman channels his rebellion into writing, Paul descends into a history of self-destruction. CC. 124 minutes. Columbia.

**DVD 3716627** ROBERT AND THE TOymaker. Widescreen. In Germany, 1941, the Nazis pursue Amos Blackwood, a toymaker who has acquired a mystical book which gives life to his collection of vintage dolls. When the Nazis confiscate the book and arrest Amos the toys don't take kindly to the loss of their master and ensue in a series of escalating and bloody revenges. Rated R. 84 minutes. 4Digital Media.

**DVD 2948064** CONSPIRACY THEORY. A group of conspiracy theory experts travel across America to uncover a government conspiracy that stretches from Area 51 to the terrifying waters of Lake Mead. They uncover the horrific truth of the government's coverup of Alien life, they come closer and closer to the beasts they are chasing. Stars Ben Kobold. 84 minutes. MSD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 2922653** VAMPIRE WARS. Widescreen. Having been attacked by a coven of Vampires, two brothers begin their own transformation into creatures of the night. Recruiting the help of the town's recently freed slaves, the brothers begin to build Nightshade Farm but when a neighboring rival attacks, all hell breaks loose in this Southern gothic Civil War epic. Starring John Savage, Luke Perry, and a live band. Rated R. 118 minutes. Reel Vault.

**DVD 3731642** WE ARE THREE. Widescreen. Nacho, Ana and Sebastian go on a weekend trip to a secluded farm. It seems like it will be a fun one night stand, until Sebastian confesses that he desires a long term relationship with a man and a woman together. Stars Carlos Etcheyran, Juan Manuel Martino, and Flor Dragonegli. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.99

**DVD 3757668** THE MAIN STREAM WITH ROY BLUNT JR. The beloved humorist and celebrated author takes us on an off-beat journey down the Mississippi River in this thought-provoking odyssey along the great river that Mark Twain immortalized over a century ago. Blunt is natural choice for river guide as he brings his own unique brand of wit, eccentricities and witticisms to the mix. CC. 114 minutes. Doctara.

**DVD 3720381** MARCH OF THE PENGUINS: Limited Edition Giftset. Widescreen. Set includes the Academy Award-winning documentary feature March of the Penguins (116 minutes), about the family life of Antarctic emperor penguins, narrated by Morgan Freeman; the documentary On the Wings of Penguins (69 minutes), an epic journey with the birds; and a hot new DVD from Reel Vault. Complicating matters is a jewel thief who tags along with the girls to avoid the cops. In B&W. 86 minutes. Reel Vault.

**DVD 3796197** EPICS OF THE OLD Testament. Widescreen. Collects four epic adventures featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible, Joseph and His Brethren; Saul and David; Jacob, the Man who Fought with God; and Great Leaders of the Old Testament. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment.

**DVD 5931193** CANDY. Widescreen. On a trip to a French brothel, a motley crew of characters--a drunk poet (Richard Burton), a Mexican gardener (Ringo Starr), a patrioti c general (Walter Matthau), a mad surgeon (James Coburn), and a mystic guru (Marlon Brando)--all eager for a piece of candy. Rated R. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 6744753** FLAME OVER INDIA. Wide screen. When cable TV starlet Sky Ske gets stuck in the tiny town of Baxter, California, the last thing she wants to do is get to know the locals. But Sky's careless chemical spill puts the entire town under quarantine and Sky has no place to go, she learns she might not be in such a rush to get back to the big city after all. With Robby Benson and Casey Affleck. Rated R. 90 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films.

**DVD 36981157** DESERT BLUE. A French and Italian production, also released as Desert Tanks, that portrays the second battle of El Alamein, a campaign in the Egyptian desert during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Stafford, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video.

**DVD 371229X** THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN. A French and Italian production, also released as Desert Tanks, that portrays the second battle of El Alamein, a campaign in the Egyptian desert during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Stafford, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video.

**DVD 3721652** LIVING AMONG US. Widescreen. Vampires have gone public! Their leader, Samuel (William Sandal) claims that vampirism is simply a disease and they can co-exist with humans. He invites a documentary crew to stay with a vampire family to document their lives. The crew learns the truth of their dark, tragic past and soon realize they will have to fight to get out alive.

**DVD 2958004** FANTASIES. On a small island in the Arabian Sea, not far from Athens, Damir (Peter Hooten) and Anastasia (Bo Derek) live under the roof of her grandfather. Although not blooded, they grew up as if they were brother and sister. Now, as she approaches maturity, they realize their childhood affection has grown into deep love. Rated R. 81 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/499
**Movies**

**DVD 3731634** SEX WEATHER. Widescreen. On the morning after the premier of his new film, Darrel wakes up and finds himself in bed with his crew member Syndee. As they begin to discuss the previous evening and tepid reviews of the film, they become more intimate and a sexual relationship forms which continues until the movie opens and he is fired. "Some say you have the world's greatest sense of humor, but you are just want revenge. It's an unadulterated adventure through the criminal mind in this DC Universe animated movie. English SDH. 75 minutes. Warner Home Video. $11.95

**DVD 3742652** TEENAGE COCKTAIL. Widening his focus to their small-town and overbearing parents, Annie and Jules hatch a scheme of running away. But as the girls soon find out, consequences can blindside you. Sometimes violence. Stars Nichole Hilt and Fabianne Therese. Not Rated. English. SDH. 89 minutes. MPI. $5.95

**DVD 3754828** WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND: Looking Back at Star Trek—Deep Space Nine. Widescreen. Often described as dark and edgy, Deep Space Nine was maligned by many fans and critics at the time as a show that did not fit into Gene Roddenberry's vision of the future. When David Carson left the airwaves, it's being rediscovered by new, younger fans. This full-length documentary delves into the newfound resurgence of this overlooked sci-fi series. English SDH. 116 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**DVD 3757675** MUMIA ABU-JAMAL: A Case for Reasonable Doubt? Widescreen. This explosive film reopen the case on America's most "celebrated" death row inmate, who was convicted 22 years ago for the murder of Philadelphia police detective Daniel Faulkner. A new documentary reveals the shocking surveillance evidence that has confinced Abu-Jamal to prison for over 25 years. It dares to ask whether this radical journalist and Black Panther was treated fairly by the Philadelphia police and the prosecution, for a murder he may not have committed. 74 minutes. Dokucama. $9.95

**DVD 6633072** ROAD TRIP: Girls Gone Wild. Get ready for the ride of your life as the Girls Gone Wild tour bus takes you to over 50 of the wildest college towns in America. You'll get an all-access pass into the wildest clubs and college parties where real, hot girls show that anything goes! Adults only. Mantra. $11.95

**DVD 3720594** SUNDOWN. Widescreen. Gene Tierney plays a native girl who assists British troops in Africa during WWII. A grand adventure, gorgeously photographed, and adapted from Barre Lyndon's book. In B&W. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 2834146** CARRIE: 3-Film Collection. Widescreen & Widescreen. This three-film collection begins with the iconic horror classic Carrie starring Sissy Spacek and directed by Brian De Palma; the sequel The Rage: Carrie 2 and Carrie the 2002 chilling remake of the original film are included. Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $11.95

**DVD 2995999** BOB BAKER: Classic Westerns Collection. Fullscreen. The Screen Legend stars in films about twin brothers on opposite sides of the law; Border Wolves, about a young man falsely accused of attacking a covered wagon; and for the Virginian, about a woman who takes a hold-up; and The Last Stand, in which Baker gets to show off his athletic prowess and singing skills. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**DVD 3705637** AMBROSE BIERCE: Double Feature. Fullscreen. A pair of Civil War films based on short stories by Ambrose Bierce. One of the Missing (54 minutes) follows the grim fortunes of a soldier trapped in the rubble of a boomed-out house behind enemy lines. An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge (B&W, 28 minutes) follows a Southern man condemned to die as he struggles to escape from a railroad bridge. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

**DVD 3712451** FIND A PLACE TO DIE. A geologist and his sister discover gold in an abandoned mine on the border of the U.S. and Mexico. The fortune is only the start as the rest of their lives is left the airwaves, it's being rediscovered by new, younger fans. This full-length documentary delves into the newfound resurgence of this overlooked sci-fi series. English SDH. 116 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**DVD 373681X** ROBIN WILLIAMS: Comic Genius. Robin Williams started performing stand-up comedy in the mid 70s and amazed audiences with his frenetic energy and unbelievably quick wit. This collector's set includes all five of Robin's HBO specials; rare archival footage; raw footage from HBO's promo shoots; and an interview with John Landis. English SDH. DIANA LEE. Time Life. Pub. at $54.95 $44.95

**DVD 375524X** SUPERMAN II: The Richard Donner Cut. You haven't seen all the Superman films until you've seen this alternate cut featuring a never before seen beginning and resolution. Filmed concurrently with the first film, this version features new scenes illuminating the relationship between Superman and Lois Lane (Jessica lange). Widescreen. From Chris Alexander (Editor and Producer) and Roger Corman (Producer). Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

**DVD 3755541** FANGBOLER. Meet Dick and Suzy. Dick becomes infected with an unknown virus, and in turn, infects Suzy. They soon discover that their eyes have found a new taste for blood. The only problem with this is that they only seem able to suck blood out of their victim's genitals. Unrated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**DVD 6991033** STRIPPERS EXPOSED! Fullscreen. See all the Hollywood gossip you've only read about in the tabloids! Find out what really takes to get ahead in the adult film business. Follow hot young hopefuls from the casting couch to the armchair to win his soul back from Satan, herself! 106 minutes. Warner Bros. Widescreen. From Chris Alexander (Editor and Producer) and Roger Corman (Producer). Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

**DVD 2959972** ORIGINS. Widescreen. In the classic swashbuckling tales of the greatest hooded hero! Five films featuring the famed outlaw who stole from the rich and gave to the poor. Films include The Bandit of Sherwood Forest; The Prince of Thieves; The Black Arrow; Riddlers of Sherwood Forest, and Swords of Sherwood Forest. Includes Cornell Wilde, John Derek and Richard Greene. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 2957915** ROBIN HOOD ORIGINS. Widescreen. In the classic swashbuckling tales of the greatest hooded hero! Five films featuring the famed outlaw who stole from the rich and gave to the poor. Films include The Bandit of Sherwood Forest; The Prince of Thieves; The Black Arrow; Riddlers of Sherwood Forest, and Swords of Sherwood Forest. Includes Cornell Wilde, John Derek and Richard Greene. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 2895884** QUEEN OF BLOOD. Fullscreen. From Chris Alexander (Editor in Chief of Fangoria) comes the "spiritual sequel" to his acclaimed debut, inspired by the 70s EuroHorror classics of Jess Franco. Shauna Henry returns as the vampire Irena, now reborn to silently roam a lush countryside as she queches her unquenchable thirst for blood. Also stars Riverside Baker. Ongre. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Intevision. $5.95

**DVD 3578336** THE GIRLS OF SURRENDER CINEMA. Fullscreen. In a highlight package of Surrender Cinema's best sex scenes, the gorgeous Jacqueline Lovell goes on an erotic excursion into the very private bedrooms of her feature films. Stars Venexa Cox, Venusia Taylor, Miranda Andrews, Summer Lee and Taylor St. Clair. 56 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**DVD 3729249** BASEBALL: The Golden Age of America's Game. Fullscreen documentary takes a nostalgic and in-depth look at Baseball's Golden Age. Fans of the diamond will cherish this collection, which brings together six interviews and footage packed filled with theLista's of the golden era. Includes an 8-page booklet. In Color and B&W. Over five hours on 4 DVDs. Image/Madacy. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**DVD 3761037** ATTACK OF THE KILLER B'S 10 Movie Collection. Enjoy the cheesy fun of ten classic creature features. The Phantom from 10,000 Leagues; Attack of the Giant Leeches; The Giant Gila Monster; The Killer Stewers; Teenagers from Mars (Seleb); War of the Gargantuas; The Brain That Wouldn't Die; Escoi, Night Fright; and Invasion of the Bee Girls. In Color and B&W. Thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 5492219** SEX SCHOOL: Final Exams. Fullscreen. When the girls get an A on their science test, it means only one thing— offshore. A group of young uptight schoolgirls with the highest GPA (Girly Pointing Appreciation score) catch all the action as these dynamo in d-cups spread more than their wings and expose new horizons. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 369173X** SHORTCUT TO HAPPINESS. Widescreen. Jabez Stone (Alec Baldwin), a down on his luck writer, sells his soul to the devil (Jennifer Love Hewitt) in exchange for fame and fortune. But when things don't go as planned, Stone decides that he wants his old life again and enlists the help of Daniel Webster (Anthony Hopkins) in order to win his soul back from Satan, herself! 106 minutes. MOV Visual. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**DVD 3715669** CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Collects four action-packed classic war films: Wake Island, To Hell and Back, Battle HYMN, and Slay My Dragon. Stars include Charlene Holt, Rock Hudson, Audie Murphy, David Carradine, Stacy Keach and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $19.98 $13.95

**DVD 2917820** SECRETS & TRICKS OF COLUMBUS. Widescreen. Was Christopher Columbus born in Genoa, Italy? Most definitely not, say an unlikely collection of experts from European royalty, top scholars, and Columbus's own living family. This groundbreaking documentary follows a trail of proof to show he may have been much more than we know. Over three hours. WhamUSA. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
**DVD 2965580 STAR TREK: The Next Generation Motion Picture Collection.** Widescreen. A trio of the Universal, The J. E. Spring Entertainment, and join Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Patrick Stewart, Michael Dorn, LeVar Burton and Jonathan Frakes. Over 6 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. Pubs. at $39.95

**$14.95**

**DVD 3517779 MARVIN.** Collection. Widescreen. Three defining films from a true cinema giant. Elia Kazan directs East of Eden, featuring Dean’s breakthrough big screen performance, Rebel Without A Cause. Also included are one of the greatest Gothic horror films of all time, giving voice to the postwar subculture of troubled American youth; and Giant, is the apolitical named western epic that marked the end of John Ford’s directing career. Featuring John Wayne, Elizabeth Taylor. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pubs. at $59.95

**$11.95**

**DVD 3688860 MY BIG GAY ITALIAN WEDDING.** Widescreen. Antonio and Paolo live happily together in Berlin and are finally getting married. They celebrate in the small village in Italy where Antonio grew up. But not everyone in their families are on board with the marriage. Throw in a couple of wacky grandparents and the plot is paved with hilarity. In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pubs. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**DVD 3757730 THE OAIA COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In Oja Experiment a few friends decide to record their Oja experiment board, and they inadvertently become the most famous of all American cities, and the true origin of the United States. Rated PG. Warner Bros. Enter. Pubs. at $24.99

**$13.95**

**DVD 375382X THE SHOOTING PARTY.** In October 1913, a group of aristocratic men and women gather for a shooting party at an estate in the heart of Ireland. During the course of a few days, a number of events, and the obstacles that comprised a complex tale—a story about the people, the place, the state of the nation, the greatest challenges, the greatest triumphs. Over three hours. Steve Keye, English. SDH. In B&W. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pubs. at $19.95.

**$14.95**

**DVD 4272557 THE EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF JACK & JILL.** Fullscreen. Lingerie model Katyaa Lee (Monica Mayhem) is one ultra-rich man looking for a vacation with her friend. But when she learns that the five star resort isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, will Katyaa bare her fans, or will she make the most and warm up to a few new friends? Unrated. 101 minutes on two DVDs. Hott Hollywood. Pubs. from $5.95 to $9.95

**$9.95**

**DVD 3731596 MARTYR.** Widescreen. For Hassane, life has stopped making sense. All he has is a close group of friends, brought together by a shared hatred of a godfather figure who has the upper hand over a group of teenagers with no hope. When Hassane suddenly dowons, his funeral becomes a farewell to the sensuality of life, youth, friendship and love. Starring: Jacques Perrin, Jean-Claude Brialy, Jean-Louis Trintignant. In Arabic with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pubs. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**DVD 3746941 FOREVER EMMANUELLE.** After a courtship in which the world famous Nicole Lambert’s (Vanessa Paradis) exhibitionism and sexual freedom, they set off for Mara land with Guaitoli, an anthropologist, and his philosophical muse, Myri. As they approach the Mara on the night of the rebirth festival, who of the group will actually join the tribe to begin life anew?Rated R. 95 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pubs. at $14.95

**$11.95**

**DVD 5912844 YOU AND I.** Jonas and his best friend Philip embark on a laid-back road trip through Berlin. The fact that Philip is gay has never been an issue for either of them. But when they pick up a beautiful young woman, Jonas becomes interested in starting to make moves on Philip, the friendship starts to fray. Is there something Jonas isn’t saying? Not Rated. 79 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pubs. at $24.99

**$13.95**

**DVD 295338X THE BIZARRE-ZAPPA, Beefheart, Alice Cooper and Zappa.** Includes:人民’s Republic, Bizarre-Zappa, Bizarre Zappa, includes *I Can’t Boogie no More* with Frank Zappa’s Bizarre Zappa Stars. 170 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.98

**$14.95**

**DVD 1992009 THE HOSTAGE.** In 1965, the whole family could gather around the TV set and enjoy the laughter and songs of the wildly talented cast. This set features four of the best Hott Hollywood shows from 1965 to 1973 with performances by Merle Haggard, George Jones, Dolly Parton, Marty Robbins, Tammy Wynette, and more. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pubs. at $21.95.

**$21.95**

**DVD 3736474 LOST CITY OF THE JUNGLE.** Fullscreen. This thirteen chapter 1946 feature takes place at the end of WWII, where war-monger Sir Eric Hazell is trying to control the wheel in motion for WWII. His search for Meteorus 245, the only practical defense against the atomic bomb, leads him to mythical Pendrang, an unexplored island which lies off the coast of the Devil’s Island. Russell Hayward, Elaine Stewart, Michael Dorn, LeVar Burton and Jonathan Frakes. Over 6 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. Pubs. at $39.95

**$14.95**

**DVD 3748561 FORGOTTEN HEROES: The Robert Hartsock Story.** It’s time to tell the story of the first (and only) military dog handler to receive the Medal of Honor, our nation’s highest personal military decoration. On February 23, 1969, U.S. Army Staff Sergeant Robert Hartsock, then 22, earned the Medal of Honor for his heroic actions during Operation Honi Soone, a South Vietnam operation against the Viet Cong. Hartsock, then a handler for a military dog, showed no mercy to those who opposed them. In Lady of Death, a top female Ninja assassin is forced to join forces with the mafia. In Female Warriors, a band of renegade female warriors fight their way through the last city while combating mutated scavengers. 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. WMM. Pubs. at $19.99

**$13.95**

**DVD 3952521 BAD ASS BABES.** InBad Ass Babes, these bad ass babes can slay dragons and slaughter armies. These babes show no mercy to those who oppose them. In Lady of Death, a top female Ninja assassin is forced to join forces with the mafia. In Female Warriors, a band of renegade female warriors fight their way through the last city while combating mutated scavengers. 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. WMM. Pubs. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**DVD 3691446 THE APOLLO CHRONICLES.** Participants, family members, historians, and other experts paint a rich portrait of one of the most fascinating events in history. This definitive four-part documentary provides a nuanced understanding of this richly complex tale—a story about the people, the drama, the obstacles that comprised the greatest triumphs. Over three hours. Steve Keye, English. SDH.

**$12.95**

**DVD 3754901 MARY MAGDALENE.** Widescreen. It is one of the most transformative yet misunderstood women in history. A thoroughly documented, visually compelling, and canonical as a science. For the first time, the incredible story of Mary Magdalene is told through her own eyes. And through the eyes of this spirit-ridden Mary Magdalene and Joaquin Phoenix plays the charismatic Jesus. Rated R. English. SDH. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pubs. at $16.97

**$12.95**

**DVD 3727805 THE NIGHT STRANGLER.** Fullscreen. Surfacin Seattle, Kolchak uncovers another maddening mystery. Every year:21 for the past century—a serial killer commits a grizzly act and drains his victim’s blood and then quietly disappears. Soon he will discover an underground lair, an army of corpses, and the ageless madman behind it all. Stars Darren McGavin. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pubs. at $19.95

**$14.95**

**DVD 6644247 AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE.** Widescreen. A double-feature of ’70s and ’80s erotica by director Shaw Costello and featuring Vanessa Del Rio, Veronica Hart, and other A-list actresses. These rarely seen films become an evening of nasty storytelling in Afternoon Delights. Then, a detective searches for a woman forced to become a Slave of Pleasure. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pubs. at $24.98

**$17.95**

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/499**
Winters, McLean Stevenson, and more. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Fin. Full Moon.

29247811 THE MOTHERS. Join Jayne Kennedy, Kathleen Katan, Ron Jeremy, Marilyn Chambers, and other industry superstars. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Impulse.

29878985 THE TOUGH SHOT THE GIRLfriends. This collection contains nine never before released shows from the '70s, '80s, and '90s featuring three of the most loved girls of the '80s.Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson: Steve Martin, Robin Williams and Eddie Murphy. Each disc contains full shows including commercials. Other guests include Jimmy Stewart, Jonathan Winters, Michelle Fields, and more. Eight hours on two DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95

288269885 MARILYN: The Premiere Collection. A gifted actress, her repertoire included comedic, suspense, and drama alike. This collection of 17 films features Monroe with co-stars like Cary Grant, Clark Gable, Jack Lemmon, Lauren Bacall and Richard Widmark. Films include All About Eve; Some Like It Hot; Gentlemen Prefer Blondes; The Seven Year Itch; The Misfits; and many more. In B&W. And Color. Over 28 hours on seven DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $69.98

29203523 320 PACK. Virgin Hunters 1-3. In Virgin Hunters two sex-crazed dudes, raised in a future world where sex has been banned, travel back in time to find out what they've been missing. In the year 2044, one race of virgin hunting predators have come to Earth with one thing on their minds. Finally, strap in for a steamy all-girl adventure in Virgin Hunters 3. Agents of Passion. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon.

5786298 DEPORTED WOMEN OF THE SS SPECIAL SECTION. Widescreen. One of the first Nazipiration shockers is also one of the strangest: John Steiner stars as the depraved Commandant of a camp where beautiful women are brutalized, degraded, forced to submit to the SS officers and then tortures them for the Reich. Not for those with a weak stomach. 97 minutes. Adults only. Intversion.

68920585 NAUGHTY GIRLS...NEED LOVE TOO! Widescreen. In an apartment complex in the exclusive Los Angeles community, a group of studly adventuresome young women are occurring. As tensions rise, the entire complex falls in and out of bed with each other leading to a wild and explosive conclusion. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

2969556 SPONGEBOB SQUARE BOX GIFT SET. Widescreen. In SpongeBob and his pals find themselves stranded on Tropical Island after being swept away by a giant wave. While trying to find their way back home they meet the infamous surf guru Jack Kahuna Laguna who tells them that the only way to get back to Bikini Bottom is to surf a legendary wave. Box. Only. Full Moon. Published at $19.95.
**Movies**

**DVD 2951045 WHAT’S UP NURSE!** Arriving on a stretcher, intimately attached to a naked young lady, is not the best way for a new doctor to report for duty at the hospital—especially when she’s the daughter of the new boss! But this young doctor’s problems almost always involve nubile, mostly naked young women. Stars John Le Mesurier. Unrated. 95 minutes. Adult. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 6677126 BILLY JACK:** The Complete Collection. Widescreen. Collects four groundbreaking, action-packed classics from the 60s and 70s, featuring shockingly adult stories that had audiences cheering. The half-Native American, half-white ex-Green Beret Billy Jack (Tom Laughlin) leads The Born Losers; Billy Jack; The Trial of Billy Jack; and Billy Jack 7. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95.

**Television & Radio**

**DVD 2878001 BEST OF JACK HANNA.** Fullscreen. This 60-minute collection follows America’s most beloved animal adventurer and his family as they spend time with nature’s creatures across the continent in this compelling footage. Includes two different TV shows: the Emmy-winning Into the Wild and Animal Adventures. Twenty-two hours on five DVDs. Pub. at $29.98 $3.95.

**DVD 3725219 FAMILY MATTERS:** The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Get your geek on with Steve Urkel (Jaleel White), the ultimate nerd and annoying neighbor ofNota and Harriet Winslow (Reginald VelJohnson and Jomarie Payton-France) and their multigenerational Chicago clan. Includes all 25 hilarious and heartwarming episodes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 3719766 EXTREME BEARS.** Widescreen. Watch grizzlies, brown bears, pandas and polar bears face incredible challenges in the quest for survival. Satellites, hi-tech remote, and camouflaged roving cameras showcase the brutal realities of bear life as you’ve never seen it on DVD before. Includes: Bear Stakeout; Polar Bear Battlefield; and Bears-spy in the Woods. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. BBC.

**DVD 6962737 STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES: Season 1.** Fullscreen. Return to the final frontier with the sci-fi saga that started it all. House in this stylish, futuristic set are all 29 brilliantly remastered episodes. One episodes, featuring the very first adventures of Kirk, Spock, and the rest of the USS Enterprise crew, plus five special collector data cards. Over 24 hours on ten double-sided DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $94.84 $111.95.

**DVD 2967243 THE AWFUL TRUTH: Seasons 1 & 2.** From acclaimed filmmaker and author Michael Moore comes one of the most daring documentary shows to hit the American public. Originally airing in 1989 and 2000, each of the 24 episodes collected here is filled with scathingly funny observations and humorous rants that tackle the politics and cultural landscape. Ten hours on four DVDs. Occurama.

**DVD 2920077 THE AMOS & ANDY SHOW:** Platinum Edition DVD Box Set. Your definitive guide to this very special world of comedy. Sit back and enjoy the timeless antics of the Kingfish, Andy, Sapphire, Moonie, Amos, Algonquin, Summer Drake and Cuthbert Calhoun and Lightning. Stars Alvin Childress and Spencer Williams. In B&W. Collects 44 episodes on nine DVDs. Twenty-two hours. Education 2000.

**DVD 2861813 MYSTERY STORIES:** The Next Generation. Fullscreen. This amazing set pairs together the original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodes of the animated series. Join Marty McFly and Doc Brown on an exciting adventure LeDorean for the adventure of a lifetime. Also includes a 64 page visual history book. English SDH. Over 15 hours on nine DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $59.98 $27.95.

**DVD 2890117 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: VOLUME NINE.** Joel, Mike and Tom Servo are waiting in the wings for two tyrants who hold them captive in space do another hilarious orbit around four full-length features. Women of the Prehistoric Planet; Wild, Wild Sex; The Sinister Urge; and Their Incridibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $32.95.

**DVD 2922933 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 1313: VOLUME 10.** Joel and Mike are curling up with huge lizards, voluptuous fuggitives and giant spiders, then let’s spend a few hilarious hours watching Joel, Mike and their friends Tom Servo and Crow, movie loving fun at four of cinema’s questionable treasures: The Giant Gila Monster, Swamp Diamonds, Teen-Age Strangler; and The Giant Gila Monster. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $27.95.

**DVD 3720772 LONDON SPY.** Widescreen. Ben Whishaw delivers a career-defining performance as Danny, an innocent Londoner drawn into a dangerous world of intrigue and espionage following a chance encounter with a seemingly innocuous investment banker. And two-time Oscar® winner Daniel Day-Lewis stars as the enigmatic, DCI Gabriel Markham as he masterfully navigates one of Britain’s largest and most intricate murder cases.

**DVD 3763900 RIPPER STREET: Season One.** Set between the years 1885 to 1913, Ripper Street follows Ame rica’s most beloved animal adventurer and his family as they spend time with nature’s creatures across the continent in this compelling footage. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Stars David Dencik. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95.

**DVD 3758889 REVOLUTION: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Imagine a world where all technology—computers, planes, cars, phones, even light—has been wiped out. What’s left is a post-apocalyptic landscape inhabited by ruthless paramilitary groups, heroic freedom fighters and families struggling to survive in this epic thriller.

**DVD 3772845 REELIK.** Widescreen. Starting at the end, with a prime suspect caught, the series moves backwards in time to piece together the gruesome murders, gradually unraveling the truth. We follow the enigmatic, DCI Gabriel Markham as he is propelled into an obsessive hunt for a serial killer.

**DVD 3832954 HOGAN’S HEROES:** The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Bob Crane stars as Colonel Robert Hogan, an American POW who along with a motley crew of fellow prisoners, and with full use of hidden tunnels, confiscated supplies and secret radio, sets out to cause as much havoc to the Nazi war effort as possible.

**DVD 37557503 THE DARK CHASM OF ADULT HELL.** Widescreen. In this three part series, historian and filmmaker Laurence Rees examines the key decisions Hitler took to find out why others decided to push forward and achieve his goals, how Hitler manipulated existing beliefs in Germany, and why his leadership was so compelling. English SDH. Over 176 minutes. Pub. at $8.95.
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 3722856**  
**LUCEFIR: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Bored and unhappy, FBI Agent Carlisle Hell, Lucifer Morningstar has relocated to the city of Angels, where he indulges in a hell of a good time. There's no rest for the wicked as you'll be invited to binge-watch all 13 sexy, dark and irreverent episodes of this high spirited, hell-raising series. Starts Tom Ellis and Lauren German. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. *$5.95*  

**DVD 3722848**  
**LOONEY TUNES SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION: The Premiere Edition.** Twenty-eight of the very best animated shorts starring the very wackiest Warner Bros. cartoon characters have been rounded up for this collection. It's an unprecedented animation celebration for cartoon-lovers eager to relive the heavenly, hilarious golden age of Warner Bros. animation. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. *$5.95*  

**DVD 3720896**  
**VIKING WARS: The Complete TV War.** Widescreen. When 900 Norwegian Vikings stormed into Scotland in 1263, Scottish Knights were tasked with ending the calamitous events. Professor Jon Henderson sheds new light on the incredible story of the final days of the Vikings and reveals the identity of the brutal men that crossed the North Sea to ravage Scotland. *$3.95*  

**DVD 3692321**  
**HOP ALONG CASSIDY: Season Four.** Widescreen. This Hollywood Western series casts the lead role as a wisecracking, irreverent entrepreneur of the highest order. Includes all 22 episodes. DVD. *$3.95*  

**DVD 3720810**  
**PLANET EARTH, VOLUME TWO: Caves/Deserts/Ice Worlds.** Widescreen. Featuring episodes 4-6 of this stunning, 11-part series you'll get a rare glimpse of the world. Finally see the Ice World, the cold desolate wilderness. English SDH. 150 minutes. BBC. *$3.95*  

**DVD 3720802**  
**PIRATES.** Widescreen. Following in the wake of the infamous Captain Kidd, Blackbeard, Calico Jack and others, historian Dr. Sam Willis charts the devastating impact these pirates had during an era of colonial expansion and how, by plundering the vast network of seaborne trade, they work. As if that weren't bad enough for them, they are now part-owners of the Brooklyn diner where they work. As if that weren't bad enough for them, they are now part-owners of the Brooklyn diner where they work. Also stars Barry Morse. Includes all 22 episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. *$9.98*  

**DVD 3720834**  
**WINGED PLANET.** Widescreen. In this stunning natural history film, follow the most stunning footage from BBC's acclaimed Earthflight series, you can see what the birds see--snow geese dashing through Mountain Valley, scarlet macaws flying through the Rain Forest, and vultures soaring miles above the earth. 94 minutes. BBC. *$5.95*  

**DVD 3694275**  
**MISSION-IMPOSSIBLE: The Sixth TV Season.** Widescreen. This season, Jim Phelps (Peter Graves) and his team focus mainly on targets outside the reach of conventional law enforcement agencies, as they successfully bring master criminals to justice. All 18 episodes. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. *$6.95*  

**DVD 288108X**  
**STACKED: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Pamela Anderson stars as Stacked's resident bombshell, who is always looking for the next hot thing. In search of the one-armed man who saw healing surgeons. Includes all 22 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. *$7.95*  

**DVD 2856339**  
**WAGON TRAIN: The Complete Seventh Season.** One of the longest running TV westerns of all time, Wagon Train focused mainly on personal stories of courage and perseverance, following westbound-bound emigrants as they made the perilous journey from Missouri to California. Includes all 32 episodes from Season Seven. DVD. *$11.95*  

**DVD 372090X**  
**VOYAGER: To the Final Frontier.** Widescreen. Feed your eyes on gorgeous planets, newly discovered moons and so much more in this fascinating documentary that chronicles the journey of the Voyager Space Missions—a program that launched in 1977 and was supposed to last just five years. English SDH. 48 minutes. BCC. *$3.95*  

**DVD 2858231**  
**HOP ALONG CASSIDY - VOLUME TWO: Caves/Deserts/Ice Worlds.** Widescreen. Featuring episodes 7 and 8 of this stunning, 11-part series you'll get a rare glimpse of the world. Featuring episodes 7 and 8 of this stunning, 11-part series you'll get a rare glimpse of the world. English SDH. 150 minutes. BBC. *$3.95*  

**DVD 2870816**  
**THIRTEEN.** Widescreen. Thirteen years after her abduction, 26 year old Ivy Morrow flees the cell that has held her captive. But escaping is just the beginning of Ivy's story. Just as she's picking up the pieces of her life, a startling discovery leaves everyone scrambling; her former captor has found her new victim. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BCC. *$3.95*  

**DVD 2870662**  
**DEAN MARTIN CELEBRITY ROASTS.** From Bob Hope to Muhammad Ali, Johnny Carson to Lucille Ball, Ronald Reagan to Redd Foxx, anybody with a thick skin and a good agent was fair game for the celebrity roasts! This DVD includes two complete Celebrity Roasts featuring Dean Martin and Johnny Carson. 173 minutes. StarVista. *$5.95*  

**DVD 2887045**  
**WINGS: Complete 1 & 2 Seasons.** Comedy takes off when pilots and estranged brothers—Joe (Tim Daly) and Brian Hackett (Steven Weber) reunite to run a commuter airline together. On the small island of Nantucket, the Hacketts run with a first class crew of neighbors and co-workers, including friendship advisor produce Bernard Shaloub and Thomas Haden Church. English SDH. 180 minutes. DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. *$3.95*  

**DVD 3720799**  
**OUTLAWS.** Widescreen. This two-part BBC series brings the great British outlaw vividly to life. With characters like Jesse James, the golden age of the outlaw blossomed in Great Britain, where real-life Robin Hoods promoted the open roads and urban and rural disturbances of the 18th and 19th centuries. English SDH. 118 minutes. BCC. *$3.95*  

**DVD 3752423**  
**THE FOLLOWING: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. With serial killer and cult leader Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) presumed dead, ex-FBI Agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has spent a year recruiting elite killing group that motivates Hardy to contact the bone survivor. It's not long before he is once again an assassin's target. Includes all 15 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. *$7.95*  

**DVD 3826640**  
**THE FOLLWING: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. This hit TV series stars James Purefoy as Dr. Richard Kimble, a physician unjustly accused of murdering his wife. When his train crashes on a route to Death Row, Kimble escapes, heading to a small town in search of the one-armed man he saw leaving the crime. Also stars Barry Morse. Includes the first 15 episodes of Season One. In B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98. *$5.95*  

---
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**DVD 3725251** THE FOLLOWING: The Third and Final Season. Widescreen. After a hard-wining mouse that led to the capture of serial killer Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) in Season Two, Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has finally moved on. But his happiness is quickly shattered when his team must unravel a twisted matrix of murder before it destroys them all. Includes all 15 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 6678415** WAYWARD PINES. Widescreen. Conceptually integral from the beginning, remember, Secret Service agent Ethan Burke (Matt Dillon) wakes up in a place in a strangely idyllic mountain town. The more he tries to find out what happened to him, the more he discovers that nothing is as it seems in Wayward Pines. M. Night Shyamalan’s gripping TV event co-stars Terrance Howard and Melissa Leo. All 10 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $17.95

**DVD 3719758** THE BEAR FAMILY AND ME. Widescreen. Get up close and personal with powerful carnivores in this heart-warming documentary from the BBC Natural History Unit. Filmmaker Gordon Buchanan gradually earns the trust of a family of black bears as they emerge from their den in the spring. 177 minutes. BBC Earth. $3.95

**A DVD 3770035** COUNTRY MUSIC: A Film by Ken Burns. Widescreen. An eight-part documentary from Ken Burns that chronicles the history of a uniquely American art form, focusing on the biographies of the-beloved American songwriters who created it. Filmed with memorable musical moments, interviews with more than 80 country music artists, it weaves an unforgettable story. English SDH. Over 16 hours. DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.95

**DVD 2983373** DIAGNOSIS MURDER: Television Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Dr. Mark Sloan (Multiple Emmy Award winner Dick Van Dyke) joins forces with his homicide detective son to wade through mysteries and solve crimes. Collects five intriguing television movies that span a decade and bookend the popular TV series, which ran for eight seasons. Also stars Barry Van Dyke. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. CBS. $9.95

**DVD 2900505** HIGHWAY PATROL: Complete Season 4. Fullscreen. Packed with patrol cars, helicopters and two-way radios, Highway Patrol screwed onto the scene destined to become the most popular syndicated TV shows of all time. Starring Roderick Crawford, it’s the pop-culture phenomenon that permeated American culture with the catch phrase “10-4.” In B&W. 39 episodes. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 2928345** HIGHLANDER: The Complete Series. Widescreen. For centuries he has battled the forces of darkness, with only one rule: He cannot die unless you take his head, and with it his power. In the end, there can be only one. He is Duncan MacLeod, the Highlander. The Highlander set includes all six seasons, 119 episodes of the series. Stars Adrian Paul. Over 100 hours on twenty-five DVDs. Visual Entertainment. $44.95

**DVD 2988445** DOWNTON ABBEY: Seasons 1-5. Widescreen. This award-winning series follows the lives of the Crawley family and their staff from pre-war England through the storms of WWI, and into the social upheaval of England in the 1920s as their way of life begins to change. Stars Hugh Bonneville, Elizabeth McGovern. Includes all 43 episodes of Seasons One through Five. English SDH. Nearly 41 hours on 15 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.95

**DVD 369142X** DOWNTON ABBEY: Seasons 1, 2 & 3. Widescreen. Enjoy the first three seasons of this series written by Julian Fellowes, following the Crawleys through the storms of World War I and into the social upheaval of the 1920s, as the inhabitants of the house are shaped by desire, passion, love, and ambition and betrayal. Stars Hugh Bonneville. English SDH. Over 23 hours on nine DVDs. $24.95

**DVD 3708090** DOGS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD: NATURE. Widescreen. Over a thousand years ago, wolves stepped out of the forest and began one of the most remarkable journeys in evolutionary history. Within a few hundred years, wolves and their domesticated descendants transformed into thousands of breeds that have become our best friends. Stars include Dr. Frank Sedgwick, DVM, and史上最strong. Over 2 hours. DVD. PBS. Pub. at $59.99

**DVD 3722992** TOM AND JERRY SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION. Collects 40 restored and remastered shorts (along with fabulous celebratory bonuses) and includes Academy Award nominees and seven winners. CC. Over five hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 3747429** TOM HOLLAND’S TWISTED TALES. Widescreen. Horror legend Tom Holland dyes you to join him for nine nerve-shredding, totally twisted tales. Serving up a mind-bending assortment of the macabre, it’s an Anthology of the macabre: in the edge of your seat. Guest stars include Ray Wise, Danielle Harris and William Forsythe. 142 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3755029** BEST OF BRAGGAGNE. Episodic. This pioneering police drama set the standard for all future “cop shows.” Features Sgt. Joe Friday as the tough, by the book LAPD detective who has no time for dreamers with white collar realism makes you feel you’re on the job with Friday. 15 episodes. Stars Jack Webb and Ben Alexander. In B&W. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3720888** VENOM. Widescreen. Tons of thousands of people die annually from venomous taipans, mambas, black widows, bees and even octopuses. Now, for the first time, the documentary will reveal the astonishing power of nature’s lethal chemical arsenal. See how animals deliver fatal toxins and then enter the human body in venoms. Over 40 minutes. British TV. $5.95

**DVD 3759857** REVOLUTION: The Complete Second and Final Season. Widescreen. The swashbuckling post-apocalyptic adventures continue! Three months after Season One’s mysterious Surge, young rebel Charlie, his mother Rachel and uncle Miles regroup in Willoughby, Texas, along with Rachel’s dad Dr. Gene Porter. Includes all 13 episodes. Over 5 hours. Allegiant. In B&W. 52 minutes. British TV. $3.95

**DVD 3763919** RIPPER STREET: Season Four. Widescreen. Three years have passed since the Leman Street locomotive disaster, when Dr Edmund Whitechapel to help clear his former associate’s name. Once again Reid finds himself along with DS Drake, plunged into a criminal underworld filled with secret police, spies, andIncludes all seven episodes. Over 3 hours. More. In B&W. 52 minutes. British TV. $4.95

**DVD 3795784** BLINDSPOT: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. A technologically advanced counterterrorism unit follows the unfolding of Jane Doe’s true identity and her connections with the shadowy terror organization Sandstorm. All 22 high-octane episodes. Includes all five episodes. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3715167** BEST OF MINNIE PEARL. From her unmistakable “Howdy” to the price tag dangling from her hat, these are the best of nine years of comedy as Minnie, beside Ralph Emery on “Nashville Now,” tells hilarious gags sent in by viewers across America. At the end of every segment the audience votes on which punchline was funniest. Over 120 minutes. Questar. $5.95

**DVD 3763846** BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: Last of the Vikings. Widescreen. Follow along on this journey through the progress of Danish Viking King Canute, who built his North Sea Empire across Britain and Scandinavia. See how Viking culture intertwined with later cultures of Britain and Ireland and can still be seen in customs and practices in the present day. 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99

**DVD 3695794** THE COLLECTION: Made in England. Widescreen. Paris. 1947. A fashion empire rises from the ashes of this war-torn city. Run by the breathtakingly charming and thoroughly ruthless Paul Sabine, the House of Sabine is pushing new boundaries in the post-war fashion world—but behind the glamour lies a devastating secret that threatens to destroy the company’s success. English SDH. Over 3 hours on six DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $79.95

**DVD 3715752** AIRWOLF: Season One. Fullscreen. Jan-Michael Vincent stars as Stringfellow Hawke, a reclusive renegade pilot who’s assigned to top-secret missions for the CIA orировки. Also stars Ernest Borgnine. Includes all 11 Season One episodes, including the original pilot movie. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $4.95

**DVD 6950906** ABRAM AND MARY LINCOLN: A House Divided. Widescreen. He was a dirt farmer’s son determined to make something of himself. She was the daughter of wealthy Southern aristocrats with her own political ambitions. He was the Great Emancipator. She was the daughter of slave-owners. Together they ascended to the pinnacle of power at the most difficult time in American history. Narrated by David McCulloch. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.95

**DVD 3035500** COMIC RELIEF: The Greatest...and the Latest. Widescreen. For more than 20 years, hosts Billy Crystal, Whoopi Goldberg and Robin Williams brought the world’s best comedic talents to the mic in an annual charitable event. This collection brings together the best of Comic Relief’s first two decades, featuring Lewis Black, John Candy, Dave Chapelle, Jim Carrey, Sarah Silverman and countless others. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

**DVD 6951104** INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Pilot and Complete 1st Series. Widescreen. Inspector Robert Lewis (Kevin Whately) takes on the shadow of his mentor—the inimitable Inspector Morse (John Thaw)—in this series of four mysteries, including the series pilot. Together with his colleague Constable Thompson, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox), Lewis is bent on proving himself to his dubious new boss. Over five hours on 4 DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 2948125** MAD: Season One, Part One. Fullscreen. Get your crazy on with these thirteen riotous animated episodes inspired by the iconic periodical. All funny, all certifiably MAD in style and substance with lots of pop-culture send ups, plus classic bits done in the manner of the artists/writers known as “The Usual Gang of Idiots.” English SDH. 146 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

---
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**2970139 CUSTER: The Complete Series.** Wayne Maunder stars as one of America's most famous characters in this captivating Western television series. Loosely based on Custer's life, the series follows the Lieutenant Colonel George Custer as he leads a team of cavalrymen in the Wild West. Also stars Slim Pickens. Collects all 17 episodes. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. English SDH. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. $14.95 **$7.95**

**3446285 TELEVISION: Season 4.** Widescreen. Nearly two hours of television series bring their stories to PBS in season four of this documentary series. Four episodes are gathered here. Standup to Sicario; Doctors and Nurses; Acting Funny; and Good Puppies. Narrated by Benjamin Britt. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$5.95**

**3722902 PINKY, ELMYRA & THE BRAIN: The Complete Series.** The complete season of the award-winning series is now here! Watch the mice's madcap attempts to avoid Elmyra in thirteen laugh out loud episodes that parody everything from classic literature to popular movies. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 **$5.95**

**3763383 BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: First Blood.** Widescreen. The Vikings were an ambitious people who left an indelible mark on the British psyche. Yet archaeology has revealed very little about their time in Britain and even less about what happened to them afterwards. Join professor David Goldstein as he sets out to answer some of the most intriguing questions about the Vikings.

**Over 56 hours on twelve DVDs.**

**2975941 ARROW: The Complete First Season.** Themacho affirmative Oliver Queen finds himself challenged on two fronts as he fights to protect Star City's future, both as Mayor and as the Green Arrow. He attempts to avoid Elmyra in thirteen laugh out loud episodes that parody everything from classic literature to popular movies. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 **$5.95**

**2975702 THE DICK TRACY SHOW: The Crime Stopper.** Fullscrewnow your favorite classic crime fighter can share the fun with your family! Features 32 crime-busting capers as Dick Tracy and his pals, Joe Jitsu, GoGo Gomez, and the Roundheads battle like Pruneface, BB Eyes, Flappot and more. 159 minutes. Classic Media. **$4.95**

**2975971 2 BROKE GIRLS: The Complete Fifth Season.** Widescreen. Brooklyn diner waitresses and besties Max (Kat Dennings) and Caroline (Beth Behrs) return for more outrageous escapades as they continue to make their mark in the cupcake biz. Don't miss a single outrageous escapade as they continue to make this series a hit. Stars Beth Behrs, David Schwimmer, and many others. In Color and B&W. 14 hours on four DVDs. MPAA. **$14.95**

**2973603 BAD MOON RISING: The Complete Fifth Season.** Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. **$9.95**

**2978112 ARTHUR: King of the Britons.** Widescreen. This fascinating program finds evidence that a real 6th century warlord actually did exist and that many of the most famous stories of Arthur come from the 12th century. Experience five film-length mysteries:

- Merlin's Law
- The Castle of the Green Knight
- The White King
- The Black Chapter of the King Arthur story—such as the round table, the sword in the stone, Camelot—may well have been inspired by real places and events. Hosted by Richard Harris. English SDH. 50 minutes. **$5.95**

**2976096 THE MCILLAN & WIFE: Collection Two.** Widescreen. This classic mystery series stars the debonair Rock Hudson as San Francisco's newest police commissioner, Stewart “Mac” McIlilan, and Susan Saint James as his smart yet zany wife, Sally. Together this crime-fighting couple solves some of the Bay Area's most baffling and peculiar cases. Includes all 40 episodes. **$11.95**

**2980997 SHERLOCK: The Abominable Bride.** Widescreen. Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman are back as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in the acclaimed modern retelling of Arthur Conan Doyle's classic stories. But what if it wasn't the modern day? What if the world's most famous detectives and their faithful dogged, first-rate Sidekick: the Street of steam trains, top hats and frock-coats? In 1895. English SDH. 66 minutes. **$5.95**

**3095689 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES TWO MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. True to the beloved classic that has enchanted fans across the world for over a century, these two family films bring to life the story of the determined, spirited little girl who touches the lives of everyone she meets. Stars Sara Bostford, and Martin Sheen. English SDH. **$5.95**

**2978558 HART TO HART: Movies & Murder Collection.** Fullscreewn. From his mobile home in Malibu he chases down long-dead clues to solve crime in sun-baked Los Angeles. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. **$4.95**

**2978635 BURNS AND ALLEN 1951: Collectors Box Set.** This mysterious collection of the classic comic duo’s TV show includes two episodes featuring George Burns, GracieAllen, and Jack Benny. Titles include The Bank President; Breaking Up the Team; Free Trip to Hawaii; Gracie’s Checking Account; Harry Morton’s Male Secretary; The Income Tax Man; and more. In B&W. Five films. English SDH. Pub. at $14.95 **$9.95**

**2970197 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Collection Five.** Fullscreewn. America’s favorite clown returns to American living rooms with this delightful 20-episode collection. Taking viewers on a nostalgic journey back to the Golden Age of Television, it includes rare bits including classic clips from The Ballad of the Ballet; The Atomic Sailor; Freddie Finds a Headlight; and more. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Shout Factory. **$4.95**

**2932903 FRASIER: The First Season.** Fullscrewn. Making the move from Boston to his former hometown of Seattle, Dr. Frasier Crane (Kelsey Grammer) finds himself on the radio airwaves as the host of his own conversation show. In B&W this collection of 12 episodes of the popular show, including Sister Potter; Broken Bond; Fatal Fungus; Nursery Crimes; With Every Breath; Deadly Formula; and Something’s Fishy. **$5.95**

**3060189 THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIA JONES, VOLUME TWO: The War Years.** Fullscrewn. Go on spectacular WWII-era journeys with young Indy as he travels through Europe, Africa, and Asia to face off against the Nefarious Finkenheit and encounter historical figures from Vladimir Lenin to the Red Baron along the way. That’s not all. Special features include more than two dozen in-depth documentaries,累 counted with interactive features. Twelve hours on 9 DVDs. Paramount. **$11.95**

**3759873 TERMINATOR—THE SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. A young Sarah Connor tries to edge toward the worldwide domination and the ruin of humankind. It fears no one—except John Connor. The machines know they must find Connor’s son, and Sarah Connor is there to protect and instruct her son as he becomes the man he’s destined to be. Includes all 22 Season Two episodes. Stars Lena Headey. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$8.99**
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**DVD 291638X THE LIZZIE BORDEN CHRONICLES: Eight-Episode Miniseries.** This eight-episode miniseries delivers an intense, fictionalized account of actual events surrounding Lizzie Borden's life after her controversial acquittal of the horrific double murder of her father and stepmother in 1892. The controversy didn't end there, and Prinkton detective Charlie Siringo was determined to prove her guilt. Stars Christina Ricci. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $65.99

**DVD 288013X THE LONE RANGER.** Fullscreen. This collection celebrates the 80th anniversary of the Lone Ranger character, who first appeared in a radio show in 1933. Contains 16 episodes of the show, starring Clayton Moore, along with an episode from Season Five to illustrate the evolution of the program. In B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98

**DVD 278815X GRIMM: Season 1.** Widescreen. Portland homicide detective Nick Burkhart (David Giuntoli) discovers he’s descended from a line of “Grims,” who are charged with keeping balance between humanity and the creatures of myth. With newly awakened abilities, Nick struggles to keep his old life separate as he becomes more entrenched in the Grimm world. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Nearly 16 hours on 5 DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 2843364 GORONGOSA PARK: Rebirth of Paradise.** Widescreen. Experience the world’s first recorded re-creation of an African wilderness through the eyes of an Emmy Award winning wildlife cameraman–Bob Poole. This is no ordinary assignment for Poole, as he combines his passion for conservation with his career filming the world’s most beautiful wildlife. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. PBS.

**DVD 2843081 THE AMISH: American Experience.** Widescreen. Lyrical and meditative, this program answers many questions Americans have about the insular Amish religious community, whose intense faith and adherence to 500-year-old traditions have by turns captivated and repelled, awed and inspired, and confused more than a century. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $14.95


**DVD 3830277 WORLD WITHOUT END: The Epic Eight-Part Miniseries.** This eight-part miniseries follows Caris, a visionary young woman struggling to survive the Dark Ages. With her lover, she builds a community called Kingsbridge that stands up to the Church. Together, they unleash a dangerous secret and must fight to save their town from ruin. Stars Cynthia Nixon, Ben Chaplin, and Peter Firth. English SDH. Over 6 hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $49.98

**DVD 3720829 PREV. Widescreen. Follow Detective Constable Marcus Farrow (John Simm) as he races against time to clear his name of a brutal crime in the first electrifying season of this gritty police drama. Prison Officer Dave Murdoch will travel to in order to save the life of his threatened daughter. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. BBC.

**DVD 3746484 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Seasons 1-5.** Fullscreen. After a devastating crash, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered body is covertly rebuilt via the miracle of modern science known as “bionics.” Equipped with “better, stronger, faster” than the average man, Austin (Lee Majors) now takes on perilous, highly classified missions in service of his government. Collects all five seasons and the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. $39.95

**DVD 6579183 THE ROCKFORD FILES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. James Garner stars as ex-con turned private investigator Jim Rockford, staying under the radar as he takes on the cases of the lost and dispossessed. In 122 episodes brimming with chilling suspense, wry humor and engaging cases, Rockford chases down seemingly uncatchable criminals in the bigger audiences of L.A., giving us six seasons of top-notch entertainment. Over 103 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98

**DVD 2929493 THE PROTECTORS: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Harry Rule (Robert Vaughn) and Andrew McNab (Neville Dunn Porter) are the Protectors. Together with other super agents from the world’s best detective agencies, our heroes juggle sleuth, adventure and romance like fast-paced, non-stop action. Collected are some of the most exciting cities in the world. Includes all 52 episodes.

**DVD 2830449 SHEENA: Queen of the Jungle.** Shown portraying by luscious model Melissa O’Neil, her explorer friend Bob and her pet monkey Chim square off against venal big game hunters and angry natives in Kenya. This syndicated TV show ran from 1955–1956. Includes 16 episodes on two DVDs. Over five hours. Synnex.

**DVD 375975X ARROW: The Complete Fourth Season.** Widescreen. Returning to Star City, Green Arrow (Stephen Amell) will struggle to keep his aim as the Green Arrow without losing the life he fought so hard to get back. Collects all 23 hard-hitting, action-packed, justice seeking Season Four episodes. Stars Stephen Amell. English SDH. Nearly 17 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 3736370 DIRK GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY: Season One.** Widescreen. Meet Dirk Gently (Samuel Barnett), the fast talking, eccentric detective who believes in the interconnectedness of all things. With his loyal friend Dr. John Watson, and Rupert Graves as the long suffering Inspector Lestrade. Includes all three episodes of Season One and all three episodes of Season Two. English SDH. Over eight hours on 4 DVDs. BBC.

**DVD 282115X DINOTOPIA: The Series: Complete.** Inspired by James Gurney’s popular books, this is the extraordinary odyssey of a 21st century family stranded in an amazing prehistoric world full of wondrous creatures and expansive cities, but beneath its surface, danger brews. Could this land be on the verge of extinction? Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3761096 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. An angel as down to earth as he is divine, Jonathan Smith has only one goal: to help others reach higher ground. Backed by "The Boss" and blessed with otherworldly powers, he touches troubled lives across America. Stars Michael Landon and Victor French. Collects all 25 Season Three episodes. Nearly 20 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 6741053 WOODY WOODPECKER FAVORITES.** Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite wacky red-headed bird presents 13 of his funniest cartoon classics, including Knock Knock, Pantry Panic; Ski for Two; Who’s Nuttin’ Cookin’ Who? and more, plus the Emmy-nominated short. Four episodes. English SDH. Over 48 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 2900637 MR. SELFRIDGE: Season 4.** Widescreen. London 1928. Nineteen years have passed and Harry Selfridge is at the pinnacle of his wealth and celebrity, enjoying the frenzy of the roaring 20s. But in this buzzing world, Harry faces his greatest challenge yet… an unprecedented, dangerous way. As creditors close in, can Harry seal the deal that will save his mercantile empire? Includes all Season 4 episodes. Over 6 hours. PBS.

**DVD 2948710 THE WILD WILD WEST: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Relive the heroic adventures of 1870s Secret Service Agents James West (Robert Conrad) and Andrew Bonnycastle (Martin) as they crisscross the country in a high tech railroad car, executing impossible missions assigned to them directly from President Grant. Includes all 28 Season One episodes. In B&W. Collector’s Edition. Six DVDs. Pub. at $49.99

**DVD 2844109 THE WIDOWER.** Widescreen. This chilling true story tells how Felicity, a vivacious New Zealander, pieces together clues to finally realizing that her husband’s supposed fatal car accident was anything but. After he disappears and re-surfaces in Scotland, Felicity begins a desperate race to prove her husband is a cold-blooded murderer. Stars Celia Shann and Sheridan Smith. Three hours. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

**DVD 3725324 MIKE & MOLLY: The Sixth and Final Season.** Widescreen. With big hugs and affection and quick-witted laughs, Mike and Molly throw the way back to high school. Health scares, career bumps, intrusive in-laws, cramped living quarters–Mike and Molly face it all with humor and heart. So, sit back and enjoy all 13 hilarious Season Six episodes. Stars Billy Gardell and Melissa McCarthy. English SDH. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $24.99

**DVD 3933824 BOWMAN’S INN: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Fifties movie icon Rory Calhoun dons his trademark black hat as Bill Longley, a Civil War veteran roaming the West. With a reputation for a fast gun, and memories of war, Bill struggles to reconcile his adherence to the law, Longley’s quixotic travels take him from town to town in search of adventure and sometimes romance. Complete all 70 episodes, plus five bonus cartoons starring Woody’s favorite wacky red-headed bird presents 15
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**DVD 2901773 JONATHAN STRANGE & MR. NORRELL.** Widescreen. Spend some time with the diabolical duo of Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell in this exhilarating fantasy series. The clash between these two British magicians is about to become a dangerous duel as the dark arts where the midst of the Napoleonic wars, the real battle is between their egos. Stars Bertie Carvel and Eddie Marsan. English SDH. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $19.98

**DVD 2924005 NYDP BLUE: Season Two.** Fullscreen. In Season Two the critically acclaimed police procedural hit, David Caruso left the show, only to be replaced by the Emmy Award-winning actor Jon Cryer. Jon Cryer quickly made the role his own. Journey back to 1994 and join the cops of the 15th Precinct in welcoming Detective Bobby Simon to these 22 riveting episodes. CC. Over 11 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $29.98

**DVD 6967604 NIGHT COURT: The Complete First Season.** Magician/comic Harry Anderson stars as judge Harold Stone, a man with a joy-fuzzier sense of courtesy who provides a poignant yet funny enthusiasm for the Velvet Fog, Mel Torme. Cast includes John Larroquette, Richard Moll, Selma Diamond, and Karen Astin. This entire 13-episode first season is gathered here, along with a full docket of extras. CC. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $27.98

**DVD 2928469 NERO WOLFE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. William Conrad stars as brilliant Nero Wolfe, and Lee Homcy as his faithful, charming associate, Archie. Nero and Archie set out to solve murders, mysteries, whodunits and other puzzles. Includes all 14 episodes of the mystery series. Also includes the TV movie, The Doorbell Rang starring Thayer David as Wolfe and Tom Mason as Archie. Nearly 15 hours on three DVDs. CBS. $34.95

**DVD 3761215 QUANTUM LEAP: Seasons 1 & 2.** Fullscreen. Take a trip through time with the daring Dr. Sam Beckett (Scott Bakula) and his hilarious hologram guide, Al (Dean Stockwell), in 31 groundbreaking episodes of the Emmy Award-winning series. In an effort to fix the past, Sam leaps into the bodies and lives of people throughout history to twist the hands of fate. Over 24 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. $19.98

**DVD 3695840 PRIME SUSPECT: Temison.** Widescreen. The wall is over for the much-regaled creme de la creme of the global hit Prime Suspect. This cinematic drama rewrites to 1970s London to portray the early career of the formidable DCI Jan Temsion (played by Helen McCrory). English SDH. Six hours on two DVDs. PBS. $7.95

**DVD 2802414 FLASH GORDON COLLECTION.** Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. The interstellar adventurer in Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. Then, Steve Holland takes the role in 13 episodes of the Flash Gordon TV series, combating Commander Paul Richards and the ever-present forces of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 3722805 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz and the Federal Penitentiary. Or so we were told. Now America’s worst criminals—known as the 63s—are returning to the streets of San Francisco to wreak havoc. Join the hunt to detective Rebecca Madison and Diego Solar to figure out why they’re back and uncover a larger, more sinister threat. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.98

**DVD 2901684 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two.** Widescreen. The Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic as a partnership, they’re relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. $24.98

**DVD 3759792 CHIPS: The Complete Fifth Season.** Fullscreen. Between illegal car races, animal bank robbers, a hit and run investigation and an epic Battle of the Bands, Ponch ( Erik Estrada) and Jon Stueve (Tom Sizemore) find love is not the only ride jam-packed with more criminal confrontations, karate fights, and hilarious highway hijinks than you can imagine. Collects all 22 award-winning episodes. CC. English SDH. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. $19.99

**DVD 2851113 CHILLERS: The Complete 12 Part Anthology Series.** Anthony Perkins delves into the darkest depths of human nature in this chillingly evil anthology series based on Patricia Highsmith’s hair-raising short stories, imagine tales so bone-chillingly cold you’ll beg for a warm bed to hide under. The stellar cast includes Alan Arkin,斌 Shatner, Candice Bergen. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. $29.99

**DVD 374714X SPIES OF WAR.** Widescreen. David Tennant is Colonel Jean-Francois Lefort, a French-fried closeted decorated war hero drawn into a world of betrayal, intrigue, and passion in WWII Europe. While risking his life and working in the shadows, he falls in love with a Parisian woman of Polish heritage, a lawyer for the League of Nations. English SDH. Three hours. $6.95

**DVD 3761061 DENNIS THE MENACE: Light-Up Action Figure Adventurer.** Based on Hank Ketcham’s popular comic strip, this animated series became a staple in commercial heaven! This DVD contains dozens of funny commercials from the 1960s and 1970s produced for the Quaker Oats Company by veteran animators Jay Ward. 59 minutes. Televisa. $19.95

**DVD 3709984 ROUGH CROSSINGS.** Widescreen. When Britain tried to resist America’s struggle for independence in 1776, they offered the slaves a deal: Come and fight for us and we’ll set you free. In this Fascinating film, their incredible story of escape comes roaring back to life. Over 4 hours. BBC. $34.98

**DVD 2928523 THRILLER: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. This British anthology series was created by Brian Clemens and aired in the United Kingdom from 1973 to 1976. Each episode has a self-contained story and its own cast. As the title suggests, each story is a thriller of some variety, from tales of the supernatural to down and dirty crime stories. Collects all 43 episodes. CC. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $12.98

**DVD 2901686 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two.** Widescreen. The Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic as a partnership, they’re relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. $24.98

**DVD 3722864 NIKITA: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Six years ago Nikita ( Maggie Q ) was taken out of prison and forced by a covert unit of the government to be an assassin. Three years ago she escaped and has been hunted ever since. But now she’s out to even the score. Joining Nikita for this thrilling ride are Gina Torres, who plays her, to figure out why they’re back and uncover a larger, more sinister threat. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.98

**DVD 2858193 DANIEL BOONE: Season Two.** Fullscreen. Fess Parker once again plays the American frontier’s most famous figure in these 30 Season Two episodes. Set in 1774, the exploits of Daniel Boone precede the American Revolution, they follow the heroic Boone through his amazing exploits in an untamed land. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. $29.99

**DVD 2858185 DANIEL BOONE: Season Three.** Fullscreen. The legendary Fess Parker returns to tame the American wilderness for an exciting third season. Playing the intrepid title character, Parker joins other cast regulars like Ed Ames and Patricia Blair, as well as guest stars from Kurt Russell to Slim Pickens to Cesar Romero. Includes 28 rollicking pioneer adventures. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97

**DVD 2928310 DAN AUGUST: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Burt Reynolds earned a Golden Globe nomination for his role as Lt. Detective Dan August, whose investigations take him to the streets of a small California town. Montgomery Clift also stars in the exciting nine-episode series. Over 15 hours on three DVDs. CBS. $34.95

**DVD 2928477 THE PERSUADERS! The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. The glamour-embossed escapades of Lord Brett Sinclair and the ‘60s pulp fiction star Dandy Nichols (Tony Curtis) proved universally popular. Their wisecracking chemistry accounts for much of the show’s charisma and the pacy plots ensure viewers never long to wait for the next punch, pun, or romantic clinch. Includes all 26 episodes on three DVDs. $34.95

**DVD 2905758 CAP ’N CRUNCH AND FRIENDS.** Set sail with Captain Horatio Magoo and the crew of the S.S. Cap ’N Crunch commercial heaven! This DVD contains dozens of funny commercials from the 1960s and 1970s produced for the Quaker Oats Company by veteran animators Jay Ward. 59 minutes. Televisa. $19.95

**DVD 696558X MCCLOWN: Season One.** Fullscreen. Emmy Award winner Dennis Weaver stars as Deputy Marshal Sam McCloon, the toughest cowboy to ever take on the mean streets of New York. Despite the demands of his strict supervisor, he finds himself in an endless conflict between the law and the meanest criminals this side of the Mississippi. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $17.95

**DVD 3763143 MATT HOUSTON: Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Lee Horsley stars as Matt Houston, a wealthy Texas oilman who moves to Los Angeles to oversee his family’s business, but spends most of his time investigating murder cases. Includes all 43 episodes and a TV movie. Over 16 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $39.98

**DVD 3763927 SHARPE: Complete Season Two.** Widescreen. Sean Bean stars as the daring outlaw and marksman, Richard Sharpe, during the Napoleonic Wars, as he risks his life and the safety of his family to fight a new kind of guerrilla war. Includes three feature-length episodes in this complete Season Two. English SDH. Over five hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98

---
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DVD 3748918  **LEGEND:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Richard Dean Anderson stars as the head of Ernst Pratt, a dime-store novelist living out the adventures of his fictional character Nicodemus Legend in the Old West. Teaming up with scoundrel Jabez John (John de Lancie), Pratt embarks on adventure after wild steampunk adventure in all 12 exciting episodes. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.99. +$29.95

DVD 3765563  **BLUE THUNDER:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Based on the action-pack blockbuster film of the same name, this series stars James Faustino, Dana Carvey, Dick Butkus, and Lupe Ontiveros figuring out their own brand of justice. The ultimate weapon in the war on crime, Blue Thunder can see through walls, read a whisper, and track natural phenomena around the world. Includes all Eleven episodes. CC. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $14.95

DVD 28240X  **LONGSTREET:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Following a bomb blast that leaves him blind and a widower, New Orleans insurance detective Mike Longstreet (James Franciscus) refuses to quit the business. Together with the help of his dog Pax, assistant Nikki and a friend Duke, Longstreet continues to investigate the密码 and exonerate innocents from murder charges. Includes all 23 episodes and a TV movie. Over 20 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $24.95

DVD 3709833  **LIFE’S ROCKY START:** NOVA. Widescreen. Four and a half billion years ago, the Earth was a virtual wasteland—a seething chaos of meteorite impacts, volcanoes belching noxious gases, and lightning flashing through a thin atmosphere. How did it all happen? Nova joins mineralogist Robert Hazen on the rocky trail to resolve this enduring mystery. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

DVD 2864259  **FRIDAY THE 13TH:** The Complete Seasons One Through Three. Widescreen. Featuring a host of guest stars such as Nick Nolte, Robert Loggia, David Janssen, Ken Howard, and Dick Butkus, *Friday the 13th* follows the terrifying adventures of Michael Myers, the evil killer, as he stalks a new group of teenagers. In this box set, fans collect all 122 episodes of the series. Over 103 hours on twenty-one DVDs. CBS. $44.95

DVD 2834816  **WILD PACIFIC:** Widescreen. This acclaimed series presents the real, immense, magnificent and astonishing Pacific: from erupting undersea volcanoes to jet streams swirling the Solomon Islanders who fish with spider webs and kites to Pentecost land divers who leap off cliffs into the sea. Dramatics are among the processed images. 110 episodes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

DVD 2901708  **DOCTOR WHO–THE DALEKS:** Widescreen. The Daleks—the hideous race on the isolated planet Skaro that we first feared in the ultimate universe—are about to make life miserable for the Time Lord and delightful for Whovians. Take a trip through space and time as the Doctor and his companions battle a deadly enemy in these memorable episodes. Stars Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant, Matt Smith and Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

DVD 2850707  **THE YOUNG POPE:** Widescreen. Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrentino and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story of pontiff Pope Pio XIII, Lenny Belardo, the first American Pope in history. Includes all ten episodes. Also stars Silvio Orlando and James Cromwell. Over nine hours on three DVDs. $19.95

DVD 3752878  **GILLIGAN’S ISLAND:** The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. It’s year three of the three-hour tour so stop over to Gilligan Island and join the fun as Gilligan dreams he’s dracula, the group puts on a musical, Mary Ann insists it even includes the legendary Marvel comic book, *The Amazing Spider-Man* with Parker, who develops superhuman powers and potentially deadly price. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $9.95

DVD 3737152  **SPIDER-MAN:** The Animated Series. Widescreen. Based on the classic, this series centers on the adventures of Peter Parker, who develops superhuman powers after being bit by a genetically altered spider. Now Hot Headed and swinging around with his Web Slinger, Peter Parker battles a new and improved foe each week with Roger Murtaugh, who’s back at the LAPD after a near-fatal heart attack. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. +$7.95

DVD 372283X  **LETHAL WEAPON:** The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Combining the tried-and-true cop show and drama, *Lethal Weapon* rebooted the hit film franchise and its iconic cop duo. When grief-stricken ex-Navy SEAL Martin Riggs moves to the LAPD, partnered with Roger Murtaugh, who’s back at the LAPD after a near-fatal heart attack. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. +$7.95

DVD 2829829  **BARNABY JONES:** The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Called out of retirement to solve the murder of his son, Barnaby Jones (Buddy Ebsen) re-opens Los Angeles detective agency, rises his daughter in law Betty (Lee Meriwether) as his secretary and the iconic TV series. *Barnaby Jones* is a sudden emptiness in their lives. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Martin Sheen. Full screen. DVD. $5.95

DVD 3725413  **WONDER WOMAN:** The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Former Miss USA Lynda Carter stars as Wonder Woman, who hides her identity behind the assumed name Diana Prince. Set in World War II, this series stars Lynda Carter as Wonder Woman, a new wave of diabolical masterminds threatens all he ever held dear. Collects all 17 episodes of the acclaimed season. Nearly 150 episodes. $83.95

DVD 3729297  **ITCHBLADE:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. New York homicide detective Sara Pezzini (Vancy Butler) doesn’t know why she has been chosen to possess the living weapon called the Witchblade. It is hers to wear and wield in the fight against crime—but at a terrible cost. English SDH. All 24 episodes. Over 18 hours on seven DVDs. $11.95

* DVD 2928396  **JAKE AND THE FATMAN:** The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Widescreen. Popular district attorney J.J. McCabe (the Fatman) and Joe Perry is his special investigator, Jake Styles—with each other's unique personalities and distinct styles—strike down on crime, investigating murders, whodunits, kidnappings and more. Includes all five seasons of the hit show. Nearly 86 hours on nineteen DVDs. $44.95

DVD 284024X  **ANGRY PLANET:** Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. This collection features extreme weather adventures with host George Kourounis. Takes you to the world’s most dramatic natural phenomena around the globe. With the planet on fire and with girls, there is nothing the two Cleaver boys can’t handle with a little luck and a whole lot of wholesome, homespun advice. English SDH. Nearly 17 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.96

DVD 6835406  **AMERICAS UNTOLED STORY:** Widescreen. Before Jamestown, before Plymouth, the first permanent European settlement in America was founded two generations before the Pilgrims arrived—in 1607, not by English Protestants, but by a mix of Catholics, Jews and so-called French Huguenots. Told through the eyes of two women, this story uncovers the story of America’s past that textbooks. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. $21.95

DVD 3745592  **CRIME STORY:** The Complete Series. From Michael Mann comes one of the most influential action dramas in TV history. Set in 1963, it tells the story of a Major Crime Unit headed by tough-as-nails Lieutenant Mike Torello (Dennis Farina), and their obsessive pursuit of a slick and ruthless gangster. Ray Lonzo (James Belushi) and partners. Over 36 hours on nine DVDs, RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98. +$21.95

**DVD 2855697**  **ANNE OF GREEN GABLES:** Widescreen. With guidance and encouragement from her spirited new teacher Miss Stacy, Anne Shirley commits to her studies and earns a spot at Queen's College in far-off Charlottetown. But when Anne breaks and rides a sudden emptiness in their lives. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Martin Sheen. Full screen. DVD. $5.95

episodes collected Thirteen hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

DVD 3733752  **SPIDER-MAN:** The New Animated Series. Widescreen. Based on the classic, this series centers on the adventures of Peter Parker, who develops superhuman powers after being bit by a genetically altered spider. Now Hot Headed and swinging around with his Web Slinger, Peter Parker battles a new and improved foe each week with Roger Murtaugh, who’s back at the LAPD after a near-fatal heart attack. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Columbia Tristar. $5.95

* DVD 2805639  **GEORGE CARLIN:** Playin’ with Your Head. Presents one of the legendary comedian’s most hazardous stand-up comedy performances, recorded at the Beverly Theater in Los Angeles. Includes 73 minutes of “Sports,” “Hello and Goodbye,” “Battered Plants,” and more. Also features a short film co-starring Vic Tayback. 58 minutes. Adults only. MPI. Pub. at $19.98. +$7.95

* DVD 290574X  **GEORGE CARLIN:** Never made it into textbooks. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. $19.95
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**DVD 376832X BEAST LEGENDS.** Widescreen. Using a powerful combination of eyewitness accounts, scientific fact and CSL, undetermined creatures are brought to life by expert investigators in a series that journeys to the very frontiers of knowledge. English SDH. 150 minutes. BBC. $9.95

**DVD 4619110 JESUS OF NAZARETH: The Complete Miniseries.** Fullscreen. Acclaimed director Franco Zeffirelli and all-star cast deliver a powerful adaptation of the Gospels in 1977’s miniseries. From the Nativity to the Crucifixion and Resurrection, the life of Jesus is presented with stunning depth, gravity, and emotion. Stars Robert Powell, Olivia Hussey, Anne Bancroft, and many more notable actors. Over six hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.95 Now $9.95

**DVD 6929761 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION, VOLUME 2.** Fullscreen. America’s foremost defense attorney, fights to prove his clients’ innocence by using his intense focus and passion for facts. This six-movie set, mysteries are uncovered and justice is served by the legendary Perry Mason. Stars Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale and William Kat. English SDH. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 6929753 PERRY MASON MOVIE COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. Based on novels by best-selling author Erle Stanley Gardner, this collection brings the beloved television series to the big screen! In Delilah Street (Barbara Hale) and Paul Drake Jr. (William Kat), Perry attempts to uncover the truth and clear his six-movie set. English SDH. Over nine hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 2998475 INSIDE AMY SCHUMER: Seasons 1-3.** Widescreen. Straight from Amy Schumer’s provocative and hilariously wicked mind, this series explores sex, relationships and the general cluster** k** that is life with sketches, stand-up, comedy, and woman on the street interviews. Not Rated. Over 10 hours on live DVDs. Paramount. $19.96

**DVD 2834340 INDIA: Nature’s Wonderland.** Widescreen. Wildlife expert Liz Bonnin, actor Feida Pinto and mountain climber Jon Gupta reveal the wonders of India’s natural world. From the tigers and elephants in West Himalaya and turtles hatching on the beaches of the east coast to the lions of the Gir Forest, this film reveals a land packed full of unrivaled wildlife experiences. English SDH. Over 120 minutes. Pubs. $24.99 Now $7.95

**DVD 2928450 NASH BRIDGES: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Join the life and cases of Inspector Nash Bridges (Don Johnson) of the Special Investigations Unit and his quirky partner, Joe Dominguez (Checarin Marin) as they keep tabs on crime in the scenic Bay Area in Bridge’s electric yellow 1971 Plymouth Barracuda. Includes all 122 episodes, packaged in a boxed set. Over 93 hours on twelve DVDs. CBS. $44.95

**DVD 2928531 THE UNTOUCHABLES: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Portraying the real-life federal law team dedicated to ending the infamous Al Capone’s Prohibition-era reign, this series stars Tommy Lee Jones as the relentless Inspector Eliot Ness and William Forsythe as the legendary mobster. Includes all 44 episodes. Also stars David James Elliott. Over 30 hours on seven DVDs. CBS. $24.95

**DVD 3712591 STAR MADENS: The Complete Series.** A British-German produced science fiction comedy series that explored gender reversal and politics. Set on a space station in the future, a British-German female astronaut reveals a conspiracy to take over the ship and fight to prove her client's innocence. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $49.99 Now $9.95

**DVD 383366X MY THREE SEASONS.** Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. A widower father teams that raising a house full of rambunctious boys is three times the trouble in this hilarious sitcom. Starring Fred MacMurray, Stanwy Livingston, Donn Adams and William Frawley. Includes all 72 episodes from Seasons One and Two. B&W. Over 30 hours on 12 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 2970147 MY FRIEND FLYLICKA: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Wasbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch in the Wisconsin wilderness, the planet’s demise, they encounter a mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years in time to try to save Earth. Stars Peter Weller, Christopher Gorham, Leslie Silva, and Tamara Craig Thomas. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99 Now $9.95

**DVD 6929917 DARKMAGE: The Complete Collection, VOLUME 5.** Fullscreen. When the Undertaking, so the first time ever on home video, this highly anticipated collection includes the original TV movie pilot plus four 90 minute telefilms that were part of the original NBC Mystery Movie line. With the help of Helen Hayes and film icon Miled Natwick as one of a kind literary sleuths. Nearly 6 hours. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.98 Now $9.95

**DVD 659087X DECOY: The Complete 39 Episode Series.** Fullscreen. Based on factual cases tackling controversial subjects, this groundbreaking, 1950s police drama was the first to film on location in New York City and the first to feature a policewoman as its main character. Beverly Garland steals the show as Casey Jones, sharing the screen with the likes of Peter Falk, Suzanne Pleshette, and others. In B&W. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.98 Now $9.95

**DVD 2784866 BATMAN: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Dive into the third and final season of this iconic series, where the infamous and foul must be stopped to keep Gotham safe. With foes like Loui the Lilac, sly Siren, and evil Egghead, Batman and Robin have their hands full! Collects all Season 3 episodes. Stars Adam West and Burt Ward. DVD. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98 Now $14.95

**DVD 2928426 MARTIAL LAW: The Complete Collection.** Hong Kong icon and martial arts sensation Sammo Hung stars as Simi, the first to be transplanted to Los Angeles, where he partners with seasoned officers to track down-and knock-down-criminal elements of the city. Includes all 44 episodes. Nearly 33 hours. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $49.99 Now $27.95

**DVD 2988157 ANIME 3-SERIES COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects three complete anime TV series that includes the hit series of the same name. Kurozuka is a popular anime series based on the Japanese manga written by Baku Yumekamura. Unlimited Code 044 was produced by the legendary Madhouse animation studio and is about a female super-soldier named 044. Viper’s Creed is a compelling series set in a dangerous future. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.98 Now $19.95

**DVD 2796406 BATMAN: The Second Season, Part Two.** Fullscreen. These final 30 episodes of the Second Season will bring more rollicking and mysterious mayhem with the help of Batgirl, Robin, and the first to feature a policewoman as its main character. Beverly Garland steals the show as Casey Jones, sharing the screen with the likes of Peter Falk, Suzanne Pleshette, and others. In B&W. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Bros. $10.95

**DVD 2867338 FIREFLY: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The mysteries of deep space combine with Wild West thrills in Firefly. Revisit the complete cult-favorite TV series—including three unaired episodes and the highly anticipated TV movie pilot plus four 90 minute telefilms. Includes all 28 Season One episodes. Stars Nathan Fillion, Gina Torres and Alan Tudyk. Created by Joss Whedon. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98 Now $24.95

**DVD 299220X THE HIGH CHAPARRAL: Season Three, Part One.** Fullscreen. The charismatic Cannons and magnificent Montoya’s as well as the often irresistible Bunkhouse Gang led by the Butler brothers, are back! The series has moved from Season Three, and this program features all 16 episodes. Stars Leif Erickson, Cameron Mitchell, Mark Slade, and Linda Cristal. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $34.94 Now $27.95

Television & Radio

**DVD 3584771 MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Spend some quality time with the family as you join hard-working husband Al (Ed O'Neill), housework-hating wife Peg (Katey Sagal), saucy daughter Kelly (Christina Applegate), and brother Bud (David Faustino) for all 11 seasons (262 episodes in all) of the brilliantly tasteless, dareingly raunchy, and devilishly clever comedy classic. Nearly 100 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.95 $39.95

**DVD 3725308 MIKE & MOLLY: The Complete Fifth Season.** Widescreen. When it comes to making true love work, no matter what life throws in their way, Mike and Molly wrote the book. Good times are here in all 22 Season Five episodes filled with life, laugh, and love across his many television shows and specials, all of which had significant influence on comedy institutions like Saturday Night Live. Nine DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $49.99

**DVD 591034 MIAMI VICE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Executive producer Michael Mann comes all five groundbreaking seasons of the explosive Emmy and Golden Globe Award-winning series Miami Vice, Good Morning, Miami. Over 3000 hours on 8 CDs. BBC. Pub. at $36.95

Over 33 hours on twenty DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 5899344 SAVAGES: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The story of two of the Vice Department’s coolest cops, they take on all kinds of crime across 11 seasons. Over 91 hours on twenty DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.95

**DVD 2869101 SECRETS OF BRITAIN’S GREAT CATHEDRALS.** Widescreen. This stunning film explores 20 cathedrals and England and Wales, featuring breathtaking 4K and incredibly intimate drone footage, capturing their legendary facades and soaring interiors. Get an inside look into the most influential cathedrals, abbeys, and bishops’ palaces in the country. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99


**DVD 3724395 MURDER. SHE WROTE: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Angela Lansbury stars as everyone’s favorite snoop Jessica Fletcher, a famous mystery writer who has a knack for solving murders on and off the page. Along with the quirky residents of Cabot Cove, Maine, Jessica is joined by some of the most celebrated guest stars of screen and stage. 264 episodes. Over 212 hours on sixty-three DVDs. Universal.

**DVD 2963345 PETTICOAT JUNCTION: The Official First Season.** Widescreen. This series captures the ambiance and character of a mysterious sidekick. Ninety-seven episodes. Seventy-six hours on 18 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98

**DVD 5919142 RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series.** Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds head a superb cast in this thrilling 1940s Western. A steam-wheeler-plying the Mississippi River in the 1840s. Drawing on stories from stern-wheeler playing the Mississippi River in 1840s. Drawing on stories from real-life travelers on the river, each episode relives the events on the Enterprise as she travels up and down America’s premier waterway. Collects all 44 episodes. In B&W. Over 35 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.95 $27.95


**DVD 5919150 TALES OF THE GOLD MONKEY: The Complete Series.** In a backwater corner of the South Pacific, a young couple and his ragtag group of friends set off on a quest to locate a mysterious island and its宝玉。Over 600 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $79.95 $49.95

**DVD 2933063 THE TWILIGHT ZONE: The Fifth Dimension.** Fullscreen. Rod Serling’s groundbreaking original series and the second classic 1960s series to receive a complete DVD release. Over 6 hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 2868646 BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Over 500 episodes of this series of this thrilling, witty show. Buffy Summers (Sarah Michelle Gellar) struggles to maintain allies in the cult-fan world while also delving into the world of her historic adventures. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

**DVD 2396437 STRIPPERELLA: Season One Uncensored!** Widescreen. Strips by night and secret agent by day, later that night. Spike TV’s scantily-clad crime-fighting heroine takes on her first adventures in all 13 uncensored episodes. Created by Stan Lee. Featuring the voice talent of Pamela Anderson. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**DVD 3729201 STRAIGHT FORWARD.** Widescreen. When her father is murdered in cold blood, Danish con-woman Sylvia Wendel gets a chance to redeem herself. Includes eight episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over six hours on five DVDs. Adults only. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

**DVD 2907070 THE X-FILES: X-Files 1-4.** Fullscreen. Assigned the FBI’s most challenging cases, special agents Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre happenings as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve paranormal mysteries. Includes all 97 episodes from Seasons One through Four. Over 41 hours on 16 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $69.95 $49.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/499
Television & Radio

**DVD 2834561** A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 4. Five episodes from the fourth season of the UK’s number one detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble, in “Paying the Price: Unknown Soldiers; Sun Times for Swingers; Things We Do for Love and Deep Waters.” Over 8 hours on three DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $49.98. $7.95

**DVD 2969629** A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 3. Presents four episodes from the third season of the UK’s number one rated detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble. Includes the episodes: “Appropriate Adults; Quarry; Dead Man One and No Refuge.” Over 6 hours on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $49.98. $7.95

**DVD 3774021** A PLACE TO CALL HOME: The Complete Collection. Wide-screen. Tackling weighty themes of social class, sexuality, and prejudice with insight and intelligence, this award winning series has earned praise from fans and critics alike. Through six captivating seasons, A Place Called Home explores the lives of the family in their beautiful home and what keeps them apart. Sixty seven episodes. Fifty five hours on 20 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $299.99. $149.95

**CD 6981925** P.D. JAMES BBC RADIO 4 COLLECTION. These unique and fully cast BBC Radio 4 dramatizations present seven of James acclaimed mysteries. Includes Cover Her Face; A Taste for Death; Devices and Desires; A Certain Justice; The Private Patient; An Unsuitable Job for a Woman; and The Skull Beneath the Skin. Over 16 hours on seventeen CDs. BBC. Pub. at $48.95. $39.95

**DVD 2932873** DYNASTY: Seasons 1-4. Full-screen. Starring John Forsythe as business magnate Blake Carrington, Linda Evans as his beloved wife, Krystle, and Joan Collins as Blake’s scheming ex-wife, Alexis, the Carrington empire serves as the backdrop for the epic power struggles, family rivalries and romantic scandals that defined this hit drama. Includes 86 episodes. Over 69 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 5826284** DOWNTON ABBEY: The Complete Collection. Wide-screen. All six seasons of the award-winning hit series come together in this complete collection. Fifty-two magisterial episodes let you rediscover the splendor and romance, desire and heartbreak, scandal and rumor that made Downton Abbey an international hit, plus over five hours of bonus material. Stars Hugh Bonneville, Jessica Brown-Findlay, Laura Carmichael, Jim Carter, Maggie Smith, and others. English SDH. Over 50 hours over twenty-two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $129.99. $114.95

**DVD 3722627** ENDEAVOUR: The Complete Sixth Season. Wide-screen. It’s 1965 and things are changing in London, with the arrival of a new figures for the police force. Now joined by former adversary DCI Ronnie Box and his sidekick DS Alan Jago, the gang must battle crime and corruption to finally solve their greatest case yet— the truth behind George Fancy’s death. Includes all six episodes of the six-style English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 2837343** KOJAK: Season One. Full-screen. He’s got style, street smarts and a penchant for lollipop boxing. Includes all twenty-one episodes. CC. Over 18 hours on three DVDs. Universal. **$11.95**

**DVD 6736998** JUST SHOOT ME! The Complete Series. Full-screen. Laura San Giacomo, George Segal, Wendie Malick, Emilio Delgado and David Spade star in this witty workplace comedy set in the offices of a high-fashion magazine. The daily grind and hilarious misadventures of the magazine’s quirky staff is chronicled in 146 episodes over all seven seasons. Over 54 hours on nineteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $79.97. **$59.95**

**DVD 2969440** FLASHPONT: Complete Series. Full-screen. This heart-pounding drama depicts the emotional journey into the tough, risk-filled lives of a group of cops in the SRTU (inspired by Toronto’s Emergency Task Force). This highly skilled and lethal team rescues hostages, busts gangs, and defuses bombs to save innocent lives. Stars Hugh Dillton, Amy Jo Johnson and Enrico Colantoni. Includes all six seasons—over 52 hours on eighteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.95. **$119.95**

**DVD 3757056** BATES MOTEL: Season Four. Full-screen. As Norman (Freddie Highmore) continues to spiral out of control, Norma’s (Vera Farmiga) desperation to help her son grows increasingly fearful of him. Norma goes to great lengths to find Norman the professional help he needs. Collects all 10 Season Four episodes. English SDH. 9 hours. $39.99

**DVD 6452299** BARNEY MILLER: The Complete Series. Begins in 1974 and continuing for eight acclaimed seasons, the unforgettable detectives of the 12th Precinct in New York’s Greenwich Village took on New York’s most explosive domestic disputes to suicide bombers to bad coffee. Star Hal Linden, Abe Vigoda, Max Gail, Ron Glass, Jack Soo, Gregory Sierra and Steve Landesberg. Includes all 116 episodes of the first season of its spinoff, Fish. CC. Twenty-five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $159.95. **$119.95**

**Blu-ray 2922290** FLYING SWORDS OF DRAGON GATE. Wide-screen. International action star Jet Li leads an incredible cast of martial artists, villains, pleasure and revenge. Winner at the Asian Film Awards, this film is a martial arts masterpiece filled with spectacular special effects delivering knock-out action that has been seen by millions. $39.99

**Blu-ray 3894224** PRAY FOR DEATH. Wide-screen. In this explosive slice of 1930s martial art (Jiho Kosugi) and his family find their dream of a better life in America quickly transforming into a nightmare when they fall foul of corrupt gangster George Cut (Scott) they’ve yet to meet someone like the Exterminator. This fiery sequel also stars Mario Van Peebles and Frankie Faison. Shout! Factory. **$2.95**

**Blu-ray 3874527** BACK TO THE FUTURE: 25TH ANNIVERSARY TRILOGY. Wide-screen. Experience one of the most popular movie series of all time with this collection! Join Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox), Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd), and a time-traveling DeLorean for the adventures of a lifetime. Includes Back to the Future: Back to the Future Part II, and Back to the Future Part III, and hours of bonus features. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 3874524** THE HINDENBURG. Wide-screen. Assigned as a colonel by the German government to prevent any plans of sabotage during the Hindenberg’s transatlantic voyage, Franz Ritter (Allison Tolman) is the small-town police officer who joins forces to uncover Lester’s secrets and stop the relentlessly destructive Malvo. Includes a collectible beanie. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. **$11.95**

**Blu-ray 2922282** EXTERMINATOR 2. Wide-screen. John Eastland (Robert Ginty) is a hard-nosed, law-abiding exterminator who cleans up the urban jungle. But on his thirteenth day of business, he discovers that the vigilante is cleaning up the urban jungle again. Drug lord X and his army of thugs have declared war on New York City, but the vigilante, someone like the Exterminator. This fiery sequel also stars Mario Van Peebles and Frankie Faison. Shout! Factory. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 3759822** J ACK THE GIANT SLAYER 3D. Wide-screen. One of the most beloved fantasy tales of all time comes back to life in this sensational new interpretation. With the help of the king’s military commander, the giant killer John (Nicholas Hoult) gains a chance to become a legend in this thrilling-packed adventure. Includes Blu-ray 3D. Blu-ray 2D and DVD 114 minutes. Warner Bros. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 2922509** TALE OF TALES. Wide-screen. Based on three spellbinding stories by Italian freak show performer by 17th century folklorist Giambattista Basile, this film unleashes a barrage of mind-bogglingly gorgeous and fantastical imagery as it brings to life the misadventures of three kings. Starring Salma Hayek, Vincent Cassel and John C. Reilly. 133 minutes. Shout Factory. **$3.95**


**Blu-ray 2922462** SEX WARS. Wide-screen. A high-priced call girl navigates the shadowy world of London’s underground sex trade in this provocative and erotic thriller. Prosecutor Virginie (Hafsia Herzi) finds her world turned upside down when she begins a dangerous affair with a dark, sexy man who could be her savior—or her downfall. Not Rated. English SDH. 103 minutes. Adults only. Shout Factory. **$3.95**

**Blu-ray 2922274** THE EVICTORS. Wide-screen. Years ago, descendants fought a bloody battle to keep their family’s land. They were never heard from again, but now that they’ve returned to their house which has grishly results. Years later, the Watkins (Michael Parks and Jessica Harper) uncover brutal murders–but the vengeful spirits far from finished. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 2906929** FARGO: The Complete First Season. Wide-screen. Billy Bob Thornton stars as Lorne Malvo, a mysterious man who changes the life of insurance salesman Lester Nygaard (Martin Freeman), Gus Grimaly (Colin Hanks) and Molly Solverson (Allison Tolman) are the small-town police officers who join forces to uncover Lester’s secrets and stop the relentlessly destructive Malvo. Includes a collectible beanie. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **$11.95**

**Blu-ray 2922504** BACK TO THE FUTURE Part II. Wide-screen. In the future, Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) and Dr. Emmett Brown (Christopher Lloyd) is faced with the return of the future’s most popular schoolgirl, Jennifer Parker (Elle Macpherson). As Doc realizes that the crony, Biff Tannen (Thomas Wilson), is threatening to ruin his best friend’s life, he rushes back in time to change things. Amazon. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 2922505** BACK TO THE FUTURE Part III. Wide-screen. In the future, Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) is faced with the return of the future’s most popular schoolgirl, Jennifer Parker (Elle Macpherson). As Doc realizes that the crony, Biff Tannen (Thomas Wilson), is threatening to ruin his best friend’s life, he rushes back in time to change things. Amazon. **$4.95**

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Blu-ray 2922401 ONE & TWO. Widescreen. Siblings Eva (Kriena Shikpa) and Zac (Timothy Chalamet) are cut off from society in a remote farmhouse, their insular world bound by an enormous wall. But as the pair begins to explore the extraordinary, potentially dangerous supernatural abilities, a mystery arises: is their father trying to keep the world out, or keep his children in? Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Shout Factory. $3.95.

Blu-ray 2948540 WRONG TURN 6: Last Resort. Widescreen. The underfed children of an emotionally troubled young man, Danny, inherits an isolated backwoods hotel that may hold the key to his secret past. A frightful resort quickly transforms into a blood-soaked killing spree, as Danny’s friends are brutally murdered one by one. Unrated. English SDH. 91 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

Blu-ray 3747247 BAD SANTA 2. Widescreen. Raled by cheap whiskey and greed, Willie Soke (Billy Bob Thornton), teams up once again with his angsty sidekick Marcus, to knock off a Chicago charity run by curvy Diane Thornton (Christina Hendricks). But the arrival of Willie’s horror story of a mother (Kathy Bates) and “the kid” may upset the plan. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $4.95.

Blu-ray 3764265 BATTLESTAR GALACTICA. Fullscreen. In the deepest reaches of space, it is a fight to save all human life from extinction in this sci-fi adventure that launched the Battlestar Galactica franchise. The Twelve Colonies and Galactica must survive the pursuing Cylons in a series of epic battles that will determine the fate of the human race. English SDH. 1.25 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

Blu-ray 3714527 KILLING HEYDRICH. Widescreen. 1942–the Third Reich is at its peak. The Czech resistance in London decides to put into motion the most ambitious military operation of WWII: Anthropoid. Two young recruits are sent to assassinate the most ruthless Nazi leader–Reinhard Heydrich, head of the SS, the Gestapo, and the architect of the “Final Solution.” Jason Clarke and Rosamund Pike. Rated R. 2 hours. 30 minutes. WVS Films. $29.95.

Blu-ray 3764761 THE WOLF MAN. Fullscreen. This 1941 film features a heartbreaking performance by Lon Chaney Jr. and groundbreaking makeup by Jack Pierce. The story of a cursed man who transforms into a deadly werewolf when the moon is full has not only become a masterpiece of the horror genre, but of all film. In B&W. 70 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

Blu-ray 2882949 TURTLE. Thrust into power after the murder of his father, King Tutankhamun is forced to marry his strong-willed sister in order to maintain the dynasty. Tut is exploited by a shrewd Grand Vizier, a ruthless who, and a scheming High Priest who look down on him as someone they can control. But Tut overcomes the odds, becoming an unlikely hero. Stars Ben Kingsley. Packaged in a tin case. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $7.95.

Blu-ray 3764494 FRANKENSTEIN. Fullscreen. An unforgettable masterpiece, the original 1931 Frankenstein stars Boris Karloff as the screen’s most tragic and iconic monster. Victor Frankenstein’s adaptation of Mary Shelley’s masterpiece novel is considered by many as the greatest horror film ever made. In B&W. English SDH. 71 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

Blu-ray 3702707 SWEET COUNTRY. Widescreen. An Australian western set on the Northern Territory frontier in the 1920s, where justice itself is put on trial when an aged Aboriginal farmhand shoots a white man in self-defense and goes on the run to hunt him down. Stars Bryan Brown and Sam Neill. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95.

Blu-ray 3894907 HORNY CHEERLEADERS: Girls Gone Wild. Get ready for hot, young college girls doing handsprings, jumping jacks and splits–completely naked! You won’t believe what happens when hot, sexy cheerleaders step off the sidelines and become the main event. Adults only. Mantra. $7.95.

Blu-ray 3747271 DIRTY HARRY / MAGNUM FORCE. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood knocks the movie world on its ear. In 1971, San Francisco cop Harry Callahan and tracking the Scorpio Killer in the trend-setting Dirty Harry. Callahan defies vigilante cops in Magnum Force, as he takes dead aim with the most powerful handgun in the world. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter.

Blu-ray 3757269 TRUMBO. Widescreen. In 1947, Dalton Trumbo (Bryan Cranston) was Hollywood’s top screenwriter, but he and other screenwriters were jailed and blacklisted for their political beliefs during the McCarthy Era. Also stars Helen Mirren, Diane Lane, John Goodman and Michael Shannon. English SDH. Rated R. 125 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

Blu-ray 3764311 THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN. Fullscreen. Boris Karloff reprises his role as the silver screen’s most misunderstood monster who now must find out what happened exactly where the original left off, the critically acclaimed sequel introduces Dr. Pretorius as a deranged scientist who brings Henry Frankenstein to help him create a companion for the monster. In B&W. English SDH. 75 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

Blu-ray 3764672 SNOW WHITE & THE HUNTSMAN/THET HUNTSMAN: Winter’s War. Widescreen. In Snow White & the Huntsman, the classic story takes us far away from the land of Oz and into an action-packed adventure when Snow White (Kristen Stewart) and the Huntsman (Chris Hemsworth) join forces to battle the evil Queen Ravenna (Charlize Theron). The Huntsman enters an epic confrontation between Queen Freya and her wicked sister in The Huntsman: Winter’s War. Both English SDH. Four hours on 2 Blu-rays. Universal. $5.95.

Blu-ray 3894143 SEXIEST MOMENTS EVER 2: Girls Gone Wild. You asked for it, and here it is—the ultimate collection of the wildest and sexiest footage we’ve ever caught on tape. It’s real, raw and completely uncensored! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95.

Blu-ray 2882744 OUT OF AFRICA. Widescreen. Robert Redford and Meryl Streep star in the fascinating true story of a woman who travels to Kenya to be with her husband and falls in love with a mysterious adventurer. Directed by Sydney Pollack, this epic tale of love, loss and self-discovery was the winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a Blu-ray book. English SDH. 161 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

Blu-ray 3739627 THE BAD SEED. Widescreen. Rhoda (Patty McCormack) is a well-mannered eight year old little lady, and an effervescent schoolgirl. And in this spellbinding chronicle of evil, whatever Rhoda wants, she ruthlessly gets. Her mother Christine recognizes it, but is unable to do anything–the perfect belligerent, lover, spy or assassin. Now, with the FBI closing in, Echo must face a rogue Activated determined to bring Dollhouse down. English SDH. Over 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $9.95.

Blu-ray 2966899 DOLLSHOUSE: The Complete Season 2. Widescreen. From creative mind Mattird Joss Whedon comes the stunning final season of this sexy, provocative thriller that will reveal all the secrets of your collection! Includes all 13 Season Two episodes. Starring Eliza Dushku. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $9.95.

Blu-ray 2966880 DOLLSHOUSE: Season One. Widescreen. As an “Active,” the half-angel, half-earthling Echo must face a rogue Activated determined to bring Dollhouse down. English SDH. Over 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $9.95.
**Blu-ray** 3765539
RINGU COLLECTION. Widescreen. This box set presents the concluding chapters of Ringu, the film that started it all, plus Hideko Nakata’s chilling sequel, Ringu 2, and the haunting origin story, Ringu-O as well as the other sequels such as The Spiral, gathered together in glorious fashion, including a host of bonus features. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on three Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

**Blu-ray** 2897792
MAUS: A Survivor’s Tale. Widescreen. The Rotem family has been the victim of an ancient curse in which the firstborn daughter of each generation has gone violently mad and then suspiciously dies. Now something is hiding in Susan’s body, coming out to grotesquely murder anyone who comes too close to uncovering her terrifying secret. Newly scanned in 4K. Widescreen. Directed by Art Spiegelman. Two Blu-rays. Grindhouse Releasing. $49.95

**Blu-ray** 3710645

**Blu-ray** 2984680
PLANET EARTH: Six-Disc Limited Collector’s Edition. From the highest mountains to the deepest oceans, this Emmy Award-winning series illuminates the wonders of our astonishing world. A magnificent celebration of the diversity of our planet. The elite collector’s set comes in a special edition globe package and includes a set of four exclusive art cards. English SDH. Over 9 hours on six Blu-rays, plus seven hours of special features. BBC. $79.95

**Music Recordings**

**CD** 587890X
THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travelin’ Rovi’ Gambler; When the Saints Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. $29.95

**CD** 509776
FRANKIE LAINE: Sings I Believe and Other Hot Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s great vocalists, Laine performs 16 tracks: A Palace in the Sky; Jealousy; High Noon; I Believe; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is a Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; There Must Be a Reason; Strange Lady in Town; and more. Acrobat. $9.95

**CD** 6564918
PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record made between her debut on Corral, through her four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962—just months before her tragic death. Includes Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Not Much; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD** 3741811
DOLLY PARTON: Those Were the Days. The country darling offers up twelve tracks: Those Were the Days; Blowin’ in the Wind; Have I Told You Lately; Shallow; If I Could Only Be with You Today; Drop Dead; Where Do the Children Play; I Believe in You; Ronnie and the Java; I Believe; Another Drink. Widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a cant-miss summertime extravaganza. Widescreen. Includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the show. Tracks include classics like Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jump; Jack Flash; Symphony for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98 $24.95

**DVD** 1871242
THE ROLLING STONES–SWEET SUMMER SUN. Widescreen. This 22-track assembly brings together classical masterpieces like Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and Tchaikovsky’s Songs without Words; Grieg’s Two Lyric Pieces, Op. 62; 2: At the Cradle; Poulenc’s Mother Goose Suite No. 2: Tom Thumb; and more. Time-Life. $4.95

**CD** 7553161
THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52. The Mills Brothers were one of the most influential and important vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, big band, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings in 1931 to their final Top hit in 1952. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD** 584651X
HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles, As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This 37-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD** 2841233
EAGLES: Unplugged 1994. Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove a must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Includes Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Fast Lane; and more. Twenty-four tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

**CD** 3753072
THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Recordings. For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of the iconic Birdland quintet. See the spot where the April and July of that year, they came together for the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside Records. $9.95

**CD** 3757455
ITALIAN AMERICAN CHORONES. These three CDs compile songs from the legendary crooner’ Sergio Franchi, Jerry Vale, Al Martino, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza and Jimmy Spizzello. Tracks include Avanti, Voi Martina; Mario; Roma; Quanto; La Sera; Come Sera (Vale); Funiculi, Funiculà (Lanza); Core Spizzello (Ruselli); Mari Mari (Martino); and many more. Golden Stars. $9.95

**CD** 560976
SPIKE JONES & HIS CITY Slickers: Clink Clink Another Drink. With his concoction of entertaining humor and musical brilliance, the drummer and band leader intoxicates in 20 tracks. The title song joins By the Beautiful Sea; I Wanna Go Back on the Flowers; The Shoemaker’s Liebestraum; The Blue Danube; The Glow Worm; That Old Black Magic; and more. Acrobat. $9.95

**CD** 5909984
THE MILLS BROTHERS: COLLECTION, 1931-52. The Mills Brothers were one of the most influential and important vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, big band, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings in 1931 to their final Top hit in 1952. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD** 376348X
NEERAKOMIKI 1 & 2. Collected in one box set are both entries in the depraved Neerakomikki series, banned in Germany. Cannibals in a ghost town discover an underground hit in the U.S! These screaming and corpse-tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved HD transfers of the original negatives, plus a mongrel of bonus features. Not original. Widescreen. Directed by Yasuto Kamada. During McGavin, Emi Borgnine, and more. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

**Blu-ray** 2896953
THE X-FILES: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The X-Files, Blu-ray. The X-Files: The Event Series and the original nine seasons of this electrifying show are yours to own! Assigned the FBI’s most challenging cases, Fox Mulder and his sometimes skeptical partner Dana Scully (David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre phenomena including a host of bonus features. Over 155 hours, including 25 hours of extras, on fifty-seven Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $129.95

**Blu-ray** 3763471
THE DUKE MITCHELL TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Duke Mitchell was the ruthless son of a Mafia kingpin who blasts his way through Hollywood on a bloody crime spree in Massacre Mafia Style. Duke Mitchell is a paroled gangster with an unholy scheme: to kidnap the Pope and charge a dollar from every Catholic as the ransom. DVD and Blu-ray. Directed by Mario Bava. Over 9 hours. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/499
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**CD 3749606** VIVALDI: Recorder Concertos. Contrasting the sound of the recorder with various instruments, these concertos make Vivaldi’s instrumental works such perennial favorites. Includes Concerto in G minor, RV 42; Concerto in D, RV 43; and Concerto in C, RV 47.

**CD 6795854** JOHN PRINE: The Broadcast Archive. Three CDs collect the artist’s tapes from the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Featuring the legendary singer-songwriter, Prine offers multiple cuts of Spanish Pipin’ Dreams, Blue Umbrella, Sam Stone: Flashback Blues and more, plus other favorites such as Hello in There and The Frying Pan. Nearly 70 tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

---

**CD 3749363** A-Z OF CONDUCTORS. By David Patmore. Four CDs present selected recordings of conductors including, Arturo Toscanini conducting the NBC Symphony Orchestra; Richard Strauss conducting the Berlin Staatskapelle; Leonard Bernstein conducting the New York Symphony Orchestra; and more. A guide with more than 300 biographies of conductors is included. Akademie. Pub. at $38.99

**CD 3749480** HAIL TO THE UNITED STATES MARINE BAND. Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks of songs associated with presidents throughout history. Includes President Garfield’s Inaugural March; The Star Spangled Banner; March “Franklin D. Roosevelt”; Thomas Jefferson March; Solemn March; Presidential Polonaise; Hail to the Spirit of Liberty; Hail to the Chief; and more. Akademie. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 3614387** MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the most beloved of the movies. The recordings are by Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks: Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; The Love Boat; The Go-Between; Star Wars; and many more. Time-Life. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 3084914** 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION. Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Brahms, Schumann, Strauss, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Ravel, Dvorak, Mendelssohn, and many more. Time-Life. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 6800850** STEVIE NICKS: House where you live. A superb collection of tracks recorded at the House of Blues in Hollywood in 1994. This 11 song set is Stevie at her steamiest, most passionate best. Songs include Outside of Violet; Edge of Dreams; and more. London. Pub. at $14.99


**CD 2921618** PETULA CLARK: Greatest Hits. Clark’s career has spanned an amazing eight decades! This CD collects 13 wonderful tracks, including Sign of the Times; This Is My Song; I Know a Place; My Love; Downtown; I Couldn’t Live Without You; and many more. Atco. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 374955X** RICHARD WAGNER: Der Ring des Nibelungen. The Ring is among the boldest, most all-embracing works of art ever conceived. The conductor conducts the Orchestra Sinfonica Della Radio Italiana. With Ferdinand Frantz as Waltra, Marion Moll as Brunnhilde; Ludwig Sutthaus as Siegfried; Ira, Malanuk, and Elsa, Cavalli. From Frieka. 13 CDs, EMI Records Limited. Pub. at $58.99

**CD 7615191** HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the 43 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2846864** THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930-62. This two CD set comprises film, studio and live recordings from across her career, including the classics Farah and Better, The Blue Angel; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Kisses in Time; and more. Gusto. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 3715124** STRINGBEAN: Barn Yarns. A thirty-one track collection has some of the best banjo pickin’ around including Stringbean and His Banjo; Herding Cattle; Wake Up Little Betty; Polly; We’re Going Home; Hesitation Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 2959763** CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features some of the band’s greatest radio broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Moon Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; and bayou lake. Seventy three tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3753573** SGT. PEPER’S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND. Released in May of 1967, it was the eighth studio album by the British rock band. It includes hits including Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, With a Little Help from My Friends; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; A Day in the Life; Getting Better; and more. Capitol. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3753584** THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Legends of American Music. These are the recordings that influence anyone who sings and plays the Great American Songbook. All of Armstrong’s biggest hits, finest vocal performances, and tracks from the 1930s through the 1960s. Features rarities, painstakingly restored sound, and all original versions. Set includes a 40-page booklet, 40 songs on two CDs and 17 performance videos on DVD. BMG. Pub. at $34.99

**CD 2987870** FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; San Antonio Woman; My Wild Woman; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She’s About a Lover; Money, Mean Woman Blues; Just a Little Bit; Breaking Up Is Hard to Do; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6922006** ADHD BINAURAL BALANCING MUSIC FOR ENHANCED FOCUS. By Stephen Halpern. If you are a parent of a child with ADHD, an educator or an adult with ADHD, this landmark album is an important discovery. Come Home is a style of beautiful, relaxing music is uniquely suited to the way our brains respond to sound and music stimuli. Simply play the music in the background while doing homework or working in the office. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6558879** EDDIE PIAF: Chansons. An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime. Eddie Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language hits, including: Je Suis A Dieu; (I Am Yours); La Vie En Rose (Life Through Rose-Colored Glasses); and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 3692337** FLEETWOOD MAC: Greatest Hits. These are the greatest hits of Fleetwood Mac, the band that produced this hit with a Capital H! Sixteen tracks feature Rhiannon; Don’t Stop; Go Your Own Way; Hold Me; Everywhere; Gypsy; You Make Loving Fun; As Long As You Follow; Dreams; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 375780** KRIS KRISTOFFERSON: Closer to the Bone. This CD collects 11 songs from the country music star, including Closer to the Bone: From Here to Forever; Tell Me One More Time; The Wonder; and more. Also includes a bonus CD with eight additional tracks, such as This Old Road, The Final Attraction: A Moment Forever. Time-Life. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 3702391** ARTHUR FIEDLER AND HIS BOSTON POPS: THE MOVIES. 10 classics from some of your favorite motion pictures, such as Breakfast at Tiffany’s; West Side Story; Dr. Zhivago; The Way We Were; and Moulin Rouge. Songs include Rhapsody in Blue; On the Town; and more. Boston Pops. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3691179** PIANO DREAMS. Enjoy many hours of the world’s best loved piano music, comprising complete works and selections from 3 CDs. Includes songs from Nocturne in B flat minor; Op.9 No.1; Etude in E major Op.10 No.3 by Chopin, Barcarole; Adagio sostenuto Piano Concerto No.2, Op.18 by Rachmaninoff; and more. Enigma. Pub. at $7.95

**CD 4552911** JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62. One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus some of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature cuttings from popular Prison Blues to I Can’t Help It. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2819902** THE DOORS: Doors to Pieces. On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for a one night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include Whiskey, Mystic & Men, Poison the Lord, Love Without Tears, Hello I Must Be Going, Motel Room in Paradise, Bright Lights Big City, and more. BMG. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6961274** THE BEE GEES: Soundscape: 1975. Features twenty-five tracks recorded live from the PBS Soundstage program. Includes The White Room, Children of the Sun, People In Australia. Twenty tracks, including Theme; The Way We Were; and tonight, TMG. BMG. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2926080** JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features twenty tracks of the comedic, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Includes: Bill Bailey Won’t You Please Come Home; You’re Just Like That; I’m My Own Birthday; The Day I read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Woman, Mad Bird Melody; Inka Dinka Doo; Good Night; A Real Piano Player; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

---
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**CD 293534X DICK DALE AT THE DRAGS.** Known as “The King of the Surf Guitars,” Dick Dale’s collection of twenty tracks has his tribute to the drag-strip and racing. Titles include Wild Wild Mustang; The Victor, Mug Wheels, Mr. Eliminator; Blondie Dara; Surf's Up and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3715108 THE PLATTERS: 26 Hits.** Features all the ones you know including Only You; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Twilight Time; Money Honey; Great Pretender; Heartache, My Love; The Whole World’s in Love and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3867596 UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Rock ‘n’ Roll.** Fill your Saturday night with these 33 dance hits on two CDs. Artists include Little Richard, Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, Bill Haley and more. Tommy Boy. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3573538 DWIGHT YOAKAM: Live from Austin TX.** Twenty-something Dwight Yoakam was literally the new kid in country music when he stepped on the Austin City Limits stage for this October 23, 1988 performance. Includes 14 songs such as I’ll Be Your Mule; First Time I Met Her; I’ll Go Down and more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $26.98 $24.95

**CD 1862197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era.** This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodman’s extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his “Golden Era” from 1935-49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1950s. Includes not only examples of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his smaller groups–his trio, duo, and Quintet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 6908986 PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1963-1964.** This 10 CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. The 62 tracks compiled include Desmond’s first LP, Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; Jazzabelle; All the Things You Are; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3687596 UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Rock ‘n’ Roll.** Fill your Saturday night with these 33 dance hits on two CDs. Artists include Little Richard, Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, Bill Haley and more. Tommy Boy. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 3085031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’–The Last Recordings.** Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with no more than his guitar and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flush out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings wrote, include Goin’ Down Rockin’; Beale of the Ball; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; New Day; Wastin’ Time and more. Squared Joe. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2928156 MITCH MILLER: Songs/March/Along.** A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Old Smokey; Ring of the Stork; Happy Birthday; My Darling Clementine; Aunt Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; I’m Going Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 3752162 JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT: What Made Milwaukee Famous.** Recorded from two live performances--May 1, 1995 at the Bradley Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and March 31, 1995 at the Palace in Auburn Hills, Michigan. Includes 12 classics such as Come Together; Whole Lotta Love; The Four Stages; Jimmy Page & Robert Plant; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6789667 VAN HALEN: In the Studio.** This two CD collection presents Super group is a trendy name given to a collection of Elton John’s best including My Father’s Gone; Some Quite Great Melodies; Subtle Undulating Rhythms; St Francis of Assisi: the Illustrious Musical Career. Includes Kindness; True Grit; Don’t Stop Believin’ and more. Two CDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 2903636 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959.** Surely the best remembered of all 1950’s U.S. rock ‘n’ roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock ‘n’ roll would never be the same again! This fateful crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Chantilly Lace; La Bamba; Fake Out; When Sin Insinuates to the Day; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3813637 EAGLES: Target Practise.** On February 22, 1995 the group released this collection of Elton John’s best including My Father’s Gone; Some Quite Great Melodies; Subtle Undulating Rhythms; St Francis of Assisi: the Illustrious Musical Career. Includes Kindness; True Grit; Don’t Stop Believin’ and more. Two CDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3749487 LIZST: His Life and Music.** This two CD collection presents works throughout Franz Liszt’s illustrious musical career. Includes Ave Maria; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 in sharp minor; St. Francis of Assisi: the Sermon to the Birds; St. Francis of Paula Walking on the Waters; Hungarian Rhapsody No.17 in D minor; Nuages gris; and more. A biographical booklet about Liszt is also featured. Naxos.

**DVD 6771742 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001.** The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness, Wild One; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Wayne Newton, Anne Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhinestone Cowboy to Gentile on My Mind. MVD Visual.

**DVD 3709795 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: Back to Basics–Live and Down Under.** Aguilera’s biggest hits are made bigger and better than ever with this spectacular live performance DVD. She lights up the stage in Australia with 21 songs including Come on Over; Still Dirty; What a Girl Wants; Ladies Marmalade; Beautiful; Fighter; and more. 90 minutes on two DVDs. BMG. $4.95

**CD 6831664 GRATEFUL DEAD: New Jersey Broadcast 1977.** Celebrate this most joyous Christmas! This two CD collection presents the best Dead performance in New Jersey that year. Includes Me and My Uncle; Lookin’ Out My Back Door; Looks Like Rain; Bertha; Good Lovin’; Estimated Prophet; Terrapin Station; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 2884424 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live at Tivoli 1972.** Wide-screen. Filmed for live television during the Grateful Dead’s show at the prestigious Tivoli Concert Hall in Copenhagen. This rare concert footage will celebrate this most joyous Christmas! This two CD collection presents the best Dead performance in New Jersey that year. Includes Me and My Uncle; Lookin’ Out My Back Door; Looks Like Rain; Bertha; Good Lovin’; Estimated Prophet; Terrapin Station; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7349422 CHRISTMAS: Favorite Classics.** Celebrate this most joyous season with the best of classic Christmas music includes King Jesus hath a Garden; Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring; Angels from the Realms of Glory; The First Noel; Pauine Horses Op.20. Penderecki. Naxos. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas.** Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies--subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves like a soft breeze into the hearts and souls of romancers. Includes Sweet Leland; Blue Hawaii; Ku loa Hula Girl; Beyond the Reef; Hula Lolo; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $11.99 $7.95

**CD 3697244 ELTON JOHN: Goodbye Yellow Brick Road.** An eighteen track collection of Elton John’s best including candle in the Wind; Bennie and the Jets; Goodbye Yellow Brick Road; This Song Has No Title; Grey Seal; Sweet Painted Lady; Dirty Little Girl; Roy Rodgers; Social Disease; and more. Mercury.
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**CD 688699X EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood.** This CD features the live FM broadcast at The Forum in Inglewood, CA, in 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California, Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; The Sad Cafe; Lyin’ Eyes; I Can’t Tell You Why; Those Sheffs and Starches. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**DVD 374938X BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 1-6.** Widescreen. Grammy Award-winning pianist and conductor Daniel Barenboim performs Beethoven’s six piano sonatas. Includes: three piano sonatas. Includes: Sonata No. 1 in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1; Sonata No. 2 in A major; Op. 2, No. 2; Sonata No. 3 in C major, Op. 2, No. 3; Sonata No. 4 in E major, Op. 5, No. 1; and Sonata No. 5 in C minor. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, The Soldier Has Come Home; Lullaby; Trooper’s Lament; Bamiba; Born to Run; Saturday Night; Sunday Morning; Give Me a Reason Why. Directed by Bruce Johnston–give a live FM broadcast at the Kennedy Center in 1973 come these 16 live at the Keystone in Berkeley, California in July of 1975, these 16 tracks of the country rock band include Ties That Bind, We Shall Be Free, Mama Tried, Born to Run. Recorded at the Carnegie Hall (with Dwight Yoakam); and more. New West Records. $6.95

**CD 6993775 THE BEACH BOYS WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA.** An album that shows the incredible diversity of this legendary rock band. Songs include California Suite: Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Good Vibrations; California Girls; and more. Seventeen tracks. JUG Recordings. $6.95

**CD 5970674 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981.** All live original Beach Boys–joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston–give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as one of our greatest pop rock outfits by performing 25 of their best. California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Got Around. Sun Records. $11.95

**DVD 3096734 OPRY VIDEO CLassics: Legends. What makes a country star a legend? Instant recognition on a first name basis like George (Jones) performed in "Walking the Lightning," or Johnny (Cash) doing Ring of Fire. Here are thirteen other legends performing their hits, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, and more. In B& W and Color. 58 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 2903737 NEW DEAR: Time Fades Away Tour.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1981 comes this 16-track collection including On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Lass; Let’s Have a Party; and Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**DVD 2975653 KAYT PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live.** Widescreen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unsuicetable spectacular features hit after hit and an ensemble cast including Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together; and more. Eagle Vision. $5.95

**CD 3756227 ROCK JUKEBOX: 100 Essential Rock Classics.** These five CDs collect 100 of the essential rock tracks, the original tracks including such as Journey, Boston, Survivor, Meatloaf, Alice Cooper, Deep Purple, Toto, Ram Jam, and many more. Sony $21.95

**CD 3766644 THE SCOTTISH BOX SET.** The music of Scotland featuring singers, bands and pipers performing many of Scotland’s best loved tunes and anthems are included in this 30-track set in all featuring Amazing Grace; Auld Lang Syne; Caledonia; Loch Lomond; I Love a Lassie; Loch Lomond; Scotland Forever; Scots Wha Hae; The Dark Island; and more. Scaddic. $11.95

**CD 5870808 SEGOVIA AND WILLIAMS’ Guitar Virtuosos.** Two masterful guitarists, Andrés Segovia and Julian Bream, perform a selection of works by both their favorite composers. Directed by Daniel Barenboim. $11.95

**CD 3696855 THE OLD GREY WHISTLE TEST: Easy Riders.** Presents original studio recordings made famous by the hit BBC music show. This 45 track collection includes the hit Meat Loaf; Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd; Jessica by The Allman Brothers; Look at Yourself by Uriah Heep; Desperado by Linda Ronstadt; Air Traffic by Why by Dave Mason; and more. Three CDs. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3757323 BUCK OWENS: Live from Austin, TX.** Recorded on October 23, 1988. Eleven songs from the country music legend, including Act Naturally; Together Again; Johnny B. Goode; Under Your Spell Again (with Dwight Yoakam); and more. New West Records. $5.95

**CD 3702383 BANJO IN THE MOUNTAINS: 10 Great Bluegrass Snaps.** For the aficionado of twang and real authentic country music from the grassroots source in Nashville. Ten songs, including Hard Hearted Jim & Jesse, Gonna Play the Town by Kentucky Travelers, From the H招待side by Bill Clifton; and more. Country Roads. $6.95

**CD 5942583 GENTLE OLD TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1935.** Back to a time when country music was just being developed with this huge set of classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin’ Doc Roberts, John D. Foster, Red Fox Chasers, Ted Chestnut, Byrd Moore, and many more. Encore. $11.95

**DVD 2925826 CREAM: The London Sessions.** Recorded in London in 1966 and 1967, all 26 tracks are rehearsals for the Farewell in Earls Court. This album features many tracks including You Make Me Feel; Coffee Song; Beauty Queen; Wrapping Paper; Cat’s Squirrel; The Clearout Lake; Sweet Wine Take Moon; and more. Leftfield Media. $11.95

**CD 6543933 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS: Ssgt Barry Sadler.** Sadler delivers 13 tracks by turns plaintic and searing; track kicks I’m a Lucky One; Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Saigon; Salute to the Nurses; I’m Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet; Trooper; The Soldier Has Come Home; ’Moby Trooper’s Lament; Band of Brothers; and The “B” Team. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98 $12.95

**DVD 3701573 OPRY VIDEO CLassics: Pioneers.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage country live music performances ever assembled. Performers include Roy Acuff, Grandpa Jones, Janie and Jack, Sons of the Pioneers, Eddy Arnold, Ray Price, Hank Snow, Carol Smith, and others. In Color and B&W. 49 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6840105 PORGY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording.** The original sound track recording of the film version of Gershwin’s beautiful opera is complete hits from Leonard Bernstein’s immortal score: Summertime; I’ve Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; Ain’t Necessarily So; just some of the classic DuBois Heyward and Ira Gershwin. Music conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3749438 CLASSICAL HEAT.** Two CDs capture some of classical music’s greatest moments on 27 tracks. Includes Holst’s Mars, the Bringer of War from the Planets; Ravel’s Tzigane; Ginika’s Overture to Ruslan and Ludmilla; Barber’s Cello Concerto, Op. 22; Elgar’s Cello Concerto, Op. 85; Rachmaninoff’s Vocalise; and Van Cliburn’s Concerto for Piano and Strings, Op. 11 and more. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**CD 3759890 STEVE WINWOOD: Ohio High Life.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Blossom Music Center, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio on September 29, 1988. This 13-track set features many more. Encore. $11.95
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**CD 3731571** BACH: HOPKINS: THE BEST OF DVORAK. Includes Slavonic Dance Op.46, No.1; Slavonic Dance Op.46, No.2; Slavonic Dance Op.72, No.2. Zdenek Zilek conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra; Symphony No.8 in G, Op.88; Stephen Gunzenhauser conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra, and more. Navos. $4.95

**CD 3735557** THE EARLY BEATLES. The eleven great songs in this album were among the first launched the Beatles. Includes Love Me Do; Twist and Shout; Please Please Me; P.S. I Love You; Ask Me Why; Anna, and more. Apple. $12.95

**CD 2947218** RORY GALLAGHER: Live in Budapest, Spring 1985. Collects 19 songs from a live performance, including Double Vision; Nadine; Tattooed Lady; Walkin’ Blues; Secret Agent; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; Bad Penny; I Wonder Why; Round Around; Blue Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 6878202** THE CLASSIC SONGS OF COLE PORTER. Collects 50 Porter songs, some by artists who were legendary interpreters of his work, like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter’s rich catalog and found songs for their albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6991673** TOMMY ROE: Greatest Hits. Features ten hits from this 1960s singer/songwriter including Jam and Jelly Tight; Sheila; Daddy, Crimson and Clover; Sugar Sugar; Heather Honey; Sweet Pea; Everybody; Baby I Love You; and Hooray for Hazel. Warner Bros. Hendrix. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 3691519** DORIS DAY: The Hits Collection, 1945-62. Day was one of the most popular entertainers of the post-war era on both screen and record. This 79-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including Sentimental Journey; My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time; Love Somebody; A Guy Is A Guy; Secret Love; Que Sera, Sera; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2492325** HAPPY TOGETHER: The Best of the Turtles. This two CD collection includes 48 tracks by this rock band, who between 1965-1970 released 18 hit singles. They are most remembered for their chart topping single Happy Together. Contains all their singles including, I Ain’t No Babe; Almost There; Let Me Be; Sound Asleep; Umbrella the Dragon; The Shadrack and the Eve of Destruction, and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2959860** JONI MITCHELL: At the New Vic. This CD features the entire set performed by Mitchell and LA Express in London on April 21, 1974. Collects 19 hits from Man in Paris; Help Me; I All Want; Big Yellow Taxi; Raised on Robbery; Both Sides, Now; and many more. Lettflmed Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 19817110** THE BEST OF HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tong and rockabilly star, including all his pop hits including Teenage Love; All My Love; Walking in the Rain; and the U.K.. The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It’s Springtime in Alaska; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3561780** WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums & Rare Grooves. A true pioneer in jazz, this four-CD box set highlights the early, albeit crucial years of Shorter’s solo career, both as a band leader and collaborator. Collects 59 tracks, including Blue la Carte; Harry’s Last Stand; Seed of Sin; Scorn’; Fat Lady; Groovin’ High; Moten Swing; Jup; Deluge; Black Diamond; and much more. Enlighten.com. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3737083** LORETTA LYNN: All Time Gospel Favorites. A must-have CD for any fan of the legendary singer. Thirty tracks are compiled here, including How Great Thou Art; I Feel Like Traveling On; Precious Memories; Old Rugged Cross; Amazing Grace; Try to Remember; and many more. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 5724910** THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES of the 1950’s. Experience the sounds that defined ‘50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much content here that any fan’s hunger will be sated, with classics from all the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald; Dolly Parton; Miles Davis; Bill Evans; John Coltrane; Count Basie; and so many others. Includes a 62-page booklet profling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams. $14.95

**CD 6857728** ROGER WATER: Pros & Cons of New York. This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here; The Gunner’s Dream; and many more. Thirteen tracks in all. $14.95

**CD 6938890** LIONEL HAMPTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1951-1958. Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including Lionel Hampton’s Nonet; Hampton Meets Milt Jackson, Meets His Giants; Hampton’s Big Four; and Hallelujah Hampton. Forty-three tracks in all. $19.99

**CD 1848879** RICKY NELSON: The Definitive Collection, 1957-62. A comprehensive 108-track collection features both A and B sides of all of Nelson’s U.S. and U.K. singles up to 1961, and all the tracks on the seven LPs he released in that same period. Includes I’m Walkin’; A Teenage Love Affair; Poor Little Fool; Travelin’ Man; Hey Pretty Baby; Mad World; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**DVD 2975661** KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set includes a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (26 tracks). Among the songs performed are Breathe; Les Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Timebomb; and many more. $17.95

**DVD 3717348** FLEETWOOD MAC: The Warehouse Tapes. This CD features one of the band’s finest available live recordings, at the Warehouse in New Orleans on January 30, 1970. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Strange Blues; Only You; and many more. Ten tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


**DVD 2801213** DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour. Since first hitting the charts in 1971, Don McLean has amassed over 40 gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a behind the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits: American Pie, Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Crying; and more. 55 minutes. Life Time. $5.95

**CD 3753589** LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Meet on the Ledge. This CD collects 11 tracks from the band’s first broadcast at Convention Hall in Asbury Park, New Jersey in 1977. Songs include Ain’t the One; Saturday Night Special; Sweet Home Alabama; Whiskey In the Jar; What’s Your Name and more. No. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6674240** EMMYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics: Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All I Took; Feelin’ Single; Seenin’ Double; Coat of Many Colors; Almandito; Together Again; Return of the Grievous Angel; Bluebird Wine; Tonight the Battle Let Me Down; and more. All Access. $11.95

**DVD 3749568** SCHUMANN: Takacs Quartet/Zoltan Kocsis/Andras Schiff. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Presents the Takacs Quartet playing selections from Schumann that includes Kreisleriana; Etudes symphoniques; and Piano Quartet No. 4. Debussy’s Children’s Corner; and Bartok’s For Children. With Zoltan Kocsis piano and Andras Schiff cello. Over four hours. $49.99 $24.99

**CD 3731797** LINK WRYAK ROYS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarist, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Ballad Theme; Tijuana; Slippy; Right Turn; I’m Doin’ It; California Sunset; The Swing; Comanche; Deuces Wild; El Toro; Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby; Studio Blues; Hang On; Turquoise USA; The Black Widow; Pancho Villa; Radar; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Beat Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 3691632** THE JIMMY WILSON PROJECT: Collection 1965-59. Nakely was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three CD set comprises A and B sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has My Name (the Other has my Heart); I Love You So Much it Hurts; Slipin’ Around; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3714993** BILLY JOE ROYAL: Down in the Haybarns and Other Hugs Hits. His hit songs spanned generations and captured Pop. Country and Gospel music audiences alike. Here are ten of his top hits including Crying; Mean Little Woman; Singing Virgin; I Thought of the Law; Cherry Hill Park; Last Kiss; I Knew You When The Twist; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; 96 Tears; Making Believe; and Amen. Gusto. $7.95

**CD 2946745** ROY ORBISON: The A&M Sessions 2 CD Collection. Enjoy fifty-one of the American singer-songwriter’s distinctive ballad themed hits including Crying; Mean Little Mama; Blue Avenue; Only the Lonely; I Can’t Help Myself; I’d Rather Be An Old Folks; Chicken Hearted; and more. Three CDs. $9.95

**CD 3736547** NEIL YOUNG: Austin City Limits. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Austin City Limits, Austin, Texas in 1976, this collection of the same twenty-three tracks including Are You Ready for the Country?; Hawks and Doves; Comes a Time; Border for Glory; California Sunset; Old Man; Down by the River; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

---
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**DVD 2980561** WOODSTOCK: THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION. Contains performances from Woodstock music festival held in 1969. Features performances by Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Crosby, Stills & Nash, Joe Cocker, Grateful Dead, and many more. MGM. Pub. at $17.95


**CD 4528077** THE MARIO LANZA TRIBUTE: A Collection. Features the finest tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs from movies, as well as most of the A and B sides of this single for RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2955196** CARPENTERS: Love Songs. It's all there, exquisitely orchestrated and sung so lovingly. Tracks include 'We've Only Just Began,' 'Superstar,' 'Rainy Days and Mondays,' and many more. Two CDs. MCA. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 5717402** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band's 1971 tour, recorded at the Capitol Centre in Landover, Maryland. Includes "Wond'ring Aloud," "Skating Away on Thin Ice," "Veltin," "Hunting Girl," and more. Two CDs. MCA. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 3728052** SANTANA & FRIENDS: Radio Collection. Presents the great sound of Santana performing with ZZ Top, John McLaughlin and others. Tracks include Primera Invasion, Black Magic Woman, Open Invitation, Star Cycle, Cause We've Ended as Lovers, Wild Thing, Freeway Jam, Going Down, and more. Two CDs. MCA. Pub. at $14.95


**CD 2986043** SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1978. Spirit's concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series ('71 to this 3) set recording. Features 16 tracks, including Rockpalast Jam; Mr. Skin; It's All the Same; Like a Rolling Stone; Wild Thing; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MCA. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 3966926** PAUL SIMON: The Ultimate Collection. Enjoy all the beautiful songs and lyrics in this 19-track collection that presents the work of Paul Simon. Includes You Can Call Me Al; Graceland; Mrs. Robinson; The Boxer; Homesick Blues; Feathers of the Seagull; 50 Ways to Leave Your Lover; Cecilia; Me and Julio Down By the Schoolyard; The Boy in the Bubble; The Only Living Boy in New York; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3754014** THE WHO: Old England, New England. Recorded from a live FM Broadcast at the Wimbledon Empire in London on June 7, 1970. Features a number of live cuts from his 15th album. This show is also included on "Live at Leeds." Two CDs. MCA. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6992188** OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection. Comprises the complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production and the original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie features landmark songs like Oh What a Beautiful Morning, People Will Say We're In Love, Surrey with Fringe on Top, Oklahoma; and more. Twenty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 2974258** LA TRAVIATA. Wide-screen! Emma Matthews Thrills as the courtesan Violetta who, against her better judgment, falls in love with Alfredo, the dazzling Italian tenor Giuseppe Terranov's. Features a number of cuts from his 15th album. This show is also included on "Live at Leeds." Two CDs. MCA. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 3766238** STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: Soul to Soul Live. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Bumbershoot Festival, Seattle Coliseum, in September of 1985 come fifteen tracks including Stevie Butler; Texas Flood; and more. Two CDs. MCA. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6951401** THE FIRST FAMILY, 50TH ANNIVERSARY. Recorded on October 22, 1962, this comedy album was a good-natured parody of President John F. Kennedy, both as Commander in Chief and as a member of a large well-known political family. President Kennedy was known to have given copies as Christmas gifts. This set includes a bonus CD with special features. Nearly two hours on 3 CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 298086X** JOE SATRIANI: The Broadcast Archives. No one else has ever been able to play with such precision, such fluidity, such timelessness. Joe Satriani is the guitar, plain and simple. This three CD, 36 track compilation features hits like "Bribula," "Pride and Joy," "The Feeling," "Voodoo Chile," "Satch Boogie," "Little Wing," "La Grange," and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5724929** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND 1978: Roxy Night. Revisit the era with this 1978 Los Angeles show, originally broadcast live on KMET FM. Often flagged by fans as the best gig ever played by the legendary band's renditions of "Badlands; For You; The Promised Land; Paradise By the C; It's Hard to be a Saint in this World; Born to Run; Twist and Shout; Hotel Room," and much more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 2994729** BUDDY HOLLY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects fifty-three hits by the rock 'n roll great including That'll Be the Day; Rock Around with Olle Vet; Baby, Baby; Valley in the Darkness; Peggy Sue; That's What They Say; and many more. Three CDs. Big 3. Pub. at $14.95


**CD 2925737** THE BAND: Woodstock. Collected from a live broadcast at The Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, New York, 1969. These are numbers 11 through 17, 19, and 21. Some songs include "Chest Fever; Don't Do It; Tears of Rage; We Can Talk; Long Black Veil; Don't Ya Tell Henry; Ain't No More Cane on the Brazos; This Wheels on Fire, I Shall Be Released; The Weight; You're So Vain." Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2966001** TANGERINE DREAM: Somnambulistic Imagery. Recorded for FM broadcast at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheatere, in Laguna Hills, California, in the fall of 1976. This CD contains two discs that collect 32 tracks from the show. Imagery One; Imagery Two; Imagery Three; Imagery Four; and Imagery Five. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99
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**CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs**. Eddy was a major artist in the genre of rock instrumental music that burgeoned in the wake of the rock `n' roll explosion. Eddy's career is documented in this extensive collection.

**CD 3725117 BLUES KINGS OF BATON ROUGE**. Collects 53 tracks featuring blues legends like John Harpo, Lazy Lester, Lightnin' Slim, Ratul Neal, Smokey Babe, Tabby Thomas. Jimmie Anderson, Whooping Smith, Son Hagar, and many more. $11.95

**CD 3736571 PROCOL HARUM: A&R Studios 1971**. From a live FM broadcast recorded at A&R Studios, NY, April 1971 and The Beat Club Workshop, Bremen, Germany, December 1971 this collection features thirteen tracks including: "Drive Still There'll Be More; Nothing That I Didn't Know; Judy's fabulous recording career. It features performances of the folk legend's most memorable songs, this program is made even better with a wealth of bonus footage from Seeger's other Australian TV appearances. In B&W 105 minutes. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 3717398 JERRY GARCIA: The Broadcast Archives**. This triple CD collection celebrates Garcia's solo work with a trio of live recordings from the great 70s era. From February 1980 in Hempstead, New York, Santa Cruz, California in 1985, and San Francisco in early 1991. Twenty-nine tracks, including "How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By Me); Little Darling; "The Thrill Is Gone"; and more. The Broadcast Archives. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3736431 JERRY GARCIA BAND: La Paloma Theater 1976.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at La Paloma Theater, Encinitas, CA in February 1977. More nine tracks on 3 CDs, including "Second That Emotion; They Love Each Other; Friend of the Devil; Call John; Harder They Come; Moonlight Mile; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3736482 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1961-1963**. Featuring hits from eight Robbins albums, this 107-track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as "A Little Sentimental; Hurt; To Each His Own; Unchained Melody; I'm in the Mood; Atila Rose; All The Way; In the Ashes of an Old Love Affair; The Sea and Me; Tall Handcrome Stranger; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3763009 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1937-47.** Judy Garland remains one of the enduring icons of show business. This 73-track, three CD collection includes such tunes as "Over the Rainbow; I'm Nobody's Baby; A Journey To A Star; The Trolley Song; Meet Me in St. Louis; Louis; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; This Can't Be Heaven; Topoca and the Santa Fe; Farewell" and more. Two more. Enchantment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6906810 JONI MITCHELL: Transmission Impossible.** This three CD set features a number of live recordings of Joni from concerts and sessions recorded for FM broadcast in the 1960s, 70s, 80s and 90s. Songs include "Chelsea Morning; Cactus Tree; Coyote; For Free; Refuge of the Roads; Being Roy; and many more. Thirty-eight tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 292479X QUEEN: The Platinum Collection.** This fifty-one track collection of Queen's greatest hits includes such titles as: "Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Killer Queen; Bicycle Race; A Kind of Magic; I Want It All; The Miracle; One Vision; Innuedo; Living on My Own with Freddie Mercury; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; Caddy Baby; Bring Back The Time; Long Ago and Tomorrow; and two CDs. Recorded Live. Royal Albert Hall, London. 1973-1986. Music. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**CD 298590X ERIC CLAPTON: Tokyo 1988.** On November 2, 1988 Clapton and his band performed at Tokyo's Tokyo Dome for a live broadcast. Elton John performed both solo and with Clapton and his band during the concert. This entire gig is collected here on two CDs. Songs include "I Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderin'; Lonesome Dave; I Shot The Shooter; The Wind; and more. Sony. Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6992242 STEELY DAN: Transmission Impossible.** This unique three CD set features a collection of live material recorded during their extensive "Daddy Cool" tour. Two CDs include "Broodahita; The Boston Rag; King of the World; Ricky Don't Lose That Number; Baytown; Green Earrings; Hey Nineteen; and more. Forty-three tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 379868X RAY NOBLE & HIS ORCHESTRA: Hits Collection, 1931-47.** Consists of 46 hits from the songbook of this British pianist, bandleader and composer who was as big a hit in the states as back home, including Lady of Spain; Hold My Hand; Let's Get Married; Liza; Len Love Is; Caudlett; Blue Bayou; Dream Baby; Walk On; Falling; Running Scared; California Blue; Mean Woman Blues; and more. Sony. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6913745 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives.** The ultimate collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976. Germany 1979. and Sweden 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Bird on the Wire; The Partisan; Who I Am; My Yonder; Closing Time; and more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2959739 BOB DYLAN: Carnegie Hall Chapter 1961.** Collects 14 tracks from Dylan's first proper concert, held on November 4, 1961. Songs include "Pretty Peggy-O; In the Pines; Gospel Hour; 1913 among others. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

**CD 2903652 JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years.** Features eight albums: Nor So Dukish; Back to Back; Soccer; Swiss Melting; Johnny Hodges; Blue Hodge; Johnny Hodges with Billy Strayhorn and the Orchestra; Sandy's Gone; and Mess of Blues. Four CDs include "Flute, How Low Can You Get?; The Man's in Love; Be-Bop-A-Lula" and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 4552881 FATS DOMINO: The Complete Hits, 1950-62.** Hitz the hits of the 50s pioneer. Eighty-five tracks collect all of his chart entries in the U.S. pop and R&B charts between 1950 and 1962. With twelve Number One hits and one Top Ten, Fats' music is beloved from country to soul. Favorites like "Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday; "I'm Walkin'" and more. Enchantment. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 3710861 SHA NA NA: Rockin' Christmas.** Celebrate the holidays and the Eighties in this 23 track collection of holiday songs. Includes "Ugly Christmas Sweater; Rockin' Around the Christmas Tree; Rock Rudolph Rock; Rock Around the Christmas Tree; Hand Of Love; Home for Christmas; Bells; Santa's on a Diet; You're All I Want for Christmas; I Saw Mama Twistin' with Santa Claus; An Angel for Christmas; and so many others. GoldLabel. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 3691098 JUXTAPositions.** Widescreen. Each DVD explores the world of a particular composer via one or more works. We travel from Pierre Boulez, Elliot Carter, Philip Glass, Arvo Part to dood Messiahian. The viewer embarks on a thrilling voyage of discovery. Twenty-one discs all offer an in-depth exposure to this musical new world. In French, English, Estonian with English subtitles. Over 10 hours. 5 DVDs. Ideale Audience. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**CD 3714651 FRANK ZAPPA: Radio Shock.** Although Zappa composed and recorded a number of rock albums and hit singles, Radio Shock focuses on his soundtrack work. His first foray into Hollywood Records Made Me Do It; and more. Unicron. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3699644 ROY ORBISON: The Ultimate Collection.** This collection brings together the full scope of Roy Orbison's remarkable music on this 26 track CD. Includes Oh, Pretty Woman; I Drove Last Night; You Got It; Crying; Only The Lonely; Rave On; In Dreams; I'm Not The Only Brick in the Yard; Paperman; Dreams of Fire; There Is A War; My Little One; Mad About the Boy; The Piccolino; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3717186 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives.** The ultimate collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976. Germany 1979. and Sweden 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Bird on the Wire; The Partisan; Who I Am; My Yonder; Closing Time; and more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

Riley Puckett, Feels Good by Hartman's Heart Breakers, and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

---
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**CD 2038314 WHEN THE SANTS GO Marching IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz, Vol. 7. This triple-CD collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues by Eddie Condon; Muskrat Ramble by Benny Goodman & His Commo-dors; Darktown Stutters' Ball by Bunky Johnson; At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Fefearrers; Riverboat Shuffle by Red Nichols & His Five Pennies, and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95

**CD 3753808 THE HOWARD MCGHEE COLLECTION, 1945-53.** McGhee was one of the leading trumpeters of the pioneering bebop era. This four-CD set comprises a great portion of his recordings from the peak era of bebop. Ninety-three tracks, including Deep Meditation; Intersection, Midnight at Minton's; Up in Dodo's Room; Fiesta; I'm in the Mood for Love; Harvest Time; and many more. Acapulco. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95

**CD 2733109 70S COUNTRY: Southern Knights.** Thirty-five country classics from this decade's biggest stars. Includes Love is a Rose by Linda Ronstadt; Don't Make My Brown Eyes Blue by Don McLean; including The Cars; Larks, The Crickets, The Magic Tones, The Five Echoes, The Cadillac's, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $59.99. **$44.95

**CD 2985301 THE SUPER RARE Doo Wop BOX.** This stunning boxed set with a three-page informational booklet features over 100 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop vocals, including multiple cuts from Billy Boy Arnold, Big Maceo, Dusty Brown, Leroy Foster, Pete Franklin, Howlin' Wolf, Elmore James, and many more; while a detailed 87-page book explores each featured artist. Wienerworld. Pub. at $49.99.

**CD 2955842 DICKEY BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Roseland 1978 and 2008.** Featuring three CDs and two DVDs, this boxed collection includes: CD One Way Out; Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Roseland 1978, and 2008, and over three hours total and includes Statesboro Blues; Nothing You Can Do; Blue Sky; Run, No One to Run With; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99. **$19.95

**CD 2959933 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Roseland 1976.** This CD contains Butchfield's original 1976 performances in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; One More Heartache; Fool in Love; It's Alright; Goin' Down; Just the Same;和 Many more. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95

When I Needed You Most, Be Good to Yourself, New World, Blues and Born Under a Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance. (71 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95

**CD 2996537 ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1970-1984.** Collects 13 songs from this iconic album, including I'm Still Standing, I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues; Sad Songs (Say So Much); Who Wears These Shoes?; Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word; and many more. Five CDs. Pub. at $29.99. **$19.95

**CD 3757047 FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY.** This is the most complete and most exquisite collection of country music ever assembled. This amazing set includes 10 CDs, featuring 155 tracks. Artists include Lee Greenwood, Glen Campbell, George Strait, Patsy Cline, The Statler Brothers, Waylon Jennings, Marty Stuart, and many more. Ten CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.99. **$129.95

**CD 3042656 MILLENIUM: Legacy of the '60s.** A prolific collection of 151 tracks by the original artists including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is a Hurtin' Thing, by Lou Rawls; You Are My Life, by Otis Redding; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $119.95.

**CD 3736048 THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND.** This boxed set is the first sprawling anthology of Bakersfield's country music heritage. Some 295 tracks, 111 LPs and singles, and recordings of migrants all the way through 1974. Presents Merle Haggard, Buck Owens, Bob Wills & The Texas Playboys, Bill Monroe, and many more. 10 CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $249.99. **$199.95

**Vinyl Records**

**VINYL 3728315 THE BLUES Album.** This lavishly illustrated 180-gram 2LP vinyl set compiles 30 tracks that are newly mixed and include packaging faithful to the original album. Some are newly packaged; Back in the U.S.S.R.; Revolution 9. While My Guitar Gently Weeps; I'm So Tired; Blackbird; Dear Prudence; and more. Universal Music. 12"x12". **$49.95
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